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The new Book of S.T. Circuits
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst . P.

EVERYONE needs this handsome volume of new
S.T. Circuits. The fame of S.T. Zoo, the dual
amplification Circuit using but two Valves yet

giving the signal strength of at least four, has spread
throughout the country. Many thousands of Wireless
enthusiasts are using this Circuit with every success.

Other S.T. Circuits equally as useful and likely to
become quite as well known are given for the first time
in " More Practical Valve Circuits," by the Editor of
MODERN WIRELESS.

" More Practical Valve Circuits
contains the fullest data for over 8o
different types of Circuits, including
all recent discoveries, such as the
Armstrong and the Flewelling. Not
merely are Circuit diagrams given
with the greatest exactitude, but
sufficient details as to condenser and
resistance values, etc., as will enable
the experimenter to build up any
Receiving Sot without further help.

Bound in
full e:oth.

No matter how much or how little
experience you may have had in
Wireless, the moment you decide to
build your own Set you should buy
a copy of this book and make quite
sure that you are starting with a good
practicable and efficient Circuit. Its
cost will be saved many times over
in time and materials.

RADIO PRESS, Ltd., Devereux Court, STRAND, W.C. 2.
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The Experimenter
ELSEWHERE in this issue

we publish a report of the
Presidential address de-

livered by Dr. W. H. Eccles,
F.R.S., to the members of the
Radio Society of Great Britain.
Dr. Eccles's remarks are of con-
siderable interest and encourage-
ment to the large body of experi-
menters who, with the constant
development of broadcasting, no
doubt feel their activities con-
siderably restricted.

A carefully constituted and re-
presentative Radio Society of.

Great Britain, under the con-
tinued able guidance of Dr.
Eccles, should make for unity,
and consequently strength, in the
ranks of experimenters, and be in
a position to do a great deal
towards ensuring that the rights
and privileges of earnest amateur
workers are safeguarded.

At the time of going , to press
the meeting of the Radio Trans-
mitters' Society, announced in
last week's issue, has not taken
place, but we sincerely hope that
the members will unanimously
agree to the proposed amalgama-
tion with the R.S.G.B,

Advertising
We have received the follow-

ing letter from an Advertising
Consultant, whose work is very
frequently seen in the pages of
the technical Press. It is not too
much to say that Mr. Gilbert's.
efforts have contributed very
largely to the success Of several
companies, and his remarks are
well worth noting :

From the point of view of one
 who takes very deep interest in effi-

cient advertising andiwho is entrusted
with the advertising campaigns of
several important radio manufac-
turers, I was very glad to see the
timely warning conveyed in your
recent Editorial. -

" Successful merchandising is
dependent upon a careful and
analytical survey of the market
available, and it is extraordinary to

view the mistakes that are being
made in advertising wireless goods
to -day. It is going to be to the
ultimate advantage of everyone con-
nected with Radio-manufacturer,
retailer and experimenter alike-
that costly experiments connected
with advertising are eliminated as
far as possible.

" For instance, it will be obvious
to anyone that to advertise wireless
equipment, such as valves, head-
phones, batteries, etc., to readers
of the daily Press who do not

 possess wireless receivers, is the
height of absurdity. And yet I have
seen this done repeatedly. But,
you may say, a very large number
of readers of the big London dailies
are wireless enthusiasts. True, but
why 'pay for Waste circulation when
you can advertise in papers where
too, per cent. of the readers are
wireless enthusiasts, and who, more
important still, are in the mood and
even anxious to study advertise-
ments?

" In this connection it is worth
remembering that. the life of a
newspaper is necessarily very short,
and its advertisements-to be suc-
cessful-must - be 'quite different
from those prepared for weekly
magazines which are read more
leisurely.

" Receiving sets can be success-
fully advertised in the daily Press,
but heie again careful planning and
very ,large capital - resources are
necessary. It should be remem-
bered that for a space approxi-
mately -the size of this page an
advertisement in a great London
daily paper costs 't6o,,and if used
correctly it is well worth it. But
single insertions of advertisements
at odd moments will not sell
receiving sets. Unless, therefore,
the manufacturer has the resources
of a Crcesus he must riot hope for
much assistance from the general
Press.

" No, the sound way, is to adver-
tise wireless goods to people who
are already sufficiently interested to
buy a wireless magazine. Adver-
tising in the general Press may
prove successful in a year or two's
time, but at present only a com-
paratively small portion of the popu-
lation of the country are yet in the
market for radio receivers and
components.
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" If my own personal experiences
and advice are sufficient to deter
any manufacturer from wasting
money on advertising which can
only be less than 25 per cent.
efficient, then I shall be glad to
have rendered some service to the
Wireless Industry.

" Yours faithfully,
" ERNEST R. GIL13ERT."

History Repeats Itself
From the paragraphs appear-

ing in the Irish Press, it appears
that the establishment of broad-
casting in Free State Ireland
is beset by difficulties remark-
ably similar to those which
were experienced here. Firstly,
there is the Committee recently
appointed by Dail Eireann to in-
quire into and report upon the
proposed system of broadcasting
in the Free State; and, secondly,
there appears to be considerable
trouble in connection with what
we used to term the' licensing
problem."

It appears that up to the pre-
sent the only type of licence avail-
able is the Experimental licence,
and there is considerable talk of
strong action being taken in the
case of individuals possessing un-
licensed wireless apparatus. As
in our own experience, applicants
perfectly willing to pay a reason-
able fee for the necessary permit
are informed that there is an
" Experimental licence," to ob-
tain which, of course, the appli-
cant has to satisfy the P.M.G.
that he is a genuine experimenter
with certain qualifications.

It seems to be another case of
science and the popular demand
moving much more quickly than
the official mind, and we sincerely
hope that the Committee will
come to a decision without the
long delay of the British Broad-
casting Committee, and that the
Free State P.M.G. will take im-
mediate steps to legalise the posi-
tion by, the issue of broadcast and
constructors' licences.
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How to Make the "Wireless Weekly"
Omni Receiver

No. 1.
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., A.III.I.E.E.

The first article of a series dealing with the construction of a new type of receiver which
has created so much interest amongst experimenters.

************************************0,4 *******
AN introduction to the Omni

receiver has already been
given in these pages, and

some constructional details have
also been given in Modern
Wireless. It is therefore con-
sidered unnecessary to explain,
except in brief terms, the general
uses of the Omni receiver.

Normally, the Omni receiver
consists of a cabinet in which a
panel is fitted, and which is also
provided with a terminal hoard
on which some 6o terminals are
arranged. These terminals may
be connected in a variety of ways
by means of flexible rubber -

4!

L2

covered leads fitted with a spade
terminal at each end. Each ter-
minal goes to a component part
which is mounted, either in the
box at the back of the front
panel, or underneath the terminal
board.

Fig. i is a photograph of the
completed receiver, which is only
slightly different from that which
has already been described in these
pages. So many readers have
suggested that a second trans-
former be included in the set so
that the STIoo circuit may be
tried, that I have modified the
design slightly by adding two
more terminals to the top panel.

Those who have already made
the set may easily' fit these ter-
minals, and also change the
choke coil for an iritervalve
transformer, which may be in-
cluded inside the wooden box,
and not on the back of either of
the panels.

The change from choke coil to
transformer does not prevent the
experimenter from carrying out
work with choke circuits, such as
those recently described in
Modern Wireless, for the simple
reason that the secondary of the
second transformer may be used
as the choke, the primary being
left open.

23

/
3.54324o

I 26 V42

Fig. 1.-Photograph showing the relation of parts to the terminal board connections.
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Fig. 2.-The terminal board connections.

The addition of the low -fre-
quency transformer naturally
necessitated a change of the ter-
minal board, and Fig. 2 illustrates
the alteration that has been made.
It will be seen that the terminals
55 and 56 have been added, and
that these are connected to the IS
and OS terminals of the second
intervalve transformer.

The dimensions of the terminal
board arc not given in Fig. 2, but
will appear in the next issue when
we are dealing with the terminal
board in detail. It is to be speci-
ally noticed that the terminal
board is covered with a sheet of
paper on which the different com-
ponents have been drawn dia-
grammatically. This is not essen-
tial, but it greatly facilitates the
connecting- up of different circuits.
The paper may be varnished
afterwards. It is to be specially
noted that a partial short-circuit
of terminals would occur if the
terminal came in actual contact
with the ends of the inked lines on
the paper.

Of course, it is best to have an
engraved panel, and one firm, at
least, has offered to supply a
ready engraved panel conforming
to Fig. 2. They have, of course,
taken precautions to see that the

engraved lines do not approach
too closely to the terminals, as
otherwise the insulation would be
gravely impaired.

Referring again to Fig. t, it
will be noticed that the ebonite
portion of the instrument is in two
parts. We have first of all the
front panel on which three vari-
able condensers, three valve
holders, three filament rheostats,
two fixed coil -holders, two vari-
able resistances of o to 5
megohms value, one variable
resistance of ioo,000 ohms maxi-
mum, also variable, a crystal
detector of good pattern, and a
number of terminals which go to
aerial and earth, the telephone
receivers, the high-tension posi-
tive and negative, and low-ten-
sion positive and negative, and
also six terminals, seen on the
left of Fig. x, to which are
attached the ends of flexible leads
going to the coil -holders mounted
on the wooden cabinet; this coil -
holder is provided with three coils
-Li, L2, and L3, the middle one
being fixed.

The back of the front panel has
mounted on it all the components,
except the coil holders, one of the
intervalve transformers, namely,
that which is connected to the
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terminals 55, 56, 7 and i5, and
some fixed condensers, which
latter are fixed to the back of the
terminal board, which otherwise
has no components mounted on it.

The terminal board and the ver-
tical panel are first drilled to take
the various components. Exact
full-size blue prints are available
for the convenience of those who
desire something more than the
drawings given, from Radio Press
at is. 6d. each.

The first step in the manufac-
ture of the instrument is in the
preparation of the front panel,
which measures 14 ins. by Jai
ins. An exact half-size illustra-
tion of the panel is given in Fig.
3, and the panel may readily be
marked out by a pair of dividers
by simply doubling the distances
on the figure. The alternative is
to use a blue print of the exact
size and to mark the template by
the point of a pair of dividers, or
in any other convenient manner.
If desired, the blue print might
even be stuck on to the panel
until all the necessary holes have
been drilled.

In our next instalment it is
proposed to illustrate in detail the
front view of the panel with the
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components mounted, and also a
rear view. Details. will also be
given of the back of the terminal

minal board to the components
on the back of the panel.

It is to be noted that the sizes

set of this description it is not
desirable, or necessary, to specify
the particular components used in
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Fig. 3.-Drilling diagram of the front panel. This drawing is made exactly half-size so that the
constructor obtains his dimensions and marks off his panel by means of a pair of dividers.

board and instructions given as
to the joining of the two panels
and the method of wiring the
backs of the terminals on the ter -

of the holes in the front panel de-
pend more or less on the particu-
lar components it is proposed to
use in the Omni receiver. In a
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the set, but we advise the reader
to use good quality components,
and, particularly good quality
transformers.
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Hunting the Howlers
THIS morning when
opened my paper I rejoiced
exceedingly, for the head-

lines gave me the glad news that
at last things were to be made
hot for Radiating Rupert and
others of the howling clan.
Alas ! the fair promise of the
headlines was not fully borne out
by the body of the paragraph.
It read fairly well to begin with,
and my spirits rose accordingly,
but then came the most terrible
anti -climax, for Rupert, it seems,
is merely to be told that he is a
bad lad, a statement which has
already been made to him in
person by not a few of us.

Wonderful arrangements have
been made for running Rupert to
earth-or should one say to
ether? A fleet of motor lorries
are being fitted with transmitting
and receiving apparatus, direc-
tion finders and so on. In each
there will be a crew of experts
filled with wide knowledge and
fired with the desire to discover
the culprit. One of these lorries
will sally forth by night into a
given district, disguised probably
as a fish van or a Black Maria.

Let us follow its subsequent
movements as prognosticated in
the Press. The crew sit waiting
filled with tense expectation.
Fingers hover over switches
ready to turn them over at a
second's notice. There is a look
of grim purpose upon their faces.
One of them is wearing telephone
receivers. Suddenly he stiffens
and goes through all the motions
of listening intently. The fixed
station has reported howling on
38o metres. He signs to his fel-
low helpers. With a little sigh
of satisfaction they fling over the
switches, twiddle the condensers
and whirl the direction finders.
The dread work has begun.
Rupert's fate is sealed. They
have picked him up, they have
noted his bearing. Whispered
directions are given to the driver

and they dash off to another
position. In a few moments the
dread cross bearing is taken and
Rupert's lair is located.

The Sequel

You imagine that in the mean-
time the expert, who is to act
as executioner, has been engaged
in heating up his pincers, in see-
ing that his rope runs nicely
through the noose, and in prepar-
ing the fuze of the dynamite
charge that will demolish
Rupert's aerial and blast his
abode into the smallest smither-
eens. You picture the polishing
of the handcuffs, the testing of
their chains. In your mind's eye
you see the heating of the tar and
the loving passage of the execu-
tioner's hands through the sack
of ,feathers to see that all is well
with them.

Alas, alas, there is nothing of
the kind. The executioner is
armed only with a notebook.
The knife he 'draws from his
pocket is to be used merely to
sharpen his pencil and will not be
employed upon the quartering of
Rupert. And what is to be the
miscreant's fate when all this
dread process of smelling out has
been brought to a successful end?

He is not to be hanged from
the highest tree, he is not even to
have his ears clipped; tar and
feathers are not for him. Listen
and take warning. He is to be
brought to the notice of the
Radio Society of Great Britain!

Those Puzzles

There are moments when one
does not love one's friends. One
of these occurred the other day
at the club when I was having a
peaceful discussion over the coffee
with another fellow. To us
approached a third, bearing in
his hand a scrap of paper. " Ah,
Wireless Wayfarer," said he
with a smile, " I wonder if you
would help me. I have just rigged
up a new set that does not work
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properly." I consented, of
course, with alacrity, for one is
always, glad to give any help to
those who are in distress. He
told me his pitiful tale how four
valves failed to bring in more
than the merest whisper from
2L0 but ten miles away. I
listened sympathetically, asking
a few questions anent soldered
connections and the like. And
then he handed me the scrap of
paper.

With its coming my enthu-
siasm waned, my friendly feel-
ings wilted, and quite frankly I
hated the fellow. On it was the
most horrible diagram that it
has ever been my fate to behold.
Coils were not represented by
beautiful spirals, nor condensers
by parallel lines shot through
with an arrow. Instead, there
were little squares drawn with a
blunt pencil from which wild
straggling lines representing
wires wandered all over the
paper. To trace out the hateful
thing's circuits demanded real
mental concentration. It was
rather like solving one of the
maze puzzles that one used to
make as a schoolboy for the em-
barrassment of one's friends.
You can imagine the kind of
thing.

W.W.: " But why on earth
have you got these two leads
joined? "

Ex -friend : " Oh, those are
not joined really; they are meant
to be crossing."

W.W.: " Well, tell me,
what's this condenser doing
here?" -

Ex -friend : " Let me see. Oh,
that's not a conJenser, it's a
coil. No. I'm wrong, it's the
next valve. No, it's not, it's a
transformer."

You know what hqppens to
your fishing line when you en-
deavour to show a no' -ice how to
make a perfect cast that cannot
possibly become tangled? Well,
that wiring diagram was very
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much like the ensuing mess-up
over which you spend heated
moments endeavouring with the
aid of your best gold tie -pin
(dropped subsequently into the
longest grass and never re-
covered) to unravel. After a
hectic half hour I discovered that
the grid of the first valve was
connected to H.T.+ (this is
literally true), and that the grid -
leak of the rectifier had somehow
wandered into the plate circuit.
What I still cannot understand
is that the fellow had actually
received 2L0 with this arrange-
ment. He certainly had done so,
though signals were faint. Faint,
ye gods !

A Cough Lozenge Wanted
During the days of darkness a

few weeks ago, when a real Lon-
don particular lay like a dirty,
clammy blanket over the metro-
polis, Snoopsworth's set was by
no means up to the mark. A
bad connection somewhere was
causing it to oscillate mildly, so
that speech and music were rasp-
ing and indistinct. Mrs. Gubble,
who had dropped in one evening
to hear it, as people always will
when things are not what they
should be, was quite puzzled.
" Oh, Mr. Snoopsworth," she
gurgled, " it doesn't sound at all
right to -night." " No," said he
with great presence of mind.
" What can you expect? The
fog's making the loudspeaker
hoarse."

A Story of a Joke

Some time ago I made a joke
to the effect that Adam was the
first wireless man, since a loud-
speaker, was made from his spare
parts. Once launched upon the
world, that jest appeared in all
kinds of forms and in all sorts of
places. In an American paper I
beheld a drawing of a little man
purrhasing bits and pieces at a
wireless shop. " Won't you
have a loud -speaker as well? "
the salesman was asking. " No,
thanks, I have one already. I
am married," was the reply.
Thereafter it was seized upon by
humorous artists in the world's
papers; chairmen of wireless
clubs brought it gracefully into
their speeches at the annual
dinner, and few lecturers could
afford to be without it. And so
it went on quite merrily living a
charmed life and bobbing up now
here, now there. Its last appear-
ance has tickled me exceedingly.
A sub -editor, in the hope of
brigl.tening up these notes, had
an inspiration a short time ago.
I happened to mention the inspir-
ing word loud -speaker. Quick
as lightning he inserted, with a
view to avoiding any ambiguity,
" (the tin sort, I mean,
not . . . . . . .)." Thus does
one's child return, after many
wanderings, to the paternal roof
in the manner of the Prodigal
Son. I am not killing a fatted
calf.

Getting Atmosphere

I am fearfully excited over the
announcement that Spain is to
have broadcasting stations. An
international libel maintains that
when a Spaniard is asked to do
anything he always replies
" mafiana," which, means the
to -morrow that never comes.
You remember how the Red
Queen said to Alice " Jam
yesterday or jam to -morrow, if
you like, but never jam to -day."
Luckily a British firm is to erect
the stations, so that they will be
ready at once if not sooner. I
find it a little difficult, though, to
credit the statement that there is
to be one every 25 miles through-
out the country, for, since the
area of Spain is about 190,000
sq. miles, this would mean some-
thing over 1,000 stations, which
would be a pretty generous allow-
ance. But what opportunities it
would give for S.B.!

What intrigues me most is the
possibility that we shall be able
to hear something- of the clamour
of the bull ring. Bearing in mind
the B.B.C.'s instructions that
one must always endeavour to
give broadcasting a chance by
obtaining the correct atmosphere
whilst listening, I am ordering
at once a sombrero and a
red sash. I shall also rub my
loud speaker (no, I will not make
that joke again) thoroughly with
garlic before the show beg -ins.

WIRELESS WAYFARER.
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Issues published during the Railway Strike can be obtained from your usual Bookstall.
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C.W. and Telephony
Transmission Using Valves

No. IV.

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst. P., A.M.I.E.E.
The fourth of a series of articles which began in Vol. 3, No. 6.

C

Fig. 6. A single -circuit oscillator using two separate inductances in series.

WE can avoid the use of a
grid condenser and leak
in a rather different way

by using a circuit of the kind
shown in Fig. 6. Instead of
having one single coil Li, as in
the case of Fig. 4, we use a split
coil composed of two inductances,
Li and L2; the anode battery B2
is connected so as to come in the
anode circuit of the valve and
yet to be clear of the grid circuit.
Across the grid and anode is a
variable condenser CI and the
whole oscillatory circuit consists
of the inductances Li and L2 in
series and the variable condenser
CI shunted across the two coils.
As far as oscillatory currents are
concerned, the battery B2 and the
by-path condenser C2 might just
as well be connected at the
point X ; we would then have the
circuit of Fig. 4. By connecting
the battery B2 in the position

shown, however, we get it next
to the filament, an arrangement
which has several advantages. In
the Fig. 6 arrangement, a con-
denser C2 is used to shunt the
anode battery, because the latter
always has some resistance
which would be a disadvantage
if connected in the oscillatory
circuit. As a general principle,
all anode batteries should be
preferably shunted by a fixed
condenser having a capacity of
not less than 0.002 µF.

It must be pointed out, in con-
nection with Fig. 6, that the
operation of the circuit is entirely
independent of any magnetic
coupling between Li and L2 ; this
also applies to the circuits of
Figs. 4 and 5. The two halves
of the inductance above and
below the point M may be entirely
separate, so as to have no induc-
tive effect on each other. It must
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be remembered that the grid
potentials required to maintain
oscillations are obtained through
the flow of oscillatory current
through the lower portion of the
inductance between M and Y
(Figs. 4 and 5). In all these cir-
cuits, of course, the inductance,
or inductances, may be variable.

There is still another general
method of obtaining a reaction
effect using a single circuit. One
form of this is shown in Fig. 7.
The single oscillatory circuit
consists of an inductance Li
shunted by two condensers C2
and C3 in series with each other.
The middle point between these
two condensers is connected to
the filament negative, while the
top end of Li is connected to the
anode through the anode battery
B2, while the bottom end Y of Li
is connected to the grid.

It will be seen that when
oscillations are 'flowing in the
circuit LI C2 C3, the anode will
be positive when the grid is
negative, and vice versa; these
potentials, of course, are with
respect to the filament. Putting
it another way, any oscillatory
current in L1 C2 C3 (and there-
fore through C3) will produce
grid potentials which will produce
changes of anode current which
will energise the oscillatory cir-
cuit so as to maintain the original
oscillations or to strengthen them.
Since the mid -way point between
the condensers C2 and C3 is con-
nected to the filament, we would
ordinarily be unable to obtain the
necessary steady direct anode
current. To obtain this we connect
a choke coil Z across the con-
denser C3, and the steady anode
current now flows from the
anode, through B2, through Li
and through Z, and so down to
the filament. When the grid
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potential varies, the varying
currents pass through the induct-
ance Li and energise the oscil-
latory circuit Li C2 C3. This
energising and building up of
oscillations in this circuit
produce high -frequency electro-
motive forces' across -the con-
denser C3. In other words, high -
frequency potentials are set up
across the grid and the fila-
ment. These potentials are
such as to produce a reaction
effect on the oscillations in Li
Cz C3. Although the choke
coil Z serves as a direct current
path, it may be considered as
non-existent when we are dealing
with the high -frequency current
circuits, since the choke prevents
the passage of any high -frequency
currents.

The circuit of Fig. 7 may be
modified by connecting the anode
battery next to the filament. A
grid condenser and leak would
then be necessary, as in the case
of Fig. 5.

A Simple
S.P.D.T. Switch

ASIMPLE switch of this
type can be quickly made
up from the usual oddments

generally to be found in the scrap
box.

The requirements are-a small
piece of ebonite for the base and
knob, 2 valve pins, a phosphor
bronze blade from a rheostat, or
a piece of thin brass strip, and a
small brass angle bracket or the
necessary brass strip from which
to make one.

The valve pins are fixed in line
in the ebonite base, and slightly
opened out at the top for easy
entry of the blade, and the
bracket with its blade (which has
previously been rivetted on, or

x
-11111111011111111;
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Fig. 7. A single -valve regenerative circuit using two condensers in series.

secured with a screw and nut)
fixed in position midway between
them..

VALVE Pi

EBONITE.

Finally a knob is fitted to the
blade by making a saw -cut in a
small piece of ebonite and rivet-
ting it on.

A switch of this description
will be found to serve many use-
ful purposes. It may be incor-
porated in a set, in which case
the valve pins and bracket may
be mounted direct upon the
ebonite panel.

By the provision of 4 valve
pins, two blades and a small
ebonite crosspiece, a double -pole
switch may readily 'be con-
structed. N. K. J.

Matting Ebonite

TO evenly matt the surface of
an ebonite panel is to most
constructors a somewhat

tedious job.
This can be done in an efficient

and expeditious manner by using
the compound used by motorists
and known as valve grinding
paste.

An odd piece of hardwood is
used, with a circular motion, to
rub on the abrasive, and after a
short while will produce an
evenly matted surface; a final
clean off with petrol and a rag
will leave the surface of the panel
a fine matt black.

Care should be taken to
thoroughly clean the surface of
the panel_ with the petrol.

N. K. J.

the lRabio Zociety of 3reat tritain
An Informal Meeting will be held at 6 p.m. on WEDNESDAY, February 13th,
at the Institution of Electrical Engineers, when a discussion will be opened
by Mr. J. H. Reeves, M.A., on " Fine Wire Coils as an Aid to Distortionless
Reception." Mr. Maurice Child will take the chair.
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Fig. 1.-The external appearance of the receiver. A 45 -turn loading
coil is shown in position.

7,

HEwhole subject of short
wave reception is one which
the average experimenter

seems to regard as one of pro-
hibitive difficulty, and yet by so
doing he misses the fascination
of one of the most interesting
branches of the science. By
short wave reception, of course,
I mean those waves below 300
metres which are mainly, devoted
to experimental work. Upon
these waves one may hear, almost
any night, the most interest-
ing experitnental transmissions,
attempts (sometimes successful)
to open communication with the
American amateurs, English and
French experimenters working
together with remarkable' ease,
and may achieve amazing feats

- of long distance reception with
quite simple apparatus.

Upon these waves it seems that
what are regarded as freak con-
ditions upon other waves are of
common occurrence, and hence
quite frequently one finds that
reception is being achieved over
almost incredible distances.

Methods of Tuning
The tuning arrangements must

be somewhat modified for success
upon the short waves, and hence
it is probably not worth while to
try to make a receiver capable of
working efficiently upon both the

shorter waves and those of the
broadcasting band and above. It
is practically useless to connect
the detector valve (or first H.F.,
as the case .may be) directly_
across the aerial' tuning induct-
ance; since for say, too metres,
the latter will contain so small
a number of turns that only a
trifling, difference of potential will
be set up across it by the signals.
The detector must be connected
across some part of the circuit

L2

Fig. 3.-A simple Form of the
aperiodic aerial circuit.

where the available difference of
potential is large, and various
methods of achieving this end
have been suggested.

The ordinary loose - coupled
arrangement with a separately
tuned primary and secondary
circuit is not a very good solution
of the problem, since the addi-
tional complication is liable to
prevent the unpractised operator
from obtaining satisfactory
results. A method yielding prac-

A SIMPLE
SHORT
WAVE

RECEIVER
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.,

Staff Editor.

tically equal signal strength
(probably greater in inexperienced
hands) is the aperiodic aerial
system of tuning. For the benefit
of readers who may not have seen
a previous article on this subject
it should perhaps be explained
that  in' this type of tuner the

 aerial' circuit consists of only ten
or twelve turns, coupled as tightly
as possible to.the secondary wind-,
ing, which is tuned with a vari-
able condenser. No provision is
made for tuning the aerial
Circuit, which appears to function
more or, less aperiodically, i.e.,
with a uniform response over the
whole band of waves covered -by
the secondary coil and condenser.
A simple circuit for broadcast
reception. on 'these lines is shown
in Fig. 3.

It is usual to wind the coils
simultaneously in the form of a
basket, honeycomb or other com-
pact type of coil to ,ensure the
closest possible' coupling between
primary and secondary, and it is
desirable in the case of 'coils for
broadcast and the longer wave-
length signals to use extremely
thick wire for both 'primary and
secondary, but I Mize found that
this does not hold -good without
qualification on the really short
waves, possibly because one may
be Nvoiking in the: neighbourhood
of the fundamental' wave -length
of the aerial*. Whatever the
cause, the result is a most dis-
concertingly erratic quality in the
reaction adjustment of the set ;
over a certain wave -band it will
entirely refuse .to oscillate, while
above and below the band it will
oscillate so freely as to be con-
stantly on the verge of howling.

A remedy for the trouble .was
found in a coil containing a
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The use of the shorter
wavelengths is becoming

1H of great importance, and
the general notes con.
tained in this article will i!i
be of interest to many
readers besides those
who will make use of the
constructional details
which it gives.

11]

primary winding of high resist-
ance and a secondary of very
low resistance, this combination
giving perfectly stable working
and unexpectedly good signal
strength. As an experiment
(which was fully expected to be
a failure!) the aerial coil was
wound with No. 40 silk -covered
resistance wire, and the results
were so good that the coil was
incorporated in the receiver
illustrated in Figs. i and 2.

The Circuit.
The circuit of the set is shown

in Fig. 4, and it will be seen that
it is extremely simple, consisting
Of a rectifying valve and a one
L.F. amplifier. The aerial circuit
comprises the coil L,, which
consists of fifteen turns of No. 40
single silk -covered resistance
wire, while the tuned secondary

Fig. 2.-Note the method of mounting the reaction and tuning coils.

coming from separate bobbins.
The secondary is wound with
No. zo double cotton -covered
wire, and after the fifteen double
turns had been completed the
resistance wire was cut and the
secondary winding continued for
a further thirteen turns (28 in all).

Reaction is provided by the
coil L2, and here again much
difficulty is liable to be met with
in short-wave work, for it is
extremely difficult to makea coil
to cover anything- but a very
narrow band of waves. A tapped
coil is necessary, and is only too -

L3 Afritma

70 rams

-28
TURNS

L2

Cl

To
T- 2

O

2

a,

T
Fig. 4.-The complete circuit diagram.

circuit is composed of the wind-
i ing L, and the variable condenser

C1 -.t The two windings L, and L2
me interwoven in the same basket
coil, the first fifteen turns being
wound double, the two wires

V2

likely to introduce dead-end
troubles if the tappings chance to
fall in the wrong places. It may
be mentioned in this connection
that the reaction coil finally used
in the set was the fourth actually

made, numbers one, two and
three giving trouble of some sort.
The windings found satisfactory
should be exactly copied by all
who make this set, and indeed
I would strongly urge that no
departure whatever be made from
the design, since the difficulty
experienced in getting everything
just right would seem to promise
disappointment to anyone making
modifications.

The Tuning and Reaction Coils
The reaction coil is a basket

having seventy turns of No. 30
double cotton -covered wire, and
one tapping is to be taken at the
forty-fifth turn, counting from
the inside of the coil. A simple
plug and socket arrangement is
provided, so that either forty-five
or seventy turns can be brought
into circuit at will. The plugs
consist of valve legs mounted on
the panel, and the plug is a valve
pin attached to the end of a short
piece of flex. The other end of
the flex is carried through a hole
in the panel and soldered to the
plate socket of the rectifying
valve, this connection being
shown dotted in the wiring
diagram.

The inner end of the coil is
connected to O.P. of the L.F.
transformer T, T2, and the tap-
ping point and the outer end to
the two valve sockets into which
the plug may be inserted, thus
varying the number of turns in
circuit.
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Both these coils were wound
by the double -basket method
which wa,s explained in my article
last week, the diameter of the
hub of the spider upon which
they were wound being an inch
and a quarter. It is not recom-
mended that they should be
wound upon cardboard or any
other type of disc former. The
method of mounting these coils

EBONITE CLAMPING EBONITE
DISCS Nor ARM

uunw

+a ... B .

ALL u
28.A.
Roo

SCREW

EBONITE

Nurs
EBONITE TUBE

Nurs

2.B.A.
Roo

Nurs

V/ /FFkfFF/ /F/ / 4rIf
aam

kNur

KNOB & D/AL
H 11141!

Fig. 5.-How the coils are mounted.
The two ebonite knobs are drilled
right through and tapped 2B.A.

is fairly clear in the photograph,
and Fig. 5 should make the
matter plain. The coil LB is
mounted upon an ebonite arm
carried by a spindle consisting
of 2B.A.. threaded brass rod, so
that it can be swung by the rota-
tion of the spindle across the coil
L, to give the necessary adjust-
ment of reaction coupling. The
motion is imparted to the spindle
by the knob and dial visible on
the right in Fig. r.

The connections to the wind-
ings L, and LB should be made
with light flex, the ends of this
flex being bound to the coil with
adhesive insulating tape to seethe
them against breakage when the
coil is moved. This combination
of coils will be found to give
adequate but controllable reaction
over the whole band from about
go metres to 25o metres.

General Details
The two filament resistances

are of the " microstat " pattern,
obtainable from various adver-
tisers in this journal, this type
having been chosen partly on
account of its small size and
partly because it was desired to
use dull emitters from a six -volt
accumulator. The grid -leak and
condenser are the usual 2 meg-
ohm -o.0003 µF combination, and
it should be noted that one leg of
the condenser is soldered direct

on to the grid socket of the
rectifying valve.

No _drilling plan of the panel
is given, since it is considered
that variations in the size of the
components used would make
such a diagram of little value to
the constructor. The dimensions
of the panel which I used were
ten by six inches, but the set
would be much easier to assemble
upon one measuring twelve by
seven inches.

The tuning condenser C, is
of approximately o.000t
capacity, and this value is of
some importance. It is most
essential in short-wave work that
a small condenser be used, even
though one thereby reduces the
wave -length range covered by
any given coil. If the condenser
is at all large it will be practically
impossible to tune -in the desired
signals, and unless the dial is
turned exceedingly slowly when
searching the signals may be
missed altogether.

Wavelength Range
It will have been noticed that

the secondary circuit coil L2 con-
tains only 28 turns, and this
number is obviously inadequate
to give the wavelength range
which we have been considering.
Provision is made for the exten-

with a piece of wire) is inserted
in this socket, and waves round
abput too metres can then be
received.

To extend the wave range
upwards I strongly recommend
home-made basket coils of 25, 35,
and 45 turns, wound with No. 20
double cotton -covered wire. Fail-
ing such a set of coils the Burn -
dept concert coils may be used,
and were found to give quite
good results. The wavelengtk
range of each coil was measured
and the results are given in the
appended table. These figures
were obtained when using a
" Ducon " aerial system, and
may be expected to vary a little
with different aerials.

Coil
Minimum
(metres)

Maximum
(metres)

25 Basket ...
35
45
SI Bumdept
S2
S3
S4

140
170

140
185
235

150
220
260
150
18o
240
330

No minimum is given in . the
above table for two of the coils,
the reason being that in each case
it was below the minimum of my

N. HT -

O

C/
Twvans
COND -to

SECOND r WINDING

LT - GRa,
CONDENSER

R/

A

 E
RR/MARY
Ht//NO/NG

SECONDARY
11/?ND/AIG

Fig. 6.-The wiring of the receiver.

sion of the range by the insertion
of loading coils into the circuit,
however. A coil socket (marked
P.S. in Fig. 4) is mounted upon
the panel between the aerial and
earth terminals, and connected as
indicated in Figs. 4 and 6, so
that coils can be plugged into it.

To use the 28 -turn coil alone a
shorting plug (an ordinary coil
plug with its two screws joined
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LOA 0/ NG
COIL

wave -meter and hence could not
be measured.

Operation
Of the actual operation of the

set little can be said, since
although it is extremely simple
it requires a certain amount of
skill of a type which can only be
acquired by practice. In search-
ing for signals, of course, the

(Concluded on page 284.)
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T the meeting held at the
Institution of Electrical
Engineers on Wednesday,

January 23, Dr, W. H. Eccles
delivered the Annual Presidential
Address. In opening his
remarks Dr. Eccles stated that
this was the third presidential
address he had the honour
of delivering before the Society,
and whilst in previous years he
had dealt rather with the tech-
nical side, on the present occa-
sion he intended to deal with
other aspects. particularly as he
had now gained a better insight
into the detailed activities of the
Society, through his closer con-
nection with it.

Purposes of the Society
The purposes of the Society,

said Dr. Eccles, were, amongst
other things, to be the centre of
amateur movements. The past
year had seen steady progress in
the Society, two matters of con-
siderable importance being the
formation of the Transmitters
and Relay Section, which, as the
members knew," had absorbed the
British Radio Relay League and
the Schools' Wireless Section.

In wireless to -day, -continued
the speaker, we could trace two
main currents-the increase of
the commercial, including broad-
casting applications and, further-
more, a considerable increase in
experimenting. There were
more amateurs now than ever
before, and also more restric-
tions as to the wavelength
" spectrum " available. We
had, of course, a steady increase
in the number of stations devoted
to commercial work, and with
the growth of broadcasting the
wavelengths on which the experi-
menter could work were still
further restricted. Those who
had come into wireless purely
for the enjoyment of broadcast-
ing were apt to consider that the

By Dr. W. H. ECCLES, F.R.S.

amateur had no rights whatever
as compared with the amusement
seeker, and indeed there was a
tendency to overlook the fact
that the experimenter was
entitled to his rightful share of
the wavelength spectrum.

Two Types of Amateur
We could distinguish between

two types of amateur-the con-
structor and the experimenter.
On a previous occasion he had
dealt with the constructor and
the part he played in wireless
to -day, and this evening he
intended to deal more fully with
the experimenter. The true ex-
perimenter was a man who

doted on doing." He (the
speaker) knew that there were
people who took up such hobbies
as keeping rabbits and angling.
Personally, he said that it had
always been a mystery to him
how some people could see any-
thing in rearing rabbits, and
equally was it a-- mystery why
others took pleasure in fishing.
With those two classes of people
he had nothing in common, but
he felt great sympathy and
interest in the experimenter who
spends his time fishing in the
ether with a bait of to watts.
He well understood the joy of
establishing communication with
some distant friend with the
tiny power available to the
experimenter.

Dealing with other aspects of
the amateur movement, Dr.
Eccles said he was greatly im-
pressed by the influence in the
late war of the amateur who
took up Transatlantic reception.
With the entry into the war of
the United States a large num-
ber of experienced amateurs
were mobilised and took duty in
the large Transatlantic receiv-
ing stations on the other side of
the water. The Otter Cliffs
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(U.S.A.) station, for example,
was staffed in this way.

Immediately theSe experi-
menters were recruited the stan-
dard of reception went up cOn-
siderably; and soon the Otter
Cliff station was handling a
record number of words per day.
It was significant that the stan-
dard ,of 'reception fell immedi-
ately on demobilisation, and to
the best of his knowledge had
never since reached so high a
figure.

A Noteworthy Achievement
A noteworthy achievement in

the amateur movement was the
wonderful results recently ob-
tained by a small band of
workers on short wavelengths.
This communication, or rather
the establishment of the facts
regarding this communication,
had not been easy-witness how
these facts had been missed by
the large Government staffs who
spent all 'of their time in investi-
gating radio phenomena. Very
often, said Dr. Eccles, the best
work is done by men who do not
earn their living at the parti-
cular branch. The experi-
menters who were doing such
work were worthy of the grant-
ing of every facility; they were
the best of the amateurs. Of
course, there were others!
There were those people who
thought nothing of using 20 or
3o watts (or even more) to esta-
blish comniunication with
another experimenter a mile or
two away. There was the man
who gave long recitatives from
corrugated gramophone records
There was the man who did not
listen -in either before or after
transmitting. There was the
man who had no call letters, and
the man who used other people's
call letters! Of a great many of
these people it '-ould be said that
they know not what they do, but
a certain percentage certainly
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reaction is adjusted to keep the
set just oscillating while the
capacity of the tuning condenser
is varied. When a carrier wave
is found the reaction is gradually
weakened until oscillation just
ceases, the tuning being mean-
while carefully varied on either
side of the point at which the
carrier wave was heard until the
speech is picked up. For con-
tinuous wave morse reception, on
the other hand, the set is kept
oscillating. Should it not be
found possible to produce self -
oscillation with any setting of the
controls the connections of the
coil L2 (secondary) should be
reversed.

did know, and it could only be
presumed that what they did
was done with malice afore-
thought. The real martyr, of
course, was the true amateur
who suffered for the sins of these
others.

The Problem of
Oscillation

The President then
went on to deal with the
problem of the oscillat-
ing receiver. T h e
British Broadcasting
Company, he said, kept
in close touch with the
Society, and for some
time last year the Secre-
tary (then Mr. Leslie
McMichael) acted as an
intermediary between
the B.B.C. and the local
societies, but with the
growth of broadcasting
it became an impossible
task to continue work
adequately. T h r e e -
quarters of the dis-
turbers seem to be
"v al v e learners."
Many of these cease to
trouble after a few
weeks, when they had
learned how to handle
their apparatus, but
there are others who
seem to keep on in this
way for several months.
Then, of course, there
were the chronic crystal
scratchers. It could not
be too widely known
that a crystal receiving
set could create con-

siderable disturbance in neigh-
bouring aerials every time
the user started adjusting his
crystal and scratching it. When
an aerial is energised by strong
signals from the local broadcast-
ing .station it can radiate every
scratch. -

Transmitting Amateurs
Some to per cent. of the dis-

turbances seem to arise from
transmitting amateurs, and well
under to per cent. were wilful
disturbances. When we come
to consider the transmitting
amateur, we have to take into

account an aspect
of the case which
is sometimes ignored.
If, for example, the
listener has a badly -
designed receiver it will
be affected by transmis-
sions on a wavelength
widely different from
that used for broadcast-
ing. It seems hard that
if a genuine experi-
menter were transmit-
ting on a wavelength
quite different from that
of the broadcasting, and
incapable of interfering
on a well -designed re-
ceiver, he should be at-
tacked because other
people were using cheap
and badly -designed re-
ceivers which were
affected when they
should not be. Of
course, the attitude of
the crowd would always
be that it is the experi-
menter who is wrong,
and unless the amateurs
had a strong organisa-
tion to educate the pub-
lic in such matters they
would be bound to
suffer. Such an organi-
sation was the Radio
Society of Great Britain.

[Photo by Elliott & Fry, Ltd.

Dr. W. H. Eccles, F.R.S., President of the
Radio Society of Great Britain.

A SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER
(Concluded from page 282.)

Results
.The results obtained with the

receiver have been decidedly
good ; upon an indoor aerial of
small size the French station 8AZ
was heard at great strength,
sending morse, as were a large
number of British experimenters
in all parts of the country. Later
the same evening the set was
connected to an out -door aerial
of moderate efficiency, and a
number of other French amateurs
were picked up, the morse of
8BP and 8CT being very strong.
A station of call sign 4AL was
also heard, and this would appear
to be an American experimenter.

To obtain the best results it
284

was found necessary to adjust
the H.T. and L.T. supply with
some care, in order that the
control of reaction might be such
that the set passed smoothly into
the oscillating condition, and
could be set with certainty to a
point either just over or just
short of self -oscillation.

It may be found also upon
some aerial and earth systems
that difficulty is experienced in
getting the set to oscillate,
apparently as a result of high
earth resistance or other losses.
In these cases the earth should
be replaced by a simple counter-
poise consisting of ten or fifteen
feet of wire lying upon the floor.
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ONDON.-The " Dogs of.
Devon," given us by 2L0

'an Monday night, January 28,
'u -as good in every way, and
might more aptly have been
styled the " Gay Dogs of
Devon." The music was bright,
the cast good, and the West
country atmosphere was brought
to us by the inimitable Charles
\Vreyford. It was, indeed, a
good, healthy, little opera, and
similar productions are certain
to meet with general approval.

0 0
Earlier in the week we listened

to one act of " Tristan and-
Isolde " (Wagner) relayed from
Covent Garden. The singing of
Isolde and King Mark was well
up in high artistic merit, but we
thought that Tristan's voice
showed more vibrato than
tonality, and did not blend at all
nicely with the flowing notes of
Isolde.

The B.B.C. is going ahead with
its outside broadcasting concerts
and has booked the Central Hall,
Westminster, for a series, which
will take place on February 22,
March 7 and 21, April 9 and 23
and May 2, at 8 p.m. The orches-
tras playing on those dates are
The Royal Philharmonic, The
London Symphony, and The
Royal Albert Hall. The entire
proceeds will be devoted to St.
Dunstan's.

Forthcoming Events

FEBRUARY.
6th (WED.).-Roosters' Concert

Party. Dance music.
7th (Tnuas.)-Uncle Leslie, Uncle

Humpty Dumpty and- Auntie
Hilda in " Pip at the Zoo." 7.3o,
London Vocal Quartette. Mr.
Elie Spivak, violinist. Dance
music.

8th (Fat.).-Musical Comedy Melo-
dies. Mr. Fred. Gibson and Miss
Nance Haines will entertain.
Orchestra.

. .

gth (SAT.).-Sacred Music, .at 3 p.m,
Wireless Trio. Mr. Theodore
Cordes and Miss Janet Joye, en-
tertainers. "Samson and Deli-
lah " from Covent Garden Opera
House. Mr. Norman Long
(items from his repertoire).

loth (SUN.).-Monsieur Vladimoff's
Balalaika Orchestra. Miss Mar-
jorie Clare, mezzo soprano. Mr.
Seth Lancaster, 'cellist. Mr.
Gerald Adams, tenor. Talk by
Major L. R. Tosswill, O.B.E.,

'
I 1111

TRANSMISSIONS
roll.Ei{ln Wneelend9,

LONDON PLO 365 metre.,
ABERDEEN 2BD 495

FIRMINOHANI -ELT 475

SOURNEMOUTH 851 385

CARDIFF .WA abs

GLASGOW SIC ........4.20
MANCHESTER 2ZY

NEWCASTLE 580 400

TIME: OF WORK! Irfi
Weekdays ......3.20 to 4.30 p.m. a al 5.*

to 10.30 p.m. O.M.T.

undays.... 3.0 p.m. *o 5.0 p.m. An.*
8.30 to 10.30 p.m. G.M.T

.a.k.

,"-

on " Devonshire Dialect." Or-
chestra. Mayfair Male Voice
Quartette. Miss Cecil Dixon,
pianist.

ith (MoN.).-Orchestra. Mr. Syd-
ney Coltham, tenor. Half hour's
entertainment by the Novelty
Trio. 7.45, " The Lost Chord
by the Orchestra. Mr. Charles
Leggatt, cornet. Opera, " Tris-
tan and Isolde," relayed from
Covent Garden.

rzth . (TuEs.).-French Talk under
the auspices of L'Institute Fran-
cais. 7.30, Musical programme
by French composers and Band
of H.M. Grenadier Guards. Two
humorous interludes by the Lyric
Quartette.

ABERDEET.-That the
quality of the Aberdeen -

programmes continues to improve
is evidenced by -.the shoal of
letters from far and near which
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the staff is called upon to deal
with daily. Perhaps more . in-
teresting still is the fact that
there are many appreciati'Cc
listeners in Scandinavia. Frcm
that part of the Continent any-
thing from 20 to 3o letters weekly
are forthcoming, most of them
laying particular emphasis on
the quality of the transmission.

While all goes well with local
efforts, unfortunately the same
cannot be said of relays. Many
an anticipated treat from other
stations has been marred by a
bad land -line, and until some-
thing can be done to ensure
:realer immunity from induction,
it is to be feared that the " S.B."
will not be regarded with any
degree of certainty of materialis-
ing. More than once the Covent
Garden operas have been marred,
while the other Sunday a Man-
chester programme was scarcely
audible above the " racket " on
the wire.

Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
6th (WED.).-Modern Scottish Cum -

posers' Night.
7th (Tnuas.).-Dance Music..
8th (Fat.).-Extracts from Shake-

spearean Plays.
gth (SAT.).-Students' Night.
roth (Sus.).-The Rev George

Walker, D. D., address Beech
Grove Church Chair.

irth (MoN.).-S.B. from London.
12th (TuEs.).-Modern French

Composers' Night.
o

BELFAST. -A modern electric
exhibition without wireless

in the forefront is as impossible
to imagine as to expect England
without London. . Hence the
recent Electrical Exhibition in
the -Ulster Hall, Belfast, was
marked by very minor public
attendance. Are Belfast dealers
ashamed of pushing wireless,
since they missed a very good
opportunity? However, those
few  who did take advantage
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state that they are agreeably
surprised by the many good
orders for high-class sets re-
ceived. A really attractive Radio
Exhibition is wanted in Belfast,
but the opening of the local
broadcasting station would seem
the best moment for such.

0 0
BIRMINGHAM. - From time

to time there appear in
sections of the Birmingham press
little spasms of letters criticising
the type of programme given

7th (TuuEs.).-3.3o, Station String
Quartette. 7.35, Orchestra.
9.1o, Major Vernon Brook, Talk
on Motoring.

8th (FEL).-3.3o, Paul Rimmers'
Orchestra. 7.3o, Orchestra.

9th (SAT.). -3.3o Kiddies' Concert.
7.15, Mr. Sydney Russell will
produce " Trilby."

loth (SUN.). -3, S.B. from London.
5, Children's Concert, S.B. from
Glasgow. Evening Programme
by Station Orchestra.

Itth (MoN.).-3.3o, The Kendrick-
Waltho Trio. 7.3o, S.B. from
London.

February 6, 1924

It seemed that " boosters "
were used every two or three
minutes. As the evening wore
on, interference became less fre-
quent, however, and that part of
the transmission emanating from
the Poosey Nancy Inn was most
clearly heard. On very striking
occasions such as these, it would
appear almost worth while sup-
plying each B.B.C. station with
a sensitive receiving set, and
allowing it to re -broadcast its
reception. Whether this would

The photograph given above shows the artists performing the "Dogs of Devon," which was broadcast trom
2L0 on January 28th.

from 5IT. Strangely enough it
seems that only a few disgruntled
" low brows " go to the trouble
of expressing themselves in print
and almost invariably their com-
plaint is the same ---too much
classical stuff.

Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
6th (WED.). -3.3o, Paul Rimmers'

Orchestra. 7.3o, Light Symphony
Concert. to.15, Morse Practice.

zzth (TuEs.).-7.30, Miscellaneous
Programme. 8.45, " The Pack
of Cards " Concert Party.

0 0 0

BOURNEMOUTH,-The long
looked -for Burns' Nicht was

a great disappointment to many
in the neighbourhood of this
station. Interference on the land -
line was most distressing, and
those parts of the programme
that one wanted most of all to
hear clearly, were often drowned
in a sea of land -line noises.
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lead to the appearance of another
set of noises peculiar to this
method is not certain, but seeing
that it has been done with Ameri-
can broadcasting, it might be
done with our own.

0 0
Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
6th (WED.).-Popular Orchestral

Night. S.B. from Glasgow.
7th (THURS.).-S.B. from London.
8th (FRI.). - Italian Composers'

Night.
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9th (SAT.).-Request Night.
toth (SUN.).-Rev. T. H. Maddford,

Eastcliffe Congregational Choir.
tith (MoN.).-,-S.B. from London.
12th (TuEs.).-Night of Memories

Songs with Orchestral Accom-
paniment.

0 0
A RDIFF. - Cardiff station

C had rather a slack time last
week, the majority of the trans-
mission being S.B. from London
-this being due to the railway
strike, many of the artists en-
gaged being unable to reach the
Welsh Metropolis. It is thought
here that Grand Opera is being
rather overdone, and signs are
manifest that listenerS are get-
ting just a little tired of it.

Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
6th (WED.).-Welsh Night.
7th (Tpttas.):-S.B. from London.
8th . - Lottie Wakel)n's

Quartette.
9th (Sar.).L-POpular Night.
totlr (Stni;.).-Rey. Walter E. Rees.

Modern. Russian Night.
ith (MoN.).-Band of the uttli
Royal Lancers'.

12th (TuEs.).-S.B. from London.
0 0

GASGO W.. --Mr.. J. C. W.
Keith, Managing Director

of the B.B.C., and Mr. A.
Burrows, Director of Pro-
grairiines, "paid a visit to GInSgOW
and engaged in conference with
the members of :the Education
Committee on the subject of prO-
posec! developments in cprinec-
tion with the, local wireless
programme. It is proposed to
arrange special lectures for
transmissionduring school hours
as a supplement to the Ordinary
education curriculum. The
Glasgow Education Authority
have expressed a willingness to
assist schools in getting wireless
equipment, but it is expected that
the greater part of the costs will
be borne by the schools.

0 0
Forthcaming Events
FEBRUARY.
6th (WED.).-Special Play Night.
7th (TuuRs.).-Orchestral Selec-

tions.
8th (Fat.).-Dance Night.
9th (SAT.). - Popular Orchestral

Night.
loth (Sur.).-Rev. Llyle Rodger.

The Fellows String Quartette.
'tith (MoN.).-S.B. from London.
12th (ruEs.).-Popular Night.

MANCHESTER.-The aerial
at the Manchester station

has 'been considerably improved.
Formerly one end was suspended
from the top of a high neighbour-
ing chimney and led to the studio
on the fifth floor of the building.
Now the lower end has been
raised to the same height as the
higher one, being suspended from
another similar chimney. The
aerial is therefore T-shaped, and
has a height of about 225 ft. At
the time of going to press it is
impossible to report results, but
indications point to a great im-
provement. 

0 0

Forthcoming Events

FEBRUARY.
6th (WEn.).=3.3o, Concert, Voca-

lists. 8, Garner Schofield 'Dance'
Band. .8.45, Talk by Prof..F. E.
Weiss, D.Sc., F.R.S., on
" Trees:"

7th (Tilucs.).-tx.jo, 2ZY Trio.
6.3o, Girl Guides' and Boy
Scouts' News. . 6.40,, French
Talk, 8, Mr. W. H. Craddock's.
Glee and 'Madrigal Prize Choir. '

Mr. 1'. "H: Morrison; solo violin,
Miss Jean . Gordon, entertainer,

8th (Fai.).-3.3o, Afternoop .Con-
- Tett. 2ZY Orchestra. -Mr.
.,Caxiton.. on the British Film-
' Week. Talk by Mr. T. A.

Coward, M.Sc., on " Early
Flowers and Bird Songs." 9,

..Miss... Doris Barron ,and . Mr.
Klinton Shepherd, vocaliits.
I0.10, Spanish Talk.

.9th (SAT.).---2-Concert by the Henry
Monarch's Concert Party. 6.:),
Organ Recital, Piccadilly Pic -
tore Honse. Popular ' Light
Music Night.. Miss Sybill Gor-
don, soprano. The Sirfessar.

tooth. (Stec.).-The Rev. Canon P.
:Layers Kemp. The Albert Hall
Choir.

lath (Mox.).-S.B. from London.
12th (TuEs.).-2ZY Orchestra.

0
NETT' CASTLE.-Neweastle

aboundi in back lanes and
gardens are scarce. Conse-
quently considerable resentment
has been felt at a recent decision
of the Corporation prohibiting
the erection of aerials across
these lanes on account of alleged
danger to traffic. As a matter of
fact, there is very little traffic
through them, and letters in the
local Press have suggested that
petitions should be sent to the
Town Improvements Committee
asking them to revoke this deci-
sion, and that such petitions
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should be exposed in the local
wireless shops for the conveni-
ence of any who wish to sign.

0
5NO was not content with the

relaying of the Burns' Nicht cele-
brations from Glasgow, but gave
us also part of- the dinner items
in connection with the Newcastle
Burns' Club. We hope .to have
more relaying of events of this
nature with a local interest.

0 0 0

Forthcoming Events

FEBRUARY.
6th (WEo.).-3.45, Miss Isabel For-

syth's Students' Orchestra. 7.30,
S.B. from Glasgow.

7th (THuas.).-3:45, Miss Ella
Dent, soprano. Mr. Dan Jacobs,
saxophone., 7.30, S.B. from
London.

8th (Fat.). -3.45, Miss Gladys
Edmonson, pianist. Mr. Yates,
baritone. Mr. Ralph Jacobsen,
'cello. , 7.30, Orchestra. Miss
Lily Adams, contralto. Mr. Wm.
Laws, violin. Mr. Jeffcock,
baritone. to, Orchestra relayed
from Manchester Arts' Club Ball.

9t1i (SAT.). -3. 45, Clay -Facie Trio.
7.3o, Mr. W. A. Crosse'sMilitary
Band. Mr. Geo. Harris, tenor.
Mr. A. Robins, cornet. Miss

-Norah Studley, soprano.
loth (Sum.). -8.3o, Mr. Herman

McCleod's Quintette. Miss
Evelyn Wilson, soprano. Rev.
C. C. Goodlet, AddresS.

-11th (MoN.).-3.45, Miss Peggy
Campbell, pianist. Miss Edith
English, contralto. Mr, T.
Golder, cornet. 7.30, S.B. from
London.

12th (TuEs.).-3.45, Mr. Edward T.
' Stewart, baritone. Mr. Michael

Kelley, saxophone. 7.3o, Orches-
tra. Miss Margaret Thackeray,
contralto. Mr. Reginald Lawson,
baritone.

0 0

Simultaneous Broadcasting
. Events

FEBRUARY.
6th (WED.). - B.B.C. Dramatic

Critic. Savoy Band.
7th (TnuRs.). - B.B.C. Musical

Critic. Magic Flute, Acts II and
III.

8th (Fm.).-B.B.C. Film Critic.
9th (SAT.).-Savoy Band.
xoth (SuN.).-Vladimoff's Balalaika

Orchestra, at 3 p.m.
ith (Mox.). - B.B.C. Literary
Critic, and Popular Concert,
S.B. all stations except Cardiff.
Dr. Saleeby, " Tristan and
Isolde," Act III.

nth (TuEs.).-French Talk.
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100 -Metre C.W. TRANSMISSION

In Vol. 2, No. 21, an account of experiments conducted on this wavelength was given.
The following is a further communication relating to the same experiments.

REFERRING to the experiments con-
ducted by the. Bureau of Standards hi
connection with C.W. transmission on a

wavelength of too metres, the results of sub-
sequent daylight -darkness experiments were
as follows :-Cloudy weather prevailed at
both the transmitting and receiving stations.
The signals were not clearly audible
during the early afternoon. At 3.3o
in the afternoon, however, with the sun
undimmed at East Pittsburgh, and with
cloudy conditions in Washington, strong
continuous -wave signals were heard. Inter-
rupted continuous waves could also be -re-
ceived at this time. The strength of the
signals exceeded that of those of the previous
tests. Fading was noted at 8.15 in the even-
ing, a period of time during which the pheno-
mena ale usually observed when receiving on
the commonly -used wavelengths.

NONE of us is quite immune
froth those attacks of tern-

- porary insanity in which we
absent-mindedly - do the wrong
thing, no matter how ,good .our
intentions may be. The idea of
an interlocking switch is to make
it impassible, for even the most
pre -occupied person to close the
wrong circuit first.

It is particularly useful when
one is using dull -emitter valves,
the delicate filaments of which

L. T.

The switch shown

require rather special care. If
the high-tension circuit is
switched on first a very heavy
double strain is thrown upon the
filament when the low-tension
circuit is closed. Though a
valve may stand up to this kind
of treatment for some time, its
filament is undoubtedly weakened

The Radio Laboratory of the Bureau of
Standards, accepting the results of these
experiments as a criterion for judgment, con-
cludes that wireless transmission on a wave-
length of 105 metres is quite practical over a
distance of 300 miles. The advantages of
this system of transmission are marked-a
reduction of the interference from atmospheric
disturbances and by the use of a small frame
aerial at the receiving station, the annoyance
from " strays " is lessened.

Another series of experiments by Dunmore
and Engle have already determined the feasi-
bility of employing a to -metre wavelength
for directive radio transmission. From io
to 150 metres is practically an undeveloped
range of frequencies which offers possibilities
for use.

[We shall be pleased to hear from any of our readers
who have experimented in this direction. --Ed.]

Interlocking Switches

by such a shock, and the time
conies when it gives out.

The principle of the switch will
be clearly understood from the
drawing. The handles of the
two switches are cut away with
a hacksaw until they are shaped

H. T.'

in its correct position.

as shown. It will be observed
that if when opened the posi-
tions of the switch handles are
reversed they will fit so badly
that the attention of both hand
and eye will be called to them.
When switching on, the low-
tension lever must be moved
before that which controls the
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high-tension supply can be got
at. Hence, unless one deliber-
ately sets out to reverse the
proper order of things, the plate
current cannot be switched on
until the filament is illuminated.
Many other applications for such
a foolproof device will suggest
themselves to the reader. It can,
of course, be used for double -
pale as well as single - pole
switches, or it may be so
arranged that one circuit cannot

-

he closed until the other has
been opened. R. W. H.

With further reference to the
Service Radio Unit Book, which
was commented upon in our last
issue, the Service Co., Ltd., now
state that a copy of the new edition
will be forwarded on receipt of
two penny stamps to cover postage.
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Finding the Resistance of Rheostats
By R. W. HALLOWS, MA., Staff Editor.

THERE are on the market at
the present time vast quanti-
ties of very inferior wire-

less components which because
of their cheapness are widely
bought by constructors. It is
possible to buy cheap things that
are good, but in many cases to
invest in very low-priced wireless

Fig.1.-How to find the resistance
of a valve filament.

parts is to call for both trouble
and disappointment. Rheostats
are amongst the worst offenders.
To be of any use a rheostat must
have a maximum resistance of at
least 5 ohms, and it is better that
this should be. 6 ohms or even a
little more. Many of the cheap
articles are sold simply as
" rheostats," no mention being
made of the value of their resist-
ance. Two tested by the writer
quite recently proved to have
maximum resistances of 2 and 2i
ohms respectively.

Rheostats such as these, if
placed in all good faith upon the
panel and used with a 6 -volt
accumulator, would very likely
lead to the burning out of fila-
ments, and it is quite certain that
valves controlled by them would
be worked at far too high a fila-
ment potential with a consequent
shortening, of their valuable
lives. No rheostat of unknown
make should be used until the
amount of resistance that it can
throw into circuit has been ascer-
tained. This is not at all a
difficult thing to do provided that
one has an ammeter, an instru-
ment which should be in the
-hands of every wireless man.
The way not to set about the
task is .to place the rheostat and
the ammeter wired in series
straight across the accumulator,
for should it have a very small
resistance value a large current

will pass which is not good for
the battery, and may burn out
the windings of the ammeter.
Here is a method which has no
such risks and presents few diffi-
culties.

The first step is to ascertain
the resistance of the filament of a
valve at its normal working tem-
perature. For this purpose a
valve of the 4 -volt class may be
connected to two cells of the
accumulator in series as shown in
Fig, I. With the help of the
ammeter reading the filament
current can now be worked out.
By Ohm's Law R= We will
suppose that the filament of the
valve in use is found to have a
resistance of 8 ohms. We ,now
connect up the rheostat under
test as shown in Fig. 2, taking
care that it is so adjusted that its
greatest possible resistance is in
circuit. The ammeter reading is
again taken. Let us suppose

Fig. 2.-Measuring the effect of the
filament resistance.

that this is .3 ampere. The sum
of the two resistances, that of the
filament and that of the rheostat,
being in series, i.e., the total re-
sistance in the circuit, neglecting
that of the wires which should be
as short as possible. Ohm's
Law shows us that this amounts
to us or just over 13 ohms.
The rheostat has therefore a
maximum resistance of rather
more than 5 ohms. If one valve
is kept for the purpose, the re-
sistance of its filament being
checked by the first test from
time to time, one can prepare a
table of ammeter readings for the
second test showing the rheostat
resistances that they indicate.

A still better way of making
further tests is as follows. A
rheostat of good quality is cali-
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brated by "the method already
indicated, and is used for trying
out others. It is provided with
a scale marked off in ohms. This
is easily made by turning an
ordinary celluloid 180 degrees
scale upside down and making
marks upon it with ink. If the
position of the pointer when only
the first turn of wire is brought
in is taken as indicating zero
ohms, and that when the whole
of the resistance is in circuit is
marked by the figure arrived at
by actual test, intermediate read-
ings can be inserted without diffi-
culty. As the voltage drop
across the rheostat is quite
regular the divisions will be
equal. A very exact scale can be
made if the turns of wire are
counted. Thus supposing that
the total resistance of the rheo-
stat is found to be 5i ohms, and.
that it contains 226 turns of wire,
we know that every 40 turns re-
presents a resistance of I ohm.
We can thus mark off the scale
accurately.

The calibrated rheostat can
now be used as shown in Fig. 3,
current being taken from a
single primary or. secondary cell.
All that one has to do in making
tests is to adjust the pointer of
the calibrated rheostat until the
ammeter reading is exactly half
what it would be if the rheostat
were used alone at this setting.
The two resistances are then
equal, so that the reading on the
scale shows the value of the
rheostat under test.

Care must, of course, be taken
in making any of these tests to
see that accumulators or dry
cells are up to their full
voltage.

1.....4- R i4 1ZOSTAT UNDER
TEST.

`CALIBRATED RHEOSTAT

Fig. 3.-A more convenient method.

We are given to understand that
Messrs. Harding, Holland & Fry,
Ltd., 27, Garlick Hill, London, E.C.4,
have been appointed sole selling
agents for the British Isles, for
telephones and loud speakers
manufactured by M. Falco, 7 Rue de

Moscou, Paris.
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The first three units complete with their containing box, formi.zg
a crystal receiver.

THE receiver to be described
in this series of articles has
been designed to enable both

the beginner and the more
advanced experimenter to acquire
a number of units by the use of
which almost any circuit may be
tried. The beginner will gain
much practical experience as the
work progresses, whilst the
advanced experimenter will no
doubt appreciate a set of units
which eliminates the necessity of
making up special receiving sets

to try out new circuits. It is not
necessary to build up the com-
plete set of units, twelve in all,
before results can be obtained.
When the first three units are
completed, crystal circuits may be
tried and, with the first four
units, single valve circuits can be
operated.

No complicated wiring connec-
tions are necessary. The panels
themselves are to be connected
by means of flexible leads, and
confused wiring is eliminated by

The second series of units which may be used as an L.F. amplifier.

AN EXPEL
UN IT R

By H. B

The following article is the firs
construction of a progressive un
of considerable utility to the h

reason of the fact that the panels
may be moved about quite easily
and placed in convenient proxi-
mity to one another. This is
made possible by having four con..
taming boxes, of similar dimen
sions, each box holding three
units, all of standard size. Addi-
tional valves can be employed by
the construction of further units,

1

TAPPED
INDUCTANCE

0

o 4
L.F.

TRANS, -)14.!
0

2
CRYSTAL

DETECTOR
0 0

0

0

5
VALVE
PANEL

4

3
TEL.

BOARD
0 0 0

6
CR/ D
LEAK

A B
The four containing boxes ,

which may be fitted into place in
any one of the four containing
boxes, the complete arrangement
in general proving sufficientl
comprehensive and flexible
enable most circuits to b
operated.

List of Units
The complete set comprises the

following twelve units, though,
as already mentioned, additional
units may be made as nd
necessary.
Unit No.
r. A Tapped Inductance
2. A Crystal Detector 1. Crystal Set:
3. Telephone Board
4. Low -frequency Transformer) L.P. atnpli-
3. Valve Panel f fying unit)
6. Gridleak and Condenser.
7. Variable Condenser.
8. Loading Coil.
9. Double Coil -holder.

to. Potentiometer and Dry Cell;
u. Variometer.
22. Switchboard.
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RIMENTER'S
.ECEIVER
RAMFORD.

of a short series dealing with the
't receiving set which should prove
ime constructor and experimenter.

CA

Full constructional details of
each of the above units will be
given in due course, thus enab-
ling even a beginner to construct

pthe set, with the exception of
such components as L.F. trans-
former, fixed condensers, rheos-
tats and gridleaks, which it is re-
commended should be purchased.

For short wavelengths, the

C

C

C

C

7
VI

CONDENSER
o o

10
POTENTIOMF

o o

8
LOADING

COIL
o 0

11

VAR/OMETe

0 0

9
COIL

HOLDER
O, 0

12
SWITCH
BOARD

0 0

C
iving a choice of twelve units.

tapped inductance coil or the vario-1
meter are to be used. For longer
waves a loading coil may be
added, whilst the complete range
of wavelengths at present in use
may be covered by the use of the
two -coil holder in conjunction
with the variable condenser.

The Utility of the Set
One of the chief points of

-Interest, from an experimental
'point of view, of a set of this
description, is that not only may
almost any published circuit be
tried, but original arrangements
may be tested with a minimum
of trouble and expense. thus
affording a fair scope to the ex-
perimenter's inventive powers.
One of the principal drawbacks to
individual investigation has prob.

The third series of units which provides for reaction and
wavelength range extension.

ably been the expense of making
up innumerable sets, which, if
original, may be more or less
speculative. The set to be des-
cribed in these articles is intended
to overcome this difficulty as far
as possible.

A beginner will find it a good
plan to construct one or two
complete units each week and ex-
periment as the set grows. A
considerable amount of practical
experience will be obtained in
this manner, and the writer will
endeavour to describe exactly
what can be done with the set as
the different units are added.

After the first three units have
been described, a selection of
practical circuits will be given
with each additional unit. Subse-
quent units to be described
will enable a valve to be em-
ployed as a low -frequency ampli-
fier, whilst further single valve
circuits will be described in due
course.

The photographs show the four
wooden containing boxes com-
plete with their three individual
units, and the descriptive details
in future issues will be fully
illustrated.

The fourth series of units comprising potentiometer, variometer
and switchboard.
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Ships'
The
improved

Wireless

following article
lifeboat

Wireless Telegraph

Lifeboats
gives a brief

set by the
Company,

for

idea of an
Marconi's

Ltd.

IL- ±1

IIE improved Marconi wireless set for
ships' lifeboats, which was recently
demonstrated at Gravesend before the

Seafarers' Joint Council, represents great ad-
vances in apparatus of this kind in three
directions. In the first place, the transmitting
power is about four times that which could
previously be obtained, with a corresponding
improvement in range of about fifty per cent.
Secondly, the arrangement of masts and
aerials is such that they can easily be handled
in an open boat at sea, and the apparatus and
operator are afforded adequate shelter from
the weather. And, thirdly, the directional
receiver enables the actual direction of a
rescuing vessel to be determined with suffi-
cient accuracy up to the full distance over
which boat signals can be received by ships'
apparatus in most common use.

The worst conditions in which a set is likely
to be used is in the standard 26 feet. open life-
boat, in which masts 22 feet high and 24 feet
apart can be fitted without over -rigging the
boat. With such an aerial, the Marconi set
can be relied upon to draw the attention of
any ship at a distance of at least fifty miles
over sea. This necessitates the use of a boo
metre wave, and of spark telegraphy, and
involves a power of nominally I kw.

In the earlier type of direction finder the
instrument enabled the operator to ascertain
that a given station was on a line running
(say) due east or west, but did not indicate
in which of these two directions it actually lay.
The new instrument gives the bearing of the
station from the receiver, and is of the utmost
value when a ship's crew has had to take to
their boats as it allows the boats to inform
the rescuing ship of the direction in which
she should steer in order to pick them up.

Two aerials are used in this system. One,
termed an open aerial, is used both for trans-
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mission and re-
ception, and has no
directional effect,
so that receiving
signals will have
the same strength
regardless of the
bearing of the
distant station.
The other, a frame
aerial, is used for
direction finding
purposes. When
the frame is edgewise on to
the distant transmitter the
signals received will be of
maximum strength, and they
will gradually diminish in
strength as the angle of the
frame to the incoming sig-
nals is increased. They

Photograph of the apparatus showing the frame aerial.

will be inaudible when the frame is broadside -
on to the transmitting station. The open
aerial alone gives no idea of direction; the
frame aerial alone allows the direction to be
determined with accuracy but does not dis-
criminate between " towards " or " Waay
from " ; but, by an ingenious combination of
the two and the- production of a certain
" phase difference " the one receiving set,
connected to both aerials, enables the
" towards " to be distinguished from the
" away from " direction.
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A Vernier Attachment for Condensers

WHEN dealing with the
weak signals that one
encounters when engaged

in long distance reception
such as that of American
broadcast telephony, it is almost
essential to have some kind of
vernier attachment for the aerial
tuning condenser in order to be
able to make the very fine adjust-
ments necessary. With an
ordinary condenser adjustment it
may be found impossible to make
the tiny changes in capacity that
are often needed to convert faint
and unintelligible sounds into
clear speech or music. A vernier
fitting of the type to be described
does not interfere in the least
with the ordinary use of the con-
denser for searching or making
rough settings, but when small
changes are called for, it renders
adjustment about ten times as
fine, thus very much simplifying
the task of the listener.

Fig. I. shows an attachment
that may be very easily fitted to
any condenser not provided with
a rotating dial. It consists of a
large toothed wheel, such as can
be obtained from a clockmaker,
with which meshes a small pinion,
the gear ratio between the two
being as large as possible. The
size of the toothed wheel will be
limited by the amount of space
available. Most condensers of
the type shown are fixed to the
panel of the set by two bolts. If
these are placed close together,
fresh holes, as far apart as may
be, should be drilled; so that the
greatest possible amount of space
is available. Short distance -
pieces made from ebonite tube
will keep the top plate of the
condenser away from the panel
and allow room for the gears.

The hole of the toothed wheel
is enlarged to 2B.A. clearance,
and it is then mounted upon the
spindle, either by means of a set-
screw through its hub, or of a
pair of nuts placed above and
below it and locked tightly. The

pinion is mounted upon a spindle
made from i-in. brass rod or
4B.A. studding. The rod can
either be screwed into it or sol-
dered. It must be so mounted
upon the panel that it does not
foul the ebonite of the condenser.
The best place for it is that shown
in Fig. 2, where it is quite out of
the way. A small bush for its
spindle should be made from a
piece of fin. round brass rod, or
a standard 2B.A. bush can be

Wireless Weekly
Here a spiral spring is placed
between two washers below the
knob. The action of this spring
draws the pinion up against the
panel and throws it out of play
when it is not actually in use.

. By pressing the knob down one
causes it to mesh with the
toothed wheel when - it is
required.

Condensers fitted with rotating
dials can also be provided with a
vernier attachment in the way
shown in Fig. 4. Here it is
necessary to obtain a toothed
wheel almost as large as the dial
itself. This is screwed to the
underside of the dial as shown in
the drawing, and is made to mesh
with either a toothed wheel or a

Fig. 1.

Illustrating constructional details
of the vernier attachment.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. VERNIER KNOB

adapted by screwing a length of
2B.A. studding into it, cutting off
short, rivetting the ends and
redrilling. A little knob can be
made from a piece of Fin. round
ebonite rod.

If the pinion is mounted as
shown in the drawing it is always
in mesh, simply spinning when
the main knob is used to rotate
the condenser vanes. It is quite
easy to make it mesh with the
toothed wheel only when requfred
in the way shown in Fig. 3.

pinion of suitable size mounted
upon the upper side of the panel.
In this case again the small
wheel may either be allowed to
remain permanently in mesh or
may be provided with a spring
attachment to throw it out of
play. The spring will be
mounted below the panel so as to
,draw the pinion down. One's
action when bringing the vernier
into use is to pull the knob up-
wards so as to mesh the teeth
before turning it. R. W. H.

THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE OF " MODERN WIRELESS."
The publishers desire to inform the readers of .. WIRELESS WEEKLY ' that the September issue of .. MODERN WIRELESS " is
now out of print. Information regarding one of the popular items contained therein (THE ALL CONCERT " RECEIVER) can still tbe obtained, however, by reference to TWELVE TESTED WIRELESS SETS " by Percy W. Harris (Radio Press, 2/6 or 2,8 post free).
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(E) Random Technicalities
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0 By PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant Editor.
030 Some general remarks relative to the wants and needs of the experimenter and home -constructor.
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NOW that wireless trans-
mitters are organised, I
hope someone will take up

strongly the question of proper
signing off during the transmis-
sions. This question has been
raised periodically and at times
there is an improvement. About
two years ago, it was pointed out
how careless the transmitters
were getting in this direction.
Many of us have little opportunity
during broadcasting hours of
carrying out proper research
work on receiving instruments,
and in such cases the weak signals
from distant amateur transmitters
are of the greatest value. Nothing
is more exasperating during test
than to pick up some transmitter
(obviously many miles away) and
after tuning in with the greatest
care, with pencil at hand to,
record his call sign, to hear him
sign off with " What's my
modulation like now, old man,
OVER! " or " Well, cheerio
old sport, closing down now,
good night! " It is those who
have recently obtained their
licences who are the biggest
offenders, and I am glad to say
that our old friends of the ether
are meticulously careful in this
regard. Furthermore, many
people do not like the "superior"
attitude adopted by some of the
newer transmitters. The per-
mission given to them to operate
on certain wavelengths carries
with it a number of obligations,
not the least of which is to allow
fair play to others by not
" hogging " the ether for long
periods at a time with a futile
talk.

* * *
Have you noticed the practical

absence of a carrier wave during
certain of the American broad-
cast transmissions? In common
with many other experimenters
I have noticed that speech and
Music will rise and fade away
without one being able to detect
more than the barest trace of a

carrier wave. The effect is not
easily explained, although it has
been noticed by numerous
receivers. * * *

Those readers who have very
sensitive receiving sets, and are
troubled by interference, will
often find it a great advantage
to do their receiving on an in-
door aerial, particularly if the set
has more than one stage of high -
frequency. A well -designed set
with two -stages of high -frequency
should be good enough to receive
all British broadcasting in fair
comfort in the telephones, using
a small indoor aerial, and al-
though the strength from distant
stations will be less than with an
outdoor aerial, the ratio of wanted
to unwanted signals will be far
higher. On the local station you
will probably be able to detect
very little difference in strength
if you are using a loud -speaker,
while on distant stations the
local broadcasting transniitter
will cause far less interference.
Aerials in which the proportion
of height to length is great are
particularly liable to interference,
especially from near -by high -
power stations.

* * *
It is very unfortunate that

accumulators for wireless are still
sold with the ignition capacity
marked on them. The beginner
is told to purchase, say, a 30 -
ampere -hour accumulator, and on
going to a shop he may purchase
one which has really a capacity
of only 15 actual ampere hours.
When accumulators are made far
motor -car work, and are used for
wireless as well, there is, of
course, a reason why the ignition
rating should be marked on the
cells, but when these batteries
are made specially for wireless
work there is no excuse what-
ever. I was surprised to find in
the shop of a well-known wire-
less firm the other day an
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accumulator with the ignition
rating marked on it, although
the battery was plainly labelled
"Blank's Wireless Accumulator."* * *

Why is it that the manufac-
turers of 0.0003 luF fixed con-
densers will not realise that .a
very large percentage of these
condensers are used in conjunc-
tion with grid leaks which must
not on any account be placed
across the condenser? There
must be thousands of tuned ancde
sets built, or being built, at the
present time, and to sell the con-
structor of such a set a grid con-
denser with clips to place the leak
across it is to give him some-
thing he doesn't want. It would
be such a simple matter to
arrange the clips on a fixed con-
denser so that the casing carries
the leak in a suitable manner for
connection in such circuits, that
I wonder it has not been done
long ago. As it is, the builder
of a tuned anode set buys a con-
denser with clips that he does not
require, and purchases a second
set of clips which he must mount
on ebonite.* * *

Another instrument badly re-
quired at the present time is a
cheap and reliable wavemeter for
wavelengths between r000 and
4,000 metres, so as to enable the
listener to tune his receiver to
the Continental broadcasting.
There are several excellent wave -
meters covering the British
broadcasting range, but, unfor-
tunately, those which have a
longer wavelength are too expen-
sive. Experimenters who have
been in the game for some time
generally use one of the Towns-
end wavemeters (ex -Government
instruments), but these are very
broad in their tuning and only
occasionally reliable. Further-
more, their buzzers are diabolic-
ally troublesome instruments, re-
quiring much banging on the
box to get them under way.
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ACCORDING to Reuter's
a complaint by the
Federal Trade Commission

charges the principal corpora-
tions engaged in the manufacture
and distribution in the U.S.A. of
radio equipment and the render-
ing of radio service, with creat-
ing and maintaining a monopoly
in radio apparatus and communi-
cations. The various companies
are cited to answer within thirty
days a charge of violating the
law regarding unfair competi-
tion.

0 O '

We learn from the Morning
Post that loud -speakers have
been installed in the Winter
Garden Theatre, and the gallery
is now entertained by the B.B.C.
programmes prior to the rise of
the curtain on " The Beauty
Prize."

0 0
The number of new wireless

receiving licences issued recently
has very considerably increlsed,
During November and December
more than So,000 new licencei
were issued, and at the end of
the year 596,000 in all had been
issued. Since we understand
that the increase is continuing at
the same rate, it is safe to
assume that there will now be
over 6co,000 licenced sets in
Great Britain.

o 0
We learn from an Irish cor-

respondent that wireless enthu-
siasts in the . Free State have
been perturbed by a report that
the Government is about to con-
fiscate all broadcasting receiving
sets within its jurisdiction. The

position in regard to broadcast-
ing in the Free State is very
'obscure. Licences haVe been
withheld by the Government, and
the whole question is under
review by a Committee of the
Free State Parliament. It is,
however, an open secret that
large numbers of 'wireless sets
are in constant use throughout
the country, and it is estimated
that there are soo in Dublin and
district alone. The owners of
these receiving sets are both
willing and anxious to buy
licences, but the attitude of the
Government has been so unsatis-
factory that they have taken the
law into their own hands and
continue in the illicit reception.
Quite a considerable industry has
sprung up in Dublin during the
past few monthS, and many firms
have been making large profits
on imported sets.

0 , 0

To meet the emergency condi-
tions when telegraph and tele-
phone lines were down in
various directions following a
severe storm, a section of the
Southern Pacific Railway,
U.S.A., was recently operated by
utilising wireless facilities.
Orders were sent from one
Government wireless station to
another, and by telegraph
between them and the railway
stations on routes where inter -
station telegraph communication
was not available.

0 0
A number of inquiries have

been received with regard to
where hard -drawn square -section
tinned copper rod for connecting

purposes may be obtained. For
some weeks past this material
has been advertised in our small
advertisements column by
Sparks Radio, of 43, Great
-Portland Street, London, W.

0

The new wireless station
which has been built at Monte
Grande for the purpose of
placing- the Argentine in direct
wireless communication with
North America, Europe, and the
Far East, will maintain direct
services with New York, Paris
and Berlin. - We understand
that it is intended- to extend this
direct service to England as soon
as possible, but since there is not
a station in this country suffi-
ciently powerful to communicate
with South America, this service
cannot be brought into operation
until a suitable station is avail-
able. The aerial of the new
station is supported by ten steel
towers, 500 metres apart, each
tower being 690 ft. high. The
power of the 'station is 800 kilo-
watts.

Lieut.-Col. Norman Harrison,
C. M.G. D. S. O., M. I. E. E., who
retired last November from the
Under -Secretaryship. Depart-
ment of Posts and Telegraphs of
the Union of South Africa, and
who, 2.)/- many years previous,
was Engineer -in -Chief, has
joined the directorate of the
Western Electric Co., Ltd., and
will shortly return to South
Africa to take up residence there
in the interests of that company.

THE RAILWAY STRIKE.
Owing to difficulties in connection with the distribution of the last two issues, many read-rs were
unable to obtain their copies. Will all who experienced this kindly apply at their usual bookstall,

where adequate supplies of the issues in question are now available?
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By ohn Scott- Taggart', F. Insr P

High -Frequency Coupling in
Valve Receivers

THE article appearing in our
last issue dealing with the
Grebe circuit, and the article

by Mr. Harris in this month's
Modern Wireless, may quite
possibly cause the popular
interest in tuned anode coupling
to receive a check.

The greatest disadvantage of
the tuned anode circuit for
coupling a high -frequency ampli-
fying valve to a second high -
frequency amplifier or a detector,
is that as both the grid and
anode circuits of the valve are
tuned to the same wavelength,
self -oscillation is more than
probable. The idea that I gave
the other day for preventing
undesirable self -oscillation, when
using tuned anode circuits which
consists in connecting a variable

resistance across the
tuned anode coil, is being taken
up widely, and should do a good
deal to eliminate the criminal
oscillation which is becoming,
in many quarters, a positive
nuisance.

It is not of much use to advise
the culprits merely to loosen their
reaction coils. In many cases,
a high - frequency amplifying
valve using a tuned anode circuit
will oscillate, even if the reaction
coil is entirely away from the
aerial coil, the coupling between
the grid and anode circuits being
accomplished, chiefly, by the
capacity between the grid and

the anode inside the valve, and
the leads going to these elec-
trodes. Even a reversal of the
reaction coil will very often not
prevent self.osoillation. The only
thing that the experimenter can
often do is to dull the filament
of his, high -frequency valve, or to
reduce the high-tension voltage.
The latter expedient will usually
decrease the amplification ob-
tained with any subsequent
valve, such as a low -frequency
amplifier.

The expedient of connecting
_the bottom of the grid circuit to
a point on a potentiometer con-
nected across the filament
battery, or simply connecting the
bottom of the grid circuit to the
positive terminal of the filament
battery, is not very satisfactory.
Rectification is bound to occur,
and I much prefer the effective
method which con&sts in using
the too,cioo ohni variable resist-
ance across the tuned anode
circuit

It must not, -however, be
imagined that by holding down
the valves in an artificial manner
like this, or in any other artificial
way, ideal efficiency is going to
result. If we assume that a valve
will amplify seven times, it must
not be assumed that this 'degree
of amplification is obtained in
the case of high -frequency
currents. In most high -frequency
amplifier circuits, any attempt to
obtain really efficient high -fre-
quency amplification will result
in the valve oscillating, and if we

prevent it oscillating by same
artificial means, the degree of
amplification may be only two.

If a set happens to be so
designed that it will oscillate very
readily, it does not mean that
the valve is acting efficiently as
a high -frequency amplifier, the
amplification may only be twice,
and yet the valve may oscillate
readily. If we now introduce
damping into the grid or anode
circuit we may stop the valve
oscillating, but the degree of
amplification may be even less
than twice.

- Mr. Harris's article will, no
doubt, cause many experimenters
to try out the tuned transformer,
using a tuned grid circuit and an
aperiodic anode circuit. Whereas
in actual practice we have been
accustomed to use transformers
of the fixed type, the advantages
to be gained are apparently only
realised when the coupling
between the aperiodic anode coil
and the tuned grid coil is  vari-
able. The coupling is more or
less critical; too weak a coupling
will result in loss of signal
strength, and too tight a coupling
will have the same effect, and,
moreover, tend to make the
circuit more unstable.

The transformer method of
coupling using variable coupling
is very readily accomplished by
means of plug-in coils. The
Gambrell coil, by virtue of its
low self -capacity, appears to be
very successful when used as the
aperiodic anode coil.

" A REALLY SELECTIVE TUNER "
(vol. 3-NO. 4 )

We learn that many readers are experiencing difficulty in obtaining the cardboard
tube 7 inches in diameter required for the aerial variometer.

Mr. Cowper (the designer of the receiving set in ouestion) informs us that a
6 -inch or 5 -inch diameter former may be used quite satisfactorily and that, owing to
the increased coupling between rotor and stator windings, the wavelength range will
be slightly extended, whilst tie movement of the rotor will be fizund somewhat
more critical than when using the 7 -inch former.
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An Adaptor for Myers Valves

MANY readers have no
doubt come across the
excellent little Myers

valves which are made in two
types. There is a brig -ht emitter
requiring a filament voltage of
about 5, and a dull emitter work-
ing with 21 volts or less. Both
valves are of the same shape and
size, and neither will fit into a
holder made to take English or
American valves. It is extremely
easy, however, to mount them
upon their own valve -holder, since
special clips are  to be found
boxed up with each valve, and on
one of the sides of the box is
a drilling template. Still, most
wireless men will no doubt want
to be able to use the valve, at
first at any rate, without making
such radical changes in their sets
as would be required if the clips
were mounted directly upon the
ebonite panel. Here is a little
adaptor enabling the valve to be
used in the standard English 4 -
leg socket, which the writer has
found most useful. It can be
made up in less than half an hour,
and its cost is trifling.

Two pieces of ebonite are re-
qtdred, both in. thick. One of
these is 4 in. in length and

in. wide, the other II in.
square. The long piece is laid

out and drilled, as shown in
Fig. 1. The template printed
upon the valve box can be used
for laying out purposes so long
as it is placed so that the bottom
row of holes is 27/32 in. from the
lower edge of the ebonite.

In the lower edge of the up-
right member of the adaptor two
4-B.A. holes i in. apart and i in.
deep are drilled and tapped.
These are for the two counter-
sunk screws used to attach the

5Ai ii, , IA
-1-.4EP  0 l' °V4" l0./ 4.T..e. i iv

- i_.._o- cle '-':C,'"

35/32t--27/32:1
41/2r

Fig 1.-Dimensions and drill -holes
of the valve mount.

horizontal member to it. The
writer has met one or two people
who cannot quite see how the
clips were meant to be fixed to
the ebonite. The ends made
with small grooves in them to fit
the wire connections in the valve
caps should be passed through
the 1 in. holes from the back of
the upright. The clips are then
secured by passing the screws

Fig. 2. ---The
completed
adaptor.

J
through from the front and turn-
ing the nuts tightly down. The
purpose of the s in. hole is to
give sufficient clearance for the
" pip " of the valve. Fig. 2
shows how the horizontal member
is made and fitted to the up-
right. The wiring should be
done with fairly stout material
covered with systoflex. Care
must be taken to keep plate and
grid leads well apart, otherwise
the valve's special low capacity
qualities will be neutralised by the
capacity between leads.

If it is desired to make up a
horizontal adaptor this is very
easily done by using a piece of
ebonite 5 in. in length for making
the strip upon which the clips are
mounted, and laying it out so
that the centres of the lower row
of holes are on a line 1.11 /32 in.
from the edge. This will leave
plenty of room for mounting four
valve pins spaced in the standard
way for English holders.

R. W. H.

A LOOSE -COUPLED CRYSTAL RECEIVER

Connections
The connections of the com-

plete set are shown in Fig. 5.
The beginning of the primary

Fig. 5.-Wiring arrangements.

(Concluded from Vol. 3, No. 7, page 209).

winding is attached to the aerial
terminal, whilst the end of the
primary is fixed but unconnected.
The terminal attached to the
plunger rod acts as an earthing
terminal. The beginning of the
secondary winding is attached to
a terminal by means of a flexible
lead of a suitable length, which
is in turn connected to the cat -
whisker end of the detector.
From the other end of the de-
tector we pass to one of the tele-
phone terminals, and from the
remaining 'phone terminal we
pass a flexible lead to the slider.
The end of the secondary wind-
ing is also fixed and unconnected.
A variable condenser may be
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placed across the secondary coil
if desired. The theoretical cir-
cuit is shown in Fig. 6.
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Apparatus
we have tested

Conducted

B.B.C. Crystal Set
A small crystal set of neat

design and very modest price is
the " Midge," submitted for test
by the G.H.J. Trading Co.

This has a sliding -contact type
of variable inductance wound on
the exterior of a cylinder covered
with irritation leather, which
forms the body of the receiver. A
small circular ebonite panel at the
top carries the detector and
'phone terminals; contact with
the inductance is made by a
spiral on a small side spindle.

On a P.M.G. aerial it tuned,
on test, from below 30o to just
aver 600 metres. The signal -
strength, measured on the local
broadcasting station's carrier -
wave, was quite a high percent-
age of the standard; the induct-
ance being wound with No. 24
enamel wire, and of reasonable
length. Aurally the reception
was very clear.

" Atomite " Crystal
A sample of " Atomite "

crystal, of the galena type, has
been submitted by Messrs.
Beech & Co.- -

This on trial showed rectify-
ing- properties which compared
favourably with, the average of
sensitised galenas, and gave ex-
cellent clear reception, with a
large number of available sensi-
tive points.

Plug -In Circuit Parts and
Experimental Panels

A -type of panel and plug-in
components particularly adapted
to the needs of the inveterate ex-
perimenter, and which will give
the greateAt possible latitude in
trying different " hook-ups," is
that placed on the market by
Messrs. W. G. Pye & Co., well
known to the scientific worker as
manufacturers of physical and
electrical instruments.

In these the " unit system is
maintained, with small oblong

by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor.

panel units which are connected
by brass conducting -bars for
H.T. and L.T., and intervalve
coupling. The panels, about
9 and to ins. by 4 ins. in size,
carry a socket -fitting for the
valve horizontally in the interior
of their bases, while the plug-in
fittings, of the most varied kinds,
plug into four-way valve=
socket fittings on the top of the
panel. Thus the actual valves are
out of harm's way, and great
facility of interchange of fittings
is possible, without trailing
wires. Even the 'phones on the
last unit are connected to a small
plug-in panel which takes the
place of intervalve coupling -
devices.  Grid -control terminals
are provided on each panel unit;

The Midge" Crystal Receiver.

on one type reaction -terminals
are found, whilst on the other a
terminal appears for the tuning -
condenser in tuned -anode coup-
ling. The necessary filament
resistances are in sight on the
top, partly imbedded in the panel.

The panels were tried with
various combinations of circuits,
and were found to be most con-
venient in use, and admirably
adapted for rapid changes of
circuits in experimental work.
The finish 'and workmanship will
appeal to the most discriminat-
ing. The detector unit in par-
ticular is suitable as a nucleus
of more pretentious receiving
apparatus, for those starting
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valve work, as it incorporates a
grid -leak and condenser of suit-
able value, and can be quickly
adapted for reception with but
small additional apparatus.

Of the several plug-in fittings
provided, the separate tunable
anode coil gave good signals over
the range from 35o to over 600
metres with a separate parallel
0.0002 ,uF variable condenser;
the complete mounted unit (with
grid -leak and grid -condenser
complete) gave the stations satis-
factorily over 30o to 600 metres
with a 0.0002 p.F tuning con-
denser, and was fairly selective
in action. The H.F. plug-in
type transformers covered effec-
tively the range from 370 to 500
metres, when tuned with a
0.0002 /IF condenser, but the
selectivity was not marked. Two
resistance -units, for resistance -
capacity coupling, showed correct
value of resistance, etc., on
measurement, and were built up of
reliable makes of components.
Good amplification resulted with
the complete unit, using proper
value of H.T. The open ter-
minal -block (for wiring up separ-
ate components) and telephone
terminal unit were effective on
trial.

The very interesting type of
L.F. intervalve transformer, to
which reference has already been
made in these columns, in 'con-
nection with a four -valve receiver
from the same makers, gave
most admirable results on separ-
ate test in this convenient form,
great amplification and remark-
able freedom from distortion
being obtained. The No. i in
particular gave in a dual -ampli-
fication circuit remarkable signal -
strength.

These components can be con-
fidently recommended for the ex-
perimenter who is anxious to try
each new circuit as it appears
with the minimum of troublesome
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wiring, and at  the same. time
wishes to be free from the risk
of poor performances as the
result of. using unreliable,
components.

" Exelite " Crystal
A crystal of the sensitised

galena type is " Exelite," mar-
keted by Messrs. T. E. P. Gibbs,
which we have recently put to
test. This is a brightly granular
crystal, and with the usual type
of fine cat's whisker it gave,
when tested on local broadcast
transmissions, excellent reception
and a signal -strength quite up to
the standard of good artificial
galena.

A Crystal and Cat's Whisker
A type of galena crystal and

special cat's whisker, for which
are made claims of extraordinary
long range of successful broad-
cast reception, is that produced
by the National Wireless &
Electric Co., Ltd., samples of
which we have had recently an
opportunity of submitting to
thorough test.

The crystal provided showed a
high degree of sensitivity almost
everywhere over the surface, and

also on a freshly -broken 'surface.
With zn ordinary cat's whisker
the signal -strength, measured
quantitatively on the local broad-
cast carrier -wave, was equal to
the best of other types .of pro-
prietary sensitised galenas; aural
reception was proportionately
good and clear. The special
cat's whisker gave similar
results, and ease of setting.

- As the combination gave, on
careful measurement, precisely
the same as the usual optimum
with a good crystal and crystal -
setting, no more than the usual
range of reception was to be
expected, with an efficient low -
resistance variometer as tuning
device, and ordinarily suburban
aerial; this was confirmed on
test. No doubt on an excep-
tionally good and high aerial it is
possible to pick up quite distant
stations late at night and on
favourable occasions, even with-
out the help of the local oscilla-
tors; but these conditions are
obviously not readily reproduced.

For local transmissions this
crystal combination can be
heartily recommended, giving
excellent signal -strength and
ready setting of the crystal.

A Battery Charger for
A.C. Circuits

Messrs. Lionel Robinson & Co.
have submitted for trial an
" Ella " battery charger, which
operates directly from an alternat-
ing -current supply. This is of the
vibrating armature type, and
gives full wave rectification,
there being two contacts, one on
each side'of the vibrating- tongue,
and apparently a split trans-
former. This is rated at 1-15
amperes and 9 volts maximum
D.C. output, and is wound for
various standard primary volt-
ages and frequencies.

The apparatus is quite light
and compact, measuring about
5 in. by 7 in. by 7 in. high, am'
can be put out of the way on a
shelf or under the table, as it
needs little or no attention once
the contacts have been adjusted.
The power taken from the mains
appeared' to be quite small, and
it could be run successfully from
a plug inserted in a lamp -socket
on an already heavily -loaded
domestic circuit.

The makers suggest that the
adjustment of the contacts should
not be interfered with at first.
However, the writer found it

7
0

(TRADE MARK.)

CLIX is the most ingenious and efficient
contact or terminal on the market to -day,
and most inexpensive. It consists of
a combined plug and socket which

Ti readily solves every wiring problem, and
supersedes every kind of terminal.

Prov. Patent
No. 13550/23.

Cliz is Ideal for use with the

Omni -Circuit Receiver,
RETAIL PRICES.

CLIX LOCKNUTS 3d. each
INSULATORS (six colours) ... 5d. each
complete with Locknut and Insulator ... 9d. each

Bushes (six colours) 11-cl. each
complete with Locknut and one pair Bushes 4Id. each

Postage extra --2d. per doz. ; 6d. per gross.

CLIX is obtainable from all high-class wireless dealers or direct
from the Patentees and Manufacturers .---

AUTOVEYORS, LTD.
RADIO ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.

84, VICTORIA STREET, - LONDON, S.W.1.

Perfect Resonance in
tuning 2-H.F. Circuits
A441./11,/1.1111414,

simultaneously is immediately effected by using the
WOODHALL "TANDEM" CONDENSER
consisting of two matched .0002 m.f.d. variable condensers
which are operated by one control. Fitted with aluminium
end plates, less knob and dial. List No. 15275. each 16/9

BEST QUALITY AERIAL HALYARDS.
List No. 17499, 36 feet, each 9d.

17500, 60 feet, 1]-
17501, 100 feet, 1/10

SPANNERS.
Just the thing for the wireless
experimenter and constructor.
Will take nine different sized
nuts (B.A.) and incorporates a
screwdriver.

List No. 18070 per set 1/6.

with which is amalgamated
Thomson & Brown Bros., Ltd.

Wholesale only. Head Offices & Warehouses :

Great Eastern Street, London, E.C.2.
118, George Street, Edinburgh.

Trade only
supplied. Kindly
order from your
Wireless Dealer.
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necessary to make careful adjust-
ments in order to get a full
charging rate of some 3 amperes
on a 6 -volt accumulator, running
the machine from the 240 -volt
mains. Properly set, it ran
steadily, with a loud hum (but
inaudible outside the room when
mounted on soft packing) for
hours without requiring atten-
tion. and with moderate heating.
The sparking at the contacts was
but minimum; as these take the
form of substantial carbon
brushes, they should last a very
long time before needing renewal,
and are the only parts of the
machine subject to wear.

With a 4 -volt accumulator, the
charge rate rose to nearly to
amperes, but was readily cut
down to a safe rate by a small
series resistance.

The machine is substantially
constructed, being obviously
designed by an engineer. A
centre -zero ammeter is incor-
porated, showing the charging
rate and indicating if all is cor-
rect. A strong point is that, in
case of failure of the primary
A.C. supply, the vibrating arma-
ture returns to a position of rest
where contact is broken for the

accumulator circuit, so that there
is no fear of discharging the bat-
tery through the machine in such
a case; it can accordingly be left
with safety for long charges.

We note that the price asked is
really quite reasonable for a
machine that gives the impression
of being built for real and
lasting service.

Variable Condensers for Board -
Mounting

Messrs. Bowyer - Lowe Co.,
Ltd., have submitted for test
samples of their variable con-
densers for mounting on a board
or wooden panel of nominal
capacities 0.0003 and 0.0005
respectively.

These are built up under a
4 -inch circular panel of ebonite,
which is designed to fit into and
over a hole of corresponding size
in the wooden panel or base-
board, fixing by means of four
small wood -screws. The depth
of each is about 3 in., the
different capacity being obtained
by different spacing of the plates.
An exceptionally clear bevel
scale is provided, which is at the
same time a metal anti -capacity
shielding plate. Contact to the
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moving plates is made positively
by braided copper " pig's tail."
Soldering tags are provided for
connections.

The instruments are substan-
tially constructed, and highly
finished on the exterior.

Careful measurement showed
in the case of the larger one an
actual maximum capacity con-
siderably above the rating and
adequate insulation resistance ;
the minimum capacity was around
5 per cent. of the maximum,
The smaller one showed excellent
insulation resistance when tested
by the " Meg" with Soo volts;
a maximum capacity very close
to the nominal, and a minimum
capacity of about si per cent.

A Low -Capacity Switch
Messrs. Dubilier Condenser

Co. (1921), Ltd., have submitted
for test one of their " Minicap "
switches for H.F. and general
radio -switching. On test the
measured capacity across the
terminals was found, as desired,
to be negligibly small, and the
switch proved available for the
most various purposes, wherever
a double -pole two-way switch is
called for.

A DEPARTURE
in Valve -Holder Construction
for Every Experimenter
who knows that high resistance and low capacity
are determined by the spacing of the valve legs
themselves. In the manufacture of the H.T.C. Valve-

- Holder, allow-
ance is made for
the varying
spacing of legs
of the different
types of valves.

No metallic
parts used in
construction are
exposed, mak-

ing it impossible to short
the H.T. across the fila-
ment. PRICE

Fa tent
p 1/9

Type A for uboVe Panel Mounting.- -
We are also Manufacturers of the Famous

H.T.C. INTER VALVE TRANSFORMER
the success of which has succeeded good craftsmanship and
good materials, observing good design. I.

I Obtainable from your Local Dealer, or
direct from the Manufacturers. Price 5/-

1-I.T.C. Electrical Co., Ltd.
2 and 2a, BOUNDARIES ROAD, BALHAM, S.W.12
Tckphcne :- BATTERSEA 374. Trade Enquiries Invited.
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Enthusiasm

Father's attempt at making an
earth connection was a wash-
out; but his spirits soon rose
when he bought a

ct1MAk
MONO VALVE

No outside aerial. No earth. No instal.
lation cost. Portable as a gramophone.
Gives you splendid results up to 50 miles
from a broadcasting station, while it is also
possible to listen to other programmes up to
500 miles awaywhenconditionsare favourable.

of Climax Monovalve with
Price Climax patented folding 110

frame aerial,
(If used with B.B.C. Licence-Tax II f. extra).
ACCESSORIES REQUIRED: HEADPHONES. VALVE

AND BATTERIES. APPROX. COSS £4.
(Any standard accessories can be used.)
Write for full particulars (Dept. W.W.)

CLIMAX PATENTS LIMITED,
182, Church St., Kensington, London, W.8

Phone : Park 2023. .
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CHOKE COILS.
SIR,-Referring to your notes

on hoke coils in Wireless
Weekly, Vol. 3, No. z, I should
like to say I have used this cir-
cuit for experimental loud-
speaker work, employing 2

choke coils in place of the trans-
former, as shown.. The results
were excellent, there being
practically no distortion, and
amplification was as good as
when using 2 stages of trans-
former coupling. I found that
when using either one or two
stages the high-tension required
was not so great as when using
transformers. I used Ediswan
A.R. type valves with 4o volts
on the plate. The great thing

about this circuit is its low initial
cost and also the quality of tone
obtainable. The chokes, used
were the secondaries of intervalve
transformers, but two. " Ford "
ignition coils were just as good.
-I am, etc.,

W. M. BLACK BAKEWELL
Stoke-on-Trent. (6UZ

PLATE

LAST
. VALVE

C2
2 Et

e,
The Circuit referred to by

Mr. Ballewell.

FULLER'S AND DISPOSAL
BOARD ACCUMULATORS
SIR,-It is common know-

ledge that. a great many wireless
enthusiasts are using Fuller
Block batteries purchased at low
prices from various dealers who
secured them from the War' .

posals Department. Many of:.
these 'batteries were purchased in.
France, and have been brought
over here and offered to the
public, and. many are giving
good service.

As the majority of these I
batteries are over five years old,
some even older, it is, obvious to
those who know anything abbut
accumulators that they.cannot be
expected to give anything like
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their full efficiency. Unfortu-
nately, to aggravate the pOsition,
many of them have been put into
service after charging for only
the normal number of hours, and
in consequence failed to give
satisfaction.

-Then, again, much of the cellu-
loid which was produced during
the war period was of inferior
quality, and the natural deteriora-
tion of this is the cause of the
frothing which may develop in
some of these war -time batteries.

It is quite obvious that we can-
not take any responsibility for the
performance of these batteries ; at
the same time we would like to
point out that a higher efficiency
can be obtained even from these
old batteries if the initial charg-
ing is carefullycarried out. The
first charge should last at lea-if
three times as long as the normal
charge of an ordinary battery,
and where practicable we would
advise charging at a low rate for
probably at least roo hours, or
untit the volts and gravity have
reached their maximum figures.
It is only fair to point out, how-
ever, that even with the best
treatment these old batteries can-
not be expected to give anything

like their full efficiency, and
obviously they do not come under
our guarantee.

All our standard batteries, as
supplied from our factory through
our_recognised dealers, carry our
full- guarantee, and wireless
dealers and the public are strong-
ly recommended to ensure when
buying Block batteries that they
are ctu'rent stock and not war dis-
posals batteries.-Yours faith-
fully,

FULLER'S UNITED- ELECTRIC
WORKS, LTD.,

(Signed) F. J. Gordon.

VALVES.
SIR,-I am afraid I am open-

ing a big question when I ask,
are valves as reliable to -day as
they were 12 months ago?

After talking this subject over
with a great many, who like my-
self have some respect for a
valve, I am inclined to say, no.
The number which burn out
after a few hours' use is
far too many. The only satis-
faction given to the purchaser
is that makers say they were
tested and carefully packed
before leaving the factory, and

they are unable to accept responsi-
bility. This is poor consolation
when a valve fail's after less than
4 hours' use with everything in
perfect order on the receiver.

To -day the method of packing
is far ahead of that in use 12
months ago, and I am not alto-
gether happy in the excuse of

transit darriage."
I have to -day valves which

have seen plenty of use and a
fair amount of misuse over a
period of. twelve months, during
which period they have travelled
over r,000 miles by parcels post,
passenger train, in the pocket,
handbag; in fact, any way.
These are still working.

Another point which seems to
knock the bottom out of the
transit theory is the fact that if
one asks for reports re the life of
valves made abroad, which are,
of course, subject to more transit
than are those made in this
country, seldom are reports as
stated above.

- Perhaps a little discussion upon
this subject will be, interesting.
Meantime I sign myself

Bristol.
" DIS-SATISF1ED.

1st THE HOUSE FOR ALL

ire1:5S cco4soliF5
" Davenport" Light weight 'phones, stamped B.E.C., each

pair fully guaranteed .. .. pair 17/6
Adjustable 'phones, 4,000 ohms .. .. per pair 11/- & 15/6
Coil Holders, for panel mounting, lacquered finish,

2 -way, each 5/- , 3 -way, each 7/6
Filament Resistances, excellent smooth action, not the

usually sold at this pricerubbish u . .. each 1/9
Nickel or Brass Switches (small) for panel mounting

S.P.D.T., each 1/3 ; D.P.D.T. each 2/-
L.F. Transformers, Ratio 5/1, tested and guaranteed, each 10;6
Potentiometers, 250 or 450 ohms .. each 5/-
Crystal Detectors, upright, enclosed in glass .. each 1/7

Do. Do. horizontal, enclosed, each 1/6, 2/-, 2/6
Do. Do. Porikon, enclosed.. .. .. each 2/6, 3/-

Brass Rod, screwed, 2 B.A. 20., 4 B.A. 2d. per ft. length.
Brass Nuts, 2 B.A. 2jd.'

to 450 meters
4, 5, 6, 8 B.A. 2d. per dozen.

H.F. Transformers, 350 .. each 4/9
Variometers, complete with knob and dial each 2/9 & 3/8

Everything else for the constructor, at the same rock bottom
prices, and all SOLD UNDER GUARANTEE.

Write for post free Catalogue.
We have always In stock Igranic, R.I., Lissen,
Sterling, Woodhall, T.M.C., B.T:H.,Marconi-Osram,
Cossor, Ediswan, Muliard, Dubilier, Siemens, G.R.C.,
Arnplion, etc., components in great variety.

Open 9.20 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturdays, 1 p.m. TRADE SUPPLIED.
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TRADE MARK afkaile ON EVERY GRID LEAK.

WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK
(Patent No. 206098).

ConstantlyVariable
Silent in operation.
Constant in any
temperature.
Dust and Damp
proof.
Each tested and
guaranteed.
Neat and well
made.

GRID LEAK
.5 to 5 mcgohms
216

ANODE
RESISTANCE

5o,000 to too,000
ohms 3/6.
Suitable for S.T.
mo Circuit.

SEND P.C. FOR DESCRi PT IVE FOLDER.

WATMEL WIRELESS onnaught Rouse, la, Edgware Road.CO., Marble Arch, W.2. Te1.4575 Paddington.

CONOMIC LECTRI C
The -EEC" 'XTRAUDION" VALVi.

,k-Friir

is being used by the leading Radio Experi-
menters for detection, high and low fre-
quency amplification, power amplifier and

low power transmission. Price 15! -
USE " RECTARITE," the synthetic
crystal that makes Loud speakers talk.

1 /6 Large Specimen.

Write to -day for 4/ page Radio
-11.13 Catalogue mailed post free, 4d.

Hood (Vic, . 10, FITZROY I Showrooms : I Brand, and Work,:
SQUARE, LONDON, W.I. I 303, EUSTON RD., N.W.1. I TWICKENHAVI.
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Information Depattment

0. T. (COUNTY DURHAM) asks why it
is that with an old high-tension battery his
two - valve low - frequency amplifier per-
sistently howls, whereas with a new battery
it behaves in a perfectly satisfactory manner.
The reason is to be found in the fact that an old
high-tension battery may possess a very consider-
able internal resistance, and as this resistance is
common to the plate circuits of both valves, a
reaction effect is produced which may be sufficient
to maintain the system in a state of continuous
low -frequency oscillation. A remedy may some-
times be found in the connection of a large con-
denser of about 2µF capacity across the high-
tension battery terminals.

C. F. A. (BIRMINGHAM) asks what rela-
tion exists between the wavelength range of
a coil used as the tuned anode coupling unit
in a high -frequency amplifier and a similar
coil used as a secondary circuit tuning coil.
If the wiring of the receiver is reasonably short

and simple, an identical wavelength range will
result in these two cases, provided that the tuning
condensers used are identical in value.

T. E. R. (BRADFORD) asks for a diagram
of a loose -coupled tuning system to which
the principle of constant aerial tuning has
been applied.
The accompanying diagram shows how this may

Detector
or amplifier

be done, with the provision of an extra terminal
to cut out the series condenser when not required.

PRICES

W No. Z s. d.

352 1 0 0
441 2 6
440 3 6
385 6 0
427 2 6
363 12 6

509 1 9

465 8 6
301 1 0 0
481 3 0
468 4 6

No. 3. --ASHLEY
TENPOINT INDUCTANCE SWITCH

W 468. 45. 6d.

(I) Entirely free from self -capacity.
(2) Contact pins extended to form convenient soldering tags

which are ready tinned.
(3) Base of highest grade -insulating material, no leakage. -

(4) Fluted knob to match variable condensers on panel.
(5) Smooth action, definite contact. r

Manufacturers and Home Conitructors should standardise
on this switch.

Ashley Wireless relephong Co. Ltd,
Renshaw Street LIVERPOOL
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0. T. R. (TUNBRIDGE WELLS) asks how

many stages of low -frequency amplification
should be used to operate a loud -speaker.
Not more than two stages should be employed
under almost any condition. If these two stages
when working efficiently do not give a sufficient
volume of sound, the signal strength should be
increased by the addition of a high -frequency
valve. The use of more than two stages of low -
frequency amplification makes it practically impos-
sible to prevent a considerable amount of
distortion and trouble from howling.

S. F. J. (BECKENHAM) states that he is
constructing a receiver upon the component
system, and asks for the best wire to use
for the connections.
Probably the best method of carrying out the con-
nections of a receiver consisting of loose com-
ponents is to make a series of leads of various
lengths composed of pieces of No. 20 tinned
copper wire sleeved in systoflex and provided with
a spade terminal at each end.

M. P. D. (GLASGOW) asks what is the
best all-round combination for a three -
valve !receiver.
Taking the expression " all-round " to mean
good average reception of near -by, medium and
long-distance signals, a receiving set comprising
one H.F., detector and one L.F. valve, is recom-
mended. The H.F. valve enables satisfactory
reception to be obtained of signals which other-
wise would be too feeble to actuate the detector
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valve, whilst the L.F. amplifying valve gives
reliable and satisfactory increase in strength of
whatever signals come through the detector
valve.

H. F. B. (ELLESMERE) states that he
recently took his three -valve receiver to a
situation very close to a tram route where
he found that he could hear nothing but
roars and crackles during the frequent
passing of the trams. He asks for the
cause and cure of the trouble.
As our correspondent surmises, the trouble is due
to induction effects from the passing cars, and is
most difficult to eliminate. Some relief may be
obtained by the use of a counterpoise earth, but
the only real solution of the difficulty appears to
lie with the frame aerial, and a fairly sensitive set.
Even then it may be necessary to employ screen-
ing of sheet -iron around the receiver itself.

D. W. F. asks which is the most suitable
valve to use in a low -power transmitter
using a dry battery of 200 volts for the
H.T. supply.
Naturally, we cannot indicate a preference for
the product of any particular manufacturer, but
some general guidance can be given. Quite good
results can be obtained with a really ." hard "
receiving valve of the high -temperature type, but
it is well worth while to try one of the small -
power valves now being produced for loud -speaker
work. The smaller specimens of this type oscil-
late fairly freely, and will handle considerably
more energy than an ordinary receiving valve.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

ALL STATIONS ON A LOUD SPEAKER
WITH PERFECT REPRODUCTION,
STRENGTH AND SELECTIVITY.
Two H.F., one H.F. Rect. and two L.F. power
valves. ANY COMBINATION OR NUMBER
OF VALVES.
In lock -up oak cabinet, as illustrated, including
special valves, 120 V.H.T. and coils covering
all British Stations.£.56 5 0

Other sets of Coils at extra charge.
Ash for Superfine Pamphlet.

(FEW AGENCIES STILL OPEN). Offices and Showrooms:

11111111111111

SUPERFINE
The 1924 Model

(OPEN 8 to 7. SATURDAYS 8 to 1).

92, QUEEN ST., HAMMERSMITH, LONDON, W.6.
'Phone . Hammersmith 1916. trams: " Tingoidar, London."
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This book shows you how
to make, using the ordinary
simple household tools, rheo-
stats, condensers - fixed
and variable, resistances, low
frequency transformers,
high frequency trans-
formers, tuning coils of every
description, potentiometers,
switches of every form, cry-
stal detectors, grid leaks,
valve panels, etc.

.15
:7,7 

rt 77- IF; 17. Z.

THERE are often quite
a number of Com-
ponents which the

average Experimenter can
make tolerably well if he is
only shown how to make
them. Although every
issue of MODERN WIRELESS
AND WIRELESS WEEKLY
contains a number of use-
ful constructional articles
dealing with small com-
ponents, it will be obviously
more useful to have all the
information in one book.

Every Component neces-
sary for an up-to-date Re-
ceiving Set is fully de-
scribed and illustrated with
diagrams and working
drawings.

133 pages and 184 illus-
trations - can you afford
to be without a Book like
this ? The first component
you make will save the cost
of the whole book. Call in
and examine it at your
Bookseller-he has 17 other
Radio Press Books on sale,
or send 2S. 8d. for a copy
(post free) to the Publishers,
Radio Press, Ltd. Devereux
Court, Strand, W.C.2.

Why not exercise your
own ingenuity? The
crystal detector, grid leak,
interchangeable fixed con-
denser and rotary series -
parallel switch shown here
could easily be made up
by you at the cost of a few
pence. Further, you will
have the added satisfaction
of using apparatus which is
entirely home-made.

4
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The " STERLING" Works at DAGENHAM-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The "STERLING"
BABY Have you

Loud Speaker heard it ?
Positively the most wonderful little instrument
so far offered to the public
It reproduces perfectly and is just the pleasantest thing you have ever listened to.

NO DISTORTION-NO JARRING.

The demand is big-ask any electrical dealer or stores to demonstrate it-
then secure one and bring enjoyment into the home.

A MARVEL OF VALUE

FEBRUARY 6TH, 1924

-where the BABY Loud Speaker is made.

Bright black or brown enamel 55/. Black and gold floral design 60/
Buy British Goods only.

We are exhib'fng
at the BRITISH

EMPIRE
EXHIBITION, 1924.

BIRMINGHAM :
150, Edmund Street.

WI

STERLING TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO., LTD. Write for
Publication

210-212, Tottenham Court Road London, W I No. 378.

CARDIFF:
10, Park Place.

GLASGOW: MANCHESTER
33, Robertson Street. 14. St. Peter's Square.

WORKS: DAGENHAM, Essex.

NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE:
21. Mosley Street.

Printed for the Proprietors. RADIO PRESS, LTD., Devereux Court, Strand, W.0 2, by TAE AVENGE PRESS (L. Upcott Gill & Son, Ltd.), 55-57, Drury
Lane, London, W.C.2. Published on Wednesday of each week at 3, Bolt Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4. Address for Subscriptions and Editorial
Communications :-Devereux Court, Strand, London, W.C.2. Advertisement Managers :-THE SCAM PUBLICITY ORGANISATION, LTD., 125, Pall Mall,London, S. .1. Registered as a newspaper, and for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription rates :-32/6 per annum, 16/3 for sixmonths, post free. Sole Agents for Austrfflasia :-GonLioN & Gotca (Australasia), LTD. For Canada :-IMPERIAL NEW5, For South Africa :-
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THE valve is undoubtedly the most important
part of any Receiver. If your Valve (or Valves)
is not functioning correctly, you are not getting

the best results from your Set.

Before you can hope to become a skilled driver
and obtain the most pleasure from your car you must
know how it works. So with Wireless. You cannot
hope to get the greatest enjoyment from " listening -in "
or experimenting until you have mastered the funda-
mental principles of Radio.

Dependent on this lies your ability to understand
the theory of the Thermionic Valve. Know how it
rectifies, how it oscillates, and how it amplifies, and
your progress in obtaining further Radio knowledge
will be rapid.

WirelessValves
Simply explained
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.,

is the one Book on the Valve which will really teach
you-commencing at the very beginning-everything
you need know about the Valve. It has been recognised
by all the experts as the standard popular -priced book
on the subject.

Purely scientific explanations are omitted because
the aim of the author has been to provide a book which,
while being absolutely accurate, can be read and under-
stood by novice and experimenter alike.

Get a copy to -day and begin to understand exactly
what is happening while your Receiver is working.
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A Principle Again Vindicated

Upon another page we give a
full report of the proceedings at
a meeting of the Radio Trans-
mitters' Society, at which it was
decided by a substantial majority
to amalgamate with the Radio
Society of Great Britain.

We congratulate the R.T.S.
upon having made this decision,
which, we firmly believe, is a
step in the right direction, and
one which will add to the import-
ance and prestige of the amateur
movement as a whole.

It will be noted that, during
the discussion, reference was
made to a certain weekly wireless
paper, previous criticism by
which rather displeased some of
the members. We recognise, of
course, that it was this journal
which was referred to, and,
whilst giving the various remarks
verbatim in the report of the
meeting, we desire to take this
opportunity of making our posi-
tion in the matter clear. Phis we
could scarcely do during the
somewhat delicate negotiations
which have been proceeding,

Unity of control in connection
with the activities of wireless
amateurs has been consistently
advocated by us, and it was with
regret that we learnt of the
secession from the ranks of the
R.S.G.B. of numbers of " trans-
mitters " and the formation of a
separate Society. Although not
greatly impressed by the activi-
ties of the R.S.G.B. (as then

constituted), we_ nevertheless
recognised its claims and utility
in a political sense as the parent
society.

At an interview with Capt.
Fraser, chairman of the Trans-
mitters' Society, we strongly
deprecated the setting up of a
separate camp of amateur
workers. At the same time we
were convinced- that the  recalci-
trant amateurs had very good
reasons for dissatisfaction under
.the old regime, but pointed out
that, instead of breaking away
from the R.S.G.B., they should
set to work and get the old
regime altered. As the new
Society was then actually in
existence, however, such a course
obviously meant affiliation or
'amalgamation with the R. S. G. B.
'Capt. Fraser informed us that
these matters had been considered
in similar spirit, and that the
Committee of 'the R.S.G.B. had
been approached, but after a pre-
liminary talk ..had declined to
discuss the matter further.

Accordingly, the Radio Trans-
mitterS' Society went ahead with
their own arrangements and
apparently made excellent pro-
gress.

Our' next interview was with
Mr. Hope -Jones, the late chair-
man of the R.S.G.B. At our in-
vitation, Mr. Hope -Jones visited -
this office and the situation was
discussed: We pointed out the
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serious loss to the parent society
which the formation of the
R.T.S. entailed; the weakening
of the amateur position by divi-
sion of control, and emphasised
that the next step towards the
admittedly desirable re -union
must come from the Committee
of the R.S.G.B., which had
" shut the door " and declined
to negotiate.

The happy ending to the story
is told in the report of the meet-
ing of the R.T.S. on page 319 of
this issue.

Some of the dissentients (who
numbered only to to 61 who
approved) expressed the view that
if the vote for  amalgamation
were carried we would score a
point, and the Transmitters'
Society would inevitably lose any
prestige it had. It is, of course,
true that we stated quite plainly
that the Transmitters' Society
would have to amalgamate or die
a natural death, and we have
never departed from this view, in
spite of our sincere respect both
far the executive and the indi-
vidual members of the R.T.S.

We believe that any attempt
to weaken unity of control is to
be discouraged, but the decision
of the R.T.S. is no victory for us
but merely for the principle we
support. Whether the R.S.G.B.
will exercise their control in a
broad-minded manner satisfac-
tory to all is a separate matter
needing a separate watch..

Radio Valves

2/6 NET.

JUST PUBLISHED
and How to Use Them :

By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
A large edition is now actually ready. 2/6 NET.
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How to Make the "Wireless Weekly"
Omni Receiver

No. II.
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.,

The second article of a series dealing with the construction of the Omni Receiver. The first
article appeared in our February 6th issue.

AVING prepared the front
panel in accordance with
Fig. 3, the next step in the

construction of the Omni receiver
is to mount the different compo-
nents on this panel.

The fallowing is a list of the
components required for the front
panel: -

3 variable condensers of o.0005
pF capacity.

step-up intervalve trans-
former.

3 Lissenstat variable resist-
ances for controlling filament
current.

crystal detector of superior
manufacture.

2 to 5 megohm variable
resistances.

I 50,000 to I00,000 ohm vari-
able resistance.

2 coil holders.
14 Army -type 4BA terminals.
3 valve holders.
Fig. 4 shows a view of the

back of the front panel.
The line X Y indicates where

the terminal panel is joined on
nearly at right angles. This
junction is made by means of
three screws which pass through
the front panel into the edge of
the ,terminal panel. This fixing
is not very secure, but a suffi-
ciently good job can be made in
the manner described. Both
panels, of course, fit into the
wooden box which supports both
of them. It is, therefore, only
necessary that the two panels
should hold together by means
of the screws while the wiring is
being carried out.

In Fig. 4 will be seen the back
of the panel illustrated in Fig. 3.
The three valve holders will be
readily recognised, as also will
the Lissenstats, 48; the con-

densers, to 2, 26 18, and 42 34,
will also be recognised.

It is as well to compare this
Fig. 4 with the front view of the
panel illustrated in Fig. 6.
The photograph (Fig. 6) in-
dicates very clearly how the
condensers, etc., are arranged,
while Fig. 4 shows what this
panel looks like from the back.
The coil holders, indicated by
54 53 and 5o 49 in Fig. 4, may
be of any suitable pattern, and
those actually illustrated in the
photograph are a trifle more
crude than some which are now
on the market.

The different figures in Fig. 4
correspond to different component
parts, which may be readily
recognised from Fig. 6. The
figures 28 and 20 refer to the
connections to the crystal detector
which is mounted on the front
of the panel instead of the back,
for very obvious reasons. The
crystal detector in Fig. 4 is
shown in dotted lines.

Looking at Fig. 6, the two
terminals at the top are, on the
left the aerial terminal, and on
the right the earth terminal.
Down the left-hand side there are
six terminals which are connected
by flexible leads to the three-way
coil holder mounted on the left-
hand side of the cabinet. The
two top terminals go to the coil
nearest the back, the two middle
terminals go to the middle coil,
and the two terminals at the
bottom of the row of six ter-
minals go to the coil nearest the
front. The two terminals at the
very bottom of Fig. 6 in the
middle of the panel are the tele-
phone or loud -speaker terminals,
while the four terminals on the
right of the panel are battery
terminals; the two top ones are
the positive and negative high -
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tension terminals respectively,
while the two bottom ones are
the positive and negative L.T.
terminals.

The Terminal Board
We now come to the terminal

board. The top of the terminal
board presents the appearance of
Fig. 2, in our preceding issue.
Each of the terminals has been
numbered, and some experi-
menters may prefer to have
simply the numbers on the panel
without any drawing pasted,
glued, or otherwise fixed on to
the ebonite panel. On my own
receiver I have a sheet of cart-
ridge paper on which has been
printed the graphical signs given
in Fig. 2, and the paper was
varnished over with transparent
varnish before fixing to the panel.
It is, however, appreciated that
if the paper absorbs moisture, the
insulation between the terminals
is likely to affect signal strength.
It is therefore preferable to have
the panel engraved, but this is
an expensiVe procedure, and it
would be cheaper in the end to
buy the engraved panels from
firms ready to supply them. Any
firm may make application to us
for permission to supply any of
the parts for the Omni receiver,
and certain enterprising ones
have already set themselves out
to supply anything that the
reader may require.

Some readers may prefer to
paint the numbers only in white
paint on their ebonite panel, and
to use Fig. 2 as a reference
figure. We are at present con-
sidering the possibility of obtain-
ing and supplying transfers which
may be applied to the panel.

Meanwhile, we have arranged
for a large number of sheets,
corresponding to Fig. 2, to be
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Fig. B. -A photograph of the front of the panel.

printed, and these may be placed
on the panel. There is no real
need to stick them on, because
the terminals themselves will hold
the sheet down. Even if the
sheet is not required, it will serve
as a drilling template for the
terminals. For those who do not
desire to purchase the finished
Fig. 2, the illustration in Fig. 5
gives all the dimensions necessary
for a reader to drill his terminal
panel.

The back of the terminal panel
is illustrated in Fig. 5, which is
placed in this position in order
to assist in the wiring of the
completed set.

The terminal board is merely a

panel of ebonite on which 50
terminals have been fitted.

The components required for
the terminal board are as
follows :-

50 4BA Army -type terminals.
2 0.002 µF fixed condensers.
I o.000f µF fixed condenser.

o.00i µF fixed condenser.
0.0003 µF fixed condenser.

The fixed condensers are con-
veniently attached to the back of
the terminal board by simply
soldering the lugs on to the ends
of the correct terminals.

The condenser shown in the
left-hand corner of Fig. 5 has a

(Continued in our next issue.)

capacity of 0,002 µF and has its
lugs soldered to the terminals 39
and 47. The condenser across
the terminals 46 and 45 has also
a capacity of 0.002 µF. The con-
denser across the terminals 38
and 37 has a value of o.00z p.F
and the condenser across the
terminals 19 and 27 has a value
of 0.0003 µF. The other con-
denser is connected across the
terminals 3 and ix and has a
value of o.000i µF.

It now remains to join the two
panels together and wire them
up. In our next issue detailed
photographs of the wiring will
be given, and the method of doing
this is fully explained.

Trbe Van) Zocicty of Great Vritain
An informal meeting of the Society will he held on Wednesday, February 13th, at 6 p.m., at the Institution
of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place, W .C.2. A discussion will be opened by Mr. J. H. Reeves, M.A.,

on " Fine Wire Coils as an Aid to Distortionless Reception."

ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF AFFILIATED SOCIETIES
The postponed Conference of Affiliated Societies is to be held at 2 p.m. on Saturday, March 1st,

at the Institution of Electrical Engineers.
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The Wife's Turn
THE wireless widow, it

seems, at last shows signs
of turning. For a long time

hers has been a terrible life, for
she has had to dwell in the same
house as a husband who, if he
spoke at all, babbled of induct-
ance and capacity, and so on,
using such a variety of strange
words that he seemed to be
speaking in an unknown tongue.

The creature littered up her
drawing - room with batteries,
condensers, telephones, coils of
wire, screwdrivers, hammers and
other tools of his sad trade. At
times when he was too exacting
in his requirements from the
accumulators, they burst asunder
in the midst as a protest, scatter-
ing acid over the carpet that was
the pride of her heart.

The money that should have
gone to buy boots for the family
was spent upon buying more and
more gadgets. He brought weird
friends to the house who, after
the shortest of greetings to her,
plunged immediately into the
shoppiest of shop with him. He
sat up until unearthly hours
listening for American broad-
casting, and was, as a conse-
quence, on the next day in a
state either of dumpiness due to
lack of sleep, or of hilarious
triumph if he had been success-
ful.

In either case she had a poor
time of it, for if he was in a bad
temper he was unduly critical of
her household arrangements,
whilst if he was elated by some
wonderful long-distance feat he
poured an endless account of his
method and of his results into
her ears which neither understood
nor wished to understand. But
now there are signs that she is
about to get her own back in no
uncertain way.

The Discovery

It was Waggshurst who first
made the discovery that we were

not to have things all our own
way, but that women were work-
ing out a terrible vengeance. He
went across one night .to see
Ponderby for a minute about a
new circuit with which he had
some difficulty. Returning at 3
o'clock in the morning he was
amazed to find that his house was
still brilliantly illuminated.

Entering, he heard the sound
of voices proceeding from the
drawing -room. They were not
loud voices, but their tones were
intense, and they appeared to
come from people who were
seriously occupied in some en-
grossing pursuit. He stealthily
opened the drawing -room door
and peeped in. There he beheld
his own wife, Mrs. Ponderby and
the better halves of two of the
brightest wireless lights in the
neighbourhood sitting round a
table with looks of intense con-
centration. He noticed upon the
table a box of his favourite
brand of cigarette that he had
brought in that evening. The
appearance of the box and of the
piled ash trays which surrounded
it showed him that his taste in
cigarettes had apparently met
with general appreciation.

But it was not upon his looted
cigarettes that he fixed his gaze.
The sitters had provided them-
selves with a collection of small
chunks of wood, rather like domi-
noes, with which they appeared
to be engaged in the rather
childish amusement of building
walls. Laughingly, he said,
" Hullo, playing with the kiddie's
toys? " No one took the slightest
notice. So intent was the quar-
tette upon the matter in hand
that they uttered hardly a word
even to each other. Such noises
as they did make were strange
in the extreme.

You know what happens when
you tap your rectifying valve :
the loud speaker says " ping,"
or " pung," or " pong," as the
case may be. That is the kind
of noise that these ladies were
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making when they broke the
silence. Occasionally they raved
of winds and seasons and things
of that kind. Enormous sums of
money or, at any rate, counters
appeared to be changing hands.

As Waggshurst has long ago
ceased to read the daily papers,
since a proper perusal of wireless
literature leaves no time for the
ingestion of mere news, he is not
exactly up-to-date with the events
of the day. At first, therefore, he
merely looked on in puzzled
silence, wondering what on earth
was toward. Then suddenly the
memory of a conversation that
he had heard in the train about
a society craze came back to
him. Over him rushed the
realisation of his terrible position,
and bursting into tears he
staggered from the room mur-
muring " Great Scott! A Mah
Jongg widower."

The Terrible Results

And so Little Puddleton has
become the scene of a dreadful
series of domestic tragedies. If
wireless kept a man up late, that
infernal Chinese game keeps his
wife up later. Wireless may have
a language of its own, incompre-
hensible to the uninitiated, but
wireless shop is clear, straight-
forward English, compared with
the technical slang of Mah Jongg.

Your wireless man did occa-
sionally, not very often, I admit,
but occasionally talk of some-
thing else, even if he was with
others of the tribe; but the Malt
Jongg woman has absolutely no
other subject of conversation at
any time or at any place. It is
worse than golf, whose every
hole must be played over again
before the fire. Worse even than
bridge, with its post-mortems
and recriminations. The pung-
ing 'of. Mrs. Ponderby is an event
calling for discussion far more
prolonged and infinitely more
bristling with technicalities than
the failure of anyone in the old
days to lead the knave which
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would infallibly have secured
three more tricks.

And the worst of it is that the
lords and masters have no longer
the price of a gridleak about
them; also, they are beginning
to wear a rather pinched look,
as though their diet were not so
satisfying as it should be. If
Jones or Podsnapp used to spend
too much on wireless gadgets,
thereby on occasions have to cut
down the household allowance,
the ladies are now hoisting them
heavens high on their own petard,
for after a long sitting they will
return with a slightly -worried air
and without the wherewithal to
purchase the Sunday joint. Or
they will announce quite casually
that they have had a run of bad
luck, and that they regret that
only tea and bread and butter
can be served for breakfast for
the ensuing week.

What is going to happen I do
not know, but great hopes are
entertained by the committee of
the Wireless Club which, at an
enormous expense, has imported
a female radio expert, who has
guaranteed to convert all the
ladies into wireless enthusiasts.
This will, of  course, be an
improvement, for conversation
would again become possible, but
I doubt whether any of us will
put on weight. Even a trans-

former represents a good many
days' eggs -and -bacon ration.

Always for, it

Why is it that wireless is now
being blamed for all the calami-
ties, great and small, that now
befall the community? One would
think at first sight that it was a
gentle, harmless hobby, incapable
of bringing about any dread
consequences: But if we are to
believe what the papers tell- us,
especially in their correspondence
columns, it is answerable for all
kinds of regrettable occurrences.
This fearful wireless slays the
dear little birds as they fly
through the air; in fact, they
have been seen to drop dead by
hundreds " when they flew across
the line of a broadcasting
station." It has ruined the
weather, it has shattered delicate
nerves, it has even produced
human receivers who, as they
walk about, complain that morse
is continuously pinging in their
ears. One lady writer has gone
so far as to say that listening -in
will produce a race of stupid folk.

And now Bournemouth goes
and says that it is emptying
concert halls, keeping people
from the healthy pastime of
dancing, and generally playing
Cain with the municipality's
entertainment arrangements. No

Wireless WeeKly
one, it appears, will listen to the
band. The once gay streets of
Bournemouth, if we are to believe
all reports, are now deserted at
night, for all the world is at home
with its head either adjacent to
the loud -speaker's spout or
embraced by the telephones.

Frankly, I do not believe that
matters are quite as bad as this.
New things are alw'ays blamed
for a variety of events, as you
know. The gramophone ought
to have destroyed the theatres
and concert balls long ago, if the
forebodings of other days had
been correct ; the camera should
have put all artists out of work;
the bicycle should have produced
a round-shouldered race with an
expression of set melancholy due,
as one eminent medical authority
said, " to the strain set up by
preserving the delicate balance."
In fact, every innovation has
always been accused of all kinds
of dread consequences. The
point of humour, I think, is
that the Bournemouth municipal
orchestra is conducted by Dan
Godfrey, senior, whilst Dan
Godfrey, junior, is on the side of
the forces of evil, being director
of the Manchester broadcasting
station. Once more you see the
terrible consequences of wireless!

WIRELESS WAYFARER.

Our photograph shows the Band of the Irish Guards at the Manchester Studio.
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An Experimenter's Unit Receiver
By H. BRAMFORD.

The following is the second of a short series of articles which began in Vol. 3 --No. 9,
dealing with the construction of a progressive unit receiving set which should prove

of considerable utility to the home constructor and experimenter.

Unit No. 1
This unit takes the form of a

tapped inductance, and is shown
as a completed unit in the photo-
graphs Figs. 6 and 7, which
are front and back views respec-
tively.

Materials Required
For the construction of this

unit the following materials are
necessary :--

piece of ebonite measuring
6 x 4 x /.

cardboard former; 51 long x
2 in. external diameter.

20 contact studs.
4 stop pins.

,TAPPEDEVERrnm. 0, TAPPED EVERY /0 TWINS
/0 /0 " N.94

111111111111118pgira

1111

-__544-_

twisted together to form a tap-
ping. One more turn is made
and then another tapping, still
another turn is wound and
another tapping made, and so on
until the ninth turn. Now wind
ten more turns, and take off a

Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9.-Illustrating
front and back views of the unit,
details of the inductance and drill-

ing dimensions of panel,

2 switch arms.
Quantity No. 22 S.W.G.-

d.c,
2 terminals.

Winding the Inductance
The former upon which the

No. 22 S.W.G, wire is to be
wound should be gently baked
and then soaked in paraffin wax,
after which it should be laid
aside to dry thoroughly. To com-
mence the winding drill two
small holes through the tube half
an inch from the edge, and half
an inch apart, through which the
wire is to be passed and made
secure, leaving about 6 in. of free
wire for connecting purposes.
One turn is then made and about
6 in. of wire is looped and

are wound which terminates the
winding with a total of one hun-
dred turns. To finish off, two
holes are drilled in a correspond-
ing position to those made at the
beginning of the winding, and
the wire is secured in a similar
fashion, again leaving a length
of 6 in. for connecting up. Fig. 8
shows the details of the induct-
ance tappings.

The Panel
This is made of + in. ebonite,

6 x 4, 12 holes being drilled
in. apart on a in. radius on

the left hand side of the panel,
and a similar number also drilled

60 _____ --
ZBA CLEAI4ANCEI

1/211bD.
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tapping at the tenth turn in the
same manner as before, and
repeat the operation seven more
times, making eight tappings in
all, each ten turns apart. The
total number of tappings on the
former is now seventeen, nine
being tapped at each turn, and
eight being tapped every ten
turns. After the last tapping
has been made ten more turns
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on the right hand side of the
panel. These holes are to
receive 20 contact studs and four
stop pins. Two centre holes are
drilled to clear 2 B.A. rod for the
switch arms. The photograph,
Fig. 6, shows the disposition of
the studs upon the panel, whilst
the drilling dimensions are given
in Fig. 9. The stud marked B in
both these figures is a blank stud
mounted merely for the purpose
of symmetry, that is, to give an
even number of studs on each
side of the panel.

Assembling
First mount upon the panel the

20 contact studs and four stop
pins. Assemble the two switch
arms in the manner shown, and
also the two terminals T, and
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T2 in the positions shown in
Fig. to. The coil is next fixed
to the underside of the panel by
means of two screws and spacer
washers.

The connections are to be made
in the following order :-The
beginning of the winding is to
be connected to the first stud of
the ten intended for the single
turn tappings, the first tapping is
connected to the second stud, the
second tapping to the third stud,
and so on until the ninth tapping
is connected to the tenth stud.
The terminal Ti is connected to
the switch arm controlling the
single -turn tappings, whilst the
terminal T2 is connected to the

switch arm controlling the ten -
turn adjustments.

The first of the tappings fol-
lowing the first ten complete

Fig. 10.-A lay -out of the panel.

turns is made to the first of the
studs intended for these larger

An Excellent Grid Condenser

THE ordinary home-made
type of paper grid con-
denser is usually con-

structed in such a manner
that one has to be very
careful in tightening a ter-
minal nut down upon it, for the
reason that the contact eyelets are
so easily torn loose. The average
condenser of this type will stand
only a very few changes from one
circuit to another. A much more
substantial grid condenser may be
constructed as follows :-

Bore a 3-32 in. hole into the
end of a section of brass rod i in.
in diameter and 2i in. long, and
tap the hole to suit the valve leg.
Now cut a piece of mica
2 in. wide and just long enough
to wrap around the rod with a
narrow lap joint. This piece of
mica should be very thin for best
results, and when wrapped
around the rod it should extend
very slightly beyond the un-
threaded end of the rod, leaving
" pincer room " at the threaded
end. Now procure a piece of thin
brass tube with an inner bore just
large enough to fit snugly about
the brass rod and mica and on the
side of it solder a common bat-
tery nut, which has an 8-32
thread. When assembled, screw
the condenser directly on to the
grid leg of your valve socket ;
connection to tuning circuit may
then be made by means of a set-
screw in the battery nut on the
outer tube. Any desirable change

in the capacity of this condenser
may be made by sliding the tube
back and forth on the rod.

Tr NUT
SCREW

NOT BRASI:0174.tige
13PAss Roo

APPED 2.8A.

The brass rod is threaded so that
the condenser can be screwed
directly on to the grid leg on the

valve holder.

Wireless Weekly
tappings. The second tapping
is connected to the second stud,
and so on until the finish of the
coil is connected to the list stud,
so that ten turns are left between

-each set of studs.

Operation
The operation of this unit is

such that any number of turns
from to -zoo may be obtained by
manipulating the switch arms.

When one of the switch arms
on stud No. to, and the other

is on Stud No. t, the total
number of turns in operation will
be ten, the sum of the stud num-
bers, minus one, being the total
number of turns in use.

It is agreed that it is particu-
larly important to keep the con-
nection between the grid leg of
the valve and the grid condenser
as short as possible. It will be
seen, therefore, that the con-
denser illustrated in Fig. t gives
the ideal arrangement of connect-
ing the grid leg of the valve
socket direct to the grid con-
denser.

Connecting the condenser in
this manner not only reduces
considerably any undesired re-
action effects, but also tends to
eliminate interference from
lighting and power mains.

R. N. A.

Interchangeable Basket Coils

ASKET coils may be made
quickly interchangeable: by

"securing them to their
mounts in the manner shown .in
Fig. i.

The coil is usually carried on
a screw fixed into the ebonite
mount, and the provision of a
loose ebonite washer and a spring-
clip, formed of a coil of hard
brass wire, with projecting ends,
makes a quickly detachable
fixing.

It will be seen that if the ends
of the spring clip are pressed to-
gether, the coil of wire forming
the clip opens, and may be easily
placed on the screw end, and
when released closes, holding
the washer and basket coil firmly
to its mount.

The ends of the winding of the
313

basket coils have similar spring
clips soldered to them which make
firm contact with the pins which
go into the actual coil holder.

N. K. J.
ASKET COIL.

Eackwrz WASHER

/VD OF CO/L

SOLDER

Fig. 1.-Details of the coil mount.
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Fig. 1.-The circuit arrangement.

sINGLE - VALVE - AND -
CRYSTAL dual circuits,
when compared with the

results obtainable with a single
valve - with - reaction, skilfully
used and with efficient tuning de-
vices, are generally rather dis-
appointing in the matter of
signal -strength on very strong
signals-such as those from a
near -by broadcasting station. The
reason for this is on account of
the limiting action of the crystal,
and the heavy damping intro-
duced by it.

The circuit shown here repre-
sents an attempt to get the very
maximum amount of signal
strength from a single valve
dual, with local broadcasting and
a good outside suburban aerial,
by using a low -resistance, un-
damped tuner ; controllable re -

action that has sometimes to be
actually slightly negative as, to
the magnetic component in order
to obtain stability ; a robust and
stable carborundum crystal ; and
the effective build-up possible
with the Pye No. 1 or other
good L.F. transformer, having a
fairly high turns -ratio. The L.F.
impulses are returned into the
circuit through a radio -choke
connected between a grid -con-
denser and the grid, proper nega-
tive bias being used to prevent
grid - current and consequent
partial rectification and unwanted
damping. This method has the

further advantage of eliminating
interference by A.C. lighting
mains, etc.

An " aerial -tap " is used on
the A.T.I. or primary tuning
inductance, similar to the ar-
rangement often used in trans-
mitting sets, and resembling to
some extent that described by
Mr. P. W. Harris, in Wireless
Weekly, Vol. 2, No. io, p. 386,

for use with a " capacity " earth.
On account of the extremely
close coupling produced by the
common io turns, between the
aerial circuit and the main tuned
circuit, these being far closer
than in the Reinartz circuit
which it faintly resembles, the
aerial cannot be spoken of, nor
behave as, " aperiodic," and the
signal -strength certainly does not
suffer from the elimination in
this way of another tuning
adjustment, whilst on practical
test remarkably good selectivity
results.

The selectivity is, in fact, so
high that the circuit is not sug-
gested for use other than for the
loud reception of local broadcast-
ing on a permanent type of
receiver and with an aerial as
good as can be managed.
Actually, in a London suburb, at
least three other of the B.B.C.'s
stations have been heard at com-
fortable strength in the 'phones
whilst London was transmitting,
and late at night the transmission

A "LOUD
SPEAKER"
REFLEX
CIRCUIT

By A. D. CORIPER, M.Sc.
Staff Editor.

from. KDKA, relayed from Man-
chester on 400 mitres by the
Metropolitan -Vickers Co., Ltd.,
was received very well. The
circuit is, however, too tricky
in adjustment for convenient
general use in searching for dis-
tant stations without the help of
a wavemeter. For those who
are willing to take a little trouble
in tuning -in to their local station,
in order to get pretty well all
that a single valve will give them,
in the way of volume, without
distortion, it can be strongly re-
commended, with the cautionary
word, that considerable interfer-
ence can result from incautious
handling of the reaction.

The principal constructional
detail is the A.T.I., which is a
double or tapped coil, wound
with io turns of No. 18, S.W.G.,
d.c.c. wire, and 6o turns of No.
zo, S.W.G. d.c.c. wire, single
layer, wound on in the same
direction, on a 3+ in. diam. waxed
cardboard cylinder, 7 in. long,
covering some 4 in. of the length.,
?. in. beyond the last turn of the
No. zo wire, and therefore near
the end of the cylinder, the
rotating anode coil is mounted on
an axle of No. 2 B.A. screwed
rod. This is the common type
of wooden -ball variometer rotor,
2+ in. diam., wound full, with
about 70 turns, of No. 26,
S.W.G., d.c.c. wire, and should
be arranged to rotate smoothly
in bearings within the cylinttel-,
with flexible connections either
direct to the ends of the wire or
via the stub axles in the usual
way ; it should also be equipped
with knob and scale.

The A.T.C. is quite small,
being of 0.0002 klF capacity, and
should have a low minimum to
tune down to Cardiff and Lon -

314
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Those readers who
are anxious to receive
local broadcasting at
loud - speaker
strength, using a
single valve, will find
this circuit of con-
siderable interest.

,V1,0,00`..0,0.0%0NICTO.47,0**47*
OA

'don ; the anode -tuning condenser
may be 0.0003 or 0.0005 p.F. The

'"radio -choke may be any coil of
about zoo-3oo turns and of low
distributed capacity, of ordinary
size ; actually a plug-in coil, No.
25o, and a frame -aerial coil of

'1 lb. No. 26 S.W.G., d.c.c. wire,
have given good results.

' The crystal -detector should be
of the carborundum type, as the
demands made on it in this cir-
cuit are very great; ordinary
galena will not stand up to the
work very long, and requires con-
stant readjustment. A firm con-
tact between a springy piece of

70 TURNS
AM.26.5.WG

!I!

I !III

g

¢.0 ToRNs
41°20.5 W6.

10TuRNs

cif -rC

it

l

74

N°/95/4!6

2.-Details of the aerial tuning
virl

inductance and anode coils

tinned iron (ordinary " tin "),
and a fragment of good car-
borundum mounted in a cup with
Wood's metal, gives good

r,signals, and, once set, requires
, ,no attention at all. Disappoint-

ment will result unless a really
first-class transformer be used,

Wireless Weekly

Fig. 3.-A pictorial representation

and though that indicated gives
as good results as one can
desire, no doubt other good
makes of high impedance and
turns -ratio will also give satis-
faction. High value of H.T.,
and a hard valve which gives a
generous filament emission,
should be used. Negative grid
bias of at least one dry -cell, from
the most negative point of the
L.T. circuit, as indicated in the
circuit diagram, must be applied ;
the exact value is a matter of
experiment.

Operation.
At first the dual -amplification

feature should be temporarily
omitted, by disconnecting the
radio -choke from the grin and
substituting an ordinary grid -
leak to the L.T. positive, and the
local station found by simul-
taneous searching with A.T.C.
and anode condenser, the anode
coil being given a slight positive
coupling to the A.T.I. if neces-
sary. Occasionally the circuit will
oscillate. violently with the anode
coil at right -angles to the A.T.I.
When the station has been found,
and the circuit brought off oscilla-
tion by adjustment of the anode
coil (if necessary, so as to have
slight negative coupling), by
rotating it part way round until
oscillation ceases, the change is
made back again to dual opera-
tion, and slight adjustments made
until good signals are heard.
Then the coupling is very
cautiously increased until the
signals fairly roar in on the
head -phones, but without the

of fig. I.

whistling or mumbling which
indicates oscillation. A touch on
the tuning -controls will snuff the
local station right out, and there
should be practically silence.
Other distant stations can only
be found with safety by the aid
of the wavemeter, as indicated,
tuning in to the wavemeter as
before, and then cautiously
searching in the neighbourhood
of the wavemeter signal.

Once adjusted on local trans-
missions there is no need to do
more than switch on, and make
the fine adjustment of negative
reaction directly with the loud-
speaker, head -phones being un-
necessary in a quiet room.

The tuning range, as shown, is
about 300 to 55o metres on a
P.M.G. aerial. Different aerial
characteristics affect this to a
much less extent than usually is
the case; thus quite a small
indoor aerial has been used with
success on the lower wavelength
range.

For those readers who experi-
ence any difficulty in connecting
up the necessary components
from the circuit diagram (Fig. a)
a pictorial representation is given
in Fig. 3, in which the separate
components are clearly shown.
The components may be mounted
upon a baseboard or fitted into a
suitable cabinet according to the
taste of individual readers.

In the latter case the com-
ponents should not be crowded
together in the cabinet and the
wiring should be carried out with
care.
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ONDON.-Oscillation con -
1 -4 tinues to give a good deal of
trouble, and it is difficult to say
how this matter is going to be
overcome without the co-opera-
tion of the listeners. No more
has been heard in the Kingston
area of the man who deliberately
oscillated, when certain items of
which he disapproved were being
broadcast, and the mere fact that
people have been out hunting for
his blood seems to be sufficient
to make him close down.

El 0 0
Big ,Ben time signals will be

broadcast within the next ten
days or a fortnight. We con-
sider that they will be a great
improvement upon the incon-
spicuous (and apparently not in-
fallible) " ticking " mahod,

0 0 0
We had the pleasure of

hearing Beethoven's Symphony
in C minor (No. 5) last Mon-
day night perfectly rendered.
Was it imagination on our part,
or did one of the instruments
" speak out of turn ".in the be-
ginning of the second move-
ment?

0 0 0
Mozart's little pizzicato selec-

tion came through very fine in-
deed; but the " piece de resist-
ance " of the evening was cer-
tainly that little gem of an inter-
mezzo from " The Jewels of the
Madonna." The embodiment of
the best in music, the epitome of
style, harmony, colouring, con-
trast, and the grace notes of the
flute (or violin harmonics)
sounded just like fairy fingers
lightly touching stringed instru-
ments, an effect very similar to
that occurring in the " Sicilian
Vespers " (by Verdi, we believe);
in other portions full-bodied or-
chestration held sway, and now
and again was apparent that
percussion effect so often asso-
ciated with Russian music.

Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
73th (WED.).-Talks on the Orches-

tra by Uncle Jeff. Miss Kate
Winter, soprano. Mr. Jay Kaye,
entertainer. Mr. Stanley Holt,
pianist.

74th (Tnuas.).-Talk to the Chil-
dren on " Pip's Garden," by
Uncle Humpty Dumpty. The
Georgians' Concert Party. Lec-
ture Recital on " Modern Russian
Music." Dance Music.

35th (Fru.). - The Quaintons'
" Three Funny Voices and a

TRANSMISSIONS
Ca11-81ga Wavelenath

LONDON PLO 365 metre,
ABERDEEN 2BD 995

BIRMINGHAM 5IT 475

BOURNEMOUTH 61110 885

CARDIFF 5WA 353

GLASGOW 58C 920

MANCHESTER ..2ZY 875

NEWCASTLE ..5NO 400

TIMES OP W0RIII.,11
V eekdays ..... .3.20 to 9.30 p.m. ani 5.0

to 10.20 p.m. G.M.T.

&mom. 3.0 p.m. t 5.0o p.m. tol
8.30 to 10.30 p.m. G.M.T

V

Piano " will entertain. Act 3,
" Parsifal," relayed from the
Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden.

76th (SAT.). - Instrumental Trio.
Mr. Hector Gordon, entertainer.
Operas, " Cavalieria Rusticana "
and " Pagliacci," from Covent
Garden.

77th (SUN.).-Organ Recital. Mr.
Norman Notley, singer. Miss
Sybil Maden, contralto. Miss
Evelyn Ruegg, violinist. S.B.
from Glasgow. Royal Air Force
Band. Mr. Leonard Salisbury,
basso.

z8th (MoN.).-Mr. Percy Scholes,
music critic. Mr. George Parker,
baritone. John Henry on " High-
brows."

79th (TuEs.).-Concert Party of
" The Pops." " The Tragedy of
Mr. Punch," by Mr. Reginald
Arkell and Mr. Russell Thorn -
dike. " Columbine," also by Mr.
Reginald Arkell. Dance Music.
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ABERDEEN.-The first at-
tempt by the 2BD officials to

broadcast a complete church ser-
vice will be made on the 37th
inst. The pioneering Church is
the North United Free, at which
a special service has been
arranged for 8.3o in the even-
ing. In addition to the solos
and choir rendering, the com-
munal singing of the congrega-
tion, will be broadcast, and will
afford a good guide to Mr.
Jeffrey, the Station Director, for
a more ambitious project he has
in view. This is a monster
gathering of local vocalists-
three thousand, if possible-
whose joint efforts will be broad-
cast. The scheme is in connec-
tion with the formation of a
Listeners' Club which Mr.
Jeffrey is pushing forward.'

Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
z3th (WED.).-Dance Night. Mr.

R. E. Jeffrey, Station Director,
will commerce a series of " Mind
Training Talks." The first will
be on " Opinions."

'74th (Thuas.). - The " Grand
Duchess of Gerolstein," comic
opera in three acts, by Offendach.

i5th (Fan.).-Scenes and Characters
from Dickens.

76th Dufton Scott,
North-East Doric Humorist. S.B.
from London.

77th (SUN.).-Special Service relayed
from North U.F. Church.

78th (MoN.).-S.B. from London.
79th (TuEs.).-Night of Old English

Folk Songs and Dances.

BIRMINGHAM.-There was a
very happy event at 5IT a few

nights ago when Uncle Edgar
presented a fine 4 -valve receiving
set to a party of blind children
from the Birmingham Royal In-
stitution for the Blind. The set
was a gift from the 5IT Chil-
dren's Radio Circle, and was
paid for out of the profits on the
sale of Radio Circle badges.
The accessories, the cabinet,
accumulator, etc., all represented
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the generosity of various firms,
and the set was designed and
assembled by the engineering
staff at 5IT. It has been in-
stalled at the Blind Children's
Home, where it will be a source of
much bright entertainment and a
tangible link with the many little
friendi which the institution has
made through the medium of
broadcasting.

0 0
Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
13th (WED.). -3.3o, Mr. Stanley

Finchett. tenor. 7.3o, Band of
the Royal Corps of Signals.

14th (THURS.). - Popular Classics
Night by the Orchestra.

15th (FRI.).-Evening Programme of
Chamber Music by the Edna
Willoughby Trio from Leaming-
ton Spa.

16th (SAT.). -3.30, Children's Con-
cert. 7.30, Orchestra. S.B.
from London.

17th (SuN.).-Orchestra and Reper-
tory Chorus.

18th (MoN.).-S.B. from London.
19th (TuEs.).-The Greys Concert

Party;
0 0 0

BOURNEMOUTH.-Listenersin the above area seem very
pleased with the concert's broad-
cast during the week ending

February 4. On Monday the
" Dogs of Devon " was, of
course, relayed from London,
and was greatly enjoyed. Bath
principals and chorus came
through excellently.

0 0 0
The " Mock Trial by Jury,"

the following evening, was also
a great success. The Scotch
night proved to be most popular,
however; all classes of listeners
appear to have enjoyed it im-
mensely. Mr. F. M. Coppendale
(piper, late London Scottish)
added the final touches, making

Our photograph shows
the transmitting apparatus

at 5SC

the atmosphere truly reminiscent
of the land " Ayont the Tweed."

The S.B. of " La Boheme "
was very well received in this
neighbourhood, there being a
complete absence of the noises
usually associated with relayed
transmissions. -

0 0 0
Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
i3th (WED.).-Comic Opera Night.
14th (TxuEs.).-S.B. from London.
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Isth (FRI.). - Musical Comedy

Night.
16th (SAT.).-S.B. from London
17th (Sux.).-The Richmond Hill

Congregational Church Choir.
Address by Father Percy Triggs.

18th (MoN.). - " A Night of
Memories." Orchestra.

19th (TuEs.).-Verdi Night with
Orchestra.

0 0
f'ARDIFF.-Disappointment is
-.manifest everywhere in the
district, owing to the discontinu-
ance of the afternoon pro-
grammes of Falkman and his or-
chestra from the Capitol Cinema,

Cardiff. The Station Director
wishes it to be known that,
owing to certain complications
which have arisen at the Capitol
Cinema, over which the B.B.C.
have no control, these afternoon
transmissions have had to be cut
out, but at the earliest oppor-
tunity will be continued.

0 0 0
Work is proceeding apace on

the erection of the new perma-
nent studio which the B.B.C. are
building in Park Place., Cardiff.
It is hoped that transmissions
will take place from there in
about two months' time. The
studio will be a spacious one,
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and great things are expected, -
the smallness of the present
studio handicapping greatly the
efforts of the staff.

O 0 0
Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
13th (WED.). - Station Birthday.

Anniversary. Special. Items by
the Director and Staff. Short
Address by Mr. J. C. W. Reith,
Managing Director of the B.B.C.

14th (Trivas.).-S.B. from London.
15th

(SAT.).-S.B.
Glee Singers.

16th (SAT.).-S.B. from London,
17th (SUN.).-The Rev. Wm. Evans,

B.A., and the Choir of Richmond
Road Congregational Church.
Chamber Music Evening.

18th (MoN.).-Station Orchestra.
Igth (TuEs.).-LShakespeare Night.

O 0 0
GLASGOW. - Mr. Stanton

Jefferies, Musical Director of
the British Broadcasting Co.,
who visited Glasgow the other
day, states that arrangements
are being made to broadcast from
St. Andrew's Hall a portion of
the programme at one of the
performances of the Glasgow
Choral and Orchestral Union.

O 0
Lectures on various subjects of

an educational nature will be a
conspicuous feature of pro-
grammes in the future, so far as
the catering for children is con-
cerned. An interesting syllabus
is being arranged, and the educa-
tion authorities are co-operating
in the matter. Mr. A. M.
Henderson, organist at Glasgow
University, will broadcast lec-
tures on music to the children on
Thursday afternoons.

O 0 0
Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
13th (WED.).-Light English Night.
14th (THURs.).-Instrumental and

Vocal Concert.
15th (FRI.).-Story Recital Night

by Mr. Percival Steeds.
16th (SAT.).-Welsh Programme.

S.B, from London.
17th (SuN.).-The Rev. Bernard T.

Smith, of Great Wellington
Street Wesleyan Church, Address.
Musical Items.

18th (MoN.).-Dance Night.
19th (TuEs.).-Band of H.M. 1st

Batt. Royal Scots Fusiliers.
0

AnANCHESTER. - The new
LVI aerial at 2ZY has improved
reception 5o per cent. in all direc-
tions, but one, i.e., in a line run-
ning approximately North-East,
through Oldham; where a poorer

reception is -reported. This is
the line which the old aerial took,
and listeners in " that direction
are thus losing the directional
effect they previously enjoyed.
However, steps are being taken
to improve matters in that
district.

0 0
Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
13th (WED.). -3.3o, Concert. 8,

2ZY Orchestra. Mr. Robert
Parker, bass. 8.45, Talk by Mr.
T. A. Coward, M.Sc., on "-Early
Flowers and Bird Songs."

14th (Tuuxs.).-11.3o, 2ZY Trio.
6.4o, French Talk. . 8, Concert.
Mr. T. H. Morrison, solo violin.
Mme. Tomson de Konchen,
soprano. Lavilette in Extracts
from Charles Dickens. Mr. Sam
Fitton, tenor. 10.15, Spanish
Talk.

15th (FRI.).-3.3o, Concert. 7, S.B.
from London. 7.30, Concert
relayed from Manchester Free
Trade Hall, being the first public
performance of 2ZY Opera Co.
and 2ZY Symphony Orchestra
augmented to 6o performers.

16th (SAT.). -3.3o, Oxford Picture
House Orchestra. 7.45, 2ZY
Orchestra. Mme. L. Pickles,
contralto. The Sirfessor. Mr.
Victor Smythe and Algy.

17th (SuN.).-3, Radio Military
Band. 8.30, S.B. from London.

18th (MoN.).-3.3o, Concert. 8,
Humorous and Musical Comedy
Programme by 2ZY Orchestra.

Igth (TuEs.).-3.3o, Concert. 8,
2ZY Orchestra. Mr. Tom Sher-
lock, baritone. Mr. Sidney
Coultham, London tenor.

0 0 0

NEWCASTLE. - Newcastle
wireless enthusiasts are

highly elated on reading in
Wireless Weekly that their city
heads the list as regards percent-
age of licence -holders among the
population. This is a distinction
of which they may well he proud,
and the figure 7.8 per cent. is
very creditable.

0 0 0
The relaying of items from

local functions furnish some >f

the most interesting transmis-
sions, and the 5NO authorities
are hoping to be able to do con-
siderably more of this in the near
future.

0 0 0
Why is 6BM the easiest dis-

tant station to receive at New-
castle? Can it be that Bourne-
mouth's Station Director feels
homesick?
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Forthcoming Events

FEBRUARY.
13th (WED.). -3.45, Dance Music

from Assembly Rooms. 7.3o,
Orchestra. Mr. David McFad-
zean, baritone. Mme. Leonora
Howe, soprano. Mr. Tom
Heenan, tenor.

14th (rums.). - 3.45, Misses
Thornewell, duets. Miss Muriel
Robins, 'cello.

t5th (FRI.).-3.45, Mr. Harry Corry,
baritone. Mr. Jack Boddice,
euphonium. 7.30, Messrs. Carl
Fuchs and Mr. Edgar Bainton,
'cello and piano. Miss Elsie
Downing, soprano. Mr. Geo.
Tindle, baritone.

16th (SAT.). -3.45, Walker's Band
relayed from Tilley's. 7.30, Or-
chestra. Miss Madge Raine,
contralto. Mr. Catchesiae War-
rington, entertainer.

17th (SUN.). -8.3o, Canon Oakley,
Address. Mr. Norman Curry,
baritone. Mr. Wm. Laws' Trio.

18th (MoN.).-3.45, Mr. J. W.
Smith, tenor. Mr. Alfred Sea -
bridge, violin.

Igth (TuEs.).-3.45, Bijou Orches-
tra. 7.3o, Orchestra. Mr. E. L.
Odhams, prose reading. Mr.
Vincent Jones, baritone. Mr. Lee
Dixon and Party, Excerpts from
Shakespeare.

0 0 0
SHEFFIELD.-" The Dream
Lady," whose delightful

anonymity has endeared her
already in the hearts of Shef-
field's kiddies and their elders,
has joined the studio staff, and
dispenses sweet harmonics and
confidences after Birmingham's
boisterous little crew has sub-
sided, while genial Uncle Her-
bert distributes the birthday
ethereal favours in excellent vein.

0 0
Simultaneous Broadcasting

Events
FEBRUARY.
13th (WED.).- B.B.C. Dramatic

Critic.
14th (Tmms.).-B.B.C. Musical

Critic. Radio Society Talk. The
Georgian's Concert Party. Savoy
Bands.

15th (FRI.).-B.B.C. Film Critic.
Parsifal," Act III.

16th (SAT.).-" Cavalleria Rusti-
cana." Pagliacci," Acts I and
II.

17th (SUN.).-Organ Recital. Times,
Signals and Bulletin.

18th (MoN.). - B.B.C. Literary
Critic. - Highlow Programme
arranged by the B.B.C. Music
Critic. Mr. George Parker, bari-
tone.

Igth (TuEs.).-Capt. Eckersley,
Technical Topics. Savoy Bands.
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The Radio Transmitters' Society
and the R.S.G.B.

The decision to amalgamate.
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At a meeting of the above -
named Society, held at the
Institute of Electrical Engineers
on February t, Capt. Ian Fraser,
Chairman of the Society, moved
the resolution :-

That this Meeting of the
Members of the Radio Trans-
mitters' Society approves the
negotiations that have been
undertaken between the Com-
mittee of the Society, and the
Radio Society of Great Britain,
with a view to securing the fusion
of the two Societies, and instructs
the Committee to make the neces-
sary arrangements for giving
effect thereto.

Capt. Fraser said it was neces-
sary that the matter should
receive the greatest consideration,
and asked for a hearty discussion.
There were several reasonable
lines of argument for fusion. The
reason why the R.T.S. was
formed was on account of dis-
satisfaction with the R.S.G.B.,
and thus two factions arose, both
having reasonable arguments in
support of their existence. The
question then arose as to whether
Or not the new society should be
connected in any way with the
R.S.G.B., and peace was only
secured by a proposition that the
new society should be formed,
obtain a clear idea of the require-
ments of the amateur transmitter
movement, and then either fuse
with the R.S.G.B., or carry on as
a separate society. The R.S.G.B.
was then approached with a view
to fusion, and their reply was that
they could not see their way clear
to discuss the matter. Later,
however, they wrote asking for
propositions, upon the basis of
which fusion could be effected,
and after much discussion, the
proposition as above was agreed
to. The initial course taken by
the Committee of the R.T.S. may
have been against the inclinations

of the R.S.G.B., but in the end,
peace was established between the
two societies.

It was clear that the principle
of two separate organisations,
both professing to stand for the
same thing, was against the
furtherance of the amateur cause.
The conditions above gave the
R.T.S. a majority in all delibera-
tions, and enables all business to
be conducted as the present mem-
bers wish. Also, the proposed
new formation will express the
desires of the majority of radio
amateurs, and the R.S.G.B. will
be more representative of their
opinions. He had much pleasure
in moving the resolution, and
trusted that all the members
would give it their support.

5MD-I have much pleasure
in seconding the resolution.

2DX-I consider that the
attitude of the officials of the

R.S.G.B. was, that if affiliation
came about, all was well, and
they would assist, but on the
other hand, if not, they were out
to suppress the R.T.S. Since
then, the Constitution of the
R.S.G.B. has changed, and also
the R.T.S. has established itself,
and so, now the future of the
R.T.S. is assured, the R.S.G.B.
want some say in the matter, and
after the rebuff the R.T.S.
received from the R.S.G.B. and
certain sections of the Press, I
consider we are climbing down
in discussing fusion. I also
feel that after affiliation, the
R.T.S. will lose the honour which
it at present has in its officers.
It seems a wrench that they
should fade into the obscurity of
affiliation. Another point is that
the Postmaster General regards
the R.T.S. with as much favour
as the R.S.G.B., and both have

Mr. Basil Davis (2BZ), a well-known amateur transmitter.
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some influence with the P.M.G.,
but would a combined Society
have the same standing? Whilst
not opposing affiliation, I think
these points need great considera-
tion.

5BV-A point of view which
has, I think, been overlooked, is
that as a body in a minority, the
Press stated that fusion with the
R.S.G.B. would be inevitable,
thus proving the futility of the
amateur transmitting movement.
The only way to keep going,
while in the minority, is by main-
taining prestige with the people,
and it is clear that, on amalga-
mation, the Press would score a
point, and any prestige which the
R.T.S may have would inevitably
be lost.

A Member.-I wish to ask
what power the Section Com-
mittee will have in managing the
new society, if formed?

SVL. - When the trouble
arose with the R.S.G.B. Capt.
Fraser left that Society, and I
wish to ask how does he stand
now, in view of the proposed
amalgamation?

Capt. Fraser.-I will answer
that now. I am entirely in your
hands. If you leave your officers
as they are, I go on in my
position. I left the R.S.G.B.
following my convictions. Others
said they would resign also, but
I do not know if they did so.

5FR.-What is the relation
of the Transmitting and Relay
Section to the R.S.G.B.? How
are they represented on the
Council?

Capt. Eckersley.-I am in a
difficult position, but believe me,
I am not here in any connection
whatsoever with the B.B.C. If
we amalgamate, my attendance
remains the same, and I hope the
spirit which exists in these meet-
ings will be carried into the
section. Don't judge the R.S.G.B.
by what has occurred in the past,
as their attitude has changed, but
let us judge by what will be done
in the future. We shall be more
influential with the weight of the
R.S.G.B. behind us. These
politics are a nuisance, and
hinder us in our real work, and
it would be better to get away
from it once and for all.

A Member.-May I ask the
comparative numbers of the two
societies as they stand at present?
I agree with Mr. Alford that the
P.O. is in rather an awkward

position in relation to two
separate societies, which will no
doubt become rivals if fusion
does not take place. Does the
Transmitting and Relay Section
stand as a mere part of the
R.S.G.B., or has it the standing
of a separate society, with the
use of clubrooms, etc., if any,
and so forth?

5BV.-I am sure there is_ no
desire on our part to change any
member of our committee for
any member of any other com-
mittee. C,apt. Eckersley said we
should be more influential with
the weight of the R.S.G.B.
behind us. There is not much
sign at present of any influence
attaching itself to the R.S.G.B.,
and would it not be better to see
some sign of this before amalga-
mating? Would we get away
from politics by }oinking a society
already bound up in them?

A Member.-If we amalga-
mate, shall we still have these
friendly meetings and lectures?
The R.S.G.B. do not have such
meetings, and their lectures are
not nearly so good as ours. On
the other hand, if we carry on
as a separate society, they will
fight. The question is, can we
fight them? I think the big names
on the R.S.G.B. have consider-
able weight with the P.O., and
thus the R.T.S. would have a
bad time. -

Capt. Eckersley.-We shall
do our best to keep up the
friendly spirit which exists at our
own meetings, and trust that the
Transmitting and Relay Section
will fall into our way, as opposed
to their own coldly formal
proceedings.

5C8.-Will the Postal ar-
rangements still be carried on by
our Hon. Secretary, or shall we
have to depend upon the R.S.
for notices of meetings? Person-
ally, as a member of the
R.S.G.B., I usually get my
notices of a meeting the morning
afterwards.

Capt. Fraser.-In summing
up I will deal with the querists
in turn.

I much regret that 2DX did
not lay his views before the Com-
mittee, but owing to the distance
he resides from London, I pre-
sume this was impossible. I an -r
sorry that, whilst not opposing
the fusion, he is not in agreement
with it.

Two members have been un-
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justly severe in their criticisms
of the Press, as in this week's
issue, the paper retracts some-
what from its former position,
and even suggests that the
R.T.S. is absorbing the T. and
R. Section by amalgamating

ith it.
If we fuse, we shall have a

majority on the Committee, and
we can carry on our meetings as
we wish, because we shall be
able to outvote any opposition.
We shall be subordinate to the
R.S.G.B., as our representation
on their Council will be small,
but even then it will be a higher
proportion than is the case with
any other section.

Our meetings, tests, and so on,
can be carried on, and we shall
not be trampled on in our affairs.
As regards the P.O., I think
fusion would strengthen the
position of the amateur 'trans-
mitter, and our negotiations with
the P.O. will be carried on in a
better spirit, as being more repre-
sentative.

A member asked for the
numbers of the members of the
Societies. The R.T.S. has 131
members, while the T.R. Section
has between 8o and go. With
regard to the postal arrange-
ments, the Committee can con-
tinue to utilise the services of the
present Secretary, and we shall
be able to please ourselves as to
what we do.

I hope all dissentients will re-
consider the position, and will
unanimously support the resolu-
tion.

Nothing that we have gained
will be lost by fusion with the
older Society. We have beaten
the R.S.G.B. at their own game
in a few months, so we can cer-
tainly continue on the same lines
and obtain all we require. I hope
you will all vote for amalgama-
tion, as the greatest strength lies
in following, not your own
desires, but that road which will
lead to best results.

The President then put the
resolution to the meeting.

The resolution was carried by
3o votes to ro.

Capt. Fraser then said he held
25 proxies from members who
were unable to attend, instruct-
ing him to vote on their behalf
for fusion. The Hon. Secretary
held 6. He did not mention this
before as he did not wish to
influence individual members.
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A Practical Neutrodyne Receiver
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By ALLAN T. HANSCOM

This article explains the action of the neutrodyne circuit very clearly and gives constructional
details of the special H.F. transformers and neutralizing condensers

IT is unfortunate that so many
good circuits are labelled with
such formidable titles. The

name "neutrodyne " is usuay
enough to scare the average
radio amateur. A neutrodyne cir-
cuit, as commercially developed,
is, however, a great deal more
simple to understand than the
regenerative or reflex circuit.

- The average experimenter is
not interested in the higher
mathematics of a circuit, but he
does like to know the size of the
parts so that he can put one
together to obtain results.

Fig. 1 represents a simple type
of non -regenerative circuit. By

42
E

Fig. 2.-One stage of H.F. amplification coupled to a non -regenerative
detector circuit, the secondaries of both circuits being tuned.

hU

LZ

E
Fig. 1.-A loose -coupled non -regene-

rative receiver having a tuned
secondary.

exactly as outlined above, and
this is the scheme of the neutro-
dyne after we add the neutralis-

192

varying the condenser the natural
wavelength of the set can be
altered. This is exactly the
diagram of the first stage of the
neutrodyne.

In Fig. 2, another stage
exactly like the first has been
added. In this case the first
valve acts as a radio -frequency
amplifier and the second valve
as a detector.

It will be noticed that the plate
circuit of the first valve is not
tuned, but that the grid circuit
of the second valve, as well as
the grid circuit of the first valve,
are both tuned and in reality
make a two stage filter through
which tile incoming signal must
pass.

Fig. 3 represents three stages

ing condensers, which will be
considered later.

In Fig. 3, there are two stages
of radio -frequency amplification
and the detector, each stage
being tuned by a variable con -

e

0
aaa

denser in the grid circuit. This
circuit would give wonderful
results if it were not for the
internal capacity coupling be-
tween the plate and the grid
circuit of each radio -frequency
valve. This internal capacity is
neutralised by the combination
of capacity and inductance; the
inductance being the windings of
the air core radio -frequency
transformers. The capacity
necessary for the average valve
is very small and is usually about
equal to two circular plates 1. in.
in diameter separated by 3/32 of
an inch. This is only approxi-
mate and the proper. value may
easily be found. Other types of
condensers for this purpose are
shown in Fig. 4.

The radio -frequency trans-.
formers can be made by winding
8o turns of wire on 3 -in. formers
with a tap taken off at the zoth
turn. It is preferable to use card-
board because it is an advantage
to have a close coupling between
this coil and the primary, which
is inserted inside. The primary
consists of 20 turns of wire on a
former which will just clear the
former on which the secondary
coil is wound. It is not passible
to buy one tube to fit inside
another in this manner, but it
can be overcome by sawing a
piece of tube wide
from the same tubing. Then
when it is wound, the wire will

Fig. 3.-Two stages of H.F. amplification and detector. This circuit
is free to oscillate due to the internal capacity of the valves.
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draw it to a smaller diameter
whereupon it may be slid into
place inside the full-sized tube.
It is very important that these
transformers be mounted at least
6 ins. apart and at such an angle
that a line drawn at right angles
to the axis at the end of the wind-
ing does not intersect the winding

INSULATED W/RE
TWASTED TOGETHER

Bus 14/=..i...LIETAL71/135

Fig. 4.-Three methods of making
the small neutralising condensers.

of the adjoining transformer. See
Fig. 6. Note the relative position
of primary and secondary wind-
ings.

Neutralising Condensers

Since the variable condensers
used are connected between the
grid and the filament, it is
possible to connect the grid to
the fixed plates and then mount
the other small movable plate on
the back insulated portion of the
condenser. By this means a very
small change of capacity can be
made in the neutralising circuit.
See Fig. 7.

After the proper value of this
capacity is found, it need never

TAP 20 TURNS %k Cur. TUBE
DRAWNXTGETNER

eo
TURNS

.5icoivoARr
20 TURNS

PR/MARY

Fig. 5.-Constructional details of
the H.F. transformers.

be disturbed unless valves are
changed. It is likewise advan-
tageous to shield the set, al-
though it is absolutely impossible
to make this set oscillate if it is
properly constructed.

To find the proper value of the
neutralising condensers it is
necessary to tune the set to a
very powerful signal. The Flewel-
ling " screamer " makes an ex-
cellent oscillator for this case. A
paper may be inserted in the

socket to cover the filament con-
nections but leaving the plate and
the grid free. Then the valve is
inserted and the signal is still
heard.

This is done for the first stage
and second stage separately,
adjusting each condenser until
the signal is no longer heard. I
have found it possible to adjust
these condensers without going
to this trouble by simply setting
them at the greatest capacity
which would not cause the set to
go into an oscillating condition.
The action of these condensers is
similar to that of the potentio-
meter in the original radio fre-
quency circuit with the exception
of the fact that they need never
be changed for different wave-
lengths or signal strengths. The
complete circuit of the neutro-
dyne receiver is shown in Fig. 8.

If this set is constructed
properly it will give results in
clearness and sharpness which

6,ct--1

Fig. 6.-Showing how the H.F.
transformers should be mounted.

are superior to any other type of
set which has come to my atten-
tion. The volume is not extremely
loud but audio frequency can be
added in the usual manner.

As seen, there are two stages
of radio frequency amplification
and a detector. The radio fre-
quency transformers, unlike the
iron -core type, have untuned
primary circuits and tuned
secondary circuits. The tuning

L2
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system likewise has an untuned
aerial circuit and a tuned
secondary circuit. All adjust-
ments are made by the three vari-
able condensers and maximum
volume of any one signal will not
be obtained until these three
circuits are tuned to the same
values. This should be kept in

%SMALL' CONDENSER
PLATE

Fig. 7.-An alternative condenser
arrangement.

mind when operating a neutro-
dyne receiver. The simplest way
for hunting stations on various
wavelengths is to start at zero
on all dials and slowly work
towards i8o degrees moving the
right hand condenser dial a few
degrees first, followed by a corre-
sponding adjustment of the
second and first dials. Keep pro-
gressing until a station is heard.
At this point, a fine adjustment
of all three dials will be necessary
to obtain maximum volume.

If it is desired to add the re-
generative feature to this receiver
a variometer should be connected
in series with the plate of the
detector valve and the head-
phones. This variometer will
allow as well the placing of the
detector circuit in an oscillating
condition for the reception of
C.W. signals and without a
chance of re -radiation.

Fig. 8.-The complete neutrodyne circuit.
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Transmission Using Valves
No. V.

underlying valve transmission
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C.W. and Telephony

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst. P.,
This series of articles began

A.M.I.E.E.

in Vol. 3, No. 6, with a consideration of the theoretical principles

zwasasumautaawwwwwasagaaaawaza3

Simple Valve Transmitters
SINCE we have stated the

conditions under which self -
oscillation may be produced,

it will not be necessary to enter
into a discussion of the theory of
the valve as a transmitter of con-
tinuous waves. A valve C.W.
transmitter is merely a high -
power oscillator connected to an
aerial circuit, a tapping key
being suitably inserted in the cir-
cuits to enable Morse signalling
to be accomplished.

Fig. 8 shows a very simple
valve transmitter. Most trans-
mitters of this kind use direct
coupling between the output cir-
cuit of the valve and the aerial.
-By varying the tuning of the
aerial circuit we automatically
vary the frequency of the oscilla-
tions 'generated by the valve.
The anode oscillatory circuit, or
aerial circuit in Fig. 8, comprises
the inductance Li shunted by the
variable condenser Ci'; the anode
battery B2 is connected so as to
give the anode A a positive poten-
tial of, say, 200 volts or more
with respect to the filament.
The negative side of the anode
battery is always preferably con-
nected to the positive side of the
accumulator Bx in order that the
voltage across Bi may be added
to that of B2. A grid coil L2 is
connected across the grid and
the negative side of the accumu-
lator Br ; this grid coil is the re-
action coil which, being coupled
to Li, maintains oscillations in
Li Ci ; the grid circuit may be
tuned by means of a condenser
C2, but in nearly all cases 'it is
aperiodic and is intended merely
to apply radio -frequency poten-
tials to the grid. The grid
circuit is not intended to take any
appreciable current, and to ren-
der it aperiodic it is frequently

,666~6WV.VSAAA6A, .6eSeNt'S

wound with resistance wire to
enable the circuit to operate over
a wide range of wavelengths.

The key K is included in the
anode circuit, preferably at a
point which is not at a high -fre-
quency potential to earth. We
have previously indicated that
tapping keys, potentiometers,
batteries and other similar ap-
paratus should be connected next
to the filament of the valve. In
the case of keys, it is desirable,
if possible, to connect them in
such- a position that the operator
will not be liable to receive
shocks.

0K 87

E C3
Fig. 8.-A simple valve

circuit.
The operation of such a circuit

is very simple. On depressing
the key K a sudden flow of cur-
rent takes place through the in-
ductance Li which forms part of
the anode circuit of the valve.
This sudden rush of current sets
up a few oscillations in the circuit
Lx CI ; these oscillations are in-
duced into the grid circuit L2 and
the variations of grid potential
supply strengthening pulses of
current in the anode circuit.; the
energy thus liberated in the anode
circuit helps to maintain, the
original oscillations in Li Cr. In
this way a weak initial oscillation
is built up practically instantane-
ously and the aerial radiates con-
tinuous waves of an amplitude

323 .

transmitter
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which will depend upon the input
power which is measured by
multiplying the anode voltage by
the anode current. On releasing
the key, the anode current is cut
off and the valve stops oscillating.

Position of Anode Battery
The position of the anode bat-

tery in a valve transmitter is of
considerable importance, particu-
larly when we are dealing with
sets, of medium or high power.
The most important principle 'to
observe is that the source ,of
anode voltage should be con-
nected in such a position that its
capacity to earth, or tendency to
leak to earth, has no effect on the
oscillations ; in other words, no
part of the anode circuit supply
should be at a high -frequency
potential to earth. Another pre-
caution which requires to be
taken in the case of higher -
powered sets, is to avoid the
chance of a leakage of current
across the source of anode
voltage.

In Fig. 8 we connect the posi-
tive terminal of the battery to
earth and the negative terminal
to the filament accumulator.
This arrangement is much better
than connecting the anode battery
next to the anode; the anode bat-
tery is connected to earth and it
consequently cannot have any
effect on the high -frequency oscil-
lations.

Another rather important pre-
caution which should be taken, if
possible, is to see that the aerial
is not given a high, steady
voltage with respect to earth. If
this precaution be not taken, the
source of anode voltage is liable
to be short-circuited if anything
happens to the aerial, and leak-
ages through faulty insulation of

 the aerial are liable to occur.
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A Single Valve
"Component" Set

By STANLEY G. RATTEE, Staff Editor

TH E receiver about to be
described is one which may
be assembled from bought,

components, no construction of
coils or other parts being called
for. Should the constructor
decide, however, to use home
made parts, such as basket or
other coils. condensers, etc., he
may, of course, dO so without
loss of efficiency, subject to the
values being as given herein.

A straight single - valve
regenerative circuit is employed,
the reaction obtained being elec-
tro-magnetic. Since in the case
of all single -valve receivers reac-
tion is only obtainable by coup-
ling the anode circuit to the aerial
circuit, every care must be exer-
cised in the operation of this
receiver in order to avoid ener-
gising the latter circuit, thereby
causing considerable interference
to neighbours.

Whilst these remarks are
meant to warn constructors of
the effect caused by careless
operation of receivers embodying
reaction en to the aerial circuit,
they are not intended to convey
the impression that a set of this
type may not be used by the
broadcast listener whose experi-
ence of wireless is perhaps but
short. So long as- the receiver
is handled with due care, a con-
dition which applies to all
receivers there is little fear of
causing focal interference. . -

Those readers who are un-
familiar with the operation of
valve receivers should, when
operating an instrument embody-
ing reaction applied to the aerial
circuit, adjust the apparatus to
give the most satisfactory results
and then leave well alone until
the evening's performance is con-
cluded. In making the first
adjustment the oscillation point
should be found by careful move-

oa
ca

ment of the reaction coil and con-
denser, and the former should
then be adjusted so as to be well
clear of oscillation point.

It may be found, when making
these preliminary adjustments,
that an occasional " tweek "
may result, but so long as the
reaction coil is moved away from
the aerial coil immediately oscil-
lation is indicated, and that such
adjustments are made only at the
commencement of the evening's
listening and not during every
brief interval, little harm is done.

The photograph. Fig. 1, shows

bia 811811

45.43E .9 5/ex 53/9'
Fig. 3.-Details of the containing

box.

the complete receiver, the two
terminals on the left being for
aerial and ea,th respectively,
whilst those seer: to the right are
for the telenhones, the H.T, bat-
tery, and filament lighting bat-

- tery. The condenser for tuning
the aerial circuit is seen to the
left of the photograph, whilst the
filaMent resistance is seen to the
right.

The photograph. Fig. 2,
shows an underneath panel view
of the receiver, indicating the dis-
position of the components and
the simplicity of wiring. This
figure, used in conjunction with
the wiring diagram contained
herein, should make the assem-
bling of a receiver of this

Fig. 1.-The Cor

description both easy and
straightforward.

Materials and Components
Required

The components and materials
necessary for the construction of

Fig. 2.-The underm
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rip feted Receiver.

an instrument to the specifica-
tion contained herein are as given
hereunder. For the guidance of
readers the names of manufac-
turers of the actual components
embodied in the receiver are
given, but it is in no way

ide of the pane/.

The following' article describes an
easily c:mstructcd regenerative
receiver for broadcast reception.

intended that constructors should
restrict themselves to these
makes. Components of any
reliable manufacture will serve
the same purpose with equal
efficiency :-

One ebonite panel 9 in. x
51 in. x I in.

One valve holder.
One - variable condenser of

0.0005 µF capacity by Radio
Instruments, Ltd.

One filament resistance
(Igranic).

One 2 -coil holder. That seen
in Fig. z is a new type made by
the Radio Communication Co.,
possessing a very fine movement
obtained by a universal joint
somewhat similar to that em-
ployed in the anti-aircraft guns.

Seven terminals.

One
0.0003

One

Fig. 4.-The Circuit.

fixed condenser of
IttF capacity.

fixed condenser of
0.002 µF capacity.

One gridleak of 2 megohms
resistance.

Quantity of No. 16 or 18
tinned copper wire for connect-
ing purposes.

Quantity of insulating sleev-
ing.

One containing box to the
dimensions given in Fig. 3.

is

Set of honeycomb or other coils
for broadcast wavelengths.

The Panel
This is made from ebonite

sheet measuring 9 in. -x 51 in.
x ± in., drilled to the dimen-
sions given in Fig. 5. It should
be noted, however, that with
components of manufacturers
other than those given above,
different dimensions from those
quoted may be necessary. With
the panel drilled, the glossy
finish of both sides of the ebonite
should be removed with pumice
powder or fine emery paper, as
it is often found that this glossy
finish is a cause of reduced effi-
ciency due to poor insulation.

The Circuit

As previously stated, the cir-
cuit employed is a simple
regenerative single - valve
arrangement, and is illustrated
in Fig. 4. The coil L, is the
aerial tuning inductance across
which i3 the o.0005 iu.F variable
condenser C, for purpose of
bringing the aerial circuit of the
receiver into resonance with that
of the transmitting station. C,
and R, are the grid condenser and
leak, whilst R, is the filament
resistance. L2 is the reaction
coil connected between the plate
of the valve V, and one side of
the telephones T. C, is a fixed
condenser of chow µF capacity,
shunted across the telephones in
order to byepass the radio fre-
quency impulses. Without this
condenser the high impedance of
the telephones would be sufficient
reason for the receiver either not
oscillating or not " re -generat-
ing " sufficiently to give satisfac-
tory results. I3, is the filament -
lighting battery, whilst B2 is the
H.T. battery.
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Fig. 5.-Details of the panel.

Wiring Up
With the panel drilled and pre-

pared in the manner previously
stated, the components should be
mounted as shown in Fig. 2 and
as laid out in the wiring diagram,
Fig. 6.

The actual connecting up of
the receiver should be executed
in the following manner :-

From one of the filament legs
of the valve holder connection
should be made to the earth ter-
minal, from there to one side of
the o.0005 ,uF variable condenser,
and thence to one side of the
fixed coil of the 2 -coil holder and
to, the L.T. positive terminal.
From the L.T. negative ter-
minal, connection should be
made to one side of the filament
resistance, from the arm of
which connection should be
taken to the remaining filament
leg of the valve holder. From
the aerial terminal, connection is
taken to the remaining side of
of the o.0005 luF variable con-
denser, and thence to the remain-
ing side of the fixed coil of the
2 -coil holder, and to one side of
the gridleak and condenser, from
the other side of which connec-
tion is made to the grid leg of
the valve holder.

From the anode leg of the
valve holder, connection is made
to one side of the reaction coil,
frOm the -other side of which a
lead is taken to the top telephone
terminal and to one side of the
0.002 /IF condenser. From the

L.T. positive terminal (which
incidentally is also the H.T.
negative terminal) connection is
now made to the remaining tele-
phone terminal and to the other
side of the fixed condenser.

This completes the internal
wiring of the receiver,, and at
this point a test of its operation
should be made.

Operating the Receiver

If the receiver is to be tested
during hours of broadcasting,
then reception should be
attempted on wavelengths other
than those devoted to the broad-
cast band, such as the 600 -metre
wavelength, for instance.
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After inserting suitable coils
in the 2 -coil holder, the choice of
which coils may be guided by
referring to the chart given in
Vol 3, No. 6, the moving coil
should be set at some distance
from the fixed coil and the valve
lighted to a suitable degree of
brilliancy by means of the fila-
ment resistance. At this stage
the variable condenser should be
slowly moved, at the same time
bringing the moving coil nearer
to the fixed coil, taking care
whilst so doing that the set is
not made to oscillate too freely.
So long as the oscillating point
is approached with care, the con -

(Concluded on page 327.)

Fig. 6.-The wiring diagram,
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A Neat Variable Condenser

I present in this article, a neat
variable condenser. The prin-
cipal feature of this is the small
sum for which it can be made,
the small space it takes on a
panel and the comparatively
steady variation of capacity
obtained. The parts required for
its construction, are as follows :-

Two pieces of hard rubber
measuring t in. x 2 in. and
2/Z in. x t in., respectively
(when mounted on a panel, only
one piece is required).

piece of mica.
2 brass plates (see Fig. 2).
2 binding posts.

4 screws.
insulating knob.

The knob has a sharp ring into
which is screwed a large threaded
rod (L) about 2 in. long, as shown

A SINGLE VALVE
" COMPONENT " SET

(Concluded from page 326.)
condition of oscillation will make
itself known to the operator by
means of a " cluck " which will
be heard in the telephones, -at
which point the reaction coil
should be moved a little away
from the fixed coil.

In the event of there being no
easily audible " cluck," its
absence indicates that the
receiver is not oscillating as it
should, and in order that this
condition may be remedied it is
necessary to reverse the connec-
tions to either the aerial coil or
to the reaction coil, that is to
say, if the connection to the left-
hand side of the reaction coil is
made to the plate, and the right-
hand side to the telephone ter-
minals, then a reversal of these
two connections should be made,
or if ereferred a reversal of the
respective back -of -panel connec-
tions to the aerial coil may be
made instead.

Results
With the receiver as seen in

Fig. t, using an average -sized

in Fig. r. This rod extends
through the entire instrument
and is permanently fastened to
insulating block (B) by the nut
(A). Cut two plates, as shown in
Fig. 2, making the variable plate
slightly wider than the stationary
plate. Secure the rod (L) in the
centre of the insulating piece (B).
The holes in the plates are drilled

A 3
Constructional details of the variable
condenser. The capacity is varied

by turning the knob.

larger than the diameter of the
rod (L) hole in the mica which is

aerial at Sydenham (London,
S.E.), 2L0 is easily though, of
course, faintly audible without
any high-tension battery whatso-
ever. With so volts on the plate
2L0 is audible on a small loud-
speaker. With the set connected
to the power amplifier described
by tne present writer in Vol. 3,
No. 2; and using one amplifying
valve, loud -speaking of con-
siderable volume is easily
obtained.

A very fine variation of inductance
can be obtained by using this system,
which is less complicated thin the

usual method.

Wireless Weekly
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MOVEABLE PLATE. STATIONARY
PLATE

Details of the stationary and movable
plates of the variable condenser.

large enough to pass it. The
movable plate (A) is fastened to
the insulating block (D) by means
of the two screws (C) (Fig. t).
The stationary plate is fastened
to (D) by the two screws (C,). A
piece of mica is placed between
the two plates and should be
slightly larger than the stationary
plate, thus avoiding the possibility
of short circuit. Two terminals
(H) and its opposite complete the
construction.

The capacity of the condenser
is very close to o.00t ittF at its
maximum, and has a compara-
tively low minimum value.

A. D.

A Simple Variocoupler

For those readers who prefer
an inductively -coupled tuner, we
give herewith a drawing of a
variocoupler, which departs from
the conventional form of chang-
ing the number of turns of
primary circuit to tune the wave-
length desired. By using a long
switch arm attached to the back
of a switch spindle, single turn
tuning is afforded.

To construct the variocoupler,
simply wind the primary coil
around the tubing and over, a nar-
row strip of ebonite the length Of
the tubing. This gives a flit sur-
face for the switch arm to slide
on, and is more compact, as well
as being neater in the outside
appearance, than the ordinary
coupler that requires several
switch points, and even two sets
of switches if signal turn varia-
tion is to be had.

H. W. S.

" MODERN WIRELESS"
DOUBLE NUMBER

Next month's issue of "Modern Wireless" will he a Special
Spring Double Number and will contain many special
how -to -make articles in addition to the usual attractions.

OUT ON THE FIRST OF THE MONTH
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Some Useful Templates
By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A., Staff Editor.

MOST of us do a very great
deal of unnecessary work
when we are engaged in

the construction of wireless
apparatus. Suppose, for ex-
ample, we are making up a 5 -
valve receiver. We carefully
mark out the positions of the
holes for each of the 20 valve
legs by measurements. We do
the same thing with the rheo-
stats, even though we are using
five of identical pattern. If we
have decided that the numerous
'terminals to be fitted are to be
i in. apart, we find the posi-
tion of each by careful work
with set -square and footrule.
There are at least three fixed
condensers to be mounted on the
underside of the panel, all re-
quiring holes of the same size
and spaced in the same way; yet
in each case we plot and measure
to find the points at which punch
marks must be made.

Fig. 2

Some time ago Modern
Wireless printed a set of
paper templates for valve legs.
These were excellent in their
way, and constructors seized
upon them with avidity. Unfor-
tunately, there were only six of
them, and when these had been
used by most of us, we recoursed
once more to ruler and com-
passes.

It occurred to the writer re-
cently that an enormous amount
of work could be saved by put-
ting in one afternoon's work in
the construction of a set of
simple templates of various
kinds. He duly made them up,
and the result has been greatly
increased speed in turning out
any piece of apparatus desired,
as well as a feeling of confidence
inspired by the knowledge that,
so long as the templates are

carefully placed when marking
out is in progress, no error can
be made. The first of these,
shown in Fig. t, is for valve legs.
This is simply a piece of sheet
bnass If in, in width and 3 in.
in length. It can be marked out
very simply by making use of
one of the Modern Wireless
paper templates; but, in case
these have already been used up,
tlhe dimensions are shown in the
figure. It is important that the
two lines crossing at right -

00. Dm. 1-7 CMS. DIA

12

Fig. 1

Fig. 3

Fig. S

14-11V--/kif.1*-144-/&-"44-/wEj

Fig. 6

angles should be marked out
with a scriber, for this enables
the valve to be centred in its cor-
rect position without any diffi-
culty. In marking out the panel,
all that one has to do is to mark
the centre of the valve with cross
lines. The template is then laid
upon the ebonite and moved
until its lines coincide with those
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upon the panel. One then marks
the holes to be drilled with a
small centre punch.

The second template, shown
in Fig. 2, is for moving -plate
variable condensers. It is used
when it is desired to make thesC
up directly upon the surface of
the panel. The cross lines are
again important, since they en-
able a condenser to be placed
exactly in the position that it is
intended it shall occupy. The
dimensions of this template will
vary according to the make of
condenser used. Template No. 3
is for rheostats with a three -
screw fixing. Readers will, of
course, make up templates to
suit the particular pattern of
rheostat which they favour;
hence the dimensions are not
given in this case. They will
find it most convenient, once a
satisfactory pattern has been
found, to stick to it, since this,
avoids all further trouble in
mounting when fresh panels or
complete sets are made up.

The next is for the well-known
Dubilier fixed condenser, and be -

CONDENSER

side it is seen a template for the
clips of Dubilier gridleaks.
Either of these can, of course,
be adapted to any type of con-
denser or gridleak favoured by
the reader. Fig. 5 shows .a tem-
plate for the Polar condenser,
which is used by so many con-
structors. Though the marking
out in this case is comparatively
simple, it is easy to make a
slight error in the position of the
holes for the screws fixing the
dial, which gives an unsightly
appearance if two or three con-
densers are placed in line. The
last template shown is for mark-
ing out the positions of ter-
minals with equal spacings be-
tween them. In that shown they
are placed t in. apart, which is
the writer's usual arrangement,
but these can be varied to suit
individual preference.
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Random Technicalities I
a

By PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant Editor

A few notes of interest to the Broadcast listener
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THOSE listeners who are using primary
cells to light their dull emitters
should note particularly that these

cells, unlike accumulators, do - not give
a steady voltage on discharge. When
first switched on, the voltage from such
cells will be fairly high, but in 5 or to minutes
will have dropped considerably to a figure at
which they will probably remain throughout
the period of listening in. On being left 24
hours on open circuit, the voltage will rise
again, so that, when switched on the next
night, it will be, higher than at the end of the
previous evening. Of course, these altera-
tions can be compensated by varying the fila-
ment resistances, but it is sometimes over-
looked, particularly in receivers which have
a critical setting for reaction, that the drop
in voltage may seriously upset several adust-
ments. A set, for example, which is adjusted
almost to the oscillating point (after the set
has been in use for a few hours) will probably
burst into violent oscillation when switched
on next evening. For this reason listeners
with sets using primary cells should open up
the reaction coil or vary the setting in such
a way, when shutting down, that on the fol-
lowing evening they will not cause interfer-
ence to their neighbours when first switching
on.

* * *
We are still waiting for a .really satisfactory

filament resistance which can be used on
either bright or dull emitters of all types.
The ordinary 5 or 6 -ohm wire resistances,
however well made mechanically, are only
really useful for the bright emitters as the
amount 'of regulation they give is much too
little for the latest types of valves. It is true
that in those valves which are supposed to run
off one dry cell, the resistance is sufficient to
regulate the currents when used with such
a cell, but if a 2 -volt accumulator is used the
average wire filament resistance has too low
a value. The difficulty is partially met by
the carbon compression resistances, of which
there are three or four types on the market,
but all of these have the grave disadvantage
that you never know quite where you are
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with them. For example, most of them
screw down with a number of turns before the
minimum resistance is reached, and for this
reason it is impossible to use the ordinary
pointer and scale. Even if it were, the resist-
ance seems never to be the same twice for the
same position on the knob, and my own
experience with them is that after fairly heavy
use for two or three weeks they have a ten-
dency to " pack." To take an example, I
have recently been experimenting with a
receiver in which I was particularly anxious
to try all types of valves. For the first two
or three days I found it quite easy to regulate
the resistance for the dullest of the dull emitters
and the brightest of the bright emitters by
means of one of the carbon compression de-
vices. However, after three or four evenings'
work with bright emitters (which meant of
course that the resistance was used at rather
a low figure) I found that the resistances were
totally unreliable when used with the .o6 or
even the .2 of an ampere type of valve. When
passing a very small current the adjustment
is very critical, and the slightest touch of the
knob will vary it quite considerably.

What we really want is a satisfactory vari-
able resistance of the wire type, with the
wire sufficiently heavy to carry, about
.7 of an ampere, the resistance of the
whole device being about 4o or 5o
ohms. It should be possible by combining
two or three resistances in series or parallel,
or by some other switching device, to use
that part of the resistance which is most suit-
able for the valve. The mere addition of a
fixed series resistance of about 3o ohms to the
ordinary rheostats is not good enough, for
the variable part is still only a small portion
of the total resistance.

Users of wave traps should note that on
the final critical adjustment a slight move-
ment of the filament resistance will often prove
of great assistance in eliminating the local
stations. Results with wave traps seem to
vary a good deal with the aerial on which
they are used.
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An Improved Loud=Speaker
Horn for Indoor Use

By A. W. SHRAEP.

Herein is described a novel form of loud -speaker horn designed to give an equal
distribution of sound throughout the room.

1,,r.gw=wagyiavglwaLgzguv-Aygc47.0,AIr. oevus

wHENEVER there was
occasion to demonstrate a
receiving set with a loud

speaker, either in a large or
small room, to a number of
people where a comparatively
large volume of sound had to be
used, there was always met the
annoyance, to those near the
speaker, of being disagreeably
affected, while listeners at a point
half way to the rear of the room
would just about be able to judge
the good and bad points of the
receiving set employed. At the
present time, when entertainment
is furnished in an auditorium,
hotel lobby, etc., it is necessary
to use two speakers placed at
different points.

From time to time new loud
speakers have been placed on the
market. However, the manu-
facturer of every one makes new
claims only for quality of tone,
etc., due to the construction of
the diaphragm, etc. In prin-
ciple, they are all alike,
ing the entire volume of sound in
one direction.

Beginning with the premise
that even distribution of this
volume of sound over the entire
room, in other words diffusion of
the sound, would solve the prob-
lem, it logically follows that this
must be done from some point at
the centre.

From the above, the line of
research to be followed, and the
solution, will be readily under-
stood by the description and
illustration of the means em-
ployed to get the (1,sired effect of
diffusing the total volume of
sound practically evenly over an
entire room. The first step was
to place a horn within a horn,
with simple means to hold these
two horns ir, their proper relative
positions. Horns with straight
sides would naturally constitute

eSeSE'S -S65

no improvement, therefore, the
principle of the bell (as for
instance the opening of a cornet)
of the brass musical wind instru-
ment was adopted-and please
note-this bell has been used
since time immemorial without
change.

On the curve of the bell, how-
ever, depend to the largest degree
the acoustical qualities, and to
fulfil its purpose this curve has
to be mathematically, as well as
acoustically correct, and by

/2"
10*- 3 METAL

LSEPARATORS
3/41 1

I I
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/6- 3 F/BRE
SEPARATORS

Constructional details of the horn
collaboration the true curve was
designed. After using various
materials, the horns were made
of No. i6 gauge copper, and in
order to still minimise internal
vibrations, the interior, as far as
possible, as well as the exterior of
both horns were covered with
paper. The illustrations show
the dimensions as well as the
curves.

It will be noted that the inner
horn at the bottom is shorter than
the outer one, and the travel of
sound waves- through this horn
is directed and spread against the
ceiling, while the flare directs the
sound waves from the outer horn
sideways and downward.

This combination of bells or
duplex horns replaced the horn of
a -well-known, loud speaker. No
power amplification was needed
as the receiving set employed was
provided with sufficient low

N9/6
GAUGE
COPPER
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frequency amplifying valves.
The speaker was placed within an
electric light fixture of the reflect-
ing bowl type, and suspended in
such a manner that tho top of the
speaker would be within 41 ft. of
a room 12 ft. high, and in rooms
with lower ceilings, approxi-
mately the same proportions were
maintained. "

Considering the fact that the
bells in this speaker were by no
means perfect, each was made in
two pieces, cut out of a flat sheet
of copper, shaped by hand,
brazed and finished on mandrels
which happened to be near the
dimensions required - the result
was truly surprising. In every
part of the room, be it directly
underneath the speaker or at a
distance of 15 ft., the results
were entirely different from those
obtained with the usual type of
horn. Good music or the voice
received, acquired or were repro-
duced in a soft mellow tone,
though the full volume was used
at the input, and without this in-
put being greater than necessary
with the old type horn.

The above results were obtained
in a room 28 ft. x 35 ft., using a
single speaker. It is a practical
certainty that in a large audi-
torium with fair acoustical quali-
ties, two or three loud speakers
using the described type of horn,
will give excellent results. Natur-
ally, tests for placing the horns
will have to be made in every
case, as the length, width and
height of the auditorium will
govern the situation.

Only the horn of the size
illustrated has been made and
used. However, there should be
no question from the acoustical
standpoint why different sizes of
double horns, equipped with
different typ"s of telephones
should not work satisfactorily.
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Using a Potentiometer with a
Crystal Detector

In order that certain crystals
shall operate at the critical point
on their characteristic curve, at
which point rectification of in-
coming signals is most effectively
carried out, it is desirable to
apply an initial steady voltage
across the detector.

Fig. 1.-A crystal circuit using a
Potentiometer.

Detectors fitted with crystals of
the " firm contact " type, such
as carborundum-steel, zincite-
bornite, zincite-copper pyrites,
and tellurium-zincite are improved
by the application of this initial
voltage, whilst with the " light
contact " type of detector, such
as the popular catwhisker-galena
type, little or no improvement is
observable. In the case of the
carborundnm-steel detector, an
extremely stable combination, an
applied voltage is essential.

The diagram herewith, Fig. t,
shows the method of applying a
potential to the detector by means
of a local battery and potentio-
meter. The latter should have a
high resistance in order to pre-
vent the battery running down
rapidly, and should not be left
connected to the battery when
the set is not actually in use. rt
should be noted that the potential
is actually applied to the crystal
through the aerial tuning induct-

ance, or secondary coil, in the
case of an inductively coupled
tuner.

Instead of connecting the
batteries C and B (each of which
may be a 4 -volt flashlamp battery)
as shown, a single battery may
be used, but in this case it may
be necessary to reverse'either the
battery or -the crystal detector.

Increasing the Receiving Range of
a Crystal Set

It is now fairly well understood
that the addition of low -fre-
quency amplification to a crystal
receiving set, though giving a
marked increase in signal
strength, cannot enable signals to
be received from greater dis-
tances. In other .words, unless
the crystal set itself is capable of
receiving and detecting the sig-
nals, and making them just
audible in a good pair of telephone
receivers, the addition of L.F.
amplification will not prove any
advantage as far as range is
concerned.

It is a fairly easy matter, and
does not involve much expense,
to add one stage of high -fre-
quency amplification before an

g.

Fig. 2.-Circuit for adding a H.F. valve to a crystal receiver.

existing crystal receiving set
without any necessity for pulling
to pieces and re -wiring the
receiver. The circuit diagram
herewith shows the arrangement
recommended.

Referring to the diagram
(Fig. 2), the crystal receiving set,
which must be of the direct -
coupled type, is shown enclosed
by a dotted line, and is to have
its terminals shunted by a small
condenser C, value 0.0003 AtF.

The additional apparatus in-
cludes an aerial tuning variometer
V, a valve panel (complete with
valve -holder, rheostat and four
terminals), filament lighting and
high-tension batteries, Bi and B2.'

In operating the modified
apparatus it is necessary that the
oscillating circuit LC of the
crystal set be tuned to resonance
with the aerial circuit, for which
reason the compensating con-
denser C is fitted.

If the inductance L is wound
with a large number of turns
(say too to 120 upon a 3i in.
former), the condenser C may be
dispensed with for the shorter
broadcast waves (353 to 375 or
400 metres).

E. R.
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IN last week's issue I discussed
the merits of the aperiodic
primary -tuned secondary high -

frequency transformer for coup-
ling the anode circuit of one valve
to the grid circuit of the next.
This arrangement has distinct
advantages, particularly on the
shorter wavelengths.

Experiments I have conducted
seem to indicate that the tuned
grid circuit should employ as
large a coil as possible and a
small value of variable condenser.
This, of course, applies more or
less to any tuned circuit, bUt
even more so in the particular
arrangement described by Mr.
Harris in our issue of January 3o.
It is to be noted that Mr. Harris's
experiences indicate that the
anode coil should be one size
smaller than the grid coil ; for
example, if the grid coil is a
No. 75, the anode coil should be
a No. 5o. The coupling between
the two coils is of importance
and the experimenter should not
merely find that the tighter the
coupling the better the results.

Those with variometers will
wish to try out the arrangement
of Fig. r, which does not involve
tuning the e -rid circuit by means
of a variable condenser, but
simply by a variometer.

The Vario-Transformer
An. enterprising firm has placed

on the market a vario-trans-

former for high -frequency coup-
ling. This transformer consists
of a kind of variometer having
two windings, a primary and a
secondary. The primary wind-
ing really consists of two separate
and distinct windings, one of

E

Fig. 1.-H.F. amplification with
variometer tuned grid circuit.

Which is included in the anode
circuit of the first valve, and the
other in the grid circuit of the

Fig 2.- Circuit employing H.F.
vario-transformer coupling.

February 13, 1924

second valve. The secondary of
the variometer also has two wind-
ings, each being connected in
series with the corresponding
winding on the primary of the
variometer.

The final result is that we have
two variometers having a fixed
coupling. As the adjusting
knob is turned round, each
variometer becomes tuned to the
same wavelength as the other,
and this wavelength may be
varied. We have, therefore,
what is equivalent to a fixed
high -frequency transformer in
which both the grid and anode
coils are simultaneously smoothly
variable.

The arrangement is very in-
teresting, and the circuit diagram,
which will help to explain its
action, is illustrated in Fig. 2.
In this form, the vario-trans-
former consists of two slabs, A
and B, each slab having two
windings ; a part of the grid coil
is in B and part in A, and like-
wise a part of the anode coil is
in A and the other part in B. By
moving the two slabs A and B
relatively to each other, both
grid and anode circuits are simul-
taneously tuned.

We have not yet received one
of these instruments for test, but
if properly designed and made, as
we have no doubt it will be, the
results should be very good.

The Broadcast Listener's Year -Book
A new Radio Press publication of special attraction to all interested in broadcasting is this novel Year -book

which has been prepared for the ever-growing listening public.
The book treats a wide range of subjects relating to the broadcasting service in a most readable and interesting

manner and gives much useful information regarding the practical side of broadcast reception. Well-known B.B.C.
personalities contribute articles bearing upon their own particular subjects, and a specially interesting section is that
containing biographies of the principal members of the B.B.C. staff, with numerous new portraits.

Taken as a whole, the Year -book constitutes a most valuable exposition of the whole " how and why " of modern
broadcasting by writers who are the foremost authorities. PRICE 1/6 nett (118 post free),
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Apparatus
we have tesled

Conducted by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor.

Porcelain Coil Mounts
A rather unusual material for

plug-in coil -mounts is intro-
duced by Messrs. Athol En-
gineering Co. in their new porce-
lain fittings, samples of which we
have had submitted for test. The
obvious criticism of fragility
proves, on trial, to be ill-founded,
for these samples were deliber-
ately_ subjected to the most brutal
treatment, which would have
wrecked any ordinary coil, with-
out any sign of chipping or
breaking.

The insulation resistance was,
as might be expected, too high
to measure. The ease of inser-
tion and removal in different coil -

holders was noticeable; the plug
is split on two diameters, and is
turned down to a smaller dia-
meter on the lower half, giving
excellent springy electrical con-
tact. Substantial side -screws
and washers are provided for the
wire connections.

The mount is neat in appear-
ance, and obviously carefully
made.

A Terminal

A quickly -detachable terminal
fitting is that supplied by N. K.
1VIousley, samples of the No.
2 B.A. type of which have been
sent for test. These are for use
with a special end -ferrule, which

is soldered on the wire, or alter-
natively with a twisted end of
thicker wire.

The ferrule or looped end of
the wire is pinched between the
top of the terminal -post and an
inner shoulder of the cap, which
is slotted out for the introduc-
tion of the former, and has a
milled edge; connection can be
made by one hand, and is posi-
tive and secure, as actual trial
showed. The makers lay some
stress on the ease of cleaning of
the contact surface, and its small
size-only the end of the screw
pillar.

The terminal is made in vari-
ous sizes.

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS, SEE THE

TRADE MARK CattIN ON EVERY GRID LEAK.

WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK
(Patent No. 206098).

Constantly Variable
Silent in operation.
Constant in any
temperature.
Dust and Damp
proof.
Each tested and
guaranteed.
Neat and well
made.

GRID LEAK
.5 to 5 megohms
2/6

ANODE
RESISTANCE

go,000 to zoo,000
ohms 3/6.
Suitable for S.T.
zoo Circuit.

SEND P.C. FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER.

WATMEL WIRELESS onnaught House. la. Edgware Road,CO., Marble Arch. W.2. Te1.4575 Paddington.

itiCONOMIC ELECTRI
1..1

I.

The "EEC" "XTRAUDION" VALVE
is being used by the leading Radio Experi-
menters for detection, high and low fre-
quency amplification, power amplifiers and

low power transmission. Price 15/ -
USE " RECTARITE," the synthetic
crystal that makes Loud speakers talk.

1)6 Large Specimen.

CatalogueWrite
to-damyaf;irer p,t,latgiereReadio

Head Office : 10, FITZROY I Showrooms : I Branch and Works
SQUARE, LONDON, W.I. I 303, EUSTON RD., N.W.1. TWICKENHAM.
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BROADCAST SETS
Two, Three and Four Valve Sets of high
efficiency for Broadcast Reception.
Comprises the standard M.H. Broadcast circuit
and has one note magnifier valve. Reaction to
tuned anode is incorporated. Tuning is easy and
operation certain.

M.H.B.R.3. Broadcast Receiver will work a loud speaker
and is extremely selective.

Price, as illustrated, £18 . 0 . 0
B.B.O. Royalty 20/

MCKIM 713
IN CONJUNCTION MTN B .1-IESKETH LTD
SHOWROOAlb : Radio Corner, 179. Strand, London, W.C.2.

S. Yelverton Road, Bournemouth
All correspondence to Head Office.

HASTINGS HOUSE, NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
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A Filament Resistance

Messrs. L McMichael, Ltd.,
have sent for test a filament
resistance of fairly standard
general design, but adapted par-
ticularly for use in board -mount-
ing, the lower side of the ebonite
former being devoid of projec-
tions, and also being provided
with two tapped holes for No. 4
B.A. screws by which it may be
fastened in position on a wooden
base -board. Two terminals are
provided in an accessible posi-
tion at the side.

Positive stops are provided at
both ends of travel of the moving
contact, an ingenious lifting
cam device providing a very de-
finite " off " position.

On test, the resistance was
found to be about 6 ohms, and it
carried the current for two R
valves without any evil effects;
whilst the control was smooth
and silent.

We would suggest that the
terminals might with advantage
be rather more firmly secured in
position.
A Panel -Mounting Potentiometer

From T. C. Ball comes a neat
potentiometer, or large variable
resistance with three terminals,

uniform in all other respects with
the bright- and dull -emitter ilia-
ment resistances of the same
make.

On test, this showed a resist-
ance across the whole coil of
approximately 220 ohms; the
sliding contact gave smooth and
finely -adjustable potentiometer
control. The neat design and
small space occupied on the panel
by this device makes it particu-
larly suitable for use in control-
ling the conventional type of
high -frequency amplifying valve,
as well as for many other
purposes.

L.F. Transformer
We have received from the

Hestavox Co. a L.F. trans-
former for practical test. This
is of the medium large type,
standing nearly 4 ins. high, and
is suitable for mounting on a
baseboard or behind a panel.

The insulation, as tested on
500 volts, proved excellent. On
actual trial the transformer was
satisfactory, and there was
absence of parasitic noises.

A Covered Crystal Detector
Messrs. Winfield Bros., Ltd.,

have submitted for trial a sample
of their " Wincrystal " covered

February 13, 1924

crystal detector. This is of the
cat's whisker and galena variety,
of fairly large size, and ready
mounted on an insulating base
with terminals. A strong point
in this detector, and one that will
appeal to the experienced
listener, is the ample provision
made for rapid replacement of!
the crystal, without the necessity
of dismantling or disconnecting
any other parts. This is effected
by means of small cups (in which
the crystal is to be fixed with
Wood's metal) which screw into
one end of the detector body,
and which can be replaced in a
moment; extra cups are pro-
vided for this purpose.

A reasonably fine and springy
cat's whisker is provided and a
heavy glass tube protects the
whole from dust.

On actual trial with a good
sensitised galena crystal, excel-
lent reception of local broad-
casting, ships, etc.. resulted and
the adjustment was found to be
convenient and stable.

Messrs. Harding, Holland &
Fry, Ltd., inform us that the
O.T.B. crystal set ntted with
internal lightning arrester is

the Type B.

PRICES

W No £ s.

352 1 0
441 2

440 3
385 6

427 2

363 12

509 1

465 8

301 1 0
481 3
468 4

d.

0
6

6
0
6
6

9

6
0
0
6

MPONENTS.

No. 4.-ASHLEY
ANTI.CAPACITY SWITCH -16 POINT

IV 465. 8s. 6d.

(I) Roller action; the number of rollers in use can be varied
from one to a maximum of four.

(2) Sixteen contact pins, with ready tinned extensions for
soldering.

(3) In action the rollers bridge or short circuit successive
pairs of pins, which can be wired to suit all kinds of
circuits.

(4) Entirely free from self-cripacity.
(5) Reversible spindle for Table or Panel Mounting
(61 Neat fluted knob to match variable Condensers.
Manufacturers and Home Constructors should standardise
on this switch.

Ashley Wireless Telephone Co. Ltd.
69, Renshaw Street LIVERPOOL
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THE " ALL CONCERT
RECEIVER '.'

SIR, -With reference to your
reply to " R.C." (Hammer-
smith) in your issue of Jan. 9,
it may interest him to know that,
with the exception of 2ZY I have
no difficulty in getting, at good
strength, all the B.B.C. stations,
and L'Ecole Superieure des
Postes et Telegraphes on an
Amplion Junior (type A.R.35).

My panel is 18 in. x 12 in., as
my components are somewhat
larger than those described in
your article. I am using Igranic
Rheostats (vernier adjustment on
H.F.),- L.F. transformer and
coils, " W. and M." variable
condensers (o.00t and o.0005 µF).
Valves-H.F. Cossor red top,

detector-Ediswan, and L.F.-
Mullard Ora old type. The
wiring is x6 gauge bare tinned
copper. My aerial is 38 ft. twin,
25 ft. high, due North and South
(lead in at N.), and is well
shielded by houses.-I am, etc.,

W. F. HUNTER.
Walthamstow, E.17.

PWX, HAVANA
SIR, -It may interest you to

know that on December 8
last I received with 1 H.F.,
detector and L.F., the station
PWX, Havana. The reception
between 12.45 a.m. and 3.3o a.m.
was constant, and except for
interference from Morse, distinct
and exceptionally strong.

I have received a letter from

Havana autheliticating my recep-
tion, even to the ticking of a
clock between the items, which
in my- ignorance I suggested may
have been caused by WHAS,
who was also on 400 metres and
who was occasionally audible
through Havana.

I attach a copy of the letter I
have received, which I trust may
be of interest to you.-I am,, etc.,

F. DENT.
Cupar. Fife.
" STR,-Your esteemed favour of

the 9th ulto. reached us a few days
ago, and it is with great pleasure
that we write to let you know that
it was station PWX that you heard
on the night of December 8 at the
hours stated in your letter. We
are enclosing you two copies of the
programme which was transmitted

VARIOMETERS.
Wave Length -
300 - 560 Metres.
As illustrated fit-
ted with Ebonite
Knob and Pointer,
suitable for panel

mounting.
As illustrated.

No. 15 4/6 each
Fitted with Ebon-
ite Knob and
Engraved Ebonite

No. 16Dia61/.. each
As above,mounted
on substantial
Ebonite Panel,
complete with De-
tector, Crystal and

Terminals.
No.I2 10'6 -each

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS.
Complete, ready for mounting. No. 54
2/6 each. As illustrated, fitted with
Engraved Ebonite Dial. No. 41. 3/- ea.

11111114
SPECIAL NEW TYPE

Filament Rheostat
suitable for use with the
Dull Emitter - Valves.
Total resistance 25 ohms.

No. 30. 4/- each.
COIL HOLDERS.

Well designed.
Perfectly finished.
Mounted on ebon-

ite panel.

Two Coil Type,
No. N 58/27

7/6 each.
Three Coil Type

No. N 58/26
10/6 each.

Claristal\
RECEIVING

9 SET

ALL BRITISH MADE. Licence No. 901.

Receives Signals and Broadcasting Entertainments loudly
and clearly within a radius of 20 miles. The volume and
purity of sound is equal to crystal sets sold at many times
the price.

Price complete with the " Sonyte " Crystal 6/6.
Plus 1/- extra British Broadcasting Fee.

The " SONYTE" Double Head Receivers.
British Made. 4,000 ohms.

Complete with cords - - - - 17/6.

The "CLARISTAL" Aerial Set.
Comprising 100 feet Stranded Aerial Wire, 6 Insulators,
Porcelain leading -in Tube, Leading -in Wire, etc.. 3/6.

SONYTE.,- THE SUPER CRYSTAL, 1/3 Per Box.
These Lines are stocked by All High Class Radio

Dealers. Write direct if unobtainable.

CRYSTAL DETECTORS

Open. Type, mounted on Ebonite Base. No. 380, 1/6
each. Enclosed Type, fitted with Glass Dust Shield,

No. 400*. 2/3 each.

W. & G. DRY
BATTERIES

British Made. Eco-
nomical. reliable and
lasting, Recom-
mended for use with
Low Current Con-

sumption Valves.

of every der tt Thio
hnolPets)rial21." ch.1}RADIO WIRES

eription at keen (3 volts) 3/6 each.
prices. Bend Illustrated Leaflet
your enquiries, on request.

Fully illustrated Radio Catalogue R 104, shows
; a wide range of Complete Crystal and Valve Sets,
1. Constructional Outfits and Component Parts of

every description free on request.
I Enclose Business Card or Memo for Special

CI Trade Terms and Discounts.
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BEST EDITH
MaNuFACTORE

'W rd a016146
PENDLETON. AZ,S,Z......INC114STERRO

Address all communications to Heed OM& and Works-
PENDL.ETON MANCHESTER.

Glasgow Depot -65. BOTHWELL t_ THEM
Lo don -85 & 9, At, CHAPEL STREET, W.1,
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that night, together with a few
postal views of our station, which
we trust will be of interest to you.
We are also sending you -under
separate cover a copy of the Cuban
Telephone Magazine, showing pic-
tures of the announcer and
ex -announcer.

" Station PWX is owned and
operated by the Cuban Telephone
Co., one of the associated com-
panies of the International Tele-
phone and Telegraph Corporation,
of 41, Broad Street, New York
City.

" The station is equipped with a
Western Electric iotA radio tele-
phone broadcasting outfit, having an
output of 50o watts; the operating
wavelength is 400 metres and the
average aerial current 5-8 amperes.
The station will broadcast every
Wednesday and Saturday evenings,
from 8.3o to it o'clock, until further
notice.

" It may interest you to know
that the most distant point reporting
reception of the station is South-
port, England, which is approxi-
mately 5,000 miles from Havana,
but we believe you now hold the
long distance record, Cupar being
much further north than Southport.

" We are using the tick of a clock
between numbers to aid our listeners
in keeping tuned in. Our
announcer, ROH, speaks both
English and Spanish; therefore all

announcements are made in both
languages.

We shall be pleased to hear
from you at any time, and if we can
be of any assistance to you, please
do not hesitate to let us know.-
Yours, etc.,

a M. DE CASTILLO,
g' Director of Broadcasting Sta-

tion PWX."

ST100
SIR,-I should like to thank

you personally for the pleasure
you have given me in your STico
circuit, which has kept me con-
stantly amused since last June.

From. the very outset I ob-
tained good result. with the
cheapest materials, and since
then I have constantly improved
until I can obtain all the more
distant stations at good loud-
speaker strength (fading ex-
cepted). I have on more than
one occasion heard American
stations.

Glasgow comes in very clearly
on a small diamond -shaped frame
aerial, with spreaders 3 ft. by
2 ft., and 2L0 can be obtained
clearly on the coils alone (on
several occasions clearly audible
in a fair-sized room on the loud-
speaker).

February 13, 1924

I am an absolute novice and
;had never seen the underneath of
a panel when I designed my, set,
which' did entirely from your
theoretical circuit puLlished in
Wireless Weekly.

I know of two other enthu-
siasts who, after hcarincr my
efforts, have also put up the
STioo and are de:ighted with
the results. -I am, etc.,

WILFRED H. POWELL.
South Norwood. S.E. 25.

THE " MYSTERY "
STATION

SIR,-I believe I can give the
information desired regarding
the " New Station " after which
your correspondent inquires in
Wireless Weekly for January 9,
page 166.

It is Gothenburg S.A.B., and
to my knowledge he has been
working for some months at the
times given by your corre-
spondent. I am engaged on the
Hull -Hamburg run and hear him
frequently. He listens simul-
taneously for call:, on 600 m.
'Wishing you the very best in
" 24,"-I am, etc.,

JOHN STRONG.
S. s. " Townley."

STEEL TUBULAR MASTS
L'ght, Strong and Easily Erected, made in 10 ft.

_ s:ctions of best Weldless Steel Tube. Telescopic
joints, thereby making joints doubly strong not
like a screwed joint where half the material is
cut away to make a screw.

A GOOD AERIAL
Will add the power of another Valve to your
Receiving Set.
Painted and Ready for Erection.
EachMast is complete with Halyard and Pulley.
Steel Guy Lines. Shell -type Insulator and
Strainers for each Guy Line, Base Plate, Peg
and Finial, 4 Ground Anchors of ifrin. angle
iron, fitted with Fastening Ring for Guy Lines.
3o ft., 47/-; 40 ft, 63/-; 5o ft.. 851-; 6o ft..
100/-. Special 3o ft. Mast for confined spaces
can be erected within 2 ft. of fence. Illustrated
Lists Free. All Masts carriage paid to nearest
station. Cash with order. Trade Supplied.

ABBEY ENCINEERINC 'YORKS, WATTON, NORFOLK.

4lhMiliall

Complete Dial &
Locking Knob.

r :als irdY,complete
with I, zing Knob
and Nut for 2 B.A.
Spindle.

Price 2/3.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
Assembled.

Size. Price.

Veinier ... ... 7/.
.000t" trt.f.d. ... 7/3
.0005 ... 8/6
.00z . . 10/6

The FAGLE
Engineering Co., Ltd.
London Showrooms:
8, Gt. Russell St., W.C.r.
Head Offices & Work:
Eagle Works, Warwick.
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CAM -VERNIER COIL HOLDER.
Quality

This is the last word in
accurate tuning devices.
Similar to our standard
coil holder, but the usual
fixed socket has a very
slow movement giving a
micrometric adjustment
in both directions
through 10* This is
effected by a cam operat-
ed by a separate knob.

Price, z way (only) 7/8, on base 1/- extra. Postage 3d.
MONEY RETURNED IF NOT SATISFIED.

GOSWPAL.T. ENGINkElkiNG CO., LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1.

Liberal Trade Terms. 'Phone: North 3051.

LOUD SPEAKERS
Talk about Loud Speakers, people say, OH I those things, like
Gramophones, but they have not heard the LIFETONE Loud
Speakers. As sonie of our customers state in their testimonials, the
reproduction is uncanny. It is not necessary to
have Power AMplifiers, i D.T. t L.F. is quite
sufficient for home dancing, 3 valves for large hall
demonstrations. LIFETONE Loud Speakers are
the best.money can buy. DEMONSTRATED at
Broadcasting hours, or we will forward on three

days APPROVAL against cash.
1204000 ohms. £3 10 0

MAGNETO SERVICE CO., LTD.
4, Newf., gton Causeway. S.E.1. Phone HOP 2627.
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Information Depailment

V. S. W. (WOLVERHAMPTON) states that
he is using a frame aerial consisting of 12
turns of hell wire upon a wooden frame
3 feet square, and wishes to know how Le
can improve his reception.

N°75

PLA7E CIRCV/T
RECTIFYING

VALVE

6R/ 0 OF FIRST
VALVE.

f/LAMENT OF
F/RST VALVE.

Since it appears that our correspondent cannot
make his receiver oscillate, he will probably derive
much benefit from adding additional reaction.
The diagram shows how this may be done with
two standard plug-in coils.

J. B. S. (LONDON, N.W.3) asks for the
best method of reducing the volume from a
loud -speaker when the latter is overloaded
by the signals.
Probably the ideal method is to use a small num-
ber of valves, but if no alteration of the set can
be made, the reduction should be obtained by de -
tuning the receiving circuit. On no accounti
should the method of dimming the valve filament
be employed, since this device almost invariably
introduces undesirable distortion.

P. J. (BIRMINGHAM) asks whether
galvanised steel cable would be satisfactory
for an aerial.
This material is not a lery desirable one for aerial
wire, since the presence of the steel is likely to
result in magnetic losses. The cable which you
possess, however, will be extremely useful for
staying your aeri.1 mast. Copper, phosphor
bronze, silicon bronze, or some other non-ferrous,
high conductivity metal should be employed for
the aerial wire itself.

Combined Practice Buzzer,
Field Telegraph and

Night Signalling Apparatus

Can be used singly or in conjunction with
another besimile set. In the former case the two
terminals on the left must be bridged, hut when
working to another station the bridge 18 disconnected.
Mounted in Polished Mahogany Case, with eliding
bottom, and large Battery, and consists of Tun-
able Buzzer, Switch for Lamp or Buzzer, or neutral
position, also Bull's-eye Lens.
Weight 2 lbs. Over all dimensions,

and lamp, ready for use - - -

Si x 4 in. Price per single 21/.
instrument, complete with battery

Extra Batteries VS each. Poet 6d. The Instr.'
meat has been improved since illustration was made,
and now has lamp fitted INSIDE Cabinet.

Gamages of Holborn
USE

PERMANITE
Regd. No. 438341.

CRYSTAL
and get tho best results
wherever the transmitting
station. Clear powerful
results. Highly sensitive and
remains in adjustment

largo specimen.
longest. Price per

Post tree

The
" SONUS " UTILITY PANEL

It is only possible to give here but a faint
idea of tle variety of our stocks but we
always have on show large stocks of Brown,
Sterling and Siemen's Phones, Siemen's
Batteries (low and high tension), also a
Special Line of 4,000 ohm 5/.
Phones. Per pair - 1

Every pair guaranteed.

Orders by
post should
be sent im-
mediately.

For use in adding Valves to Crystal Sets. This panel,
finished In polished mahogany box with ebonite top,
lacquered terminals engiuved, makes the adding of low
frequency or high frequency valve to your B.B.C. or
any other crystal set a very simple
matter. Size 81n. x 41n.,
supplied complete with wiring
diagrams and instructions. Price

The Ideal Coil -Holder
for Panel Mounting

Best quality ebonite throughout, all brass
fittings, polished and lacquered. Control

from the coil and preventing capacity COMBINEDhandles 5iins. long giving ample clearance

effects. Terminals are provided for VOLT AMMETERmaking connection from the set to coil
bolder. Readings 00:13 06 Voltaai,.

PricePTYoet:d.1 0/6 psz.chud.1 3/67/6
2 -Coll

Write for your copy of

GAM AG ES'

WIRELESS
CATALOGUE

It contains bargains in every-
thing from a complete set to

the smallest accessory.
POST FREE ON REQUEST

A. W. GAMAGE, LTD., HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1
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F. K. (WILLESDEN) asks whether he can

run a pair of wires from his four -valve
receiving set in one room to a plug and
socket fitting in another room where he
desires to use his loud -speaker.
This arrangement is Usually quite a satisfactory
one, more especially if a low -resistance loud-
speaker can be employed. In the case of some
receivers, however, the capacity of the long lead
may upset the working of the set and cause
howling. It is therefore difficult to say in any
particular case without trial what the results will
be.

B. C. W. (HOUNSLOW) asks for the best
combination of low and high -frequency
amplifying valves for the operation of a
loud -speaker .
Sufficient high -frequency amplification should be
used to enable the crystal or valve rectifier, which-
ever is used, to function efficiently, but not so
much as to overload it. The necessary number
of high -frequency valves will therefore vary
according to the distance from the broadcasting
station which it is desired to hear. The amount
of low -frequency amplification to be employed
should also be limited to two stages if the greatest
freedom from distortion is desired.

T. L. J. (CARDIFF) asks whether a
counterpoise earth would be an advantage
in his case, since the ground is so exceed -

February T 3, 1924

ingly dry in his situation that he finds it
almost impossible to obtain a good con-
ductive earth.
A counterpoise or balanced capacity would prob-
ably be of considerable advantage in this case.
It usually consists of a number of parallel copper
wires suspended upon insulators 2 feet from the
ground, immediately beneath the aerial. It thus

forms a lower plate of a condenser, the upper
plate of which is represented by the aerial itself.
The result is a very low resistance of the aerial -
earth system thereby formed and the efficiency
of this method high, and very selective tuning
i3 obtainable. It is particularly advantageous in
transmission. The accompanying diagram will
show how the counterpoise and the aerial are
usually arranged.

BONTONE
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Every Phone is tested before
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4,000
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14/6
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United Kingdom.
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Tested Components
make successful Sets
Every part that goes into your experimental set adds to
its efficiency-or mars the usefulness of all other parts.

You can make wireless sets that are as efficient as
they look by using Bowyer -Lowe Tested Components
which are all guaranteed to conform with the highest
standards of electrical and mechanical accuracy.

More - the new. Flanged Components we make are
easiest of all to assemble. They can be mounted on wood
panels, needing only circular holes to receive them.

Write for full particulars. The following are a few
selected from our lists :-

No. 39. Variable Condenser .0003 M.F. 15/.
No. 40. Variable Condenser .005 M.F. 16/.
No. 42. Two Way :Arica' 2/9

3d. extra for c a :h way to 12 Way (No. 52) 5/3
No. 53. Series Parallel switch 57
No. 76. Double Two Way Switch 5/3
No. 77. Double Three Way switch 6/3
Our complete .fists of Components on our new " Flange"
System will be posted to you on receipt of your enquiry.
Drop a line to -night to Sales Dept.

The Bowyer -Lowe Co., Ltd.,
LETO riWOKTH

Wholesale Distributors : SCOTLAND : Messrs. Robb Bros., L td., 69 Weal
Nile Street. Glasgow, and North Street, Dundee. NORTH OF ENGLAND: Messrs.
Wadsworth, Sellers 6 Co., Standard Buildings. Leeds. MIDLANDS : Messrs. Robb

Bros., Ltd., 9, Barnstone Road. Nottingham.
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RadioValves
and how to use them

ByJohn ScottTaggartEInst.P
P -r0 a very large number of Wireless en -
1 thusiasts the Valve is still enveloped in

mystery.
This lack of knowledge may be due in part
to the fact that many books on the Valve
are apt to presume that the reader has a
good groundwork in electricity and wireless
in the first place.
It is to remedy this that Mr. Scott -Taggart
has prepared his new Book " Radio Valves
and How to use them." As Editor of
" Modern Wireless," he has come into close
contact with a very large number of wireless

Sold by all Booksellers
or sent, post free, 2/8.

enthusiasts who are particularly good on
the construction of Sets, but who are not
too well versed on theoretical side.
Every question that you could ask about
the Valve is answered in this Book-and
answered in a most helpful and convincing
manner with many diagrams.
To understand the working of your Valves is
to be in a position to get the best possible
results from them, and ultimately greater
pleasure from Broadcasting. Surely half-a-
crown is little enough to pay for such in-
valuable assistance ?
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RadioValves
and how to use them

ByJohn ScottTaggartElnst.P.
TO a very large number of Wireless
A enthusiasts the Valve is still enve-

loped in mystery.

This lack of knowledge may be due in
Fart to the fact that many books on
the Valve are apt to presume that the
reader has a good groundwork in elec-
tricity and wireless in the first place.

It is to remedy this that Mr. Scott -
Taggart has prepared his new Book
" Radio Valves and How to use them."
As Editor of Modern Wireless,
he has come into close contact with a
very large number of wireless enthusi-

asts who are particularly good on the
construction of Sets, but who are not
too well versed on the theoretical side.
Every question that you could ask
about the Valve is answered in this
Book - and answered in a most
helpful and convincing manner with
many diagrams.
To understand the working of your
Valves is to be in a position to get the
best possible results from them, and
ultimately greater pleasure from
Broadcasting. Surely half - a - crown
is little enough to pay for such
invaluable assistance ?

'labia 'Press Series

Sold by all Booksellers
or sent, post free, 2/8.
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Helping the
IN the early hours of Thursday, the i4th

February, the Radio Society of Great
Britain's station 6 XX sent out calibration

waves for the benefit of experimenters
interested in short-wave reception. The
power used was sufficient to enable all serious
experimenters throughout the country to avail
themselves of this service, whilst the par-
ticular wavelengths on which the signals were
sent (191 metres, 153 metres and 121 metres)
were in a useful region. Of course, this is
not the first occasion on which 'the R.S.G.B.
have sent out calibration waves, but we are
glad they are continuing to do so at intervals,
and we foresee excellent results in this sphere
of work.

Accuracy of measurement is the essence of
all sound experimental work, and we suggest
that the Society could with advantage con-
siderably extend its activities in this direction.
Comparatively few experimenters can afford
to purchase an accurately calibrated heterodyne
wavemeter, and it is by no means simple,
particularly for the amateur in the country, to
get his, home -built wavemeter properly cali-
brated. Whilst the calibration waves of -the-
R.S.G.B. are usually on the short wave-
lengths, it should not be forgotten that
accurate calibration waves for the broadcast
band would be of great help. Furthermore
the immediate interest in broadcasting- must
not blind us to the fact that there is still much
additional work to be done on all wavelengths
at present in use-and these, of course, run
up to some 20,000 metres. The Radio Society
might consider extending their activities by
announcing that on certain evenings the
wavelength of particular stations would. be
accurately measured; later a list of the Wave-
lengths measured could be broadcast. In this
way experimenters would be able to pick up
the high power stations for long waves or the
medium power stations for shorter waves, and
note the positions on their heterodynes.
Then, when the actual measurements were
announced, they could calibrate the instru-
ments without delay.
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'xperimenter
That there are very few accurate wave -

meters in use is proved by the fact that any
evening one can hear experimenters asking
one another what their wavelengths are, and
many of the newer with transmitters are quite
ludicrously inaccurate in their estimates.
Recently in the United States the Bureau of
Standards have been sending out such waves,,
and have indicated that certain broadcasting
stations can be relied upon within very fine
limits to maintain constancy of wavelength.
So far as this country is concerned the Radio
Society would appear to be pre-eminently the
body to organise such work, and we commend
the idea to them.

Experimenters themselves can do a good
deal to help the movement towards accuracy
in wireless work. Those transmitting
amateurs who know accurately the wavelength
on which they are sending (and there are
quite a number of whom this can be said)
should make a point of announcing this wave-
length repeatedly during their test. The
grant of a transmitting licence carries with it
certain obligations, not the least of which is to
make frequent reference to one's call letters,
and -the addition of the actual wavelength
would be widely appreciated by listeners -in.

Once more we would like to draw attention
to the slackness amongst transmitters in the
use of call signs. A badly announced call
Sign is worse than none at all, for it is
deliberately misleading. Again, some of the
newer recruits to this branch of work are
adopting the irritating habit of dropping the
numeral, so that, as we now have- twos, fives
and sixes, identification is made much more
difficult.

The mere possession of a transmitting
licence does not make it obligatory to do all
transmission tests with an outdoor aerial.
Much of the experimenting we hear after
broadcasting hours could just as well be
carried out with an artificial aerial, and indeed
would produce less- congestion if it were so
effected.
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How to Make the "Wireless Weekly"
Omni Receiver

No. III.
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

This article deals with the concluding stages in the construction of the All -Circuit receiver
which has aroused so much interest.

To many, the final wiring up
of the Omni receiver will be no
small task. As a matter of fact,
many of the difficulties are more
imaginary than actual. The
mere thought of having to solder
connections to some 6o terminals
is somewhat terrifying, but
although patience is certainly
required, yet it is amply rewarded
when a beautiful looking instru-
ment, capable of being used on
hundreds and hundreds of cir-
cuits, is the result.

The first step to take is to fix
the terminal panel to the front
panel. These two panels are
joined together by three screws
which pass through the front
panel into tapped holes in the
edge of the terminal panel (see
Fig. 7). The heads of these
screws may readily be seen in
Fig. 6, which appeared last week.

A correspondent has suggested
that this method of fixing is
likely to be insecure. This, of
course, is perfectly true, and no
one would suggest for a moment
that the two panels should be
held permanently together
merely by means of three screws.
Those who prefer may use
brackets to support the terminal

4

board, but in practice it will be
found that the screws will hold
the two panels sufficiently rigidly
together to enable the wiring to
be carried out without any
trouble. Once the wiring has
been done, the whole weight of
the panel is taken by the wooden
cabinet, the inside of which is

Fig. 8.-A side view of the receiver showing wiring.
341

fitted with ledges on which the
two panels rest. It is therefore
not at all necessary to have any
additional support for the panel,
beyond that which is necessary
to hold the two together while
the wiring is carried out, and

Fig. 7. -Illus-
trating position
of terminal
board in rela-
tion to front

panel.

whenever the panels arc taken
out of the box to enable an
inspection to be carried out.

The wiring is carried out by
means of tinned copper wire,

/16 -in. square. This kind of
wire is advertised in the small
advertisement columns of this
journal and will amply repay its
use. The advantage of using
square wire of this kind is that
the wiring is perfectly rigid and
all the wire is kept well apart so
that there is a minimum of
capacity effects between different
wires.
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Fig. 9.-The spacing of the wires is well indicated in this picture.

In the actual instruments which
have been constructed, soldering
is used throughout for making
the connections between the ter-

minal panel and the components
on the back of the front panel.
The wiring is arranged in parallel
lines for the most part, all bends

being right-angle bends ; each
wire is kept well away from
neighbouring ones.

Figs. 8-12 are photographs

Fig. .10.--A further photograph which will be of help to the home -constructer.
342
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of the wiring, and it would
almost be possible to do the
wiring from these photographs
alone. Details, however, as to
how the terminals are connected,.
are given in Ogs. 5 and 4 in our
last issue. Fig. 5 shows the
bottom of the terminal board,
while Fig. 4 shows the back of
the front panel. The terminal
41 in Fig. 5 is joined by wire to
the terminal 41 in Fig. 4.
Similarly, the terminal g in Fig. 5
is connected to terminal 9 in
Fig. 4 ; terminal 30 in Fig. 5 is
connected to terminal 3o in
Fig. 4, and so on ; in other
words, the figures in Fig, 5 and
Fig. '4 correspond, and bare wire
connections are made between
corresponding points in the man-
ner indicated in the various
photographs. There is no need, of
course, to follow out the wiring
exactly as given, provided the
wires are kept as far apart as
possible.

SPECIAL NOTE

In our next issue, details will
be given of the cabinet, and the
method of fitting the two panels
into it. This will conclude the
constructional part of these
articles, but further operation
notes will be given. For the
convenience of readers, a sheet
of cartridge paper, with the

Wireless Weekly

Fig. 11.-Showing the disposition of some of the components
upon the panel.

various symbols printed on it for
the terminal board has been pre-
pared and two copies will be
supplied to any applicant, the
charge being is. 6d. for two, and
is. 8d. post free from Radio
Press Ltd., the publishers of this
journal. Blue prints of the panel
are obtainable at is. 6d. each,

I S. 8d. post free, from the same
address.

As already announced, a
special Radio Press Envelope is
in preparation, but no date of
publication can yet be given.
Readers are requested to refrain
front applying for this envelope
until an announcement is made.

Fig. 12.-A full -face view of the terminal board.
343
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Finding the Weak Spots

THERE has been a sad tale
of casualties in the aerial
forest of late. Full many a

mast which not so long ago
reared its head proudly towards
the skies now lies prone in the
shrubbery-a sight to bring tears
even from the most stony
hearted. Around, is a horrid
welter of ropes and wires and
pulleys,, whilst the condition of
the surrounding bushes, flower -
beds and roofs bears witness to
the fact that when it crashed it
did the thing properly, leaving
havoc in its wake. This falling
of the mighty is not due as you
might at first think to the activi-
ties of any band of slashers, such
as I recorded a few weeks ago.
It has not been caused by the
hands of those who seek to bring
down just vengeance upon the
head of the confirmed oscillator.
lEolus, the god of the winds, has
been at work, smiting with heavy
hand any mast that has been
flimsily put up.

And so they lie, pathetic wit-
nesses to the folly of mankind
who will spoil a mast for the
want of sixpenn'orth of back -
stay. Really, I wonder that there
sire not far more of them down,
for you may see the weirdest and
flimsiest erections, blossoming
everywhere in the back gardens
of any town or village. How-
ever, Spring, the season of gales,
will shortly be upon us, and then
we shall see what we shall see.`

From the Heart

I write upon aerials with feel-
ings that are rather poignant, for
I am daily expecting to receive
a visit from the pole erected at
Christmastime by Gubbinson, my
next-door neighbour. A worthy
fellow Gubbinson, but not a born
erector of towering masts. He
-is the sort of fellow who hatches
wonderful schemes, but fails

usually to bring them to fruition.
When he contemplated making
his entry into the realms of wire-
less he was not a little exercised
over the aerial question. He
consulted Snaggsby on the point ;
he communed with Winkles -
worth ; with Snoopson he spent
long hours devoted to deep dis-
cussion and the consumption of
tobacco. He came even to see
me, who offered him advice
which, owing to the proximity of
our abodes, cannot claim to
have been entirely disinterested.
Together we produced working
drawings embodying the ideas of
'Snaggsby, Winklesworth, Snoop -
son and Wayfarer. To begin
with there was a hole six (or was
it eight?) feet deep in which it
should stand firmly rooted. Then
the mast itself was to be none of
your light willowy spars, but
something stout and solid, that
would not have disgraced a full-
rigged ship.

There were to be fore -stays,
back -stays and side -stays, one lot
coming from the top of the mast
and another from half -way up;
in fact, it was to be as firmly
stayed as the masts of a full-
-rigged wind -jammer. So far so
good. The morning after his
visit I watched Gubbinson at
work. I even lent a _hand by
leaning over the fence and offer-
ing useful suggestions. He
tackled that hole with a will,
wielding pick and shovel as
though born to their use. At the
end of half an hour he stopped
for a rest, remarking that
digging was hard work. After
the next spell he decided to
reduce the depth of the hole by a
couple of feet. A third decided
him, that having made it a gobd
two and a half feet deep, he had
done all that a man could be
expected to do, and that he was
not going to blister his hands any
more for any blessed mast. At
this point I began to be a little
apprehensive.
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On Deaf Ears
His visit to our local builder

in search of a suitable pole
resulted in a further paring down
of the estimates, and I was
horrified to observe the delivery
to his deinesne of a long, floppy
thing that was far from inspiring
confidence. Having made his
first essay in the splicing of wire
rope, he came rapidly to the con-
clusion that four stays instead of
eight would be ample. He retired
to smoke a pipe over the question
at this point, and came to the
decision that no mast could
possibly require more than one,
and that it was absurd to anchor
even that one' to a ridiculous
concrete block. It' was no Use,
he informed me, making a pain
of one's pleasures. I spoke to
"the man quite calmly of his duties
towards his neighbours. I pointed
out the direction of the prevailing
wind and assured him that if the
mast were laid low by its tem-
pestuous blasts it would fall
infallibly upon my hen house. I
appealed to the man's heart by
drawing a picture of stout,
motherly hens weeping brokenly
over the spectacle of their
squashed offsprings. His only
retort was that my hens, or
rather their husbands, frequently
disturbed his beauty sleep by a
premature heralding of the com-
ing of day, and that he didn't
know why on earth I kept the
wretched things. Between you
and me, nor do I, for egg laying
appears to be unfashionable
amongst the ladies of my hen -
run, though their appetites
remain enormous. Such infre-
quent offerings as they do
produce appear to cost about
ninepence apiece, which is rather
much, even for the most newly -
laid egg.

And so the ghastly thing
went up. Burdened by mighty
spreaders and weighed down with
its span of wire it bends as does
one's fishing rod when one hooks
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that huge trout which turns into
an old boot just before it reaches
the landing net. The gentlest
zephyr now sends cold shivers
down my back. It is not the
hen house that I care about so
much as the greenhouse, the cold
frames and the asparagus beds,
whose early promise is threatened
by that swaying horror. In 'a
breeze it bends now this way,
now that, groaning the while like
a demented soul. When a really
good wind springs up it swings
and sways and lurches and reels
till I can no longer bear to look
at it. Some day I am sure that
it will pay me a totally uninvited
visit, and my erstwhile trim
garden will give a faithful imita-
tion of a devastated area after
intensive bombardment-.

Atmosphere Again

I ,referred recently to the
B.B.C.'s bright idea that to
Appreciate programmes properly
one must obtain the correct atmo-
sphere. It seems such an
excellent suggestion that I have
given it an extended trial with
the most wonderful results. In
fact, I am thinking of putting on
the market a compact little device
for producing the necessary
noises which will make the
listener -in able to capture pre-
cisely the right atmosphere. For
example, if we are switched over
to the Savoy, a turn of the crank -
labelled No. 1 produces a perfect
imitation of the popping of
champagne corks ; at the same
time an ingenious little machine
whose chief ingredients are a
board and a piece of sandpaper,
enables one to hear the gliding
of a myriad feet over the polished

.okee41110.....

floor. A pair of bellows wafts
abroad the odours of three or
four smouldering gaspers mingled
with those from asponge damped
with eau de Cologne. And there
you are. Simple, is not?

A second - lever is labelled
theatres. This will, of course,
be more useful in the future
when the great bari has been
removed. Still, it comes in very
handily for Covent Garden and
the " Old Vic." A press
descends upon an orange whose
scent is again wafted towards
the listener's nose by the bellows.
Simultaneously, a gramophone
record comes into play bringing
the sounds of the auditorium to
the ears. At about every five
seconds it cries " chorklits."
You hear the rustling of pro-
grammes, the frau-frau of silken
dresses and exclamations from
the injured, such as " D.amme
sir, that's my toe." I have not
quite worked out the idea yet, but
I feel sure that there is .money
in it. A Radio Press Envelope
dealing with the construction of
the atmosphere producer would,
I am confident, have a record
sale.

Hard Lines

But even without the machine
one can do a very great deal if
members of one's family enter
thoroughly into the spirit of the
thing. If, for example, a lecture
on Arctic exploration is adver-
tised, one should make proper
preparations by letting out the
fire, opening the windows and
dining off raw seal blubber. It
is curious, though, how one's
best efforts are apt to go astray.
We had made all these prepara-

A Vernier Condenser

This vernier condenser consists
of a small semi -circular piece of
tinfoil glued to the panel front and
connected to the stationary plates
of the variable condenser. The
rotating plate of the vernier is a
small circular piece of sheet brass
with another piece of brass sol-
dered to the .centre to make the
whole in. or a little more in
thickness. Through this centre
is drilled a hole the size of the
shaft. It should fit snugly on the

shaft and be just tight enough 'so
that it will not jar out of position.
A composition handle is fastened
to the movable plate and is long
enough to extend ,out past the
circumference of the dial. The
space between the tinfoil and the
movable plate should be about
1-32 in., but care must be taken
that this arrangement does not
short circuit the condenser. To
prevent this, a small insulating
washer can be placed on the con -
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tions the other night, but when
the time came for the speaker to
entertain us we were dismayed
to hear_that he had teen held up
owing to the railway strike, and
that hisplace had been taken at
short notice by Professor Goop,
who was to lecture upon " Life
Under the Tropic Suns." A
little hard, was- it not?

An Improvernent
I begin to , see signs of

improvement in the nature of the
little demons that inhabit the
wireless set. Possibly they have
got rather sick of working off -the
same practical joke over and over
again. Or possibly they have
become discouraged by our in-
creasing skill in frustrating their
worst efforts. However I wish
to place on record the fact that
when I asked two friends to come
in who have never previously
heard wireless my set sur-
passed itself in excellence by its
performance.

Prior to their arrival the local
howling fiend had been hard at
work. As they crossed the thres-
hold he closed down and troubled
the ether no more. The battery
did not run down, no connection
came unstuck, there was no
fusilade of crackling noises, such
as heralds the dying gasp of a
worn-out high-tension battery, no
valve burnt out or otherwise mis-
behaved itself. In fact, every-
thing was precisely as it should
be. This is a hopeful sign, but
I have been touching wood whilst
writing these words. Probably
something awful is in store for
me to -night when other friends
are coming in.

WIRELESS WAYFARER.

denser shaft so as to be between
the stationary and movable plate
of the vernier.

R. C. IL
TINFOIL ON ROTATING PLATE.
PANEL

7-ASPINDL

DIAL
XTRA PIECES SOLDERED

To ROTATING PLATE

This vernier attachment is mounted
directly behind the knob and dial
sad is adjusted by means of the

insulating knob.
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An Experimenter's Unit Receiver
By H. BRAMFORD.

The following is the third of a short series of articles, which began in Vol. 3-No. 9,
dealing with the construction of a progressive unit receiving set. This should prove

of considerable utility to the home constructor and experimenter.

Unit No. 2
This unit takes the form of a

crystal detector especially adapt-
able for the quick changing of
crystals, and is shown as a com-
pleted unit in the photograph
Fig. tr.

Materials Required
Materials necessary for the

construction of this unit are as
follows :-

1 piece of ebonite measuring
6 in. x 4 in. x / in.

4 crystal cups.
4 contact studs.
2 stop pins.

switch arm with knob.

4-

2 ACLEARANCE

R

CLEARANCE HOLES
00A 4 CRY.17/1* I

Cup SCREWS

ba*

I"- 2 A
CLEAtCrtvcer.4 --112)C-4.- - I"---

CLEARANCE v.
NOLE5 FOR QCONratr

Sroos e 2 SroP RNs

.I

Fig. 12
Drilling Diagram

detector standard.
2 terminals.

The Panel

As in the case of the previous
units, the panel is made of / in.
ebonite, 6 in. x 4 in. Four holes
are drilled i in. apart on a if in.
radius, for the purpose of receiv-
ing 4 crystal cups. A centre
hole is drilled to receive a 4BA
screw which holds the detector in
position on the panel. A further
six holes are drilled Fin, apart
on a II in. radius to receive 4
contact studs and 2 stop pins.
The centre hole is drilled to
receive 2BA rod for the switch
arm. The drilling dimensions
for the panel are given in Fig. 12.

Assembling
At this point, mount the crystal

standard upon the panel in the
manner indicated in Fig. 13.
Now fix into position the four
crystal cups, the switch arm, con-
tact studs, stop pins, and ter-
minals, Tx and T2, as shown in
Fig. ,14.

Fig. 11
Photograph of top panel

Fig. 14
Connections:

EBONITE "'NOB MILLED NUT'
WASHER

,,,1011111111,
1.
asinomw.sa hiiiikooym

Nt/T--T

5zor
EBONITE
TUBE

4.B.A.
SCREW

SLOT
BRASS TUBE
ZEtA. Roo

2.- 6.8A.
SCREWS

1:114
Fig. 15

Perikon modifcaion
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Connecting -Up
The connections of this unit

are made in the following
order :-

The switch arm is connected to
terminal Ti.

Contact stud 1 is connected to
crystal cup 1, contact stud 2 to
crystal cup 2, and so on until the
four cups are connected to their
corresponding studs.

The detector standard is then
connected to the terminal Tz.
The studs and cups are numbered
and the connections clearly
shown in Fig. 14.

Operation
The operation of this unit is

WASHER
SPRING

WASHER
WASHER

Fig. 13
Method of mounting detector standard

quite simple, in that which ever
crystal it is desired to use may
be placed in circuit by turning
the switch arm on to the stud
corresponding in number to the
cup containing the crystal, when
the standard is moved radially to
the desired point.

Perikon Detector
Those who prefer the perikon

detector will find a suitable
design fully described in Fig. Is.
The panel drilling is practically
similar to that of the cat -whisker
detector, but only 3 cups and 3
studs are employed. The con-
nections are also made in a
similar manner. The construc-
tion in detail of the detector
standard is given in the diagram.
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Works we have Visited
No. 2.

The Sterling Factory,
EgaiSZWatblUVIASZWISSaaaSadaVVISISIVIMAYAUM451VMW=JAVIVM454a5=TTIMISILIZZXIVIA

Recently, at the invitation of
the Sterling Telephone and Elec-
tric Co., Ltd., we had the oppor-
tunity of visiting their Works at
Dagenham, Essex, and of seeing
their various productions in pro-
cess of manufacture. On arrival
at the works the party was intro-
duced to Mr. Max R. Lawrence,
Works Manager, Mr. D. Ward
Miller, Chief Radio Engineer, and
Mr. F. R. Griffiths, Chief Tele-
phone Engineer. These gentle-
men were unfailing in their
courtesy and took the utmost
pains to make every process
quite clear to the visitors. The
works, which cover twelve
acres, are largely devoted to
the manufacture of telephone
instruments of the well-known
pattern used by the Post Office,
but with the growth of the
interest in wireless and broad-
casting an important proportion
of the factory is now given over
to radio activities. The Sterling
Company, unlike many firms now
manufacturing wireless sets,
design and make almost every
detail in their own plant, and thus
are able to exercise a very
thorough supervision.

It was particularly interesting
to watch the production of the
Sterling telephone receivers, in
the making of which a large num-
ber of highly ingenious auto-
matic tools are used. In one
large shop powerful presses were
seen stamping out the magnets
from sheet steel, whilst nearby
furnaces were preparing the
metal for annealing. In sharp
contrast to the noise and heat of
this part of the works was the
winding shop where rows of
young women were deftly guid-
ing the fine enamelled wire upon
tiny bobbins spun by electric
motors. The correct number of
turns of wire, by the way, is
indicated on a special turn -
counter, and a further test of
actual resistance is made before
the magnets are assembled into
their cases.

Most fascinating, too, was to

watch the production of loud-
speaker horns, from what
appeared to be squat aluminium
basins. These were placed on a
special former rotated at a high
speed, whilst a muscular work-
man with a large iron bat: in his
hand pressed the spinning metal
against an appropriate former
and gradually " spun " it into
the correct shape. The other
processes in the manufacture of
loud -speakers, such as finishing
the castings of the metal swan -
neck, enamelling the horns, and
assembling, were also watched in

The wood -working shops alone
were well worth a visit. The
high finish on the woodwork of
the cabinets of the Sterling
receivers is produced (after, of
course, the preliminary rubbing
down or " sanding "), by spray-
ing the surface with a special
varnish. This method enables a
perfectly even varnished finish to
be given, all roughness which
might come from brush marks
being eliminated. The pleasing
matt finish on the woodwork is
also produced in the same way.

The popularity of Reflex re-
ceivers is well deserved, particu-
larly when we come to consider
their great economy in filament
current, an advantage Etill further
enhanced with the introduction of
the latest dull emitters using .o6
ampere. The Sterling- Company
is fully alive to this aspect of
wireless, and have produced an
excellent instrument, the " Three -
flex," incorporating dual ampli-
fication. The construction, wir-
ing -up and testing of these instru-
ments attracted much attention,
and the high quality of work-
manship throughout was noticed.

Mr. Dudley Ward Miller, the
designer of the Sterling sets, took
particular pains to explain
various processes, and was justly
proud of the inspection which all
the parts and finished sets under-
go before delivery to the firm's
customers. Certain parts of the
works seem festooned with test-
ing aerials, so that every set
may be tried on actual signals
with a minimum of delay.

Our photograph shows one of
the many interesting processes in
the production of loud -speakers.

Our photograph shows the process of " finishing" loud -speaker
castings at the Sterling Works.
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Fig. 1.-An easily -handled circuit giving remarkable selectivity.

INTERFERENCE in tele-
phony reception can be
broadly divided into two

classes : A, that by either the
fundamental frequency or a
powerful low -order harmonic of
a near -by station, which is suf-
ficiently near the wavelength of
the wanted signals to be included
in the effective resonance band of
the receiver; B, the general mush
of ill -tuned sparks and higher har-
monics of innumerable stations,
together with atmospherics and
other casual effects.

Means of Elimination
The A type can be eliminated

by sufficiently sharp tuning, so
as to narrow the resonance band
of the receiver, unless, indeed,
the other station is right on top
of the telephony station's wave,
when there is no immediate
remedy possible, since note -
selecting devices do not apply to
telephony. Type B can be de-
creased enormously by so limit-
ing the width of the peak of the
resonance curve of the receiver
that the general " mush " which
still comes in represents an ex-
ceedingly small per cent. of the
noise in the ether; the wanted
transmission being included, is
therefore] given a much better
chance in consequence. Actu-
ally the telephony transmission
forms a narrow band of wave-
lengths, owing to the modula-
tion at audio -frequencies which
it carries, and is not tunable with
the sharpest accuracy itself. This
band represents only about an
effective half -meter of wave-
length, and no tuning devices
available for, say, broadcast
reception, at present, begin to

even approach this fineness of
tuning. It is idle accordingly to
discuss possible distortions that
might be introduced in a prac-
tical receiver of the utmost selec-
tivity possible at the present
moment. Practical experience
shows that the more selective a
circuit can be made by proper
design and the use of really low -
resistant freely -resonating cir-
cuits, and with the absolute mini-
mum of brutal reaction, the
clearer and more distortion -
free reception can be obtained
with it. The common confusion
between " resonance " and
" self -oscillation " must be
guarded against.

The Problem of Interference
In either case, therefore, the

problem of interference can be
best tackled by religiously adopt-
ing the principle of low -re-
sistance freely -resonant circuits
throughout a receiver, and
using, therefore, only the
lightest of reaction to wipe out
part of the H.F. resistance still
left in these circuits, so as to
have merely sufficient natural
damping to ensure a fairly faith-
ful following of the audio -fre-
quency waveforms by the fluc-
tuating H.F. oscillations. To
avoid shock -excitation, the prin-
ciple of loose -coupling must be
carried out to the limit, when
serious loss of signal -strength
begins to appear. With an aerial
circuit of minimum resistance,
loosely coupled to a finely -tuned
secondary circuit, most of the
interference of a casual nature
will be filtered out before it
reaches the receiver at all.
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The form of semi-aperiodic
auto -transformer aerial coupling
indicated in Figs. 1, 2, and 3
provides an exceedingly simple
and cheaply constructed type of
the effective loose -coupling de-
sired. For good resonance and
the sharpest possible tuning
this has a coil wound with
No. 20 S.W.G. d.c.c. wire, on a
cardboard former 3 in. or so
in diameter, and is tuned over
the broadcast wavelength band
by a parallel variable condenser
of o.0003 to 0.0005 ,uF in the
usual way. A total of 70 turns
gives the requisite inductance to
tune, with but small parallel con-
denser, so that a good voltage
build-up is obtained across the
valve. This is loosely coupled to
the aerial semi -periodically by ac-
tually having the ten lowest
turns in common. These should
be of the minimum possible H.F.
resistance.

Sizes of Wire
As the larger sizes of wire,

No. 18 to 15, are sometimes
hard to procure in small quanti-
ties, the simple expedient is
adopted of making these io turns
of doubled No. 20 wire. It will
he found that this coupling gives
excellent signal -strength, when
properly tuned and with the
application of the right amount
of reaction; further, it has the
great advantage of making the
tuning of the secondary circuit,
and its reaction -demands, sensibly
independent of aerial character-
istics. This is particularly valu-
able in an extremely selective
circuit, on account of the tuning
difficulties involved.
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Whilst very little but the nar-
row band for which it is adjusted
passes this tuner, particularly
when the small amount of reaction
required is properly applied, by
introducing another stage after
the same style, the selectivity is
increased to a point where even a
third such stage will not improve
it.

Tuning Limits
In fact, actual trial of a

three -step receiver showed a
marked disadvantage in the form
of excessive loss of signal -
strength, as well as considerable
operating difficulties on account
of the razor-sharp tuning. The
signal -impulse is handed on from
the plate of the first valve by the
radio -choke and coupling -con-
denser shown. It would appear
that there would be a prohibitive
loss of signal -strength in this
slender aperiodic type of coup-
ling, the impedence from the
plate of the first valve to earth
being extremely low. Actually,
with the sharp tuning possible
with No. 20 coils and a little re-
action judiciously applied, there
is not so large a loss and very
decided H.F. amplification is
obtained with complete stability.

It is interesting to make com-
parison with the Grebe H.F. cir-
cuit, described in Wireless
Weekly, Vol. 3, No. -8, p. 248,
and the recent experiments of Mr.
P. W. Harris with a similar type
of H.F. transformer -coupling
With loose -coupled aperiodic
primary.

Radio -choke Coupling
There is, of course, nothing

new in the use of a radio -choke

N.,70
0 ct
3"

0/AM

/0
Doub/
No 2

250 rumvs
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0002 t,r

II

0003

Owl µF

Fig. 2. --A modification of Fig. 1 circuit, sharper in tuning, but more
difficult to handle.

and coupling -condenser to divert
the D.C. component of the plate -
current from a parallel -tuned
secondary grid -inductance; it has,
for instance, been used in the
well-known Marconiphone dual
for some time, and in several
oiler circuits that have been pub-
lished from time to time. Auto -
transformer coupling has also
been described, with the ex-
pressed purpose of getting some
" step-up " effect. The point
here is the use of extremely loose,
semi-aperiodic auto -transformer
coupling, with a view to obtain-
ing the utmost selectivity.

Reinartz Reaction
Reaction is best applied to the

secondary coil after the Reinartz
fashion, by a fixed small re-
action -coil (4o turns No. 32
S.W.G. enamel wire) below and
continuous with the main wind-
ings, fed through a variable con-
denser from the plate; a radio -
choke being introduced into the
plate -circuit to give the necessary
impedence. This is found in
practice to give a delightfully
smooth reaction -effect, and is
exceedingly easy to work with.
Using two valves, the small re-
action necessary in the first grid -
circuit is readily provided by
direct electrostatic reaction
through a small three -plate or
vernier condenser from the
plate of the second valve to the
top of the grid inductance, as
shown. This is found to demand
an exceedingly low minimum in
the small three -plate coupling
condenser, and in some cases it
may be necessary to cut down the
effective capacity by putting
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another small condenser in series
with it to avoid continuous
oscillation.

Practical Circuits

Practical circuits of extreme
selectivity are those indicated,
Fig. i being the easiest to work
with, as the aerial -tuning
arrangements are of conventional
type, though of unusually low
resistance and are not particu-
larly selective. The intervalve
coupling is as described, and pro-
vides the selectivity in connec-
tion with the enhanced signals
handed on from the first valve.
On a good P.M.G. aerial and R
valves, with, say, 65 volts H.T.,
this circuit will give moderate
loud -speaking from the neigh-
bouring broadcast station and
completely eliminate the same
station 20 metres either side,
though the extinction is less
sharp below than above the inter-
fering station. Thus, Bourne-
mouth, with careful tuning, is
easily read in London whilst
2L0 is transmitting, and the
round of all the B.B.C. stations
can be made in comfort, signals
being clear though not strong.
The elimination of Morse around
Birmingham is very noticeable,
even with this circuit.

A High Selective Circuit
Fig. 2 is very much more selec-

tive, and proportionally harder
to work with. A wavemeter is
absolutely essential for the pre-
liminary tuning, which is done by
first tuning the second grid cir-
cuit, then the aerial secondary. If
installed in a permanent receiver,
this difficulty largely vanishes, as
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Fig. 3.-The same principle introduced into a dual circuit.

the tuning is ." wavemeter," and
only requires properly -calibrated
scales to make it positive for any
one station. Very little reaction
will be found necessary for the
first valve; a small part of the
capacity of a low -minimum o.000i
ilAF variable condenser sufficed for
the second valve reaction -control.
The two similar tuning induct-
ances should be arranged at least
a foot apart, and at 6o degrees
from the horizontal.. With this
circuit, using a good double
4o -ft. outside aerial at 13 miles
from 2L0, that station came in

.at a strength justifying the use of
a loud -speaker in a small, quiet
roam; 5 metres either way he
vanished completely in the
'phones. Manchester on 375
metres was clearly and comfort-
ably audible, speech being intel-
ligible whilst 2L0 was working.
As the Manchester station is
somewhat hard to pick up in

London, even when 2L0 is silent,
this represents a certain degree
of effective selectivity. The
tuning for these results was of a
fineness that involved extension
handles on the tuning condensers,
and adustment by tapping these
lightly with a foot -rule, and wten
neither valve was oscillating no
distortion could be observed ; a
milliammeter in the plate -circuit
is extremely useful in this connec-
tion. Every other station was
picked up, against a background
of perfect silence almost uncanny
in effect.

A Selective Dual Circuit

Fig. 3 shows an effective dual
circuit, which, in certain particu-
lars, resembles very closely the
Marconiphone dual previously
mentioned. This circuit loses a
little of that extreme selectivity,
but with a coupling -condenser of

low value is actually relatively
easy to work with, and some of
the signal -strength necessarily
lost in the H.F. coupling is made
up by the L.F. "Stage. Whilst it
will oscillate quietly in the dual
position, it is better and safer to
search with the latter cut out.
Fig. 4 shows a simple switching
arrangement to perform this
operation. The switch can be of
the type of the Dubilier Minicap,
or the panel -mounting D. P. D.T.
type.

The Fig. 3 circuit gives moder-
ately -good loud -speaking on the
near -by stations, and with good
selectivity will bring in the other
stations at will on anything like
a good aerial. The reaction con-
trol is also rather less fine than in
No. 2.

With either of the last two cir-
cuits, and with a little experience
in tuning, those who have suf-
fered the miseries of ship's Morse

FROM LA
TRANSFORMER

TO Lf ,

TRANSFORMER

TO HT+.

Fig. 4.-A simple switching arrange-
ment for the dual.

and Leafield's mush will find such
relief as is physically possible
whilst our tuning devices are con-
fined to the selectivity corre-
sponding to the width of the
effective resonance peak in a
thick -wire resonant circuit of
small dimensions and assisted by
a little reaction.

NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE
Our next issue will contain in addition to its usual attractions the

following constructional articles :-
A CABINET THREE VALVE RECEIVER FOR LOUD-

SPEAKER USE.
A SIMPLE CRYSTAL - VALVE RECEIVER.

AN EASILY CONSTRUCTED WAVEMETER FOR ALL
BROADCASTING.
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LONDON.-By the time these
words appear in print arrange-

ments will have been made to
broadcast time signals from Big
Ben at least twice a day.

Mr. Arthur Burrows, perhaps
better known as " Uncle
Arthur," is rarely heard from
2L0 these days, the reason being
that he is spending most of his
time in visiting the provincial
stations. He has been greatly
impressed and encouraged by
the enterprise which is shown in
the provinces by the various
directors.

We are given to understand
that we may expect to hear
shortly that the B.B.C. have
made arrangements with one of
the American stations whereby a
programme will be relayed once
a month. It seems that nothing
that the B.B.C. has ever done has
touched the public imagination
so much as have these American
transmissions.

0 0 0

We much enjoyed on Feb. so
Major Tosswill's homely exam-
ples of Devon speech, and his
explanation of the dialect was
most interesting and instructive.

In the evening of the same day
we had the privilege of listening
to one or two selections by Lady
Maud Warrender, and we must
confess that we enjoyed her sing-
ing very much indeed ; and once
again we had the good fortune
to be able to listen to that mis-
tress of the pianoforte, " Auntie
Sophie," formally known as Miss
Cecil Dixon.

o

On Monday, Feb. r 1, we
thoroughly liked the Popular

Concert. Especially good was
" The Lost Chord " cornet solo
played by Charles Leggett, and
never have we heard German's
" The English Rose " to greater
advantage, Sydney Coltham,
tenor, being simply splendid in
this effective little number.

Good also were the Novelty
Trio, the duet " My Arabian
Maiden " being noticeably fine.

Dr. Saleeby's talk on " Light
and Life " was doubtless enjoyed
by thousands, for his calm,
deliberate words must have
carried conviction to all who
heard him. Let us hope that

TRANSMISSIONS

Call-S; q1 If/ace/moth
LONDON °LO 365 metres
ABERDEEN 2B13 475

BIRMINGHAM SIT 975

BOURNEMOUTH 6BM 365

CARDIFF 5WA 353

GLASGOW 5SC 420

MANCHESTER ..2ZY 375

NEWCASTLE ....5N0 400

TIMES OF WORKING
Weekdays 330 to 4.30 p.m. and 5.0

to 10.30 p.m. G.M.T.

Sundays 3 0 p.m. to 5.0 p.m. and
8.30 to 10.30 p.m. G.M.T.

some of the Housing Authorities
were " listening -in " and took
his advice to heart, to plan houses
and towns so as to give us the
maximum of sunlight, and, as a
result, improved health.

0 0
Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
loth (WED.).-Miss Gladys Naish,

soprano. Mr. Madoc Davies,
baritone. Mr. Jack Rickards and
Miss Violet Stephens, enter-
tainers.

21st (THURS .). -Mr. Bernard Tur-
ner, entertainer. Mr. John Col..
linson, tenor. Mr. Norman
Greenwood, clarinet.
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22nd (FRI.).-First series of sym-
phony concerts given by the
B.B.C. at the Central Hall, West-
minster, the Royal Albert Hall
Orchestra performing. Miss
Daisy Kennedy, violinist. Address
by Lord Cecil of Chelwood on
" The League of Nations."

23rd (SAT.).-The " Roosters " Con-
cert Party. The Wireless Orches-
tra. Savoy Orpheans.

24th (Sux.).-Rev. F. R. Barry,
M.A., of King's College, Address.
2L0 Light Orchestra.

25th (MoN.).-B.B.C. Literacy
Critic. Operatic Evening.

26th (Tugs.).-Miss Mavis Shell -
shear, Songs at the Harp. The
Ensemble Singers.

O 0

ABERDEEN.-The
experiment

providing a vocal interlude to
the afternoon orchestral concert
has proved a success, and even
the few disgruntled critics who
would seem never to be pleased
are for the moment silent.

O 0 0
One of the most popular items

of recent weeks was that of
Madame Murray's Jazz Band ;
the rhythm and timing approxi-
mated the perfection reached
by the Savoy Orpheans and
Havanas Bands, and listeners
were not slow to show their
appreciation.

Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
loth (WED.).-Popular Concert.
21st (Tinias.).---Operatic Night.
22nd (Far.).-Popular Night.
23rd (SAT.).-Orchestral Night.
24th (SUN.).-The Right Rev. Lord

Bishop of Winchester, M.A.,
D.D., s.b. from Bournemouth.

25th (MoN.).-Programme s.b. from
London.

26th (TuEs.). - Modern English
Composers' Night.

0

BELFAST.-The improvement
made at the Manchester

Station by the elevation of the
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transmitting aerial has made
considerable difference in the
reception of that station in this
district. Hitherto Manchester
tuning was uncertain, but now
Northern Ireland listeners find a
very pleasurable difference.

BIRMINGHAM.-5IT has once
"more proved itself a pioneer
by the introduction of a new
feature, the " 'Teens Corner."
It is aptly named, for it is
designed to appeal to listeners in

Our photograph shows Master
Hendon, who has succeeded in

their 'teens. Its scope will be
wide enough to meet the diver-
sity of interest and enthusiasm
of young people, and will include
talks on hobbies, elementary
science lectures, reviews of
juvenile sport, talks on " birth-
days of the great " and so on.
The " 'Teens Corner " will be
given regularly between 6.15 and
6.45.

a
Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
2oth (WEn.).-3.3o, Song Recital.

7.30, Choral and Orchestral Pro-
gramme. Readings from Shelley

by Mr. Sidney Grew. 8.45, Sta-
tion Repertory Chorus in the
choral. ballad, " Thorberg's
Dragon Ship " (Edmunds).

*1st (T11uEs:).-3.3o, Piano Quin-
tettes. 7.35, Popular Classics
Programme.

22nd (Fa1.).-7.3o, Symphony S.B.
from the Central Hall, London.

23rd (SAT.). -3.3o, Kiddies' Concert.
7.30, Orchestral Programme. to,
Dance Music.

24th (SUN.). -8.3o, Programme of
Schubert Music.

25th (MoN).-7.3o S.B. from
London.

26th (TuEs.).-Miscellaneous Pro-
gramme

21st (Tutors.).-S.B. from London.
22nd (Fru.).-Popular Night.
23rd (SAT). --Request Night, Classi-

cal. Bournemouth Wireless
Orchestra. Miss Nellie Fulcher,
Solo violinist.

24th (SuN.).-Bournemouth Wireless
Orchestra.

25th (MoN.).-S.B. from London.
26th (TuEs.).-Popular Orchestral

Night.

0 0

CARDIFF.-We deeply regret
to lose one of our Uncles, in

the person of Mr. Page (Uncle
Leslie), who has been transferred

C. W. Goydon, an 18 year old schoolboy, of Mill Hill School, near
communicating by radio with an American amateur, at the Maine

University, U.S.A.

BOURNEMOUTH.-The Dir-
ector of the Bournemouth

Station has been the recipient of
many letters of appreciation of a
concert broadcast from 6BM on
Sunday, February 3. The trio
of two flutes and cor anglais
seems to have caused a great
deal of pleasure to a large num-
ber of listeners.

Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY; -

zoth (WED).-Transmission .from
the King's Hall. Mr. George
Stone, entertainer.
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to the Bournemouth Station. In
his place we welcome the coming
of Mr. A. H. Goddard. -

0 0 0

Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
loth (WED.).-Popular Night, Sta-

tion Orchestra.
21st (TuuRs.).-Station Orchestra.
2 2 nd (FEL).--S.B. from London.
23rd (SAT.). - POntypool Silver

Band.
24th (SUN.). Rev. J. Henry

Thomas, address. " Scouts'
Own " Symphony Concprt.

25th (McoN.).-S.B. from London.
26th (TuEs.).--Sliakespeare Night.
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e'LASGO W.-The Corporation
of the City has granted an

important concession by permit-
ting for the first time the linking
up of St. Andrews Hall to 5SC.
The occasion was the rendering.
of Parry's " Blest Pair of
Sireris " by the Glasgow Choral
and Orchestral Union. In spite
of the difficulties inseparable
from choral transmission from
public halls, the reception was
remarkably fine, the music being
heard clearly throughout.

CY 0 0

Another notable transmission
from the Glasgow Station was
that of the 1 -act play " Campbell
of Kilmohr," written by J. A.
Ferguson. The play was pro-
duced by 5SC Repertory Com-
pany, under the direction of Mr.
George Ross, and the cast was a
very able one. As the title indi-
cates, there was a real Highland
flavour about the play, which was
cleverly interpreted.

0 0 0

Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
loth (WED.). --Classical Night.
21st (TnuEs.).---Popular Orchestral

Night.
22nd (FRI.).-Prof. Martin of Glas-

gow University. S.B. from
London.

23rd (SAT.).-Popular Night.
24th (Sim). - The Westbourne

Church Choir.
25th (MoN.).-S.B. from London.
26th (rues.).-The Parkhead Forge

Silver Prize Band.

MANCHESTER.-The Covent
Garden operatic transmission

has been particularly good
recently. The land -line from
London has been well-behaved
and now great purity of tone and
clearness are enjoyed. The

principals' voices are especially
good. The " Mp.gic Flute "
and ." Samson and Delilah "
weie exceptionally delightful,
even 'to the extent that many
listeners, who formerly never
appreciated this kind of music,
are now becoming opera lovers.

o '

Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
zoth (WED.).-2ZY Orchestra. Mr.

Fo en Williams, entertainer.
Prof. E. Weiss, D.Sc., F.R.S.,
" A Talk on Trees." Spanish
Talk. 

21St (THURS.) .-I I .30, Concert by
2ZY Trio. 6.3o, Girl Guides and
Boy Scouts' Bulletin. 6.4o, French
Talk. Concert by the " Gay
Paree " Concert Party. Key-
board Kitty. Dance Music S.B.
from London.

22nd (FEL).-3.30, Concert. 6.4o,
German Talk. Symphony Con-
cert from London.

23rd (SAT.). -3.3o, Oxford Picture
House Orchestra. 7.30, All --

British Concert by 2ZY Orches-
tra. Miss Rachael Hunt, con-
tralto. Mr. Victor Smythe and
" Algy." 9.45, Dance Music S.B.
from London.

24th (Sux.).-3, Concert. 8, Talk
to Young People by Mr. S. G.
Honey. Rev. J. A Reardon,
Address Classical Music.

25th (MoN.).-S.B. from London.
French Talk.

26th (TUEs.).-Mr. George Dave
Frank's Band. Savoy Band from
London.

0

NEWCASTLE.-Future pro-
grammes show a marked

decrease in the amount of simul-
taneous broadcasting. Not only
will the Sunday afternoon pro-
grammes be local transmissions,
but those of Monday evenings
also. This arrangement will not,
however, preclude the transmis-
sion of music or speeches of
special interest.

Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
loth (WEo.).-3.45, Miss Jessie

Bishop, piano. Miss Doris Brant-
ingham, contralto. Mr. Arthur
Robins, cornet. 7.30, Orchestra.
Mme. Ethel Fowkes, soprano.
Mr. John Oliviere, baritone.
Mr. Babbs, violin,

(ThuEs.).-3.45, Mr. Porter,
'cello. Mr. and Miss Golightly,
vocal duets. 7.30, Orchestra.
Miss Rowlands, soprano. Mr.
Tom Kinnibergh, bass. Mr.
Ernest Sharp, violin.

22nd (FRI.).-3.45, Miss Leonie
Storm, piano. Miss- Phyllis
Rickard, contralto. Mr. W.
Acroft, clarinet.

23rd (SAT.). -3.45, Miss Cathleen
Green, soprano. Mr. Herbert
Henderson, concertina. 7.30,
Orchestra. Billie Bates, enter-
tainer. Mr. David McFadzean,
baritone. Miss Beatrice Para-
mor, soprano. Dance Music from
Tillye's.

24th (SUN.). -8.30, Mr. Edward
Hind, baritone. Rev. T. Miller
Johnson, address. Miss Olive
Tomlinson's Trio. -

25th (MoN.).-3.45, Clay -Parse Trio.
26th (TuEs.).-3.45; Mr. W. ' A.

Cross, piano. Mme. Charles
Foster, soprano. Mr. Ben Jacobs,
euphonium. 7.30, Orchestra. Mr.
Archibald Fairburn, elocutionist.
Mme. Betty Humble,soprano.
Mr. Hudson Barnsley, bass -
baritone.

0 0

Simultaneous Broadcasting
Events

FEBRUARY.
loth (WED.).-B.B.C. Dramatic

Critic. Talk by Mr. J. C.
Stobart.

21st (THuEs.).-B.B.C. Music Critic.
Talk by Radio Society of Great
Britain. Savoy 'Bands.

22nd (Fm.).-B.B.C., Film Critic.
23rd (SAT.).-Savoy Bands.
24th (Stni.).-2L0 Light Orchestra.

Time Signal and 13ulletin.
25th (Mori.). B.B.C. Literary

Critic.
26th (TuEs.).-French Talk. Savoy

Bands.

the lRabio Society of great 113ritain
An Ordinary General Meeting of the Society will be held at 6 p.m. (tea 5.30), on Wednesday,
February 27th, at the Institution of Electrical Engineers. " A Practical Demonstration of
some applications of the Cathode Ray Oscillograph " will be given by Mr. N. V. Ripping.
Among the applications to be demonstrated are the following :-(1) Charting of thermionic valve
characteristics; (2) Study of percentage modulation in a transmitting circuit; (3) Examination
of wave -forms ; (4) Accurate frequency calibration (two methods) ; (5) Hysteresis curves.

CONFERENCE OF AFFILIATED SOCIETIES
The postponed Conference of Affiliated Radio Societies is to be held on Saturday, March 1st, at
2 p.m., at the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, W.C.2,
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" Mush" and " Fading"

MITTY,I,VMSTVE%&,

By W. K. ALFORD, A.F.R. Ae.S., A.M.I.R.E.

A Review of the conditions affecting Radio Reception.

VVVV 'V'V

EFFICIENT reception of
radio -telephony at the pre-
sent time is governed by

three conditions :-
(i) Jamming from other

stations :-
(a) Spark interference.
(b) Harmonic C.W. inter-

ference.
(c) Arc hash or mush.

(ii). Atmospherics.
(iii) Fading.
Observations on these condi-

tions 'have been made by the
author during the latter half of
the, year, chiefly on the broadcast
range of wavelengths and down-
wards, and the results of certain
comparative tests are appended
to this article.

Spark Interference

In pre-war days, when the
number of stations operating .was
few compared with that of the
present day and when the crystal
or Fleming valve were used for
reception, the problem of selec-
tivity did not present such a diffi-
culty as is now the case. The
aspect becomes quite different
when the triode valve is used,
owing to the extraordinary.degree
of sensitivity to which it may be
brought in the circuits of modern
receivers.

In interference of this kind suit-
able loosely coupled aerial and
closed'circuits are quite effective,
especially if the interfering
station is emitting a .sharply -re-
sonant wave-a somewhat rare
thing, however,  as the " double
'hump " characteristic seems, to
be scorned by operators at the
present time.

The now popular filter, absorp-
tion, and trap circuits are all
effective to a degree, but from the
writer's experience, by the time
the circuits are adjusted the inter-
ference has ceased !

We now come to. a- far more
difficult form of interference to
deal with, viz. :-

IZZWTTZNitrt:ITTLY.2MVPMMTIM..,TAZT

C.W. Harmonic Interference

Interference from a C.W.
station on its fundamental wave-
length, provided it is emitting a
wave of pure sine form, i.e., not
forming a violent series of
harmonics, is fairly easily elimi-
nated owing to the sharp re-
sonance, but great annoyance is

EFFECTIVE
AUDIBILITY

4

TIME.

CONSTANT
SIGNAL

VARYING
ARC

HAW

ig. 1.-Illustrating the swamping
of a signal by arc hash.

caused to -day by the number of
stations emitting a large number
of harmonics; i.e., referring, of
course, to GBL (Leafield) and
GKB (Northolt), .as grand
masters in the art, and followed
closely by FL and UFT. A pub-
lished oscillograph record of the
wave -form of the former two
stations would be an historic
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Fig. 2.-The arno sat of var'ation in
signal strength between good and
bad nights.
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document if the oscillograph
stood up to its requirements.

A great many of these har-
monics congregate on the broad-
cast . band of wavelengths, and,_
to make matters worse, hetero-
dyne each other, which, on cer-
tain wavelengths, absolutely pro-
hibits the introduction of re-
generation, which makes matters
infinitely worse.

The " hash " of " arc ''
stations seems to be a region
where this heterodyning of har-
monics is occurring indefinitely
and beats of all frequencies are
set up.

The use of highly selective cir-
cuits on this type of interference
does not seem to solve the
problem, and the harmonics
occur with equal or greater
strength as a series of sharply
resonant points, a condition
which is equally. or more annoy-
ing than the " flat " hash as
given by a more aperiodic circuit.

Atmospherics

The question of the elimination
of " atmospheric ." interference
is one which presents the greatest
difficulty, and up to the present
no really .satisfactory scheme has
been put forward. The only
method of tackling the question
within the scope of the experi-
menter without going to the com-
plexities of Weagarit and others
is to use high -frequency aniplify-
ing valves in what is known as a
" limiting " condition, i.e., they
respond disproportionately to a
strong and weak grid impulse -H
strong pulses being subdued and
weak 'pulses being amplified.
This condition is attained to quite
a_ marked extent with ordinary
types of valve with their filaments
quite dull.

The great work of the Radio
Research Board in actually deter-
mining the characteristic of the
" X " will ultimately do much to
eliminate its, inopportune
presence.
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Fading
This phenomenon is at present

inadequately explained, but two
things are distinctly manifest :-

(a) Fading is always confined to
distant signals (not necessarily
weak signals).

(b) Fading is very dependent on
wavelength.

The first case would imme-
diately suggest that in some way
the Heaviside layer is responsible
owing to the very small angle of
reflection of a distant station, and
it may be supposed that any small
change in the surface of this layer
due to ionisation would produce
the striking effects noticed.

At any rate, fading is unques-
tionably periodic at times ; in
fact, in one or two cases, abso-
lute periodicity has been noticed
extending over a period of five
minutes. Regarding the second
case-as the wavelength de-
creases the phenomenon of fad-
ing decreases-on 36o metres it is
extremely marked at times, as
people who habitually listen to
the American broadcast transmis-
sions will testify ; on 200 metres
it is not so marked, and on 15o
metres only slightly so, till on ioo
metres or less it is entirely absent.
The writer, together with a well-
known investigatdr, has for
some time observed the transmis-
sions of a French experimental
station over loo miles distant
working on o8 and 78 metres
-in no single instance has
fading been observed even while
zoo metre signals are swaying
markedly at the same time.

Another point worthy of note
is that both undamped and
damped wave signals fade to the
same degree.

Fading is often confused with
the fact that a signal very often
becomes submerged in an " arc
hash " which is constantly vary-
ing in intensity ; an illustration
explaining this statement is
appended.

During observations on the
transmissions of the Glasgow

Broadcasting station, which fade
quite periodically at times, the
writer established the fact that
when fading occurred there was
a consequent change of observed
bearing. Arrangements are be-
ing made for a further investiga-
tion of this, using reliable D.F.
equipment so that actual quanti-
tative observations may be taken.

General Inferences
It is generally agreed that the

conditions of reception on the
broadcast and experimental
wavelengths are deplorable-the
more so as the chief factor in
the interference is due to arc
stations, the characteristic of

cz. 6

CZ 4

cc

greater although the actual signal
strength may be far from the
-maximum attainable.

Diagrams are appended show-
ing :-

(I) The comparative audibility
of broadcast stations on " good "
and " bad " nights.

(2) The meaning of " submer-
sion " of signals.

(3) The relative strength of
" arc hash " and harmonics on
various wavelengths.

In these experiments, a
receiver giving practically uni-
form amplification over the whole
range of wavelengths was used,
viz., an Armstrong supersonic

200 300 400
,h11VELENGTH

SOD 600 70C

Fig. 3.-Showing the relation between wavelength and signal strength
of the hash and harmonics of a certain station.

whose wave form seems quite
uncontrollable.

The usual methods of tackling
the problem of elimination seem
quite inadequate and, in addition,
extreme selectivity is bound to
bring about distortion in tele-
phony reception owing to lack of
breadth for the " speech band "
on the resonant point.

It should be remembered that
the " audibility factor " of a
signal in an interference band is
given by :-

Signal Strength.A - Interference Strength.
Thus A is independent, up to

a point, of the actual signal and
interference strength, and the
use of selective tuning devices is
an attempt to make the ratio

heterodyne employing 8 valves -
5 amplifying at radio -frequency.

A 26 in. loop was employed
throughout, and for comparative
strength measurement the well-
known method of the shunted
telephone was used.

A further paper is being pre-
pared giving comparative figures
of strength of fading signals,
but the above method is quite
unsuited to the purpose as it is
almost impossible to take "spot"
readings.

The writer would welcome the
collaboration of an investigator
in the North of England who
would undertake to make obser-
vations on the lines indicated in
this article, especially on the
relative strength of "arc" mush.

THE LATEST BOOK ON VALVES !
Radio Valves and How to Use Them

By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
The largest half-crown book published by Radio Press Ltd.

2/6 Net. 2/6 Net.
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C.W. and Telephony
Transmission Using Valves

This

No. VI.

By JOHN SCOTT- TAGG ART, F.Inst. P., A.M.I.E.E.
series of articles began in Vol. 3, No. 6, with a consideration of the theoretical principles

underlying valve transmission
"..:44.)*WiZiSlakI4A34;4.ZWUSIi.rkai;4a4Wil4.4.51(14,44W az.z

BY connecting B2 as shown
in Fig. 8, the aerial is not
at a high D.C. potential.

One disadvantage of this cir-
cuit, however, is. that we -have
to take precautions to insulate
the accumulator Bt ; this accu-
mulator will usually be on the
floor of a building and will
be partially earthed, with the re-
sult that a leakage of current
across B2 is liable to occur
through the earth. We can
avoid this by connecting a large
condenser in the earth -lead.

The arrangement of Fig. 8 is
very useful if we are using a
source of direct current, the posi-
tive pole of which is permanently
connected to earth. This is fre-
quently the case in lighting
systems for -towns; houses aro
often supplied with a direct cur-
rent supply (commonly 23o volts)
on the three -wire system; alter-
nate houses have the positive and
negative poles of their supply per-
manently connected to earth. If,
then, we are using supply mains
having their positive pole con-
nected to earth we can, with ad-
vantage. use the arrangement of
Fig. 8. In such cases K will
require to be connected on the
right-hand side of B2.

To avoid the leakage of cur-
rent we can use the arrangement
of Fig. 9. The anode battery
B2 is now connected across a
large capacity C2 (say, 0.02 ,uF).
This condenser does not affect
the tuning of the circuit, but
merely acts as a by-path for the
high -frequency currents. This
circuit has the disadvantage that
the aerial would be at a high
positive potential to the earth,
and. anyone, standing on the
ground who touched the lead-in,
for example, would be liable to
receive a shock; this disadvan-
tage, however, is not important

in the case of small sets, and the
arrangement of Fig. 9 may be
recommended. If it is absolutely
desired to avoid a positive poten-
tial on the' aerial, a large capacity
condenser could be connected at
a point in the aerial lead.

=E
Fig. 9.- A circuit In which the

filament battery is kept at earth
potential.

Another disadvantage of the
circuit is that, as the source of
anode voltage is connected
directly in a circuit where high -
frequency oscillating currents are
passing, there is always a ten -

x

GAO VOLTAGE y

Fig. 10. --Characteristic curve of a
typical transmitting valve.

dency for these currents to work
their way into the direct current
source, and if this is a dynamo,
injury .to the windings is liahle.to
result. This, however, may be
remedied by connecting an air -
core choke in each of the leads to
the dynamo. The circuit of Fig.
9 may be used when the source
of direct current supply has its

negative pole permanently con-
nected to earth. If this is not
the case, the key is preferably
connected between the negative
side of B2 and the earth.

It is desirable in all wireless
valve transmitters to operate
with a negative grid potential.
We can obtain this by connecting
a battery next to the filament in
the grid circuit of the valve; on
the other hand, if we employ a
leaky grid condenser we can ob-
tain a suitable negative grid
potential without the use of a
battery. In Fig. 9 the condenser
C4 is shown shunted by a re-
sistance RI, which will usually
have a value of about 8,000
ohms. When the valve is oscil-
lating, the grid G will, at every
half -cycle, be given positive
potential; these positive paten,.
tials will draw electrons from the
filament to the grid, and these
electrons will charge up the right-
hand side of the condenser C4 to
a negative potential._ -1 Since the
oscillating potentials- across L2
are continuous, there will be a
rapid accumulation of; electrons
on the right-hand side of C4; in
other- words, the grid potential
will rapidly drop, the action being
very similar to that of the grid
condenser in a receiving circuit
If there were no leak RI, the grid
would become so negative that it
would cut off the anode current
of the valve; to avoid this, we
provide a leak of suitable value
in order to maintain the grid at
a convenient negative potential
while the valve is oscillating.

Fig. to shows a typical
characteristic curve of a trans,
mitting valve. It will be noticed
that we arrange the curve
so as to lie preferably completely
to the left of the vertical` ordinate
X Y through zero' grid volts.
We then operate the valve at
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some such point- as-- C- on the
characteristic curve. It will
usually - - be found, however,
that provided the reactive
coupling of the circuits is suf-
ficiently tight, the maximum
output oscillatory current is' Ob-
tained When the normal operating
point is betweeen C and B. The
oscillations generated by the

Fig: 11.-A method of preventing
leakage to earth.

valve will cause the grid poten-
tial to vary over the whole of the
steep portion of the curve and
even round the bends. Maxi-
mum output is often obtained
when the normal operating point
is to the left of B. In these cases
it is only the positive hal- cycles
of grid potential which maintain
self -oscillation.

Another method of preventing
leakage across the anode battery
or dynamo in Fig. T r.
A large capacity condenser is now
connected in the earth lead so as
to insulate the positive terminal of
the anode battery from earth.
In this circuit we show a very
common method of keying a
valve transmitter. The key K is
connected in series with the leak
resistance RI. When the key is

up, the oscillations in L2 almost
instantaneously cause such a high
negative_charge to pile up on the
grid that the anode current is cut
off and the valve stops oscillat-
ing ; on closing the key this high
negative charge leaks away and
the valve once more commences
to generate oscillations. Some-
times the key is connected across
an extra condenser in the grid
circuit, the action of the -arrange-
ment remaining the same.
-When using voltages up to

about 400 it is not necessary to
take arty particular precautions,
but when we use higher voltages
it is advisable to protect a dynamo
if it is used for supplying the
high-tension current. Fig. 12
shows how we may protect a
a -C. generator B2. Two fuses,
F2 and F3, are provided, each
consisting of a very fine tungsten
or other wire. In one of the
leads is connected a resistance
R3, which is intended to limit the
maximum load, which the
generator may have to take.
For example, if the con-
denser C3 were accidentally
shorted, the maximum current
which could be drawn from the
generator B2 would depend upon
the value of the resistance R3.
If the voltage supplied by B2
were r,000, and the available cur-
rent Too milliamperes, we might
conveniently give R3 a resistance
of 5,000 to ro,000 ohms; this re-
sistance would not be too great
compared with the resistance of
the valve, but it will, of course,
cut down the available anode
voltage to some extent; a re-
sistance of even 2,000 ohms
would be better than nothing, and

it is usual to connect such a re-
sistance, which may take the
form of ordinary lamps, in each
lead to the generator. Finally,
it is desirable to connect two air-
core chokes Zr, Z2, in between
the generator and the anode cir-
cuit of the valve; these will pro-
tect the generator from high -
frequency surges.

Fig. '12.-A circuit embodying pro-
tective devices and a good method
of keying.

In Fig. 12 we also show an in-
genious method of keying a high -
power valve which eliminates
sparking at the key contacts.
The key K is connected so as to
open and close both grid and
anode circuits of the valve; when
the key is down, the grid circuit
is closed and an anode current
can flow. As the key is raised,
an arc tends to form across the
contacts; this arc path is equiva-
lent to a resistance and the
voltage drop across it is consider-
able and is in such a direction as
to make the grid negative; this
high negative potential is com-
municated to the gtid and cuts off
the anode current, thus imme-
diately stopping the arcing at the
contacts. A condenser C4 is
usually connected across the key.

The Broadcast Listener's Year -Book
A new Radio Press publication of special attraction to all interested in broadcasting is this novel Year -book

which has been prepared for the ever-growing listening public.

The book treats a wide range of subjects relating to the broadcasting service in a most readable and interesting
manner and gives much useful information regarding the practical side of broadcast reception. Well-known B.R.C.
personalities contribute articles bearing upon their own particular subjects, and a specially interesting section is that
containing biographies of the principal members of the B.B.C. sta.ff, with numerous new portraits.

Taken as a whole, the Year -book constitutes a most valuable exposition of the whole " how and why " of modern
broadcasting by writers who are the foremost authorities.

PRICE 1/6 nett (1/8 post free).
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A Sharp Tuning
Crystal Set.

By PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant Editor

WHEN so many designs
for crystal receivers have
been published it might be

thought that there was little
further to be said on the subject,
but in spite of the plethora of
descriptions, there is still room
for, improvement in minor details.
It must be remembered that a
design which will suit one reader
may be quite unsuitable for
another, as conditions vary so
greatly in different localities. The
man- who is situated within two
or three miles of a broadcast-
ing station in a district free from
interference may be quite satisfied
with a volume of signals, which,
although not the maximum
obtainable on a crystal receiver,
is yet sufficient to operate the
number of headpieces he has in
use. Another reader, living in
the Bournemouth, Newcastle,
Cardiff, or Aberdeen area may
find that a receiver which gives
excellent volume on broadcasting
is yet so susceptible to other
interferences that his pleasure is
completely spoilt. The coast -
dweller in particular is troubled
by interfering signals from ships
working near by, and often from
an adjacent coast station. With
a valve set it is a comparatively
simple matter to sharpen the
tuning, but with crystal sets
selectivity is usually obtained
with a loose -coupled set requiring
at least two tuning adjustments
for successful operation.

Coast Dwellers' Difficulties

The set about to be described
is particularly suitable for the
coast dweller, using, as it does, a
circuit which, whilst possessing
the single control characteristic
of the ordinary direct coupled cir-
cuit, has the selectivity of the two
circuit receiver and one or two
additional points of advantage.

The circuit utilises the semi -
;tuned or " impulsing " aerial cir-
cuit and a secondary circuit
tuned by means of a variable
condenser. The crystal detector
is of a new pattern, whilst a
minor improvement is the addi-
tion of two terminals by means of
which it is a simple matter to try
out another crystal detector with-

- out interfering with the wiring or
general connections of the set.
This little point, by the way, can
be incorporated in any crystal set,
and will be found of distinct value
to the reader who is -experimen-
tally inclined.

Fig. 3. ---The circuit of the receiver.

Components Required

There are no vital measure-
ments in this set, and therefore
the reader can utilise any con-
venient panel and box. The box
shown in the photograph
measures 9 in. by si in., and is
5 in. deep. The top is covered
by in. ebonite panel, on which
all of the components are
mounted. We therefore- require,
before starting to build the set,
the following :-

i box.
i ebonite panel.
i variable condenser .0003 ,uF

capacity.
crystal detector.

6 terminals (8 if it is desired to
have two pairs of telephone ter-
minals),

Fig. I.-Note the simplic

Fig. 2.-Showing how the coi
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I is placed beneath the panel.
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Novelty in crystal receivers is rare,

but in this design several new points

of interest and value will be found

former of a shape to be
described.

Small quantity of No. 26 d.c.c.
wire.

Small quantity of No. 20 d.c.c.
wire.

or more pairs of high resist-
ance telephones (4,000 ohms is a
suitable figure).

eat

OC
0 0

6"

Fig. 4.-Constructional details of the
square coil.

Details of Components
Any good quality components

can be used, but as so many
readers like to know the actual
components used in constructing
these sets, the following details'
may be of interest :-

Variable-condenser.-This was
made by the Bowyer -Lowe Co.,
Ltd., and is provided with a
drilling template so that the holes
may be accurately drilled.

Crystal detector. --This is the
" Micmet," which has several
constructional advantages. The
cat -whisker is carried forward by
a screw adjustment, whilst the
crystal itself is held in a special
cup with a flanged rim against
which the crystal is pressed by a
strong spring. The crystal cup
can be moved forwards and back -

wards on a screw fitting, and the
cat -whisker can be moved in such
a way that by adjusting both the
crystal cup and the cat -whisker
holder any point of the crystal
surface can be found.

The former on which the coils
are wound is of a type described
by me previously in Wireless
Weekly, VOL 2, No. i6.

In the actual instrument shown
it is made of ebonite, but can
almost equally well be of wood.
It is made by taking two strips
measuring 6 in. by i in. wide by
about i in. thick, and cutting
them in such a way that they can
be pushed together in the middle
forming a cross. Saw cuts are
made for a depth of 2 in, in the
manner shown in the illustration,
and into the slots so formed the
wire is wound. The actual width
of the slot is not a very important
matter as there is plenty of space
in the former, but if ebonite is
used the width of the ordinary
hacksaw blade is the minimum,
and, if possible, the slots should
be made a little wider than this.

Winding the Coil
Befor& beginning to wind the

coil four pairs of small holes
should be drilled in the positions
shown so that the wires can be
held securely. First of all take
the No. 26 d.c.c. wire and thread
the end through the hole in the
way shown, leaving at least
18 in. for subsequent connec-
tions. Now winding 25 turns of
the. No. 26 d.c.c. wire (do not
worry if _the turns are not quite
even or if you get two side by

-side in the slot), and as soon as
the 25th turn is reached stop
winding the thin wire and thread
into the second pair of holes the
end of the No. zo d.c.c. wire,
leaving, as before, a considerable
length for subsequent connec-
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mark out the position for the
holes of the condenser by means
of the paper template supplied (if
you use the particular condenser
referred to), or by careful
measurement, and lay the con-
denser on one side ready for
mounting later. When the other
holes have been marked out and
drilled place the former carrying
the coil, complete with its
brackets on the underside of
the panel in the position it is to
occupy. With a sharp -pointed

tions. 'Wind in in the same direc-
tion as before ten turns of the
No. zo wire, and pass -the end
through the third pair of holes,
and cut off the wire when you
ha' e left  about a foot for joining
up. Now take the wire, of which
the first 25 turns - are wound,
carry it over the to -turn coil, and
wind on for a further 25 turns.
Now thread the end of this wire -
through the fourth pair of holes,
once more leaving a length for
Purther connection.

EXTRA CRYSTAL

OtrEC rag

Derrcrag

PHONES

Fig. 5.-The very simple wiring of the set.

Brackets for Holding the Coil
to the Panel

Some means will have to be
found for holding the farmer to
the underside of the panel. It is
very easy to make a pair of brass
brackets out of strip brass from
which they can be cut with a pair
of scissors. Cut two strips each
about II- in. long by about e in.
wide, and drill two pairs of holes,
one hole at each end of each
strip. Now bend the strip brass
round in V shape, and bore two
holes in the ebonite or wood
former, through which you can
pass No. 6 BA. metal screws
Push such a screw through the
hole in each -brass bracket and
through the former, -and secure
it in place with a 6 BA nut.

The next step is to drill the
holes in the panel for the six ter-
minals and for the crystal detec-
tor. The particular detector
shown is held on to the 'panel by
two metal screws, which are
passed through clearance holei
and hold at the hack with- mats,
Four BA metal screws -with.
cheese heads will suit this pur-
pose quite well. Now carefully

instrument mark through the
holes in the brackets the positions
where the securing screws will
go, and then drill clearance holes
for 4 BA metal screws. When
this has been done pass metal
screws through the panel from
the upper side and secure the coil
in place with a pair of nuts. Now
mount the condenser and ter-
minals together with the orystal
detector, and the set will be ready
for wirino-.

Connecting Up
Most of the wiring can be car-

ried out with the loose ends of
the coils themselves, thus obviat-
ing much soldering, and although
the set shown has been soldered
at every point quite satisfactory
results can be .obtained if the
wire is bared of its insulation at
the various points and secured to
the different components with
nuts. Insulating tubing should
be used wherever there is any
possibility of two wires coming
into contact with one another, or
if the reader is skilled in solder-
ing and the use of stiff wire, the
set can be made up with No. 16

36o

or No. i8 square tinned copper
busbar wiring.

Characteristics of the Set
It is one of the advantages of

the circuit shown that a very
large range of wavelength can
be covered with a small con-
deriSer. Some time ago I de-
Sei ibed in Wireless Weekly a
cryStal receiver on novel lines,
using an aperiodic aerial coil with
which the same advantage was
indicated. - In the present receiver
the form of winding is somewhat
different, and there is a larger S.,
number of aerial turns, which
this case are of thicker wire. The .1
very,close coupling given and the
additional number of turns dif-
ferentiateg this set from that pre-
viously described. In the pre-
vious crystal receiver Wire-
less Weekly, Vol: 2,' No. to) the
removal of the aerial and earth
wires from the set made practic-
ally no -difference to the calibra-
tion, but in the present set there
is a slight difference. With aerial
and earth connected the .0003

condenser tunes from about
270 to 600 metres; with the
aerial and earth removed it tunes
from about 23o to 570 or 58o
metres. Thus the capacity of the
aerial does not affect the set to
any -great extent.

The set will be found very
sharP in tuning, and on the best
point of adjustment the strength
will be as great as that obtainable
with. any other form of crystal
receiver,- and probably greater
than with many. The sharpness
of tuning -will completely remove
very much of the Morse interfer-
ence so frequently met with in
seaboard towns.

The two terminals at the rear
of the instrument are simply
placed across the crystal detector
so that, for trial purposes, any
other crystal detector may be con-
nected in place of that in the
in:stnument. It is, of course,
necessary to remove the cat -
whisker from contact with the
first crystal when trying a second
detector, otherwise no change is
needed. If it is desired to work a
loud -speaker any ordinary one or
two -valve note magnifier can be
added to this set, the input ter-
minals of the magnifier being
connected to the telephone ter-
minals. It will be noticed that no
telephone condenser is used. I
have not found any advantage
from using one in this set.
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A Novel Selector Switch

THOSE who like to stow their
various gadgets whiCh fOrm
part of the set neatly away

beneath their panels, leaving no-
thing in.,view but the necessary
adjusting knobs, will welcome the
selector switch_ abOut to be de-
scribed. Fig. i gives a general
idea of its appearance as.well as
the details of the spindle and the
arm. It will be seen that every
part of the switch, with the ex-,
ception of the knob, is concealed

studs are then shortened until
their heads touch the panel, when
they are screwed hone. Now cut
out a piece of 1 -in. ebonite, drill-
ing it as shown in Fig. 3. The
strip need not be semi -circular as
shown there, but may be rectan-
gular, as indicated by the dotted
lines. All that matters, is that it
should be large enough to contain
the necessary number of i-in.
holes with their centres spaced

in. apart standing on the cir-

WASHER

BUSH

i1111_
r.

Ss'
IiNrc.%.,n - Oh. ,.MA..*,111174 lra '-

,.
1 1111

ARM

41)

tr,s 

-

SPA'/ NG
WASHER

WASHER
NUT

LOCK Nur

J/8"HozE

Figs. 1, 2 and 3 illustrating

the constructional details
of the switch.

beneath- the surface.- It is easy
enough to design or make a sub -
panel selector switch which looks
quite weII, but there is one little
point . that is not always realised
at first. This is that since the
arm cannot be seen one has no
indication of its position if the
switch is made up in the prdinary
way with the studs placed close
together.._ We must devise some-
thing which will make the arm
click as it passes from stud to
stud, so that when it, makes con7
tact the fact may be both heard
and felt. Fortunately it is not at
all a difficult matter to do this.

Begin by laying out and drilling
the panel as shown in Fig. 2,
spacing the holes for the studs

in. apart -on the -circumference
of a circle with a radius of ti in.
These holes should be drilled from.
the underside. They do not go
quite through the ebonite and
they are tapped with. a 4 B.A.
plug tap. The shanTis of the

cumference of. ti in. This strip
is now passed over the studs and
fastened down by  means of
screws. Studs vary a little in the
length of their heads. Usually
these are about / in. in depth. If
they are rather less, so much the
better; but if not they must be
filed down until they are only 3/16
in. deep, The top of each stud
will thus be a little below the
ebonite strip.
. Now to make up the spindle
and switch arm. The spindle is
a 2 in. length of 2 B.A. screwed
rod to one end of which is fitted
a knob of the usual pattern. Or}
to the spindle are passed a flat
washer, a spring washer and a
second flat washer: It is passed
through the bush, - a third flat
washer being then put on. To keep
it in position, use a nut provided
with a setscrew. It is quite an
easy job to make this fitting,
which comes in useful for all
sorts of wireless jobs: Fix the
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nut in .a vice and drill and tap a
613.A. hole through one of its
faces right into the central hole.

The arm is made from two or
'three strips of springy Sheet
metal :and is secured between two
nuts which can be locked one
against the other when the cor-
rect position has been found..
Owing to the hollows in which
the studs lie the arm when moved
will. drop into 'each with a dis-
tinct click which is quite per-
ceptible. In :order that' the
action of the switch may, be 'as
smooth as possible the corners of'
the end Of the arm should be
rounded off with- a file.

. .

If desired a pointer may be
fitted to the knob, marks corre-
sponding to the studs being
made upon the upper side of the
panel and numbered by. means of.
a figure punch.

R. W. H.

A Good Crystal Detector
Stand

The following is a description
of a crystal detector with which,
when set on a sensitive  spot,
pounding on a table is possible
without losing that sensitive spot.
The convenience of having a 'very
light contact on silicon and
heavy contact on galena can be
obtained with this detector. 'The
bronze springs have a tendency
to go upwards and are held in the
right position by the knob for
-adjusting the cat -whisker. A
base of dry wood or composition,
two knobs, some sheet bronze,
brass tubing and a few screws are
all that are needed for this re-
markable detector. Dimensions
are not given, as they may vary
with constructor's desires.

W. W. S.

A very stable and serviceable type of
crystal detector stand. The arrange.
meat prevents the possible jarring

off of a sensitive point.
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An Improved Holder for V24
Valves

ANY who use V24 Q or QX
valves and their low tem-
perature counterparts the

DEN and DEQ will probably
have had reason to anathematize
the ordinary spring clip holder
supplied for them. Whether the
clips are mounted directly upon
the panel or made up into an
adaptor to enable the valve to be
used in a 4 -pin holder, the same
nuisance is noticed. The two
clips which make the filament
contacts at opposite ends of the
valve answer well enough, but
those which make connection
with the little bosses attached to
the plate and the grid are not at
all satisfactory.

The contact which they make
is not sufficiently positive. One
not infrequently traces noises in
the set to the valve which has
moved a little in its holder, which
causes the grid connection in
particular to be faulty. Further,
these holders are apt to make one
think that the valves are much
more microphonic than they
really are, for any jarring will
make the valve jump a little in
the clips and so produce a noise
in the receivers.

The writer has found that it is
preferable to use the holder de-
scribed below which permits a
much more positive form of con-
tact to be made. The filament
clips are of the usual kind, but
those for the grid and plate are
provided with adjusting screws
which make it possible to secure
a firm, even pressure upon the
bosses of the valve. Details of
the clips are given in Figs. 2 and
4. The filament clips are cut
from springy sheet metal 7/16 in.
wide, and are bent to the shape
shown. In the vertical part is a

in. hole through which the point
of the filament boss passes, and
in the horizontal part there is a

4 B.A. clearance hole to take the
screw securing the clip to the
ebonite. The clips for plate and
grid connections are made simi-
larly from sheet metal. They are
mounted, however, not directly
upon the panel, but upon L.
shaped pillars made of angle

To mount a valve in one of
these holders first of all slacken
off the adjusting screws of the
plate and grid clips. Then insert
the valve in the ordinary way and
turn the screws in until it is
firmly gripped. Take care not to
use too much force or the valve
may be injured; a firm, tight;
contact is wanted, but nothing
like a crushing pressure. It will
be found that it is so fixed that
the valve is quite unaffected by
jarring, and that it shows no ten -

Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 giving con-
structional details of the
adaptor. The general appear-
ance of the finished article is

also shown.

brass of the dimensions shown in
Fig. 4. The clip is soldered to
the pillar so that the middle of its
face is in. above the panel.
Through the pillar is inserted a
4 B.A. screw, the point of which
rests against the back of the clip.
By means of this screw one can
obtain just the right amount of
pressure.

Fig, t shows the drilling lay-
out for a horizontal adaptor. For
mounting directly upon the panel
the dimensions will be the same
except, of course, that the valve
pin -holes will not be required. If
it is desired to make upright
adaptors this may he done very
easily, as shown in Fig. 3.

dency at all to move in the
holder.

There is, by the way, one little
point about valves of the V24
type and their holders which is
not always realised. The little
bosses do not become very dull,
though if there is any grease
upon them on account of their
having been handled, a thin coat-
ing of dust may collect, which
will not make for a good contact.
Both the valve bosses and the
faces of the clips should be given
a slight polish up every now and
then with a piece of old, worn
emery cloth.

R. W. H.

09 Have You a Complete List of Radio Press Books ?
Ell A coloured folder containing a full list of Radio Press books and a
111

OD useful data section can be obtained at all Messrs. W. H. Smith's London
lIB bookstalls, and from any bookstall displaying the Radio Press showcard.
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A Simple Home -Made Jack

Most of us realise the con-
venience of jacks for permitting
one to tap the low -frequency side
of the set with the. telephones so
that either the whole or only a
portion of the note -amplification -
available may be used. The
trouble is that jacks are expen-
sive to buy, and that owing to
their length they require a- con;
sicierable amount of . clearance

PANEL. BUSH

-,BLocx OF
:7"Esotvire

PORT/ON OF VALVE LEG

Fig. 1.-Details of the socket.

room below the panel.. Here IS
a very simple jack which can be
made up for the outlay of a few
pence and which needs only
just over i in. of clearance
below the panel. Fig i shows
the detail of the socket por-
tion. Into the panel- itself is
inserted a metal bush with a fin.
hole. The bush must not pro-
trude at all _below the panel.. A
block of Fin. ebonite 2 -in, long
and a in. wide, is now cut out

Bi 82

Fig. 2.-Method of connecting up.

and fixed to the panel by means
of screws as shown. The shank
of a valve socket is cut off, and
the part containing the hole for
the valve prong is cut down to
the length of Fin. A suitable
male thread is put on to one end
of the socket for a length of fin.
A hole is now drilled through the
ebonite block in the centre of the
bole in the ebonite bush and is
tapped to take the threaded valve
socket which is screwed home
into it. -

To the protruding end of the

valve socket is soldered a con-
tact strip made as shown in the
drawing from a piece of springy
sheet metal. - The strip- should
stand away for about Fin. from
the base of the valve-. leg. The -
other contact made of the same
material is secured to one end of
the ebonite block by means of a
pair of short 4B.A. screws, and
a wire connection is taken from
it to the bush. A glance at
Fig. 2 will show the way in
which the connections are made.
It will be seen that until the plug
is inserted the two springy _con-
tacts allow the plate circuit of the
valve to function in the ordinary
way.

Fig. 3 shows the way in which
the plug is made.- The core con-
sists of a piece of Fin. round

BRASST&BE
%B ROD

Matins
haNirE

Roc

Fig.3.-Details of the plug showing
insulating bushing.

brass rod 21i in. long, 1,I, in. of
which are threaded with a Whit-
worth die. The end not threaded
may be split like that of a valve
prong with a fine hacksaw, but
this is not absolutely necessary.
The part of the *plug which
makes contact with the bush is
made from a ferrule -Fin: in
length of fin. external diameter
brass tubing. Into this a piece
of ebonite rod of the same length
with an Fin. tapped hole is
forced tightly. The contact pin,
made of Fin. brass rod is now
screwed tightly into this hole: -

The handle is a piece of Fin.
ebonite rod i in. in length.
Through the long axis of this is
drilled an Fin. hole to take the
shank of the pin contact, and the
end is secured in place by means
Of a nut. A small hole to take a
lead from the brass ferrule is
drilled down the long axis of the
handle, a- wire . being passed
through it and soldered to the
ferrule. The top end of this
wire may be fixed to a small
screw. The telephone leads are
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fastened to this screw and to the
end of the pin contact. A still
neater job can be made if a lathe
is available.' About fin. of the

Fig. 4.-Illustrating the action of
the jack. The primary circuit

is broken as shown.

end of the handle is threaded..
An ebonite or wooden cap is
turned up and threaded to screw
on to it, the leads passing as.
shown in Fig. 3, through the hole
in the cap.

Fig. 4 shows the action of the
jack. When the plug is pushed
home the end of the Fin. rod
forces the two springy contacts
apart. The rod itself makes
connection with the valve leg and
the ferrule with .the bush. Hence
current must now flow through
the leads attached to the plug.

R. W. H.

Swiss National Wireless
Exhibition

An exhibition of wireless ap-
paratus will be held at Geneva -
between May 21 and June i, and
Will comp -rise twelve groups of
exhibits of wireless apparatus
and machinery used in its produc-
tion. One group will contain
statistical and instructional in-
formation, including the results of
exploitation, patents and inven:
tions, apparatus for instruction,
diagram, tables, models, plans,.
projects, etc., besides periodicals
and literature on the subject.

It is expected that much
interest will be displayed in the
exhibition, as showing the
development reached in Switzer-
land in the production of all the
mechanism connected, with wire-
less transmission.
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Some Simple Wireless
Questions Answered

A page of particular interest to the Broadcast Listener

What size of accumulator shall
use for a three -valve set ?

Assuming that the ordinary
high temperature valves are to be
used, it is best to use a 6 -volt
accumulator,- and its size should
be not less than 30 -ampere hours
actual capacity. (NOTE.-This
corresponds ,to 6o -ampere hours
ignition capacity.) If dull
emitter valves of the type which
work from a 2 -volt accumulator
are proposed, 20 -ampere hours
actual capacity is a suitable size..
If an accumulator is used for the
newer type of valve taking only
.o6 of an ampere on the filament,
a very much smaller size can be
employed, about To -ampere
hours actual capacity being
sufficient.

How can one tell when the low-
tension battery requires re-
charging ?

The voltage of the battery will
have .fallen to about i.8 volts per
cell (reading to be taken with the
Voltmeter while the battery is
actually -delivering its normal
current) arid the colour of the
Positive.tilates mill probably have
become a palish brown.

How can one tell when an accumu-
lator is fully charged ?

This depends upon whether it
is desired to ascertain the com-
pletion of a charge while the bat-
tery is still on charge, or whether
one wants to form an opinion as
to the state of charge of a battery
which has been returned from the
charging station. When the bat-
tery is charging and the process
is complete a quantity of gas will
rise from the plates, this process
being known as gassing. The
colour of the positive plates forms
a fairly good indication of the
condition of the battery when it
has been returned from a charg-
ing station. They should be ex-
tremely dark, practically black, in
eoloqr

How can one calculate the safe
maximum current which can
be taken from an accumulator
of given size ?

Ascertain the actual ampere
hour capacity (this is half the
ignition capacity), divide this
figure by ten. It can thus be
calculated that a 4o -ampere hour
battery will give 4 amperes safely.

If it is desired to use different
. . Voltages on the anodes of dif-

ferent valves in a set, must
separate high-tension batteries
be employed ?

Not necessarily. Usually two
plugs only are supplied with a
new H.T. 'battery, but, by the
provision of additional plugs with,

How to apply a different anode
voltage to each valve.

for instance, a zoo -volt battery,
it is quite practicable to use, say,
6o volts on the R.F. valve, 45 on
a rather soft rectifier and the full
zoo volts on the L.F. amplifying
valve or valves.

Is it possible to locate an oscil-
lating valve set ?

The problem is an extremely
difficult one, and has occupied the
attention of the postal authorities
and others for some considerable
time. If the offender will oscil-
late steadily for some minutes it
may be possible to locate him by
the ordinary direction -finding
method, using frame aerials, but
the radiation is usually too fitful
and varying for such. measure-
ment. Nevertheless, the Post
Office and the B.B.C. hope to
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devise a successful method
ultimately.

What would be the effect if a
lightning flash actually struck
an amateur aerial ?

Since a lightning discharge
may represent a current of some
millions of amperes, it is hard to
see how the aerial could escape
complete destruction. The enor-
mously high temperature gener-
ated by the passage of so great a
current would certainly fuse the
wire, and it may be concluded
that the remainder of the dis-
charge would pass along the
streak of copper vapour which
would instantly replace the wire.
It may be noted that no authenti-
cated report of the striking of an
amateur aerial by a direct flash
has been published.

Is it an indication of a defective
valve when the bulb is black-
ened or coated inside with
what appears to be a metallic
deposit ?

Certainly not; it is simply an
incidental result of certain pro-
cesses of manufacture, indicating
that the processes have been
carried out properly.

In a set employing both high
frequency and low frequency
amplification, is it necessary
to use different types of valves
for the different functions ?

Most of the valves now on the
market will operate satisfactorily
in either duty,  but some advan-
tage may be gained by using a
valve specially designed for either
purpose. For the high -frequency
side, for .example, it is desirable
to use a valve of low internal
capacity.

Do wireless waves of different
wavelengths travel at the same
speed ?

Yes, the speed of the wave
depends upon certain properties
of the ether, and is 186,000 miles
a second.
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By John Scott- Taggart-, F. insr P

A 2H.F. Circuit

THE problem of providing
two stages of high -fre-
quency amplification is not

yet satisfactorily solved. The
theoretical degree of amplifica-
tion is never obtained, and con-
sequently much disappointment
is frequently experienced.

Although the ideal state of
affairs has not yet been realised,
quite good results are obtainable
by introducing the variable
ion,ono ohm resistance men-
tioned in these. notes. It was
suggested that th is variable
resistance be connected across
the tuned anode circuit of . a
receiver to prevent the - Valve
from oscillating -when not
desired. It was also suggested
as an alternative that the variable
resistance be connected .across
the grid circuit. when - two
valves are being used for high -
frequency amplifiCation, self -
oscillation troubles are greatly
increased, and to obtain stability
it is necessary to introduce some
factor which lessens the degree
of amplification per valve. Two
tuned anode circuits, although so
simple, are particularly difficult
to hold down, and I am not sure
that I have seen any description
of a method of preventing self -
oscillation with this type of cir-
cuit. When operating such a
receiver one tries to prevent self-'
oscillation by using large values
of the variable condensers across
the anode inductances and by
lowering the filament current or
high-tension voltage. It is also
necessary to keep all the coils well
apart, and the same applies to the
leads which go to the coils. A
certain amount of reverse re-
action coupling between the two
tuned anode coils helps stability,
but reverse reaction is a ticklish
matter at the best of times when
the two inductances to be coupled
are both shunted by variable
condensers. The reverse re-

action effect is generally only
obtained when the coupling is
loose, and then it may not be
sufficient to carry out our' object
of preventing self -oscillation.

Of course, when an aperiodic
reaction coil is used, the reaction
(or reverse reaction) adjustment
is easily made, but when trying
to obtain reverse reaction with a
tuned circuit; the capacity coup-
ling- between the inductances,
and between the electrodes in the
valve and the leads to them,
masks, and frequently more than

RI

i7 -

in the ST' oo circuit), that a
reversing switch for the reaction
coil is desirable. The simplest
way of doing this is to provide a
couple of terminals and to take
short flexible leads from the coil
holder to these two terminals
which are on top of the panel.
It is only a matter of seconds to
reverse the connections to 'the
reaction coil. This is much more
convenient than having to rewire
the underneath of the panel for
the purp-ose of comparing the
results obtained with the conrrec-

r
'2

The use of high resistances to control self -oscillation in two stages
of high frequency amplification.

balances, the inductive reverse
' reaction which we are trying to
obtain. Anyone who has worked
with a tuned -anode circuit finds
sooner or later that he can obtain
a reaction effect whether the coil
is the right mray round or not.
He will generally find that there
is a best way round ; neverthe-
less, it sometimes happens that
it does not matter which way
round the reaction coil is con-
nected, equally good signals may
be obtained.

It is because of the peculiar
effects obtained with tuned -anode
coupling, or, in fact, whenever a
tuned -anode circuit is used (e.g.,

365

tions to the reaction coil reversed.
By the time the change over has
been made on the underneath
side of the' panel, one has for-
gotten what the previous signal
strength was like, whereas imme-
diate comparison is possible
when the reversal terminals are
provided as suggested.

In the accompanying figure,
the two tuned -anode circuits are
kept stable by means of the
resistances R4 and R. There
are several variable types of
ioo,000 ohm resistances which
have come into being for use
with the STioo circuit, but wbich
have now an added usefulness.
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Satisfy your
WIRELESS WANTS

from the

ELWELL

CATALOGUE
At reduced 1924 Prices
IN the pages of this catatogue every amateur will find

his ideal instrument from a crystal set to a super four -
valve receiver or component parts to build any circuit.

Every instrument and component is of the standard of
excellence always maintained by Elwell's, and is guaran-
teed in quality and finish.
The 1924 prices meet all economical demands whilst
placing the buyer of an Elwell Set in the possession of
apparatus which is the best of its class. Write for this
catalogue to-day-before it is out of print !

Send a postcard.

DON'T AWEL POST IT
DELAY

liTEDY
TO -DAY

C. F. ELWELL LIMITED
Craven House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

FLEET_ AD, CO.

PARTS, COMPONENTS, SETS --they all sell equally well in WIRELESS WEEKLYi
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Apparatus
we have tesited

Conducted by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor.

The Thorpe K.I. Valve
The Thorpe valve, a sample of

which has been submitted for test
by Messrs. G. Street & Co., Ltd.,
is rated at 4 volts and 0.4 amperes
by the makers, with anode volts
3o to 80. The sample submitted,
the characteristic curves of
which, as determined by the
writer, are appended, gave a
milliampere plate current at 3.5
volts on the filament, but little or
no grid -control under these cir-
cumstances on ordinary plate
voltages. The H.T. had to be
reduced to an extremely low
figure to avoid saturation.
With 4 volts on the filament, the
current consumed was approxi-

mately 0.3 amperes. The set of
curves shown was obtained for
3o, 5o, and 8o volts H.T. respec-
tively, and show a very early
saturation, so that heavy grid -
bias would have to be used for
good amplification without dis-
tortion. There is a satisfactory
straight portion in the 50 -volt
curve for this purpose.

With 4.25 volts on the fila-
ment the valve was pretty bright,
although it would apparently
stand over 4.5 volts for a short
period. The plate current showed
a saturation value of 41 milli-
amperes, whilst the so volts
curve gave a very satisfactorily
long straight portion, well below

saturation at zero grid volts, for
distortionless amplification with
but small negative grid -bias.

In actual reception, with fila-
ment fairly bright, it showed no
signs of distress with plate volt-
ages up to 8o or slightly over,
and gave excellent rectification on
about 5o volts. In H.F. and
L.F. amplification there was little
to choose.between this and ail ex-
cellent French R valve, whilst the
filament current was less than
half. The calculated amplifica-
tion factor was around 6 in the
formal test, whilst in practice
excellent amplification was
obtained. For L.F. work 8o
volts H.T. and 1.4 volts negative

FOR DEPENDABILITY IN OPERATION, USE46 IGRANic IIRADIO DEVICES

4.1.

44.0

("--

ilik1S

HONEYCOMB INDUCTANCES.
(De Forest Patent 141,344.) -These world-famous coils are renowned for their high -efficiency, low self -

capacity, small absorption factor and minimum high -frequency resistance. Method of construction
No dead-end losses. Each turn surrounded by air pocket. Made in two Designed for
types, plug and gimbal mounted. Wavelengths approximately zoo to figures. Suitable
25,000 metres. The only coils that uphold their claims for negligible type valves.
losses. Prices vary with sizes. Price : Plain,

FILAMENT
(Patent

individual
for

Supplied
4113; Vernier,

C.

f

RHEOSTATS.
No. 195,9)34

ensures smooth and
valve control. Adjustable

use with ordinary
in two types-Plain

71.

silent

and

°

--

operation.
contact

dull emitter
and Vernier.

- I
-__---.7

, ,..., VERNIER FRICTION PENCIL. O ,-
.ftl..1, .. ,

TYPE
Recommended
cuit of crystal

"H

Fine tuning easily accomplished. Positive friction
'-- -- '--4-

----- . -",-- drive. Hand interference minimised. No Radio set - .

,-,,,,..., complete without it. Each pencil complete with
.;4:, three bushes and one spare rubber ring. Price 21- "----__-,;:,

VARIOMETER. Write for Lists Y 20.
for use in the aerial cir-
and valve sets. Wave- 149, 79ADlo Works: TYPE "S.R." VARIOMETER,

length range approximately z50-600 -, Designed for secondary and tuned
metres, with P.M.G. standard aerial. Queen Victoria , 1..ii Min 1"'ik. Ts awe, is-ro-2,) nit" Road, anode circuits. Wavelengths 150 to
Stator and rotor best quality mould- Street, ,..,, E4..,crk,s_ff, l t d BEDFORD, 600 metres approximately. Similar to
lugs, windings self supporting and type "H," but with larger winding.
impregnated solid. Price, with knob, LONDON, 7,Raikv Moulded insulation and windings
dial and fixing bracket, 181- Obtainable from all Dealers. impregnated solid. Price 18/-
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grid -bias appeared to be most
favoUrable. In dual amplification
the valve replaced a standard R
valve without noticeable effect on
signals, whilst in the Armstrong -
super circuit on one valve with
" capacity " aerial alone a mode -

5

4

.)
OCCC

2

el

for this valve, in economy both of
filament -current and first cost it
presents marked advantages; it
was, however, noticed to be some-
what -microphonic, especially
when used as a L.F. amplifier.
The construction is somewhat un-

FWIENr
4 25 VOLTS

..c).//"

143

80 VOLTS

JOB
30 VOLTS

FILAMENT
4.0 vin.15

-20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 0+ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 3415 16 1718

GRID VOLTS.

Characteristic curves of the Thorpe K.I, Valve.

rate measure of loud -speaking
was obtained at 13 miles from
2L0, using 65 volts H.T. and a
high value of grid -leak resist-
ance.

While a six -volt accumulator is
indicated for supplying the LT.

usual, in that both grid and
plate take the form of open
spirals of wire. In the valve
submitted the filament sagged
fairly close to the grid, so that
care had to be taken in mounting
the valve. It appeared, however,

to be of strong construction, the
legs being stout and firmly fixed.
" L'Eccentro " Crystal Detector
Those who experience trouble

in setting the conventional cat -
whisker type of crystal will wel-
come the automatic feature of
" L'Eccentro " crystal detector
by Messrs. W. Joanes.

When a large fragment of
galena crystal has been inserted
in the holder, all that it is
required to do to search the
greater part of the exposed face
systematically for good spots is
the rotation of a small thumb-
screw. The crystal is placed
loose in its cup, being held in
position by a spiral spring which
also makes electrical contact.

The ingenious mechanism
which effects the searching is
very simple; a small eccentric
crank engages with a disc at
every revolution of the thumb-
screw, pushing it down against a
spring, and at the same tune
giving it a partial rotation. The
cat -whisker is thus withdrawn
and re -applied at a fresh spot. A
piece of fine gauze in front of the
crystal guides and steadies the
exploring cat -whisker point.
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No. 5.-ASHLEY
TWO-WAY TELEPHONE PLUG.

w 431. 3e.

(1) The only British Plug which will conveniently accom
modate two pairs of cords irrespective of the type of
tag end-pin or spade.

(2) Insulating cover in two halves secured by single screw.
(3) Readily and quickly fitted to cords.
(4) Fits any standard jack.
(5)- Suitable for any quickly detachable connection.
Manufacturers and Home Constructors should standardize
on this Plug.

Ashley Wireless Telephone Co. Ltd.
69, Renshaw Stroet LIVERPOOL

W401 W 301
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Information Depaftment

IUNd
SWITCH

All. 2 TURNS STAND
BY

J. R. H. (MARGATE) finds difficulty in
reading the wiring diagram of the " Really
Selective Tuner " recently described, and
asks for the exact connections.

SECONDARY REACTION

We reproduce herewith a drawing which should
make things clear. Your attention is drawn to
the note regarding this tuner which appeared in
Vol. 3, No. 9.

FREE! Expert Technical Advice
With the opening of our new Headquarters at 10, Rangoon Street, E.C.3, we have now organised a

TECHNICAL ADVISORY BUREAU,
Conducted by Mr. ALAN L. M. DOUGLAS, M.I. Radio Eng.

(Author of "The Construction of Amateur Valve Stations," "The Construction of Crystal Receivers," etc.)
Late Associate Editor of " Modern Wireless " and "Wireless Weekly " Information Department of Radio Press, Ltd.

It has always been the aim of this Company to encourage the amateur to enter the fie!cl of Wireless Experimenting
and we place the set -N. ices of this unique department unreservedly at the disposal of the trade and public a'ike.

We undertake to advise on

ANY WIRELESS PROBLEM
connected with the transmission or reception of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony. We ha -,-e a'so many

valuable suggestions to offer regarding the conversion of

ALL TYPES OF EX -GOVERNMENT APPARATUS
most of which is the outcome of extensive experiments carried out by ourselves and we are happy to place this

at your disposal.

THE CITY ACCUMULATOR CO.
Head Office : 10, Rangoon Street, London, E.C.3.

BRANCHES -79, MARK LANE, E.C.3.
(Raya] 4301.) (Gerrard 3063.)

'Phone
ROYAL 4300 (2 lines).

10, RUPERT STREET, W.I. 79, OLD CHRISTCHURCH ROAD, BOURNEMOUTH.
(Bournemouth 3546.)
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ELECTRADIX RADIO GEMS
Townsend and Valve Wavemeters, Midget Alternators, Tape Recorders.
Transmitting Gear Amplifiers 10/. Valve Cabinets, Remote Control Panels.

ALTERNATORS
200 Watt Midget Alternators

Newton 52A,
The most perfectly made
little generator used on air-
craft gives 500 cycle 10 volts
20 amps., weight 71 lb., in
aluminium cover, The gen-
erator of unlimited posed-
bilities, belt or motor driven.
The machines are unused

WAVEMETERS
of all Types and

Ranges from

Townsend Broadcast £3
Or

120/4,000 metres £6
to

Lab. Heterodynes £49
All Guaranteed

Accurate.

and fully guaranteed. With quite a small
transformer, any H.T. voltag from 600
up to 1,000 volts may be obtained, smoothed
and rectified for plate H.T. The wonderful
little machines cost £30, and are given
away at 700. each. Technical Depts.
and Colleges all over the world have sent
us orders for these and stock is rapidly
going and cannot be replaced. £3 105.
cash with order.

be received and recorded at a speed too high for
most to read direct. The tape record can be com-
fortably read at leisure. Recorders add enormous-
ly to interest in wireless for those with a 3 -valve
set. Magnificent British work, all brass cased on
mahogany, drawer containing tape reel. Such ap-
paratus costing £40, is rarely obtainable, and is
the last of the R.A.F. surplus. All instruments are
carefully inspected and guaranteed in working
order. £6 10s. each. The finest bargain offered.

o

MORSE RECORDING OF
WIRELESS SIGNALS.

The great demand for our Siemens,
Slivertown, etc., Morse Inker
Recorders, indicates the great
interest taken in receiving and
recording wireless signals apart
from B.B.C. programmes. These
well-known service recorders are
rdmple in use, reliable, and enable
messages on any wavelength to

ACCUMULATORS, 6v., 40 in box, 26/-. AMMETERS, 15/-. AMPLIFIERS, 3 -valve, £4 10s.
AERIAL WIRE and Fittings, at wholesale prices. BATTERIES, all sizes. BUZZERS, 2/6.
BOXES, 1/6 to 6/6. CABINETS, with ebonite, 10/-. CONDENSERS, 2/- to 27/6. CRYSTALS,
6d. DETECTORS, 1/9. COMPLETE SET, 7/6. EARTH CLIPS, spikes and mats, from 6d.
EBONITE, all shapes and sizes, cheap. GRID LEAKS, all values. INSTRUMENTS, the finest
collection of all ranges ever seen. INSULATORS, 2d. LOUD SPEAKERS, 7/6. MICROPHONES,
2/6 to 20/-. Fine selection 'PHONE'S of every kind, from 2/-. PLUGS and SOCKETS, from 3d,
pair. POTENTIOMLTERS, 3/6. RECEIVERS from 1 -valve sets, 35/-. RELAYS, 12/6 to 55/.
FIL. RHEO. DIXONSTATS, 3/-. SWITCHES in great variety. SPARK SETS, 17/6. TER-MINALS, 4 W.D., double, 2d. TERMINAL LUGS, 4d. doz. TRANSFORMERS, all types, 5/ -
to £3 10e. TRANSMITTER and RECEIVER combined, Marconi, £5. MK. III 1 -VALVE, i omplete
outfit, £7. TUNERS, ex-W.D. 8/- to 40/-. VALVES, all types, low prices. VARIOMETERS.
3/-. SQUARE SECTIONED TINNED COPPER WIRE for PANELS, 3d. for 24 in. WIRE, huge

stock all gauges.

ELECTRADIX CATALOGUE OF RADIO BARGAINS.
A 4th edition of our 8 -page Bargain Price List is now ready with our 1924 Illustrated Catalogue, and
contains details and information regarding Wireless Apparatus never previously published of price-

less value to the home constructor.
A visit to our Showrooms will well repay you. 'Buses pass the door. We are close to Aldgate

Station, Metropolitan Railway. First on left down Minories.
Telephone --Avenue 4166. Telegrams-Electradix, Ald., London.

. Send 3d. Stamps for 1924 Catalogue.

LESLIE DIXON & CO' 9 COLONIA A E.,V
MINORIES,L E,1.

"ATLAS" PATENT PLUG-IN COILS

Maximum Inductance

Minimum Self: Capacity.

Since High Frequency Currents tend
to keep to the surface of a conductor, it
follows that the greater the circum-
ferential area, the less the effective
resistance, and as the Patent Winding
of these coils is comprised of TWIN
WIRES with a consequent larger surface
area (or skin effect) than is possible with
single wire wound coils, the ' ATLAS "
PATENT PLUG-IN COILS offer the
LEAST POSSIBLE RESISTANCE
TROENTHS.IGH FREQUENCY CUR -

These Coils being wound in true
concentric circles, there is an entire
absence of sharp bends which are so
detrimental to any coil. Furthermore,

the special arrangement of " Separators "
separating the Layers of the Winding from
one another provides the MAXIMUM
amount of AIR -.SPACING which renders

FINE TUNING not only a possibility but an
actuality, and which, of course, is the GREAT
ESSENTIAL in the CUTTING OUT of
UNWANTED STATIONS.

The EFFICIENCY of your Set depends on
the QUALITY of the Components. "ATLAS "
Components are THE BEST. You get there-
fore HIGHEST EFFICIENCY by using
" ATLAS' SPECIALITIES.

Manufactured only by

H. CLARKE & Co. (Manchester), Ltd.,
Telephone Nos.:

bh3 & 793
Trafford Park.

Radio Engineers,
"ATLAS" Works,

Old Trafford, Manchester.

Telegrams:
PIRTOID,
Manchester
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Over £60 worth of Radio
information for half=a=crown

500 Wireless
Questions
Answered.

By G. P. Kendall and E. Redpath.

This Book is conveniently
arranged and indexed so
that the necessary informa-
tion is instantly available.
The following are some of
the sections :-
Aerials, Earths, Waves, Tun-
ing Coils and Condensers,
Valves, Reaction, Batteries of
all kinds, Crystal Sets and
Amplifiers, Grid Leaks and
Condensers, Loud Speakers,
Wire, Interference, Morse Sig-
nals, Telephone Receivers, etc.

2/6
Post free 2/8

FOR a reader of Wireless Weekly to enlist
the services of its technical staff costs him
2/6 for every question he wishes answered.

And yet-because the accuracy of every reply
can be trusted implicitly-many hundreds are
answered every wee'(.
Supposing you wished to obtain replies to 500
questions you would run up a little bill of no less
than '62 to o and yet you can obtain a book
giving the replies to five hundred of the most
useful Radio questions for half-a-crown.
Frobably a large number of the questions which
have been troubling you for the past few months
-and which have consequently retarded your
progress-are actually answered in this Book.
Why not get a copy to -day ? Its information is
wonderfully complete and as will be seen from
the synopsis, embraces every possible phase of
wireless.

RADIO Press Ltd.
Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2.

RADIO PRESS SERIES No. 13
Gabert
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"Audivox" Loud Speaker
te7)ca.ace7at.accP)ce7)c.acovo)c.,:71c0)togo)tc,::,)cccoafou.47)1ce:7)ce7)t.e711.Ice:;)c.e:=')c0)cc:;')c,c0) W
Faithful to an echo in reproduction, clear, mellow and resonant, and ht

capable of greater volume than any other instrument of similar W.
type. ht
Its reproduction is free from distortion. Even the most exacting P4.

musician listens with true pleasure to an "Audivox." ht
Instal an "Audivox " with a " Sterling " receiving set and youP.

tO,are assured of all the pleasure that broadcasting can give-not
occasionally, but constantly; not in part,
but in full all the time. ht

Hear it at your Dealer's
COVe:7V.:71CGVOU,G7ACC7VOJC,G')...71C.C,::::73C.C7)(0)(4:7)C-e7HGICe:7)t,eilt0)t.e7U0)

In black or brown
enamel

£5 15 0
Resistance

120 or
2,000 ohms.

In black and gold
floral design

£6 0 0

Advt. of STERLING TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC
CO. LTD.

210 Tottenham Court Road
Works: Dagenham, Essex

London, W.!

Buy British Goods

C:dir:Z4:::IZTS"greiTZ:r4ZSTZ°I;WIX6f:rr`:-4; 5-1:4M4
Printed for the Proprietors, RADIO PRESS, LTD., Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2, by THE AVENUE PRESS (L. Upcott Gill & Son, Ltd.), 55-57, Drury
Lane, Landon, W.C.2. Published on Wednesday of each week at 3, Bolt Court Fleet Street, London, E.C.4. Address for Subscriptions and Editorial
Communications :-Devereux Court, Strand, Linden, W.C.2. Advertisement Managers :-THE SCHEFF PUBLICITY ORGANISATION, LTD., 125, Pail
London, S.W.1. Registered as a newspaper and for transmission by collodion Magazine Post. Subscription rates i-32/6 per annum, 16/3 for six
months, pest free. Sole Agents for Australasia :--GORDON & GOTCH (Australasia), LTD. For Canada :-IMPERIAL News, LTD. Far South Africa :-

CENTRAL News AGENCY, LTD.
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The 1,600
THE British Broadcasting Company,

having obtained a permit to erect a high -
power transmitting station, are now dis-

cussing the arrangements under which this
power will be used. A wavelength of 1,600
metres is proposed, and as might be expected,
a large number of listeners -in have been con-
siderably perturbed. Whilst it is pointed out
by officials of the Company that the new
transmissions will not in any way supersede
the present short wave programmes, the fact
remains that listeners will desire to hear both
programmes, and will therefore need either to
have their apparatus altered or, if as will
frequently be the case, it is not practicable to
alter it, will need to purchase new equipment..
This is a serious consideration, but a new
high -power station will be a great boon to
many listeners.

We are not sure that the new wave-
length is by any means so free from in-
terference as would appear to be indicated in
reports published in the Press. The longer
the wavelength the wider the band occupied
by telephony transmission, and consequently
the less sharp the tuning. The tremendous
power of 25 kilowatts is not perhaps fully
realised by the listener. This power is about
17 times as great as that at present used, and
will monopolise the ether so far as broadcast
listening is concerned for a good many miles
around the transmitting station wherever it
may be located. Crystal sets will be the
easiest to alter to the new wavelength, for in
these cases an additional loading coil can be
quite simply connected in circuit. Such sets,
however, are by no means selective, and
will not be able to tune out the local
broadcasting station (if this latter is
using a short wave) at 6 to to miles.
This fact can easily be tested by anyone
plugging in a suitable coil and listening on
that wavelength at the present time. Multi -
valve -sets, particularly those which are pro-
vided with high -frequency stages, are not so
easily altered, but will have the advantage
of a far greater selectivity. Since, however,

Metre Wave
the increase of power is presumed to be largely
caused by the desire of the Broadcasting
Company to give the crystal listener a good
showing, care must be taken to prevent this
highly important member of the broadcasting
community from falling between two stools,
or more precisely, between two waves, being
jammed by both.

On the other side of the shield there are
certain advantages in using the longer wave.
High -frequency amplification, rather a prob-
lem on short waves if simplicity and efficiency
are all to be obtained-is greatly facilitated.
The cheap and efficient resistance capacity
coupling which requires no tuning of indi-
vidual stages, becomes practicable on this
wavelength, and it is quite a simple matter to
arrange two or three stages of high -frequency
amplification which require no more attention
than do corresponding stages of note magni-
fication. Moreover, valve oscillation will
flatter less because radiatiOn on this wave-
length will be less.

We have been at some pains to listen -in on
a 1,600 metre wavelength during those hours
when broadcasting is most popular, and have
found that in receivers which are not sharply
tuned there is some danger of interference
from PCH (Scheveningen, Holland), which
frequently works to ships on a long wave;
from the. Air Ministry transmissions which,
although c.w. and on a different wave, are
sufficiently powerful to produce strong " key
clicks " of a distressing nature; from Ongar,
the Marconi transmitting station in Essex,
and from other sources.

The station should work on from 1,200 to
1,900 metres, but not 1,60o metres.

Radiola on 1,780 would be entirely cut out,
and as its power is going up to zo kilowatts,
we could not tolerate this. The wave -band of
a 1,60o metre station would be too metres,
and a reconsideration of the wave length
seems necessary.

3'12
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A Simple Buzzer Wave=Meter
By C. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., Staff Editor.

Full instructions are given in this contribution for the making and use of a really simple and easily -made
measuring instrument of the greatest value to even the inexperienced constructor. The instrument

can be used for a variety of purposes, one of its unusual applications being as a wave -trap.

THE old dictum, " Science
is measurement," is per-
haps less true in wireless

than in many subjects, since so
much can be done by the purely
qualitative, as opposed to quanti-
tative, observation of phenomena ;
but the importance of measuring
instruments is very great, not-
withstanding. Even the sim-
plest of instruments will enable
one to check all sorts of observa-
tions and to carry out innumer-
able interesting experiments im-
possible to the experimenter who
possesses no means of measure-
ment, however skilled he may be.

The commonest measurement
required is that of wavelength, of
course, and the possession of a
wave -meter opens up a vista of
fascinating possibilities little rea-
lised by the average experimenter,
who is apt to concludethat a wave -
meter of even the simplest sort
is too expensive an instrument to
buy and too difficult to make and
calibrate for himself. Now, this
latter is by no means the case, as I
think the reader will agree when
he has finished reading this de-
scription of a successful instru-
ment of a very elementary type.
A wave -meter, we must remem-

Fig. 1.-A photograph of the completed wave -meter.
373

ber, is essentially a miniature
transmitter emitting weak wire-
less waves whose length can be
accurately set to known values.
A simple meter consists of a tuned
circuit containing a coil and con-
denser and a means of throwing

X

0

Fig. 2-The circuit.

this circuit into oscillation' so
that it shall emit waves of the
length to which it may be tuned.
If the condenser is variable,
waves of any length between
those given by the maximum and
minimum values of the capacity
can be generated, and if the coil
is made variable, or, better still,
interchangable, the whole range
of waves now in use can be
covered.

Production of Oscillations
There are two principal

methods of setting up oscilla-
tions in the tuned circuit, the
buzzer excitation method and the
heterodyne method. In the
latter case a buzzer and battery
are connected, so that the inter-
rupted current passes through
the coil, each interruption setting
up a series of oscillations and
causing a group of waves of de-
finite length to be radiated.

Methods of Measurement
To measure a wavelength with

such an instrument one proceeds
as follows :-First tune in upon
the receiver the signals of the
distant station whose wavelength
is to be determined; then place
the wave -meter near the set awl
switch on the buzzer. Revolve
the knob of the wave -meter Con-
denser until the buzz is heard in
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Fig. 3. An underneath view of the panel.

the 'phones at its loudest, and
read off the wavelength from the
calibration chart. This latter, of
course, is the crux of the whole
matter,, and we will consider it at
greater length presently.

The converse operation of tun-
ing the set to a given wavelength
in order to pick up the signals of
a station whose wavelength is
known is carried out by setting
the wave -meter to the correct
point, switching on the buzzer
and then varying the tuning of
the receiving set until the sound
of the buzzer is brought in as
loudly as possible. On switch-
ing off the buzzer the desired
signals should be heard.

Measurement of Transmitted
Waves

Another use of a wave -meter
lies in the measurement of the
length of the waves emitted by a
transmitting set, and here what
we require is a calibrated receiv-
ing circuit instead of a calibrated
_miniature transmitter. To en-
able measurements of this sort
to be performed it is usual to
provide a crystal detector and
terminals for a pair of 'phones,
so that the wave -meter becomes
a simple receiver whose variable
condenser indicates the wave-
length just as before. We Shall
see how these arrangements work
out in detail when we come to
consider the actual construction
of the simple instrument illus-
trated on this page.

Constructional Considerations
The basis of the instrument is

a quarter -inch ebonite panel,

9 ins. by 51 ins., forming the lid
of a convenient box supplied by
Messrs. Bowyer -Lowe. Upon this
are mounted a coil socket L, a
small on -and -off switch to control

,the buzzer; a crystal detector,
buzzer and pair of terminals for
'phones. The buzzer must be of
the high -note type, one of the
small ex -Government pattern sold
by many dealers being recom-
mended. The crystal detector is
of the plug-in variety sold by a
number of firms, and this pattern
is advised, since it can be re-
moved when not required, and,
moreover, one of the sockets into
which it is plugged serves a use-
ful purpose when the instrument
is used as a wave -trap. The
necessary dry cell is attached to
the underside of the panel in any
convenient fashion, the one illus-
trated being held simply by the
stiff wire connected to its positive
terminal.

The condenser C has a maxi-
mum capacity of o.0005 ktF; L
is the plug-in coil of a size de-
pending upon the wavelength
range to be covered; B is the
single dry cell; 1' and 1' are the
telephone terminals; D is the de-
tector and B the single dry cell.

Wiring
Since it is important to secure

constancy in wave -meter circuits,
the wiring was done with the stiff
square wire now supplied by
many dealers, and this is recom-
mended. No difficulty should be
experienced in carrying out the
wiring with the aid of the photo-
graph (Fig. 3) and the wiring
diagram (Fig. 5).

374

Wave -trap Applications
A most useful application of a

wave -meter of this type is as a
wave -trap, and a brief explana-
tion of this may be of value. The
instrument is connected in series
between the aerial and the aerial
terminal of the receiver ; in the
manner shown in Fig. 4, by re-
moving the detectOr from its
sockets, plugging a valve pin
carrying a lead from the aerial
into the socket nearest the buzzer
and taking a lead from the left-
hand telephone terminal to the
aerial terminal of the receiving
set. The two points in question
are indicated by X and Y in the
theoretical diagram. The con-
denser is then set to the wave-
length of the station which it is
desired to eliminate, and the re-
quired station is tuned in by
manipulating the controls of the
receiver. Considerable reduction
of interference can be achieved in
this way, but a little practice in
handling is usually needed.

Calibration
There remains for considera-

tion the question of calibration,
and this is the only part of .the
work presenting any difficulty.
By far the most satisfactory
method is to borrow or hire a
professionally made wave -meter
(most wireless societies possess

E
Fig. 4-Showing how the wave -meter

may be used as a wave -trap.

one) and calibrate the home-made
instrument from it as follows :-
A receiving set is needed cover-
ing the range of waves over
which the calibration is to be
done, and the method consists in
setting the calibrated meter buzz-
ing on a certain wavelength, tun-
ing -in the buzz as accurately as
possible in the 'phones of the re-
ceiver, and then adjusting the
new meter so that its buzz is
heard with maximum intensity
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with the same adjustment of the
set. In this way the equivalent
reading on the dial of the new in-
strument may be ascertained and
recorded, and if this is done over
the whole range at intervals of,
say, io metres on the shorter
waves and ioo metres on the
longer, a complete calibration
chart can be drawn up, and pre-
ferably expressed in the form of
a graph.

Failing a second wave -meter,
the range covering the broadcast
band can be calibrated with very
fair accuracy by making use of
the transmissions of known wave-
length of the various B.B.C.
stations. Tune in each station
(a fairly sensitive valve set is ob-
viously needed), and then adjust
the wave -meter until its buzz is
heard at maximum; the reading
upon its dial is then that which
corresponds to the wavelength of
that station. If this is done for
each station, a series.of readings
will be obtained for waves
between 35o and 495 metres,
which will enable a curve to be
drawn upon squared paper. Plot
wavelength vertically against dial
reading horizontally, and a curve
will result from which inter-
mediate wavelengths can be read
off.

Suitable coils were found in the
Burndept Si, S4 and No. 300, the
former covering the short waves
from roo to 25o metres, the
second the broadcast band and
600 metres, and the third about
z,000 to 3,000 metres. The
actual figures obtained will in-
evitably vary with the make of
variable condenser employed, the
particular coils used, and so on,
but the following data may serve
as a rough guide. The greatest
variation will probably be found
on the shortest waves, and there-
fore it will only be said that 100
metres comes in at about 10° on
a one hundred and eighty degree
scale, and 200 metres at about
90°.

Using the S4 coil, readings
were as follow :-3oo metres,
26°; Cardiff, 38°; London, 400;
Manchester, 46°; Bournemouth,
49°; Newcastle, 53"; Glasgow,

62°; Aberdeen, 96'; 600 metres,
148°.

Using the 30o coil the follow-
ing table was obtained :-
Wavelength (metres.) Dial Reading.

1,200 12°

IP500
1,800
2,000
2,200
2,400
2,600
3,000_ _

28°
50°
6z°
75°

1140
165°

A somewhat irregular curve
was obtained on plotting these
values, and this was attributed to
a rather irregular variation in the
capacity value of the condenser
for each degree of movement of
the dial, which resulted from a
slight deformation of the moving
vanes consequent upon a fall.
This, of course, does not affect
the accuracy of the finished
instrument.

Fig. 5.-Wiring Diagram. .S is the small switch or key for controlling
the buzzer, and L is the coil socket
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A Star Turn
WHEN one has suffered

much oneself in the past
there is a certain unholy

joy in witnessing the trials and
tribulations of others who are
going through it even as one has
been through it oneself. For that
reason I suffered no excess of
sorrow during my visit to Snoop -
ley the other evening. Viewed
as a wireless entertainment the
thing fell flat, but as a comic
turn, entitled " When Father
Fought The Five -Valve Wireless
Set," it was a distinct success.
In fact, I have not been so
royally diverted at no cost what-
ever for a very long time, and
to judge from their nods  and
becks and wreathed smiles my
appreciation of the performance
was fully shared both by Mrs.
Snoopley and by the younger
members of the family. It has
been well said by one who has
wrestled, not always in prayer,
with recalcitrant receiving sets
that one of the few certainties in
wireless is that when visitors are
present no set has ever been
known to give such results as it
gave on the previous evening.

Golfers should be the healthiest
people in the world if exercise
counts for anything. It is well
known that they are not. When-
ever you challenge a stranger he
tells you at once that he will do
his best to give you a game, but
that he is feeling so rotten that
he very much doubts that he will
be able to hit a ball. By the
time that you are three up you
discover that he is afflicted with
various more or less serious dis-
orders of the liver, the heart, the
nerves and the eyesight. Should
he eventually turn the tables, you
yourself will feel all kinds of
terrible symptoms ; and when you
reach the club -house you are
little more than a physical wreck,
whilst he is explaining feebly
that his performance in beating

ot tin8s
theW-ct

you was really not bad for one
who is barely fit to be out of bed.
It is much the same with wire-
less sets. When they are asked
to do their bit in public every
grid begins to talk about its
shaky connections, the accumu-
lator informs you that it really
ought to have been charged a
week ago, whilst the high-tension
battery cries aloud that it is far
tco decrepit to undertake serious
work at its time of life.

Fiendish Ingenuity
 Snoopley, who is always an

optimist of the rashest type, was
foolish enough to tell me, on
issuing his invitation, that I was
going to hear a reception really
worth listening to. Having had
a somewhat extensive experience
of the way in which Nemesis
reaches for her cudgel when she
hears this kind of thing, I
accepted with alacrity, feeling
sure that a pleasant evening was
in store. And so having dined
well and feeling at peace with all
the world, I sallied forth in the
pleasant certainty of seeing
Snoopley put through the hoops
in the most approved style. Never
have I seen a better or more
efficiently worked -out scheme on
the part of the lady with the
bludgeon. I need hardly say
that the thing refused to work
from the very outset. That was
to be expected. There was
nothing at all novel there. The
beauty of the whole thing lay
in the ingenuity with which his
guns were spiked, his lute rifted,
his wheel spoked. Signals were
there but they 'were weak. The
voice was the voice of.210, but
the strength was the strongth_of
Aberdeen. . .

Snoopley merely smiled weakly,
saying, " Oh, well, .of course,
this alwayshappens, but we will
soon find out- what is wrong."
Being a methodical person he
carried out every test in the
proper way-, and -in -each- ease the -

.376

results were all that they should
be. Aerial and. earth connec-
tions were perfect, the batteries
were delivering their full voltage,
no tired filament leaned for
support upon the grid, the loud
speaker leads were not broken,
he had not. forgotten to twiddle
the knob which controls its voice:
Further investigations with a
screw -driver and a pair of pliers
disclosed no fault beneath the
panels. Every circuit was tested
out in turn. There were clicks
whore clicks should be, and no
clicks where there should be na
clicks. A knotty problem you
will admit.

To the Rescue

At length, utterly defeated,
Snoopley flung himself wearily
into a chair, announcing that the
fault was certainly not in his set
but that 2L0 must be limping
along on about half his proper
power. At this paint his eldest
offspring was heartless enough
to tune in by turn GNF, GLD
and finally FL. All of them were
working on something less than
half their wonted strength. Had
some terrible catastrophe befallen
the world's transmitting stations?
Were the havoc -working beams
of POZ, which, as is well known,
stop anything from motor boats
to aeroplanes, directed in malice
upon transmitters far and wide?
That, anyhow, was Snoopley's
firm conviction.
- It was at this juncture, whilst
Snoopley was meditating retire-
ment to the garden to eat worms,
that I put my hand into my coat'
pocket in search for my tobacco
pouch. It encountered some-
thing round ,ond hard which I
pulled out. You know the way
in which you put gadgets of all
kinds_ into your pockets at odd
moments. _When_ a suit of mine
goes to the. cleaners they
generally return with it a neat

 parcel containing an - assortment
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of 4B.A. nuts, two or three con-
densers, a gridleak, some con-
denser knobs, a few lengths of
brass studding, an odd terminal
and the arm of a selector switch.
In this case the object was a
milliameter, which had probably
been placed there by one of the
few good fairies that do battle
with the evil spirits which possess
the wireless set. I handed it to
the broken Snoopley, who pulled
himself together and proceeded
to use it. He found
well, I will give you a dozen
guesses. Give it up? He found
that the emission of the note
magnifying valve had fallen
right off. It was passing current
enough to make all ordinary
tests show quite satisfactory
results, but, not enough to do its
job properly. Do you not agree
that this was about neat a
blow as even Nemesis could have
devised. This kind of, thing does
happen occasionally to certain
types of dulI emitter, so that if
your signal strength should fall
off mysteriously take my tip and
clutch the milliameter as drown-
ing men clutch straws.

Be Warned
Have you a boy? If so, let me,

as the victim of many trials, give
you a word of warning. Keep
him away from wireless. Isolate
him from the ravages of the germ
of radiomania. Keep your wire-
less books and papers under lock
and key. Disguise your set as a
.copying press or an expanding
bookcase. Do not let him know
that you have one, and never,
never let  him hear wireless any-
where. Go through the daily
papers before he sees them, and

black out any reference to it.
Encourage his ears to stick out,
so that even should he wish to,
he cannot wear head -phones with
comfort. Follow these wise
counsels and yours will be the
peaceful life of a happy English
father. Neglect them, and you
will be for it even as I have been.

In my goodnatured, but  en-
tirely misguided, way I en-
couraged the young idea to
shoot. I presented him with
discarded valves and old high-
tension batteries. I dug out two
questionable L.F. transformers
and crystal detector that had seen
better days. All these and more
I gave the lad. Further, in my
folly, I drew him circuits and
even their pictorial equivalents.
Then he fared forth, joined forces
with a fellow conspirator, and
proceeded to erect a crystal and
two note magnifier set at the
latter's house. Nothing much in
that you say. Ah! but listen.

The Limit
I do not mind when my bill

from the garage contains fre-
quently the item " Chg. acc.
2s. 6d." under dates when my
acc. neither required nor received
any Chg. I do not mind the dis-
appearance of yards and yards of
useless odds and ends of wire
that one keeps so carefully in
one's workshop. I do not mind
a ceaseless flow of questions nor
even the sullying of my wireless
books with juvenile thumb marks.
But what I do bar is being called
in, in the capacity of consultant,
when the blessed thing will not
work.

Last night, in the midst of a
snow storm, I was dragged from
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a comfortable arm -chair to go
and doctor it. Imagine yourself
confronted by the nightmare
medley of loose :connections,
tangled wires and terminals
sprouting haphazard like mush-
rooms in a field, that two small
boys had concocted. Picture
yourself faced with this horrid
thing and asked to sit down
beneath their critical gaze to set
it right. You endeavour to trace
out a grid lead. It straggles
across the table, passes through
the legs of a transformer, and is
merged in a ghastly tangle of
wire, whence it appears to run
straight to H.T.-E. You discover
that it does, by getting a shock
which makes your fingers tingle.
On glancing under the table you
find that they have got six of
your old high-tension batteries
connected in series. The com-
bined voltage of these, despite
their individual decrepitude, is
sufficient to produce a certain
liveliness in the staidest parent.
Finally, you decide to pull the
whole thing to pieces and rewire
it. You send for your soldering -
iron without realising that there
is no means of heating it. The
only pliers that they have got are
of the kind that slip off nuts and
pinch your fingers. The screw-
driver has a semi -circular edge.
The only means of cutting wire
is found in two nasty little
notches in the pliers which will
not cut anything. But once
started you must stick to your
task or you will know no peace.
You, too, I expect, have had
some if you have been as unwise
as I have. If it is not too late,
take warning.

WIRELESS WAYFARER.

Our photograph shows the
station belonging to Mr.
Humphries, of Liverpool. The
transmitter is seen to the left,
the system of transmission
being controlled by the switches
seen at the foot of the panel.
The circuit employed is the
"Hartley." The receiver seen to
the right consists of 3 H.F. de-
tector and 3 L.F. valves, change-
over switches controlling the

number of valves in use.
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Brciadcastin

LONDON. - The announce-
ment that the Prince of

Wales will broadcast on
March 16 in connection with the
British Empire Exhibition is
both interesting and welcome
news. The Prince has had
several experiences of broadcast-
ing ; he was, in fact, one of the
first laymen of this country to
broadcast before the B.B.C.
came into existence, at a function
associated with the Boy Scouts.

0 - 0 0

The recent high -low pro-
gramme was quite a success ; the
idea of assembling 20 people who
had never been inside a concert
hall, with a view to procuring
their opinions on the programme
submitted, was an ingenious
one. The test proved to some
extent that there is a demand for
classical music of a popular
order in which there is a fair pro-
portion of melody.

0 0
The announcement regarding

the high -power station has
caused the biggest flutter in the
wireless dovecot that has hap-
pened for a long time. It is well
to bear in mind, however, that
the station will at first be of an
experimental character, and
should results indicate interfer-
ence with the Government or
existing broadcasting services it
will not be proceeded with.

It is anticipated that the
station will be at Chelmsford,
and use will be made of the
apparatus already there. There
will be two masts 25o ft. high,
the power being 25 kilowatts and
the wavelength r,600 metres.

0
It is rather surprising that the

B.B.C. should make this sudden
announcement regarding a high -
power station of an experimental
character, yet say nothing about

the new transmitting station for
2L0. It is now almost a year
since they were politely requested
to remove further from the Air
Ministry, yet there seems no
evidence of any such removal.

0 0
Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
27th (WED.).-B.B.C. Dramatic

Critic. Orchestral Concert.
28th (Pupas.). - B.B.C. Music

Critic. Mr. Philip Wilson on
Music." The Spencer Dyke

String Quartette.
29th (FEL).-B.B.C. Film. Critic.

Orchestral Concert. Mr. Reginald

074

TRANSMISSIONS

Call-S.r.n Wavelength
LONDON 2L0 365 metres
ABERDEEN 2BD 495

BIRMINGHAM.... 5IT 475

BOURNEMOUTH 6BM 385

CARDIFF 5WA. ..353
GLASGOW 55C 420

MANCHESTER ..2ZY 375

NEWCASTLE ....5N0 400

TIMES OF WORKING
Weekdays 3.30 to 4.30 p.m. and 5.0

to 10.30 p.m. G.M.T.

Sundays 3.0 p.m. to 5.0 p.m. and
8.30 to 10.30 p.m. G.M.T.

Waterfield, F.R.A.S., on " Mer-
cury and Venus."

MARCH.
1st (SAT.).-St. David's Day. The

Savoy Bands.
2nd (SuN.).-Organ Recital from

the Central Hall of the National
Institute for the Blind. The Rev.
J. Scott Lidgett, religious address.

3rd (MON.). - B.B.C. Literary
Critic, " The Dogs of Devon
and " Foiled Again."

4th (Tuns.).-Nautical Programme.
0 0 0

ABERDEEN'. - The first
11 attempt in Aberdeen to broad-
cast communal singing proved a
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great success. A church service
was chosen for the experiment
and effective transmission pro-
vided a rare treat for listeners.
Misfortunes with the land line on
Sundays has led to the abandon-
ing for the time being of the re-
laying from 2B0 of the usual
afternoon programme, and the
substitution of a purely local
service. This comes into opera-
tion on March 2.

A' programme which is being
looked forward to with keen
anticipation is that to be provided
by the students of the Aberdeen
University on March r.

Forthcoming Events'
FEBRUARY.
27th (WED.).-French Talk. Dance

Night.
28th (THURs.). - Special Vocal

Night.
29th (Fru.).-Popular Play Night.
MARCH.
1st (SAT.).-Students' Night. Savoy

Hands.
znd (SVN.).-.Orchestral Night. Rev.

Findlay Clarke, religious address.
3rd (MoN.).-S.B. from London.
4th (Tuts.).-Chamber Music.

BIRMINGHAM.-5IT is lucky
to have among its regular

artistes a young local organist
who is a composer of consider-
able talent. He is Mr. Christo-
pher Edmunds, organist at
the Aston Parish Church, and
one of the most ambitious of
his efforts, " Thorberg's Dragon
Ship," a choral ballad, was per-
formed at the station recently.
It is a work of marked
originality and pronounced
dramatic interest, and prior to
this rendering had only been per-
formed once before, at the Bir-
mingham Town Hall.
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Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
27th (Wen.).-Relaying of Concert

at. Birmingham Royal 'Society ,of
Artistes, ivhich will be provided
by members of the 5IT Orches-
tra and Repertory Company.

28th (Tifints.).-Popular Classics
Programme by the Orchestra.
Messrs. Robert Pitt and Langton
Marks, entertainers.

29th (FRI.).-Programme of Cham-
ber Music by the English Trio.

MARCH.

1st (SAT.).-St. David's Day Pro-
gramme S.B. from Cardiff.

2nd (SuN.). - " The Creation "
(Haydn), by the Orchestra and
Repertory Company.

3rd (MoN.).-Musical Comedy and
Dance Night by the Orchestra.

4th (TuEs.).-Grey's Concert Party.

BOURNEMOUTH.-The past
week has been particularly

trying to many listeners in the
Bournemouth area, particularly
in the neighbourhood of the
Bournemouth Station itself. The
interference caused either by
ignorance or intent became so
abnormal that a request was
made through 6BM asking that
the offenders would be a little
more sportsmanlike.

A happy feature of the past
week's concerts was the " Night
of Memories." These concerts
appeal most strongly to the more
elderly folk, the hearing of such
old favourites as " Alice, Where
Art Thou," "- Sally in our
Alley," " Robin Adair," etc., re-;
calls for them many pleasant
memories.

The S.B. of " Cavalleria
Rusticana " and " Pagliacci,"
on Saturday; February 16, was
excellent.

Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
27th (WED.).-" Picture " Night

from London.
28th. (Tuurts.).-The Crystals Con-

cert Party. Dance Band from
King's Hall. Savoy Orchestra
S.B. from London.

29th (FEL).-Gounod Night by the
Orchestra.

MARCH.
1st (Sivr.).-Welsh Night. The

Wireless Orchestra.
2nd (SuN.).-Organ Recital. Ad -

An engineer of the B.B.C. fitting
the microphone in the clock
case of Big Ben, for the trans-

mission of time signals.

dress by the Rev. Father Armagh.
"Reading from Browning's Works.

3rd (MoN.).-S.B. from London.
4th (Tugs.).-Sir Arthur Sullivan's

Night.

CORDIFF.-February 13 was
the anniversary of the Cardiff

Station, and the transmissions on
that evening, in keeping with the
event, might almost be described
as a " birthday affair." The
Directors and Staff sought - to
revive old memories and create
new ones. During the evening
Mr. J. C. W. Reith, Managing
Director of the B.B.C., gave an
address, during which he stated
that the reason they had decided
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to curtail simultaneous broad-
casting was in order to experi-
ment in this direction with a view
to perfecting transmission. There
would, 'however, still be operas,
speeches of interest and other
items S.13. to Cardiff and other
stations.

a
Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
27th (WED.).-Popular Orchestral

Night.
28th (THuRs.).-S.B. from London.
29th (FRI.).-Choral Night, The

Eclipse Prize Singers.
MARCH.
ist (Sir.).-St. David's Day.
2nd (SuN.).-An hour of good music;

this evening's performance will be
mainly Choral.

3rd (MoN.).-S.B. from London.
4th (TuEs.).-Shakespeare Night.

GLASGOW.-The first birth-
day of 5SC will be celebrated

on March 6 with a special pro-
gramme, an excellent list of
artistes having been secured for
the occasion. The programme
will be supported by Miss
Beatrice Miranda, the operatic
star ; Mr. Robert Watson, bari-
tone; Mr. Philip Halstead,
pianist ; and Miss Bessie Spence,
violinist. The Wireless Orchestra
will also be raised to full sym-
phony strength for the occasion-
A special sketch, written by Mr.
George Woden, will be produced,
and a march ""5SC's Birthday,"
by Pipe -Major Ferguson, of
Glasgow Pipe Band, will be
played for the first time.
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Forthcoming Events

FEBRUARY.
27th(WED.).- Orchestral Programme
2Sth (TitURS.)!-Orchestral Cori:

cert.
29th (Fat.).-Orchestral Night.
MARCH.
1st (Sxr.).-Popular Orchestral

Night.
2nd (Sux.).-Band of the 6th Bat-

talion Highland Light*. Infantry.
The Rev. W. H. Wiggett, religi-
ous address.

3rd (NloN.).-S.B. from London.
4th (TuEs.).-Nautical Programme.

MANCHESTER. - For the
first time in this country the

staff of a broadcasting station
has appeared in public. The
2ZY Orchestra and 2ZY Opera
Company gave a delightful con-
cert in the Free Trade Hall, Man-
chester, on the i5th instant, and
this was relayed from the Man-
chester broadcasting station. The
orchestra came trough very
well, as did the soloists, but there
was' some blasting when the full
choir and orchestra were per-
forming together. We were par-
ticularly pleased with the organ
music, and have heard none
better since the Steinway Hall
transmissions.

Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
27th (WEL .).-2ZY Orchestra. Miss

Olive Mackay, contralto. The
Sirfossor. :

28th (Txuas.).-2ZY Dramatic
Company and 2ZY Trio.

29th 1Fat.).-Vocal Night.

MARCH.
ist (SAT.).-Classical Orchestra

Night.
znd (Sx.mi.).-The Rev. . Principal

Moulton, religious address.
3rd (Mox.).-S.B. from London.
4th (TUEs.).-International Dance

Programme.

o o

NEWCASTLE.-An event for
which the music -loving Tyne-

side listeners have long ,been
hoping has taken place this week
with the appearance of Mr.
Edgar Bainton in the Newcastle
programme. Mr. Bainton, one
of the musical leading lights of
the North of Fngland, is Princi-
pal of -the Newcastle Conserva-
toire of Music and Conductor of
the Philharmonic Orchestra. HiS
pianoforte solos and duets with
Mr. Carl Fuchs, the brilliant
cellist, were highly appreciated,
and we hope the Directorate will
frequently secure their services.

Forthcoming Events
FEBRUARY.
27th (WED.).-Miss A. Armstrong,

pianist. Mr. H. Wilson, bari-
tone. Mr. S. Barraclough, cornet
soloist. Orchestra. Mr. R.
Strangeways, baritone. Miss M.
Jobson, contralto. Mr. R. Gour-
ley (London), entertainer. Miss
E. King, soprano.

28th (Trims.). - Mr. Lambert
Flack's quartette.

29th (Fat.).-Mr. Walter Barry's
Trio. Orchestra. Mr. S. Hemp -
sell, tenor. Miss M. Osborne,

mezzo-soprano. Miss Rosina
Wall, violin.

MARCH.

1st (SAT.).-Mr. H. K. Cutchie,
piano. Misses L. Brook and M;
Clark, duets. Mr. F. Wild, bari-
tone. Orchestra. Miss E. M.
Stanley, mezzo-soprano. Mr. F.
Charlton, entertainer. Mr. T.
Clough, Northumbrian Pipes.
Walker's Band relayed from the
Assembly Rooms.

2nd (SUN.).-Mr. W. A. Crosse's
Military Band. Mr. G. Bain-
bridge, baritone. Mme. P. Howe,
soprano. Bijou Orchestra. Mr.
A. T. Nockles, tenor. Rev.
Father G. C. Jefferys, religious
address.

3rd (MoN.).-Miss G. Willis, piano.
Mr. T. E. Simpson, bass. Miss
Rita Robinson, violin.

4th' (TuEs.).-Mansfield's Waverley
Orchestra. Miss E. Sheard, con-
tralto. Mr. G. Weallans, violin.
Messrs. R. Pitt and L. Marks,
entertainers. Newcastle Players
Repertory Theatre Company in
" Elegant Edward."

Simultaneous Broadcasting
Events

FEBRUARY.
27th (WED.).-B.B.C. Dramatic

Critic.
28th (TnuRs.).-B.B.C. Musical

Critic. Radio Society of Great
Britain. Savoy Band.

29th (Fm.).-B.B.C. Film Critic.

MARCH.

1st (SAT.).-Savoy B
2nd (SuN.}.-Time

General News Bull
3rd (MoN.).-Talk by

of Great Britain.
ary Critic.

4th (TuEs.).-Time
General News Bull

ands.
Signal and

etin.
Radio Society
B.B.C. Liter

Signal and
etin.

The Broadcast Listener's Year -Book
A new Radio Press publication of special attraction to all interested in broadcasting is this novel Year -book

wkch has teen prepared for the ever-growing listening public.

The took treats a wide range of subjects relating to the broadcasting service in a most readable and interesting
manner and gives much useful information regarding the practical side of broadcast reception. Well-known B.B.C.
personalities contribute articles bearing upon their own particular subjects, and a specially interesting section is that
containing biographies of the principal members of the B.B.C. staff; with numerous new portraits.

Taken as a whole, the Year -book constitutes a most valuable exposition of the whole " how and why " - of modern
broadcasting by writers who are the foremost authorities.

PRICE 1/6 nett (1/8 post free).
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Loud Speakers for Wireless
Purposes

Below is given the discussion following a series of interesting papers recently delivered
before the Institute of Electrical Engineers. Short summaries of these papers appeared

in Vol. 3, Nos. 1 and 3.
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

IN opening the meeting the
chairman stated that the in-
terest shown at the previous

meeting fully justified the con-
tinuation of the discussion, and
he had much pleasure in calling
upon Sir Richard Paget to open
the proceedings.

Sir Richard Paget
Audibility is a matter of preci-

sion rather than of amplitude, and
faithful reproduction is far more
important than amplitude, from
the point of view of intelligibility.

What is actually given by the
loud -speaker must be true, but
constant untrue sounds do not
matter, since the ear becomes
accustomed to them, as in the
case of the scratch of a gramo-
phone needle.

With sounds corresponding to
the resonances of the horn, this
latter accentuates these, and dis-
tortion occurs.

Mr. Sandeman's first arrange-
ment is limited only to sibilants
and explosives, but the curves
would indicate the greater im-
portance of the frequency of the
upper and lower limits. With
regard to the amplitude of the ex-
plosives, the difference is only one
of relative amplitude; therefore
the reproducer must be faithful to
rapid changes of amplitude.

Turning to audibility, which
we may synonymously term faith-
fulness, the system must be sensi-
tive to the frequencies 2,58o to
fr,5oo, but also to those between
200-2,500. If this sensitivity is

MSV ,AXMATMT.^:tTMCMNATIMMTVP.It

obtained, amplitude may be
reduced without loss of audibility.
Mr. Cohen

Some members will no doubt
remember Sir Oliver Lodge's
demonstration several years ago.
His loud -speaker gave very good
results, and consisted of a
wooden vibrating plate, to the
centre of which a coil, moving in
an annular magnetic field, is
attached.

Our fundamental problem, to
my mind, is this : we require a
perfect loud -speaker, and that is
one in which the ratio of acoustic
input to acoustic output is unity
at all frequencies, amplitudes,
and combinations of both.

The resistance amplifier gives
fairly constant output, and tele-
phone lines can be loaded to give
accurate reproduction of the
acoustic input. Loud -speakers
perform their function by virtue
of their resonance, and we find
that where manufacturers de-
liberately fit a loud -speaker to an
amplifier, very good results are
obtained. It follows that the am-
plifier must have a uniform fre-
quency -amplitude characteristic,
and the input must be constant
at all acoustic frequencies.

My apparatus consists of an
oscillator giving the whole range
of audio -frequencies by the rota-
tion, through 18o°, of a small
air condenser.

The high -frequency components
(27,000) are enclosed in iron
boxes; the oscillations are ampli-
fied, combined, passed to a de-
tector valve, and thence to a two -

vv STEtMT,&%

stage audio -frequency amplifier,
with plenty of iron in the trans-
formers. This amplifier could
have been marked B.B.C.

The output of the oscillator was
then shown to be constant over
the whole range of frequencies,
but when connected up to the two -
stage amplifier, the output varied
considerably.

The loud -speaker was now con-
nected to the amplifier, and re-
sonance points were shown. Re-
placing the amplifier by a re-
sistance amplifier, an improve-
ment in quality was obtained.

Mr. G. H. Nash
I am here representing the

practical side of the argument.
The question is, shall we use a
horn or not? Prof. Rankine
said : " Get rid of the horn if
possible.' And Capt. Eckersley
produced one without a horn.

I contend that the horn is not
solely to blame for distortion.
The large diaphragm is inefficient,
on account of mechanical re-
sonance, and accentuates the
lower frequencies unduly.

If the receiver is of low
efficiency, more valves must be
added, to give the loud -speaker
the required input; thus the grid
and anode volts must be in-
creased, with a loss in truth of
reproduction.

The horn has its resonances,
but they can he made so small
that the ear fails to detect them,
and under these conditions let us
not sacrifice the horn with its
great power of amplification.

INDISPENSABLE TO THE EXPERIMENTER.
" Tuning Coils and How to Wind Them," by G. P. Kendall, B.Sc. (Radio Press, Ltd.,

1/6, post free, 1/8.)
This new book contains the fullest possible instructions for winding every type of coil in common

use ; chanters on Turn Numbers, Damp -proofing, Coil "Tounting, and all the practical information
which C.L. experimenter needs to wind inductances of high efficiency.
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Unit 3
THIS unit is intended for
connecting one or more
pairs of telephones to the

receiver; and is seen in the photo-
graph Fig. 16, which shows the
front of the panel. The materials
necessary for its construction are
merely one piece of ebonite
measuring 6 in. by 4 in. by I in.,
one fixed condenser of 0.002 ILF.
capacity and eight terminals.

The drilling of the panel should
be carried out in accordance with
the dimensions shown in Fig. 17,
all the holes being terminal clear-

rt

-4- +-
fige- - -

1

6' ,F -
v

-1

41-
Fig. 17-Drilling dimensions.

ance. Four of the terminals are
mounted on the panel in the posi-
tions indicated by T T TB, T4
in,the Fig. i8, whilst the remain-
ing four terminals are mounted
as shown at T. T6, T,, T8. The
wiring up of the unit is executed
by connecting T, to T. and T,,

being connected to T. and T,.
Connection is also made between
T. and T. A fixed condenser of.
0.002 µF. capacity is connected
between terminals TB and T..
This arrangement permits the
use of two pairs of telephones if
desired, the connections being
made as shown in the figure. In
the case of one pair of telephones,
these are connected at T. and T..

Operation
At this point we are in a posi-

tion to operate the first three

D2

Q'3 Ail   
T2

An Experimenter's Unit Receiver
By H. BRAMFORD.

The following article is the fourth of a short series which began in Vol. 3-No. 9,
dealing with the construction of a progressive unit receiving set. This collection of
units should prove of considerable utility to the home constructor and experimenter.

"TIMEDTZSMI2MMMTMCDTETEMIYMMTIMMSTMTIMOMMATMATE

units, and a suitable circuit is
that shown in Fig. ig. Our
choice of circuits is, of course, as
yet limited, but the addition of
one or two further units will
make for a selection of other
arrangements.

Fig. 16-Top of panel view of
Unit No. 3.

L/

E
Fig. 19-A suitable circuit arrange-

ment, using the first three units.

121

/NS/DE D/Atems/o/rs

Fig. 20-Details of the containing
box.

382

We have at present an efficient
short range crystal receiver, to
which a low -frequency amplify-
ing unit will be added in due
course. The circuit indicated in
Fig. 19 shows by means of dotted
lines a simple method of experi-
menting with either of the detec-
tors, that is to say, the cat -
whisker or perikon type, which
were described in our last
issue. The unwanted detector is
thrown out of circuit by discon-
necting the cat -whisker from the
crystal, or, in the case of the

-7; 72 73

are 7-7
P110N030.......0ANO-AT0

T5 Te

Fig. 18-The connections.

T4
Cs

C/-0.002,uF

perikon detector, breaking the
contact between the two crystals..

Containing Boxes
Constructional details of the

first containing box are indicated
in Fig. zo, and a very suitable
wood for the purpose of their
construction is dry mahogany
finished with a plain wax polish.
In all there will be four of these
boxes required, all of them being
of exactly similar dimensions,
and each one being required to
hold three separate units.

"A Sharp Tuning Crystal Set."
In last week's issue, under the
above title, a variable condenser
should have been shown across the
fifty -turn coil in Fig. 3. Thi;
condenser is indicated in the

practical wiring diagram.
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Random Technicalities
:c9

By PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant Editor

Short-wave calibration-Variable condensers df guaranteed capacity

(Et
.23qDDC9TDT®c9(2349c9Q9(3(:9(29.2)C9D(ECW9(3q9q)(&DQ92)&2N9q9(29'23'Q9q9C9QX9q9C9e)

EXPERIMENTERS in short
wave reception have found
the calibration signals of

the Radio Society of Great
Britain of considerable use. The
other evening I calibrated my
short wave heterodyne (described
in a recent issue of Wireless
Weekly) with the aid of signals
from 6XX. Below is a reproduc-
tion of the calibration curve. As
indicated in my article, the
" curve " is a straight line, and
I was glad to find that the three
calibration waves (191 metres,
153 metres and 121. metres
respectively) fell exactly on the
line. Any readers who have
made up, or are likely to make
up,, this heterodyne can take this
curve as a closely approximate
calibration for their,, own instru-
ments if they will only .follow the
wiring exactly and use the same
condenser (the Sterling square -
law pattern). The following are
,the calibration points for those
who wish to draw their own
curves

191 metres equals 123 degrees.
153 93 ,,
121 68
If the straight line is extended

it will run at one end to about
264 metres and at zero would cut
the wavelength scale at 3o
metres, but owing .to the fact that
the condenser has a certain mini-
mum capacity and as, further-
more, the small distributed capa-
cities have an important effect on
very short waves, I should not
say the calibration could be relied
upon below about 70 metres.

The scale is a fairly open one,
there being 41.29 metres per
degree or .78 degrees per metre
approximately. The same de-
sign can be used for making a
wavemeter to cover the broadcast
band, . in which case the induc-
tance should have about 6o turns
on the grid coil and the same
number on the plate coil (using
the' same sized former). Finer
wire could be used so as to

economise space so that the
finished instrument could have
approximately the same dimen-
sions.

I am glad to see that there are
several additions to the number of
firms who are prepared to
guarantee the capacity of their
variable condensers. This is as
it should be. If you buy a pound
of tea you expect to get 16
ounces, and if you want a capa-
city of o.0005 /AP there is no
reason you should be jobbed off
with 0.0003. If readers will only

25

230

2/

/9

/70

15

13

110

9

insist on accurate capacity ratings
in their variable condensers and
patronise those firms which will
guarantee their condensers, it will
be all the better for everyone.

I am moving into a south-west
district reputed to be a hotbed of
oscillators and unauthorised
transmitters. However, these
gentlemen (or otherwise) are
hereby solemnly warned. Mr.
G. P. Kendall is also moving into
the same district, having acquired
a house about half a mile from
mine. We both have directional
apparatus. Verb Sap.

,

TESTA

200

issim
1

TEST& 153ri.

TEST r
121m.

100

0 3p 160 90 /20 1 150 /8
Calibration -curve of the " Wireless Weekly" short-wave heterodyne
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C.W. and Telephony
Transmission Using Valves

No. VII.

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst. P., A.M.I.E.E.
This series of articles began in Vol. 3, No. 6, with a consideration of the theoretical principles

underlying valve transmission
mliigAzw=1z5yzi5zizzgall..==vzuzauzz.vzgAvIggzzzlovl-a.1-4345vzz&v,glvagAwrkwyxw-44;vig

Separation of D.C. and Oscillatory
Circuits in Valve Transmitters

wE have seen how the
direct anode current cir-
cuit may be separated

from the oscillatory circuit, and
the great advantages of doing

V

with the gridleak which, inci-
dentally, may in all valve trans-
mitters be connected directly
across grid and filament.

Fig. 14 shows a circuit of the
general kind described in connec-
tion with Fig. 13, with the modi-

C4

Fig. 13-A simple C.W. transmitting circuit, the D.C. and
oscillatory circuits being separate

this in valve transmitters will be
seen by referring to Fig. 13. The
anode circuit of the valve is fed
from a generator B2, shunted by
a condenser C3, a tapping key K
and a choke coil Z being included
in the circuit. In parallel with
this circuit is the main output
oscillatory circuit, which is
excited through the coupling
condenser CI, which is usually
fixed and of large capacity; the
impulses which maintain oscilla-
tions are communicated through
CI, and the general operation of
the circuit is identical with the
other coupled circuits which we
have described. We will see from
this circuit that the generator is
at earth potential, and that in
addition to there being no leak-
age effect, the aerial is insulated
by CI from the high positive
voltage of the anode. Such cir-
cuits may be keyed in a large
variety of ways, as, for example,
by connecting the key. in series

fication that the key system of
Fig. 12 has been incorporated.
Another feature is that the aerial
circuit is separate, and is coupled
to the anode circuit inductance
L2, which is sometimes shunted
by a condenser and sometimes
left untuned.

In such circuits it is desirable to
connect the accumulator to earth.
It is not customary to have loose -
coupled arrangements of this
kind, but it must be understood

1.1

that all valve transmitters may be
modified in this way, and also,
incidentally, may employ a tuned
or aperiodic grid circuit as may
be found most suitable.

Single Circuit Valve Transmitters
We now come to a type of cir-

cuit which is very useful for low
power work. A single oscillatory
circuit is employed, and is so
arranged that the inductance is
connected across anode and grid
while the filament is connected to
a point between the'ends of the
inductance or between two con-
densers which shunt the induct-
ance, and which are in series with
each other.

Fig. 15 illustrates a simple
transmitter of the kind described.
A leaky grid condenser is used,
partly to give the grid a negative
potential, but chiefly to prevent
the grid being given a high posi-
tive potential due to the particu-
lar position of the high-tension
battery B2. The arrangement
shown has the disadvantage that
the anode battery B2, and the
filament accumulator Br, are both
at a high -frequency potential to
earth since they are connected to
the point M on the inductance Li.
We can avoid this disadvantage
to a certain extent by connecting
the anode battery so that its

Fig. 14-A modification of Fig. 13, introducing protective devices and
the keying methods illustrated in Fig. 12
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negative or positive terminal is
connected directly to earth.

Fig. i6 shows an arrangement
in which the negative side of the
high-tension supply is connected
directly to earth. It will be seen
that it makes little difference how
we connect the grid and anode,
provided these two electrodes are
situated across the inductance.
The filament battery will have to
remain in a position where it will
be at a high -frequency potential

Fig. 16-A circuit which may be
recommended. For the best results
the accumulator should be well

insulated

Fig. 15-A single -valve circuit for
low -power work. The batteries
B1 and B2 are however both at

H.F. potential to earth

to earth, but we can lessen one
of the disadvantages of this by
carefully insulating it. For
example, the accumulator itself
may stand upon a porcelain dish,
or a piece of plate glass or sheet
ebonite.

Tc2

Cheap Variable Condensers

Fig. 1-Details the fintsned
condenser.

THE items required for the
construction of this con-
denser are two cardboard

formers, one having an internal
diameter of say, 3 in., and the
other having an external dia-
meter of just under 3 in.,
some copper foil and mica,
a piece of 2B.A. rod, and an
ebonite knob, scale, and pointer.
Cut both the formers to an equal
length, which may be as desired,
according to the capacity re-
quired. On the inside of the
larger former lay one strip of
copper foil and then one of mica ;
these should cover half the cir-
cumference, the mica overlapping
the foil at each end, The strip
may be fixed by pinning and glue-
ing. Next fix a strip of copper
foil round half the external
diameter of the smaller former. A
piece of wood is now fixed across
the internal diameter of the inner
former, as shown in Fig. 2. A
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piece of 2B.A. rod is passed
through a hole previously drilled
in the centre of this piece of wood
and tightened up by means of a
nut each side. The 2B.A. rod
acts as a rotating spindle. The

STATOR

FORMER

ROTOR

COPPER FOIL
FORMER

Fig. 2-The arrangement of the
copper foils.

bearings for this spindle are pro-
vided by making a box which also
encloses the condenser itself.

The spindle is then fitted with
a 2B.A. bushed ebonite knob and
pointer, and a scale of degrees is
fixed to the top of the box.

H. B,
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Fig. 1-Circuit showing usual method
of adding a low -frequency valve,
using a transformer.

IN the case of crystal receivers
where one or more stages of
low -frequency amplification

are added, the more usual course
to adopt is to connect the primary
of an intervalve-transformer in
series with the crystal and earth,
as indicated in Fig. 1. Experi-
ments conducted recently with
this arrangement indicate that
when signals are dead weak,
using the crystal receiver with-
out any low -frequency stage, the
addition of a transformer -
coupled low -frequency valve does
not appreciably increase signal
strength, compared with the
arrangement of adding a valve
without the transformer, as indi-
cated in Fig. 2. Before proceed-
ing further it must be thoroughly
understood that this condition
'only holds good so long as the
signals, when using the crystal
receiver alone, are dead weak.
In the case of adding a low -
frequency valve to a crystal set'
u'pon which loud signals can
already be comfortably received,
then the inclusion of the trans-
former as shown in the first
figure becomes an essential to
obtain the best results. The
reason for this condition of
things is explained by the fact
that before any intervalve trans-
former of the low -frequency type
will operate at anything like its
best a certain amount of signal
strength is necessary, and with
crystal receivers used twenty or
more miles away from a broad-
casting station such a strength is
not in many instances obtainable.

General Considerations
' The photograph Fig. 3 shows

the complete receiver, the form
of tuning adopted being a simple
tapped cylindrical inductance.
The two terminals seen to the left
of the photograph are for the
aerial and earth connections,
whilst those on the right are for

3.
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A Long Distance
Crystal Receiver

Ey STANLEY G. RATTEE, Staff Editor.

3t2MEMMTIZSTAMMTITTM V V

the telephones. The H.T. posi-
tive and negative terminals,
together with those for the L.T.
connections, are situated behind
the valve, the L.T. positive and
the H.T. negative being a com-
mon terminal. Fig. 4 is a
photograph of the underside of
the panel showing the disposition
of the components.

Materials. Required
The components and materials

5;4

4-1

,?v?,.Y.1,?".V.V:V:VMM:MTMCIIMME

embodied in the receiver under
description are as follows

ebonite panel 9 in. X 51- in.
x i in.

17 contact studs.
4 stop pins.

cardboard former,
4 in.

4 in.

lb. No. 20 S.W. G. d. c. c.
wire.

2 laminated switch -arms with
knobs.

356

Fig. 3 - The finished receiver.
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To those readers who live almost out of the range of
crystal receivers for broadcast reception, the points
enumerated in the following article will prove both of

interest and practical assistance.
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x valve holder or 4 valve legs.
Lissenstat Minor.
Refty crystal cup.
catwhisker detector stan-

dard.
7 terminals.
2 fixed condensers of 0.002 .Atis

capacity.
Quantity of No. 20 tinned

copper wire for connecting pur-
Fuses and insulating sleeving.

x containing box to fit panel
and 41- in. deep. That shown in
the photograph Fig. x was sup-
plied by the Bowyer -Lowe Co.,
Ltd.

The Inductance
The aerial tuning inductance

consists of sixty-nine turns of
No. 20 S. W.G. d.c.c. wire
wound upon the 4 -in X 4 -in.
cardboard former, the first nine
turns being tapped at every turn,
the remaining sixty being tapped
at every tenth turn.

To commence the winding bore
two small holes about I in. along
the former and thread the wire

fVEMMI/CDMAZIMMM

through, leaving about six or so
inches free for making connec-
tion to the desired stud. The
tappings are made by making a
6 -in. loop of the wire after the
required number of turns have
been wound, and twisting suffi-
ciently tight to prevent unravel-
ling. The finish of the winding
is secured in the same way as is
the beginning by threading the
wire through two small holes,
again taking care to leave suffi-
cient free wire for connecting
purposes.

The Panel
The dimensions for panel

drilling are given in Fig. 5, and
after all drill holes have been
made the panel should be treated
to a very thorough rubbing with
smooth emery paper in order to
remove any conductive matter
there may be adhering to the
glossy surface.

The Circuit
The circuit used in the receiver

is that shown in Fig. 2, wherein

Fig. 4-The underside of the panel.
387

E
Fig. 2-Low-frequency valve added

to a crystal receiver without the
use of, a transformer.

L, is the aerial tuning inductance,
D the detector, C, a fixed con-
denser 0.002 auF capacity, V the
valve, R, the filament resistance,
B, the filament battery, B2 the
H.T. battery, T the telephones,
and C, a fixed condenser of
0.002 p.F value.

Connecting the Inductance
At this point secure into posi-

tion upon the panel the seventeen
contact studs, the four stop pins
and two switch arms. Before
fixing the former upon the panel,
however, make all soldered con-
nections to the studs so that the
maximum amount of freedom,
may be enjoyed, the length of the
tappings affording easy access.

The beginning of the winding
is connected to the first stud of
the ten intended for the single
turn tappings, that is, the first
stud seen on the bottom left of
Fig. 3 and numbered o in the
wiring diagram Fig. 6. The
first single turn tapping is con-
nected to the second stud of the
same series, the second tapping
to the third stud, and so on until
the ninth tapping is connected to
the tenth stud. The continua-
tion of the winding is connected
in a like fashion, the only differ-
ence being that there are ten
turns between taps instead of one
and connections are made to the
seven studs situated above those
previously referred to, viz. :-
The tapping- following the ninth
tapping is connected to the first
of the seven studs, numbered o
in Fig. 6, the first ten -turn tap-
ping is connected to the second
stud, and so on until the end of
the coil is connected to the
seventh stud.

Wiring Up
The disposition of the various

components may be gathered
from the photograph,. Fig. 4,
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putting twenty turns in the cir-
cuit. If signals are still in-
audible, advance the single -turn
switch as before, following, if
necessary, with ,a further
advancement of the other switch
until the desired number of turns
have been _found. In this man-
ner the whole range of the coil
may be covered in single turns,
commencing with ten turns and
completing with sixty-nine.

Since this receiver is fitted with
the Lissenstat. Minor, for the con-
trol of filament current, the
advantages afforded by the use
of dull emitter valves may be
enjoyed with safety and without
the loss of efficiency.

Fig. 5-Drilling layout of the panel.

and also from the wiring dia-
gram, Fig. 6. The actual con-
nections are made in conformity
with this latter figure and should
be soldered.

The switch S2, controlling The
single turn tappings is con-
nected to the aerial terminal,
Akrhilst the switch S, controlling
the larger end of the inductance
is connected to the earth ter-
minal. The reason for this
arrangement is in order that no
unduly large number of un-
wanted turns may be on the aerial
end of the inductance.

Operating the Receiver
The tuning of this receiver is

accomplished by adjusting the
two switch arms until the proper
number of turns of the inductance
form part of the aerial circuit,
the number of turns required
being dependent upon the wave-
length used by the station it is
desired to receive. The switch
controlling the larger tappings
should be first placed on the
second stud, whilst the single -
turn switch should be on the first
stud. With the switches in this
position the number of turns in
circuit is ten, and subject to no
signals being heard with the
switches so placed, the single
turns should be added one by one.

In the event of nineteen turns
being reached and there still be-
ing no audible signals, then the
single -turn switch should be
turned back to the first stud
whilst the ten -turn switch is
advanced to the third stud, thus

388

With the use of such valves
and consequent low current con-
sumption, a receiver of this type,
though increasing the received
signal strength, calls for little
more attention than does a crystal
set of ordinary design.

Results
The receiver as illustrated and

described has been used with
very considerable success eight
miles S.E. of London for the
reception of 2L0, the only aerial
employed being a length of
flexible wire, some eight yards
long, laid across the floor of the
room.. Signal strength was
good and perfectly clear.

Fig. 6-The wiring diagram.
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A Handy Instrument Board

II' is very convenient to have
one's measuring instruments
mounted upon a panel of

their own, for if they are left
lying about on the wireless bench
they are apt to be damaged from
either being knocked down or
through having heavy things
inadvertently placed upon them.
Another point is that if the in-
struments are so fixed up that
one can put one's hand upon
them in a moment, there is never
that exasperating search that so
often occurs for a milliameter or
a voltmeter which has managed
to conceal itself so that it defies
all efforts at finding it.

The instrument board may
consist of a panel of i-in.
ebonite 6 in. wide and II in.
deep, mounted upon a hard wood
box about 2 in. in depth. The
wiring diagram is shown in
Fig. r. It will be seen that the
board is intended primarily to be
kept wired normally in series
between the batteries and the set.
Arranged in this way, it is a
most useful aid not only to fault
finding, but also to a great
extent to tuning.. Both _ the
milliameter and the ammeter are
in series with the positive leads
and their respective batteries.
One can tht..3 read at a glance
the total load that is being put
upon the high-tension battery
and accumulator when the set is
in use with any particular com-
bination of valves. The volt -

Fig. 1-The connections.

meter is provided with a switch,
details of which are given in
Fig. 2, of the push-button type.
It should be noted that the volt-
meter test for accumulators is of
absolutely no value unless the
cells are under load, for even an
almost run down one may show
nearly its full voltage if it has
been resting on open circuit for
some time and is then tried with
little or no load. With an in-
strument board of the type under
description one always obtains
the voltage reading with the
battery under its full normal
output.

For tuning and fault finding
purposes the milliameter is in-
valuable. A reading should be

%IEaon f irk- Roo

Fig. 2-Details of the voltmeter
switch.

taken _when the set is performing
.ae_lts best at a given plate volt-
age. Any variation in . the
steady plate current on subse7
quent occasions will indicate
that something. is wrong and will
aid the experimenter to track it
dawn. . When one is tuning the
oncoming of oscillation will be
indicated by a slight drop in the
-anode current, and. as soon as
the oscillation point is reached
the painter of the milliameter
will make a distinct dip. With
the help of .the milliameter one
can find the best ratio of coupling
between primary and secondary
of the tuner quite easily. If two
or more stages of note magnifica-
tion are in use signals can
actually be read by watching the
pointer,. and the extent of its dips
gives a very useful rough and
ready indication of therstrength
of any particular signal.

Fig. 3 shotvs the -drilling lay-
out of the panel. This, will be
suitable formany types of
measuring instruments, -bat the
dimensions given may have to be
varied slightly in order to fit par -
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Fig. 3-Panel drilling layout.

ticular kinds of voltmeter,
ammeter or milliameter. On the
right side of the panel are four
terminals for H.T.+, H.T.-,
LT.+ and L.T.-. On the left
are three only, a common ter-
minal serving H.T.- and L.T.+.
The holes for these terminals are
all 4B.A. clearance.
_The instruments used should

preferably be of the flush type.
These barely project above the
surface of the panel, and for that
reason they are well protected
from injury.. When mounting
them it is necessary to make
holes 2 in. or more in diameter
in the ebonite order to take
the cases. These can be cut out
quite easily with a fretsaw or a
jeweller's hacksaw, the edges
afterwards_ being :trimmed Up
with a fine. half -round file. If,
however, the constructor does
not care about the task of
making these large holes he can,
make use of instruments of the
panel -mounting type whiCh
require holes 'to be made for
their terminals only.

(Concluded on page 3944

In connection with the
advertisement of Messrs.
Reys Ltd., appearing in our
Jan. 23rd issue, we under-
stand that the address of this
firm is 173, Ct. Portland St.,

and not 174 as shown.
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Fig. 1.-The complete instrument.

MANY amateurs favour a
set in which valves may
be switched in or out of

circuit, thus enabling the number
of valves in use to be regulated
easily, according to the strength
of the received signal. The pre-
sent set is suitable .for the recep-
tion of spark, continuous wave,
or telephony signals, and one,
two, or three valves may be used
at a time, while reaction is pos-
sible in each case. The finished
set is seen in the photograph
Fig. r, and may be used either
as a single -valve set alone, or as
a valve detector, with one or two
stages of note magnification. -

Again, the set may be used with
a frame aerial, while the constant
aerial tuning system may be
applied, if desired, to an ordinary
aerial. The terminals which
facilitate this are seen on the left
of the panel in Figs. r and 2.

A e7
8®51 /30-
C®9 / 4 Oz -FT

OD /0 /501-
E /60Z

@ ®@@ @ @/ 2 3 4 5 6'
Fig. 3. Terminal arrangements.
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The bottom row of terminals
are those permitting the number
of valves in use to be regulated,
while the row on the right of the
panel are for high- and low-ten-
sion batteries, and 'grid bias
battery, if one is used. If not,
the terminal G.B.. must be joined
to L.T. -. A diagram of the ter-
minal arrangements is' given in
Fig. 3.

The circuit diagram is shown
in Fig. 4 from which the connec-
tionsfor the various circuits may
be followed. or constant aerial
tuning, the aerial is connected to
terminal A, leaving terminal 13

free, while C, D Atid -E are joined
together: If this method of
aerial tuning is not requited at
any time, join the aerial to B,
leaving A free, and join C, D
and E as before. The aerial
tuning condenser is now in
parallel with the coil. If a series
condenser is required, join the
aerial to 1), join C to E, and leave
A and B free. If a frame aerial
is to be used, all terminals should
be disconnected, the frame joined
across C and E, D and E being
short circuited. If one valve
only is required, the telephones
are joined to terminals I and 2 in
the bottom row, the rest being
left free. For two valves, join

and 2, and connect the tele-G ee O SIoso 4'0 O    I
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Panel F
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By HERBERT

A description of a compact 0
excelle;

phones to 3 and 4. Again, if aii
three valves are to be used, th
'phones go to _terminals 5 and

and 2 being short circuited
before, and 3 joined to 4.

A list of the componen
required is given, together with
the cost, and it will be seen that
the set is by no means expensive.

Article.
Cabinet
Panel
Coil Holder (Goswell Eng.

Co. Ltd.) ...
.0005 Variable Con-
denser

12 Valve Pins
3 Lissenstats (Minor) ...
8 Terminals 413. AW.O.

Type ...

L
0
0

s.
I3

5 0

d.
0

6'o

0
0
0

6
6

ro 6

o 3 o

IMPORTANT A
From this issue onwards

" WIRELESS WEEKLY " of
complete sets. These articles, t

by a new member of my staff, w
designed and constructed for "
Each set of the series will he git
letter W (an abbreviation for
numeral.

Each and every set will
own home, 12 miles from 2L
thoroughly satisfied will be, alb!
carried out on a large outdoor
small indoor aerial. This=ikin a
every set thoroughly tested 'Wore

Readers of this journal ca'i
any set in this series with the fl
a double check on the effective

In the case of the present .s
Birmingham and Manchester of
loudly on three valves on
simply by connecting the earth

0 GI 0 0 0  e C 0 0  d
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ce a 3=Valve
receiver
W>i.

K. SIMPSON.

ree-valve set, which has given
t results.

1 Variable Grid Leak
(Watmel) ... ...

s Lissen Transformer T2.
r Royal Transformer.

(R.A. Rothermel, Ltd.)
i Dubilier Condenser .000i

1 Dubilier condenser .0003

i Dubilier Condenser .002

. I Dubilier Condenser .004

Wire, leads, screws, etc....

O 2 6
5 o

0 o

0

0

0
0

2 6

2 6

3

3
2 0

0

0

5 12 6

Components of other makes
than those mentioned may be
used, but the constructor is
advised to buy all his components
from reliable firms.

NNOUNCEMENT.
7 special feature is being made in
constructional articles dealing with
he first of which has been written
ill give full details of sets specially
WIRELESS WEEKLY " readers.

a type number consisting of the
WIRELESS WEEKLY and a

ersonatly tested by myself at my
t and only sets with which I am

lido be described. The tests are
terialv a small outdoor and a very
can -dance with our policy of having
beilVdescribed in our publications.

Prageed with the construction of
Ile& confidence that there has been
esuhs obtained.

t, I -have heard Aberdeen, Glasgow,
z only two valves, and 2L0 very
ud-speaker, with no aerial but
cad to terminal A.

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, Editor.
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Fig. 2.-Front view of the panel.

The ebonite panel measures
12 in. x 8 in. x 4 in., and a half-
size scale diagram showing the
layout of the components will be
given in our next issue. The
surface, or " skin," should be
removed from the panel, by rub-
bing with fine emery cloth, as
this improves the insulating pro-
perties, and reduces any surface
leakage, thereby helping to keep
down undesirable noises.

The positions of  the various

(0o

0001

T02 0 cp0
REAC ®

or

IF '0003S

4-'\14;o5.12
7-

 0005 fF

Fig.

4111.

.111.

011
4WD.

+Mb

parts should then be marked, and
the necessary holes drilled. Two
holes will be required for the
leads to the aerial tuning coil,
those to the reaction coil being
connected to the two terminals
provided, enabling the coil to be
easily reversed if necessary.

A photograph of the back
of the panel is given in Fig.
6. The positions of the trans-
formers are clearly seen, and
it may be remarked that the

Os

IS
®O ©0

R2 R3

0./).
NMI

4.-The circuit arrangement.      o    
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Fig. 5.-Wiring diagram of the receiver. All points to which connections have to be made
are numbered, thereby making it easy to follow the circuits.

first transformer, between the
detector and first note magnifier
(marked T, in the circuit diagram)
is a Lissen, of the type T2, while
the second, marked T,, is a
Royal, sold by Messrs. R.' A.
Rothermel, Ltd.

The coil holder is of a very
useful type, allowing for both
" coarse " and " fine " adjust-
ment. The moving coil socket
is operated in the usual manner,
while the " fixed " socket is
capable of slight movement by
means of a cam, operated by a
knob at the end of an arm. It is
known as the " Cam -Vernier "
Coil Holder, and is sold by the
Goswell Engineering Co., Ltd.

The three filament resistances
are Lissenstat Minors, which are
equally suitable_for bright or dull
emitter valves, and the variable
grid leak is of the Watmel type.

All points to which contact has
to be made are numbered, and a
table is_ given of the various
points to be' joined, each set
lfeing enclosed in brackets. The
wiring is given in Fig. 5.

An example will make this
clear. The terminals of the
variable condenser are marked
21 and 22, and from Fig. 4 it is
seen that one set of plates go to
terminal D, which is numbered
io, while the other set go to the
grid leak, condenser, terminal B
(No. 8), aerial tuning coil, and
fixed condenser. This is repre-
sented -in the wiring table in this
manner :-(io-22) and (8-18-19-
21-23-25).

NUMBERS.
List of numbers allotted to

components :-
Circuit changing terminals

to 6.

Aerial circuit terminals A, 7;
B, 8; C, 9; D, to; E,

H.T.+, 12; H.T.-, 13; L.T.+,
14; L.T.- G.B.+, 15; G.B.-,
16.

.000r Constant aerial con-
denser, 17, 18.

Aerial tuning coil (terminals
on coil holder), 19, zo.

Aerial tuning condenser, 21, 22.
392

Variable grid leak, 23, 24.
Grid condenser, 25, 26.
First valve : G, 27; P, 28.

Filaments, 29, 30..
Second valve : G, 31; P, 32.

Filaments, 33, 34 -

Third valve : G, 35; P, 36.
Filaments, 37, 38.

Reaction terminals on panel,
39, 40.

Transformer Ti : O.P.
I.P. 42; O.S. 43; LS. 44.

Transformer T, : O.P.
I.P. 46; O.S. 47; I.S. 48.

Transformer by-path con-
denser, 49, 5o.

Telephone by-path condenser,
51, 52.

Filament resistances Ri,
54; R2, 55, 56; R3, 57, 58.

CONNECTIONS.
List of points to be joined :-

(1-40), (2-41-50), (3-32), (4-45),
(5-36-51), (6-52-12-46-42-49),
(7-17), (8-18-19-21-23-25), (9-20),
(10-22), (11-3o-34-38-13-14), (15-
58-56-54), (16-44-48), (24-26-27E,
(28-39), (29-53), (31-43), (33-55),
(35447), (37-57).

41;

45;

53,
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Fig. 6----A photograph of the back of panel wiring. The disposition of the
components, together with the simplicity of the panel layout, may also
be seen. The two knobs seen projecting beyond the panel on the right
are for varying the coupling between the aerial and reaction coils.

Further constructional details, together with a half size
drawing of the layout of the panel, for the building of this
Three Valve Panel Receiver will be given in our next issue.
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A Distributing Panel for High and
Low Tension Batteries

AVERY handy distributing
panel for the batteries can
be made up at small ex-

pense by anyone who cares to
have such a handy fitment upon
his wireless bench. Fig. t gives
a general idea of the device,
which consists of 6 brass strips
each provided with a terminal at
either end, mounted upon a nar-
row strip of ebonite. The high-
tension battery voltage is varied
in the usual way by means of a
wander plug. From the low-
tension battery 2, 4 or 6 volts
can be obtained as desired by
making use of the appropriate
terminals. In. the oase of accu-

WANDER PLUG

0110

BOY.
HT L.

2v. 4k"
T.

6Y.

Fig. 1-Illustrating the principle of
the panel.

Special Spring Number
of

MODERN WIRELESS

Next month's issue of

MODERN WIRELESS

is to be a Special Spring
Double Number and will
contain many articles of
outstanding interest to
both the home -constructor

And experimenter.

The finest Construc-

tional Number ever

issued.

mulators such as those of the.
Exide make, in which the series
connections between cell and cell
are made with lead strips
attached to terminals, it is a very
simple matter to attach stout

.?cc Noz.6-5 4BA.CkEAR

Fig. 2-Lay-out for panel drilling.

wire leads so that connections to
the panel may very easily be
made. Other accumulators with
lead strips which are not detach-
able may be converted by drilling
a 4B.A. clearance hole in the
middle of the strip and fitting a
terminal as shown in Fig. 3.

The panel itself is made of a
strip of 1 -in. ebonite 21 in. wide
'and 6 in. in length. In this are
drilled holes for the terminals, as
shown in Fig. 2, all being 4B.A.
clearance. Six strips of brass

Fig. 3-Method of tapping accumu-
lators fitted with soldered lugs.

2 in. in length and in. in width
are now cut out, holes being
drilled in them with their centres
11- in. apart. These are fixed
down to the panel by means of
the terminals. The distributing
panel may be mounted upon a
shallow box, which can also con-
tain the two microfarad conden-
sers shunted across the high-
tension battery; or it may simply
he provided with a small batten
at either end and fixed to the
bench.

Since it allows one, two or
three cells of a 6 -volt accumu-
lator to be used at will, this
panel is very useful to those who
use both dull emitters and valves
of the ordinary pattern. Further,
the high- and low-tension bat-
teries may be connected either
negative to positive, as is usual,
or negative to negative if de-
sired. R. W. H.

A Handy Instrument Board
(Condueled from page 359)

The voltmeter should read up
to to volts, for most good 6 -volt
accumulators show a reading of
about 61- volts when they are
fully charged. For the ammeter
a maximum of 5 amperes will be
sufficient for ordinary purposes.
The milliameter s'iould have a
minimum of not less than
milliamperes, -and it is not desir-
able, that its greatest reading
should exceed, 30, otherwise the
differences. wiH be so small that
anything like fine measuring will
not be possible. Both ammeter
and milliameter should be of the
moving 'coil type, for this gives
a scale which is very much better
to read. The voltmeter should
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have a fairly high internal resist-
ance in order that it may not
practically short circuit the bat-
tery when thrown into action.

The voltmeter switch is very
simply made in the way shown in
Fig. 2. A hole is drilled in
the panel and two strips of sheet
metal are fixed to it by means of
screws. The upper one of these
is attached to a short length of
4 -in. ebonite rod by means of a
4B.A. screw. The two parts of
the switch should be well
separated so that there is no pos-
sibility of the voltmeters coming
into action until the button is
pressed right down.

R. W. H.
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How to Make the "Wireless Weekly"
Omni Receiver

No. IV.
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.,

Another article dealing with this fascinating receiver.

THE next step in the con-
struction of the Omni Re-
ceiver is to make the cabinet

which holds the terminal board
and the front panel.

as L1 and L, in Fig. 14, and
similar ledges are provided at
both sides of the cabinet. An
allowance of in. is made for the
terminal and front panels, this

Fig. 13-Photograph of the receiver showing coil holder.

The cabinet has a sloping front
and a lid which closes down over
the terminal board. - On the left
hand side Of the cabinet; as shown
in Fig, 13, we have a three-way
coil holder which enables a very
large variety of circuits to be tried
out. This coil holder is of
Igranic manufactur'e, but there
are various other types which
May be used.

Dimensions of Cabinet

Fig. 14 shows the cabinet in
detail. It will be seen from this
illustration that the side pieces
arc not rectangular, but that the
front edge slopes gently back-
wards, so that the top is narrower
than the bottom. Inside the box
ledges are arranged so as to hold
the . two panels in place, four
screws being used to secure the
front panel and four to fasten the
terminal board to the ledges.
The ledges themselves are shown

dimension being the thickness of
the panels ; the ledges themselves
are screwed to the sides of the
cabinet.

The Lid
The lid is made of the same

wood as the  remainder of the

cabinet, which is - preferably
mahogany nicely varnished or
polished. The work of French
polishing the cabinet is preferably
left to a professional cabinet-
maker. The front of the lid is
left open, the space being occu-
pied by the top portion of the
front panel when the lid is closed.,
Those who proPose to make up
the companion cabinet, which will
contain some extra components
and batteries, should 'make about
two dozen little semi -circular
channels along the right-hand
bottom edge of the lid. Fig. 15
is a side view showing these
channels. Their purpose is to
allow rubber covered leads to go
'from the main Omni receiver to
the auxiliary cabinet whieh Some
may care to construct. This
latter cabinet will be described in
future issues of Wireless
Weelqy. It is more_ the
nature of a luxury than a neces-
sity.

Fitting the Panels into the Cabinet
Fig. 16 shows very clearly how

the panels are fitted into the
cabinet. The panels are entirely
self-contained, except for the, coil
holders and the second intervalve

14'

15a

Fig. 14-Details of the cabinet.
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transformer ; this latter is
mounted in the bottom of the
cabinet, and four flexible rubber
Covered leads go frOrn  the four
terminals to the four appropriate(
terminals on the terminal panel.
The four terminals which go to

Fig. 15-Side view of lid showing
. . 24 serrations.

the second intervalve transformer
are 15, 7, 55 and 56, illustrated
in Fig. 5. The flexible leads are
joined to these four terminals at
one end, and to the corresponding
terminals of the intervalve trans-
former at the other. It is to be
noticed in connection with Fig. 5
that the words " input " and

output " have been used in
error by the draughtsman for
" inside " and " outside."

Having screwed the panel into
place and fitted the intervalve
transformer, all that remains is to
join the leads from the three-way
coil holder to the six terminals
down the left of the panel.
These six terminals are marked

9, 17, 33 and 41, in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6. These are the numbers
reading from top to bottom in
Fig. 13. In Fig. 14 the leads

_from the coil holder have been
marked to correspond with the
terminals to which they are
connected.

Fig. 17 -How the connecting links
are made.

To ecznmence work with the
receive: it is only necessary to
provide coils, valves and bat-
teries. The sizes of coils to use
for different purposes,, and other
details of operation, will be given
in future issues of Wireless
Weekly. It is proposed to de-
vote a section to the use of the
Omni receiver, so that those who

made it will be able to carry
out the experiments described
from time tot time.

fn the'neat future it is propoged
to describe another type. of Omni
receiver which is of alternative

February 27, .1924.

12 inches. Fig. 17 illustrates
how these connecting links are
made. The wire ' should be
multi -strand Copper, covered with
rubber insulation; no outside
covering of cotton is desirable.

Fig. 16-How the panel is placed within the cabinet.

design. It will not be an im-
provement on the present pattern,
but merely an alternative -arrange-
ment. The numbering of the
terminals will remain the same,
so that any description of experi-
ments or_ circuits will apply to
both,

The Connecting Links
The terminals are joined to-

gether on the terminal board by
rubber -covered leads, consisting
of rubber -covered flex having
fishtail terminals soldered to each
end. The shortest length
possible should be used, and
therefore three different sizes are
recommended-namely, 3, 6 and

Blue Prints, etc.
Exact size sheets for the ter-

minal panel with component sym-
bols printed on them are obtain-
able from Radio Press, Ltd., at
is. 6d. for two, one of which will
serve as drilling template.

A blue print, exact size, show-
ing drilling holes for the front
panel, is also obtainable at is. 6d.
each.

The above are produced by the
publishers of Wireless Weekly,
for the convenience of readers
who want more than it is possible
io give in a periodical.
NEXT WEEK.-The first article
dealing with the use of the
finished instrument.

THE LATEST BOOK. FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR.
"WIRELESS SETS FOR HOME CONSTRUCTORS"

By E. REDPATH (Radio Press, Ltd., 218, post free 2/8).
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ANYONE who is using
either plain crystal sets
or those which employ a

combination of crystal and valve
will find it most convenient to
make up a number of small plug-
in detectors each provided with
a different crystal. If this is done
changes can be made withOut any
trouble at all and the effect upon
the set noted most easily.

When one is making up half
a dozen or more detectors one
naturally wants to find a type
that is simple to construct and
which does not call for any
expensive materials. That about
to be described will be found to
fill these requirements.

The drawing shows the appear-
ance of the finished instrument.
This made up on a strip of
ebonite 1 in. wide and '21 in. in
length, 1 in. ebonite will be all
that is needed. At one end is a
pillar made from a short length
of 2B.A. studding and kept in
place by nuts above and below
the ebonite.. At the other is fixed
a crystal cup secured by a 4B.A.
screw, the hole for which is
drilled eccentrically into the brass
so that the cup may be moved
considerably in order to allow

Wireless Weekly

A handy Plug-in Detector

searching to be done. To the,
top of the pillar is fixed by means
of a couple of nuts an arm of
springy brass 2 in. in length and

in. wide, in the middle of which
is drilled a 3/I6 -in. hole. Through
this hole passes the shank of a
4B.A. screw inserted upwards
below the ebonite and fixed in
place by means of a nut screwed
hard down. A second nut above

/1/4" ), 3/4!

2-3/4". ).

Constructional details of the
Detector.

Extreme Selectivity

MANY readers have ex -
pressed the desire to have
the method of winding in-

corporated in the set described in
our issue for February 20, illus-
trated a little more fully than was
possible in the reduced circuit
diagram. The attached figure
shows how the winding is made,
and it will be noticed that by
using a double winding of No. 20
wire, two windings being in
parallel and joined at each end,
the effect of a much thicker wire
is obtainable. This method,
which very successfully solves
the problem of obtaining low re-
sistance winding without recourse
to the thicker wires, which are
usually obtainable with some
difficulty, can equally successfully
be applied to other circuits. For
example, in the set described- in
the issue for February 13 under the
title- of " A LOud-Speaker Reflex

Two W/RES

JOINEEI

S,ft&LE N920

DOLIELE NC20

Method of using double wire to
obtain low resistance. See Figs.
7 and 2, pages 348 and 349 of
last week's issue.

Circuit," the particular form of
aerial coupling there shown can
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the arm allows the point of the "
catwhisker .to be adjusted. The
contacts take the form of a pair
of valve pins if in. apart, which
fit into valve legs upon the panel.
A friend who saw the design Sug-
gested that it might be better to
provide the detector with one pin
and one leg, but a moment's
thought will 'show that it is not '
the case. The fact that both _of
the contacts are of the same kind
enables one to reverse the
detector in a moment, which is a
very great advantage.

A number of detectors of this
design may be made up each
fitted with a crystal of the kind
that requires a catwhisker con-
tact. Perikon detectors can also
be made on the same lines by
increasing the length of the pillar
and the adjusting screw and
fitting a second cup, also eccen-
trically mounted, to the end of
the arm.

R. - H.

be substituted by a method
similar to th,at shown in the pre-
sent illustration, the aerial being
tapped on to the point where the
two wires are joined and the
earth and filament to the other
point of contact between the two
wires.

be iRabfo Societv
of great 3Britain.
Transmitters and Relay

Section.

The calibration waves re-
cently sent out from 6XX Were
sent as arranged every night
except one. The signals of
diminishing strength which it
was proposed to transmit were,
however, not transmitted. It
was found difficult to alter the
strength of the signals in the
manner desired with the ap-
paratus at' present installed at
6XX.
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By

JOHN SCOT T.TAGGART,
F.Inst. P., A.M.I.E.E.

THOSE who have had ample
experience of the tuned
anode method of coupling

one valve to another will, no

VA. 200
TURNS

C2

Z3

This type of coupling is of
advantage in dual amplification
circuits where it is desired to pre-
vent any possibility of instability.

C4

3 Awn, -
R3

R2
--1111111111111

= E
Fig. 1.-A stable form

doubt, desire to extend their ex-
perience to other forms of high -
frequency coupling, and one
which will commend itself to
those who are interested in dual
amplification circuits is given in
Fig. t.

An air -core choke coil L2 is
connected. in 'the anode Circuit of
the first valve, and instead of
having a tuned anode in series, it
is connected in parallel with the
coil L2, and a coupling condenser
C2 of o.000i ,a2F to 0.0003 µF.

The circuit L3 C3 is tuned in
the ordinary way to the incoming
wavelength, and if the second
valve is to act as a detector, the
usual grid condenser C4 and grid -
leak R3 is provided.

E

of intervalve coupling.
Interesting experiments may be

carried out by coupling the in-

vi

action coil to introduce reaction
on to the grid circuit of the first
valve.

The coil L2 is preferably a
plug-in coil of zoo turns, or 250
turns, and the experimenter will
find plenty of other uses for it in
future circuits, and also for
longer wave telephony reception.

Fig. 2 is similar to Fig. 1, ex-
cept' that instead of coupling the
whole of the inductance L3 to
the anode circuit of the first valve
only a portion of it is used, and
preferably a variable tapping is
taken. The advantage of a vari-
able tapping S is that the damp-
ing of the oscillatory circuit L3
C3 is reduced, and also the coup-
ling is looser between the anode
circuit of the first valve and the

111111011111-

0°/ B2

Fig. 2.-A more selective arrangement.
ductance Li to L2. The latter
coil can, in fact, be used as a re -

2 C4
QQQ HI

Flg, 3.-A simply method of obtaining stability.
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oscillatory circuit L3 C3. The
signal strength does not seem to
be as great as with a tuned anode
circuit, but the selectivity is im-
proved.

Another interesting arranger
ment is that illustrated in Fig. 3.
In this case the whole inductance
L2 is not included in the anode
circuit, but only the portion beg-..
tween the left -band side of L2 and
the tapping S, which is preferably
adjustable. In this circuit there
is less tendency for the first valve
to oscillate of its own accord, and
a high degree of selectivity is
obtainable.
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Apparatus
we have teited

Conducted by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor.

A Fine -Adjustment Two -Coil
Holder

A two -coil holder, for mount-
ing on the side or top of a cabinet
or panel (by means of four small
screws), and provided with a
coarse and also a fine adjustment
of the mutual coupling, is that
submitted by Messrs. Goswell
Engineering Co., Ltd. In this,
the coarse adjustment is made in
the usual way by swinging up a
pivoted holder, controlled by a
knob on a long spindle to mini-
mise hand -capacity effects. For
the fine adjustment, the other
coil -holder (usually fixed in posi-
tion) has in this instrument a
small swinging motion, produced
by a cam. This is affixed to

another long spindle and bears
up against the holder, advancing
it against a fairly stiff spring,
giving a very smooth and steady
motion, without back -lash, of
some 4 in. at the centre of the
coil. The cam is of insulating
material, and the second spindle
is wholly insulated from the other
parts.

On actual trial, the holders
were found to take the standard'
type of plug-in coils readily; and
the mechanism worked as it
should. Fine control over re-
action -coupling was found in re-
ception, facilitating the search for
distant stations; whilst the closest
possible coupling was obtained
for super work. The insulation,

on test, proved excellent, whilst
the general workmanship and
finish were of a high order. We
found the small terminal -screws
fitted on the coil sockets them-
selves decidedly inconvenient in
use, for temporary experimental
" hook-ups," and they are placed
in such a manner that short-cir-
cuits might easily occur in such
work : this does not apply when
the instrument is permanently in-
stalled in a finished- receiver.

The Multiphone
A sample of the Barnes Multi -

phone has been submitted for trial.
by Messrs. B. Tickle & Co.
This comprises a small loud-
speaker of conventional design,

PLUGS and JACKS

PLUG & JACK COMPLETE
$1 Post Free.

A. ROBERTS & CO.
42, Bedford Hill.

Balham, S.W.12.

TWO-WAY PLUG

SCREWED JACK

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS, SEE THE

TRADE MARK cazta.4 ON EVERY GRID LEAK.

WATMEL
Constantly Variable
Silent in operation.,
Constant in any
temperature.
Dust and Damp
proof.
Each tested and
guaranteed.
Neat and well
made.

VARIABLE GRID LEAK
(Patent No. 206098).

GRID LEAK
.5 to 5 megohms
2/6

ANODE
RESISTANCE

50,000 to zoo,000
ohms 3/6.
Suitable for S.T.
zoo Circuit.

SEND P.C. FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER.

WATMEL WIREEESS CO Connaught House. la, Edgware Road
1 Marble Arch, W.2. Te1.4575 Paddington.

INDOOR versus OUTDOOR AERIAL
Do you realise that an outside aerial is as unnecessary for good reception as it is unsightly?

The " ARGENTONE" AERIAL
is a neat, single -strand, super -sensitive, high -conductivity, copper -cored aerial,

specially adapted for indoor use, and gives wonderful results.
"ARGENTONE" can be obtained from any 4/ 100

Wireless Depot at a cost of FEET
or post free direct from-T. W. YOUNG, LTD., 64-86, CITY ROAD,

LONDON, E.C.1.

TALITE.
(Trade Mark.)

AVOID INFERIOR SUBSTITUTES.

LIVELY ALL OVER.

IMMEDIATE CONTACT.

T HE BEST CRYSTAL.

ENSURES BEST RESULTS.
If unable to obtain TALITE from your local Dealer a large specimen
may be obtained post free by sending P.O. for 1/6 direct to us.
A new Super Crystal-which we guarantee to be one of the most sensitive
crystals on the market-will also be sent post free upon the receipt of P.0.1/6.

Ask your dealer first ; if he cannot supply you write us direct.

E Try the Renowned Falco Headphones ( 4,000 ohms). -1
I

Sample Pair 12/6. Postage free.

Sole Selling Agents:

YARDING, HOLLAND Sr FRY, LTD.,
27, GARLICK HILL, LONDON, E.C.4.

Telephone : CITY 591, 2146. Telegrams Seedtime, London.

ALL OTHER CRYSTALS SUPPLIED.
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and four head -sets.- The latter,
however, work on the 'principle of
the doctor's ' stethoscope, con-
sisting merely of ear -pads sup-
ported by the usual head -bands,
each carrying a pair of flexible
metallic tubes 'which are plugged
into holes in the loud -speaker
base. Thus one electrical tele-
phone mechanism suffices for the
four listeners. On actual test no
diminution of volume of sound
could be noticed on adding addi-
tional head -sets to the instrument
after tuning -in on the one set-
a very distinct advantage with
crystal -sets or low -power valve -
reception. The resistance of the
windings is 4,000 ohms. The
loud -speaker can be removed
when head -sets alone are used, a,
plug being provided to close the
aperture, and small plugs for the
other unused outlets. The horn
adapter automatically cuts off
most of the outlet to the head-
sets, when in use, but one can be
left on for tuning -in.

On extended trial, the loud -
speak& feature was found to be
quite effective; though not power-
ful, and there was little distor-
tion. With the head -sets, the'
sensitiveness in crystal reception

fell short of a good pair of
ordinary -head-'phones; but was
not diminished, as mentioned al-
ready, by the addition of further
head -sets, as is the case with
ordinary head -'phones. Evidently,
the limit had not been even ap-
proached with four head -sets. In
loud -valve reception, four could
share with considerable apprecia-
tion. It was noticed that the
connecting tubes were uncomfort-
ably short and, being metallic,
tended to make grating noises
when slightly disturbed. These
are matters which are readily
remedied, and if rectified, would
add materially to the value of the
device. The head -sets also could
be considerably improved as to
comfort and non -liability to catch
in the hair.

The Barnes Multiphone seems
to be a practical as well as an
ingenious device, and should,
when developed fully, go a long
way towards curing the low -
powered set of its present selfish
character.

" Celcouse " Crystal
A g-alena-type of crystal that is

sold in a sealed envelope with a
printed guarantee of replacement

in case of insensitiveness is
the " Celcouse," 'a sample of
which has been submitted by
Messrs. Cousell Bros. This is a
brightly granular material which
on practical test proved to have
a large proportion of sensitive
spots, and to equal in every way
the best of the sensitised galenas.
All sides of the piece submitted
seemed to be equally excellent,
and a freshly fractured surface
also gave easy setting for good
signals.
The " Royal " L.F. Transformer

From Messrs. R. A. Rothernel,,
Ltd., comes an attractive type of
L.F. intervalve transformer, of
particularly fine workmanship and
finish. It is of a compact type,
measuring only 24 in. by 21 in.
Small terminals are provided on
the front, making rapid changes
of connections in experimental
work an easy task. On trial in
actual reception, excellent amplifi-
cation was obtained without
noticeable distortion. Tested
with the " Meg " by Soo volts
D.C. between windings, and from
each winding to the metallic
casing, the insulation proved
unexceptionable.

TO SAVE TIME AND TROUBLE use RE FTY TERMINALS AND CUPS
Type No. 1.

Lacqd. 9d. each.
Ebonite top.

No. la Nickel
10d each.

Type No. 2.
Lacqd. 44d. each

All brass.

Type No. 4 Lacqd.
10d. each.

Ebonite top

No. 2a Nickel No. 4a Nickel
50. each. 11d. each.

AS
TERMINAL

AS
WANDER

MIDGE

TYPE
No. 5

3d.
each

6
BA

Lacquered only.

SURPLUS POSTAGE RETURNED.

TO SAVE TIME AND MONEY get them from
N. 7.. Pugh Bros., 95/97, Holloway Rd.
N. 8. Pewko Electric Co., 38, Broadway Parade.
N. 10. W. L. Gray, Victoria Parade, Musweli Hill.
N. 17. Wood Green Radio, 12, Station Road.
N.W. 3. Crystal Engineering Co., la, Adelaide Road.
N.W.il. Gartubil, Ltd.,Finchley Road.
S.E.1. E. Griffen & o., 80, Newington Causeway.
S.E.S. -C-. Potchor & Co., 98, High Street, Deptford.
S.W.2. V. F. Lyon, 182, Tulse Hill.
S.W.6. S. & R. Grose, 51, New King's Road, Fulham.
S.W.11. G. Smith, Ltd., 268, Lavender Hill.
S.W.17. Philpot Bros., 35, Upper Tooting Road.

THE CRYSTAL CUP
which ends all
crystal troubles.

41d. Lacqd .
51d. Nickel.

E.C.2. Piggott Bros., Bishopsgate Street.
E.C.2. Spencer's Stores, Mason's Avenue.
E.C.4. Fleet Radio Stores, Fleet Street.
E.C.4. Munday, Ltd., Watling Street.
E.C.4. Mather Bros., 36, Farringdon Street.
E.C.4. E. G. Wood, 2, Queen Street, Cheapside.
W.C.I Carnage's, Ltd., High Holborn.
W.C.1. Service Co., Ltd., 273, High Holborn.
W.C.2. Maxwell Radio, 61, Oxford Street.
W.C.2. Peto-Scott, Ltd.49, High Holborn.
W.C.2. Will Day, Ltd., Lisle Street.
W.C.S. H. S. Simpson, Ltd., 29, High Street, Ealing.

IF YOUR DEALER IS NOT HERE SEND DIRECT TO

EFTY LiCTrnak LTD 2, Featherstone Buildings, Hiyh Holborn, London, W.CAR 'Phone : Chancery 8264. 'Grains : "'tetanal, Hclb. Lendcn "
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ACCUMULATOR RATING
From Earl Russel.

SIR,-In your issue of the 6th
inst., I note that you say it is
unfortunate that accumulators
are still sold with the ignition
capacity marked on them,

There is no such thing as an
Ignition Ampere, Hour, and the
sale of accumulators under that
designation is, fraudulent and has
been denounced by, responsible
authorities. An ampere hour is
as much a definite measure as a
pint or a quart, and a man is
no more entitled to sell an accu-
mulator as having 3o ignition
ampere hours when he means 15
ampere hours, than he would
be to sell milk as two London

quarts when it was in fact one
quart. Until some prosecution
of an offender is undertaken for a
false trade description, the only
remedy is to avoid dealing with
any firm that uses this mislead-
ing form of description.

If, however, a customer has
ordered a 3o ampere hour accu-
mulator and receives a 15 ampere
hour 'accumulator, he is entitled
to repudiate the bargain and ask
for his money back.- Yours
faithfully, RUSSELL.

RESULTS.
SIR,-Having at' first doubted

the statements of several readers
re the ST1 oo in your most excel-
lent and instructive papers
" M.W." and " W. W.," I now

have great pleasure in backing
them up, for I have found it a
top -rate success.

I used the following com-
ponents in building :--Fallons'
condensers o.oOo5 Igranic
transformers. Fellows' H.R.
'phones, Ediswan and Mullaid
A.R. valves, ioo,000 ohm leak,
hcrtzite and silver cat -whisker,
4v. L.T. and 66v. H.T.

Glasgow, Bournemouth, and
Newcastle were then received on
a 6o ft. single -wire aerial, about
12 ft. high, slung under the roof
of an army hut.

London could only be described
as " roaring," but Cardiff, Man-
chester, and ,Birmingham were
not loud :enough to be heard
nicely above the A.C. hum (this

EVERYTH I N
GUARANTEED

"Davenport " Lightweight, phones, stamped B.B.C.,
each pair fully guaranteed......... ...... . ... . . . pair 17/6

Aajustab]e 'phones, 4,000 ohms... per pair, 11/- and 15/8
Coil Holders, for panet-mounting, lacquered finish ;

2 -way, each 5/. ; 3 -way each 7/0
Filament Resistances, excellent smooth action: not

the rubbish usually sold at this price each 1/9
Nickel or Bras3 Switches (small, for panel -

mounting
.

S.P.D.T., each 1/3 ; D.P.D.T. each 2f.
L.F. Transformers, ratio 5/1, tested and guaranteed

each 10/6
Potentiometers 250 or 450 ohms..... ..... . .... each 5/.
Crystal Detectors, upright, enclosed in glass each 1/7

Do. Do. horizontal, enclosed each 1/6, 2/-, 2/6
Do. Do. Peri kon, enclosed each 2/6, 3/.

Brass Rod, screwed, 2 B.A. 21d., 4 B.A. 2d. per ft. length.
Brass Nuts. 2B.A. vl., 4, 5, 6, 8 B.A. 2d. per dozen.
H.F. Transformers. 350 to 450 metres each 4/9
Variom eters, complete with knob and dial, each 2/9 & 3/8

Everything else for the constructor, at the same rock
bottom prices, and all SOLD UNDER GUARANTEE
We have always in Stock Igranic, R.I. Lissen,

Sterling Woodhall, T.M.C., B.T.H., Marconi.,
Osram, Cossor, Ediswan, Mullard, Dubilier,
Siemens, G.R.C., Amplion, etc., components

in great variety. .'

OPEN
9.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturdays 1 p.m,

SHOVE ,P
56,Mortimer

Write for Post Free
Catalogue.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

40T

M. H. The
Mark of Merit
on any Wire-
less Set or
component
is a guarantee
of efficiency,
reasonable
price and
sound British
manufacture.
BUY BRITISH
GOODS ONLY

11111111

We are exhibiting
in the Electrical
and Allied Engi-
neering Section
of the British
Empire Exhibi.

tion, 1924.

11111111

Complete
Catalogue,

over 100 pro-
fusely illus-
trated pages,

Post Free
1/8.

COMPONENTS for
the EXPERIMENTER

Grid Leak and Condenser Mounted.
Fitted with 0.00015 µF. Condenser -and 2 µF.
Leak, mounted -on ebonite base with terminals.

Price as illustrated 2/8
Condenser and
Clips only. 1/4

Grid Leak and
Clips only. 1/.

Anode
Resistance and
Clips only. 1,3

Coil Mount.

Ebonite, Conical, polished,
with screws and soldering

tags, as illustrated

1 /6

For flat mounting on
7.00den baseboards with

terminals.

1/8

LIEWN-1-1:11CW
IN CONJUNCTION W TH B.HESKETH LTD

SHOWROOMS: Radio Corner. 179, Strand, London, W.C.2.
5 Yelverton Road Bournemouth.

All correspondence to Head ()thee,
HASTINGS HOUSE, NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
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was afterwards cured by earth-
ing; the electric lighting con-
duit, which is 18 in. above the
aerial). --

I cannot understand why Glas-
gow is so loud and yet, the
farthest away, especially as my
aerial is nearly due east.

With 16 turns of wire on an
i8 -in. frame with No. 3o coil in
series and reaction fully open
2L0 came in as loud as ever.

Thanking you for your most
excellent circuit.-I am, yours
truly,

G. LAVERS.
Blackdown,

Nr. Farnborough.

100 METRE TRANSMISSION
Sin, -4n view of your note on

page 288, Vol. 3, No. 9, my
experience may interest you.

Some months ago I learnt that
two loeal amateurs were working
on very short wavelengths and
using 1H.F. and detector, I tried
to find them. . At first the set
would not oscillate, but this was
cured by shunting the reaction
coil with a o.000f variable con-
denser. As soon  as --this was
done I experienced no great
difficulty in finding them, and

received good speech from them
both. One was plainly audible
on"' an open aerial, which is not
surprising, as I - afterwards
learnt that his station is within
200 of mine, and that he
was using about 8 watts. The
other one is about 1 mile from
here, and was only using about
.75 watts. A week or so later I
succeeded in' getting them. both
on one valve only.

On January 30, 1924, I again
decided to try the short waves;
a detector valve only being used.
As soon as the set was oscillat-
ing I tuned in some CW, which
proved. to be UIXAM. Last
night UIXAR was heard calling
CQ, and on ceasing he was
immediately answered by 'G2SH,
and communication was estab-
lished. As signals -from UIXAR
were somewhat too weak for
comfort, I switched in IL.F. valve,
and heard both stations comfort-
ably until G2SH . apparently
broke down. UIXAR then got
in touch with G5KO. I was
unable to follow this interchange
owing. to local interference from
an untuned spark station.

The set I used was a 3 -valve
set LH.F., -detector, 1L.F. The

aerial coil was a basket of 15
turns of No. 24 d.c.c. wound on
a cardboard former, fl in. centre,
9 slots (no shellac or similar pre-
paration used), and was tuned by
a o.005 ,uF variable condenser
in series ; American stations,
etc., were received with only 30
to 40 degrees of the condenser
in. The reaction coil was similar
to the aerial coil, but had 25
turns, and was shunted by a
o.00i ,u.F variable condenser.
The aerial coil was directly
coupled to the first valve. The
valves were Marconi R for
detector and. French R for L.F.,
with about 75 volts on the plates.
My aerial is a 6o ft. twin spaced
4 ft., with the free ends con-
nected, 23 ft. at the house end,
rising to 35 ft. at the free end.
The earth is a metal plate about
4 ft. 6 in. x 2 ft., buried about
2 ft. 6 in. deep at the end of a
12 ft. earth lead.

Up to the present I have
received the following stations on
140 metres or below :-2PW,
5XS, 2XR, 20N, 5TR, 2SH,
5K0, 2KW, UIXAM,
UICMP.-Yours faithfully,

W. F. FARRING.
Forest Gate, E.7.

A DEPARTURE
in Valve -Holder Construction
for Every ,Experimenter
who knows that high resistance and low capacity
are determined by the  spacing of the valve legs
themselves. In the manufacture of the H.T.C. Valve -

Holder, allow-
ance is made for
the varying
spacing of legs
of the different
types of valves.

No metallic
parts used in
construction are
exposed, mak-

ing it impossible to 'short
th e WT. across the fila-
ment. PRICE

Fat en t
pmding. 1/9

Too " A for above Panel Moulfiqq.

We are also Manufacturers of the Famous
H.T.C. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER

the success of which has succeeded good craftsmanship and
good materials, observing good dr sim.
Obtainable from your Local Dealer, or
direct from the Manufacturer% Price 1 5/-

H.T.C. Electrical Co., Ltd.
2 and 2a, BOUNDARIES ROAD, BALHAM, S.W.12
TdePhone : BATTERSEA 374. Trade Enquiries Invited.

1
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80 of
the Howling

% in L.F. Amplification
CAN

DESIGNED

FOR USE

WITH " R "
TYPE OR

DULL

EMITTER

VALVES,

ALSO

VALVE

AMPLIFIERS

USING

CRYSTAL

DETECTORS

BE OBVIATED BY USING:

PRICE

18/ -
EACH

MALE

LIKE AN

INSTRUMENT

INSIDE

AND OUT.

0 0

SHROUDED POWQUIP TRANSFORMERS.
They are remarkable for their robust construction, and incorporate sound technical
principles, embodying features vastly in advance of accepted standards. he
shroud is made from a special low resistance alloy which entirely eliminates stray
fields, rendering side -by -side mounting possible without mutual interference.
By installing these transformers and carefully spacing the grid and plate leads, the
remaining 20% of howling and distortion will disappear, resulting in ideal and
maximum amplification.

The POWER EQUIPMENT Co., Ltd.,
CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD, N.W.2.
If unable to obtain locally, please send us your retailer's address.
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Information Depailment

B. L. (DURHAM) says that his aerial and
earth system does not appear to be very
efficient, and mentions among other features
that the lead-in runs for some 15 feet very
close to and parallel with an iron rain
water pipe.
We think the proximity of the iron pipe is
sufficient to account for the results noticed, since
if the down -lead is allowed to run fairly close to
it, the capacity of the aerial will be considerably
increased, since the pipe, being more or less earth
connected, forms with the down -lead a condenser
of a most undesirable sort. Further, there will
be considerable loss of energy from the aerial
circuit by eddy currents.

W. C. F. (BRISTOL) asks which method
we consider to be the test for mounting
crystals in their cups.
Undoubtedly the best method is that which makes
use of what is known as Wood's metal. This is

an alloy of lead, tin, bismuth, and cadmium
(usually) having a very low melting point. A
small piece- of the metal should be placed in the
crystal cup and heated very carefully until it is
just fluid, and then the crystal should be dropped
into this and the metal allowed to cool. It con-
tracts slightly in setting, and grips the crystal
firmly. A somewhat less sati.;factory alternatiVe,
but one which is nevertheless quite practicable, is
to grip the crystal between three screws in the
cup and then pack it round firmly with tinfoil.
This latter precaution commonly -improves results
noticeably.

I. R. (TULSE HILL) states that he has
been informed that it is not possible to hear
the radiation from an oscillating valve set
with a crystal receiver.
This, unfortunately. is not so. If both receivers
are tuned to the same. broadcasting station, a howl
will be heard in the crystal set when the valve
receiver oscillates.

The GREAT WIRELESS SALE

DRASTIC SALE REDUCTIONS
Damage Prices for Sets and Accessories now
so low as to be bordering on the absurd.

OPPORTUNITY TO SECURE AT LOWEST PRICES OF THE YEAR

Adjustable
LOOSE COUPLER
Tapped on Secondary, covering band of wavelengths
300 to 1,000 metres. The most Efficient for shorter
wavelengths, especially with Crystal Receivers. Ten
per cent.better resu Its than the ordinary " tight type
Especially effective when used with a
variable condenser, either in shunt or 25/sa
series. Post free. SALE PRICE ..

LIST PRICE, 27/6

Other Sale Bargains

LE No. 1. Multiplex Unit 350-30 000
metres .. SALE PRICE 45/ -
No. 2. Multiplex Unit 350-3,000 30/
metres .. SALE PRICE

lator. Usual price45/-SALE PR ICE lin
2 6 volt. 100 amp. Hellova Accumu- A n /.

E Special Line Mounted Series A/.
Parallel Switches SALE PRICE 1 =

C ...A ,C.% ,L1.4004

INDUCTANCE SLIDERS AND RODS
As sketch, with terminal end holes drilled * in. Square Do. 14
ready for fixing. The slider, which is fit- Rod with slider n ie in, Sale
ted with smoothly working p/unger ensur- 13 inches. L / U Price
ing perfect contact on the inductance coil, Usual Price 3,' -
is of polished ebonite. All metal parts of
brass, burnished and lacquered.

SECURE YOUR BARGAINS
NOW

2'9

411.l
05/

VALVE -TO -PHONES

The "Capstan " Type
CRYSTAL DETECTOR

The finest perikon detector made,
this is one of the biggest bargains
of the sale. Two square capstan
131 exad2s, ebonitenci,e. base,

SALEx 'PRICE .. 5/6
Post ed.

USUAL PRICE 15/3
i..111111111111111111111111111111111111:11111

= FOR BEST Lr
E.- RESULTS USE

PERMANITE
Ef- CRYSTAL
= Regd. No; 438341

Catalogue - free But to notice the improved
on request. 2: results, be sure it's Gamages

TELEPHONE TRANSFORMERS Permanite. Clear.powerful E2
EX -GOVT. BUZZERS = results. Highly sensitive E

Not a Sale Item, but a Special Line offered A special offer of ex -govt, type telephone = and remains in adjustment 2
nsfor ners small and compact. longest. Price per

Write for Sale

All Tested. With silver contacts
Special Price

at a ridiculously low price.

Post 4d.
Postage.6d... 7/6 kr-i,sPeastciez: .7 1 /6 -E7

trans
PRICE

USUALLY II!. ,Allill111111H111111111111111111111111lirrl..

A. W. GAMAGE, LTD., HOLBORN, LONDON E.C.1-
Cheapside He use : BENE I FINKS.
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W. E. W. (EPPING).
Please send us your address; we wish to com-
municate with you.

N. A. (COWES, ISLE OF WIGHT) reports
that he finds considerable difficulty in ob-
taining an efficii.nt earth connection, having
no water pipe system in his house, and asks
our advice.
Probably the best solution of the difficulty is to
bury -an old galvanised iron bath or bucket, which
has been freely perforated with small holes, about
3 feet below the surface of the ground underneath
the aerial and as close to the leading -in point as
possible. Stout copper wire should be soldered
to the upper edge of the bucket, which should
be almost filled with cinders or preferably broken
coke. Three or four buckets full of water should
then be poured in and the earth shovelled back.

J. S. W. (BRADFORD) states that every
time a tramcar passes his house he hears
a prolonged crackling and roaring which
completely drowns signals, and asks for
the remedy. His aerial runs parallel to
the overhead wires and about twenty yards
from them.
Interference of this nature is exceedingly difficult
to eliminate at the best of times, and our corre-

spondent is unfortunately suffering from a par-
ticularly severe form. At such a short distance
from the wires of the power system only the most
drastic remedies are of any use, and the first step
is to consider a possible re -arrangement of the
aerial. Try to get it further away from and at
right angles to the source of trouble, instal a
" counterpoise " earth, adopt a loose -coupled
tuner, and dispense with all low -frequency valves.

M. L. (LONDON). What is the best kind of
wire to use for winding tuning coils : cotton
covered, silk covered or enamelled ?
A great deal depends upon the type of coil which
is to be constructed, and the method for varying
the number of turns in circuit. Enamel -covered
wire is most suitable for coils to which a slider
is to be fitted. Double cotton -covered or double
silk-coVered wire are about equally suitable for
Winding tapped inductances, the cotton -covered
wire having perhaps. a slight preference because
the thicker covering ensures a greater spacing
between the actual wires of adjacent turns. Inci-
dentally the cotton -covered wire is much cheaper.
For honeycomb, basket, or duolateral coils double
cotton -covered wire is most suitable. The silk
covering frequently _becomes damaged during the
winding, especially upon the removal of the 'steel
rods of the former or' " spider." Single silk -
covered wire is not recommended for use on any
type of wireless receiving coils.

PRICES

W No.

352
441

440
385
427
363
509
465
301
481
468

£ s. d

1 0 0
2 6
3 6
6 0
2 6

12 6
1 9

6
0
0
6

8
o
3
4 L

O

MPONENTS.

No. 6.-THE ASHLEY
180 DEGREES VARIO-COUPLER.

Cat. No. W 390

Covers a wave band of 300 to 500 metres, and permits
coupling over 180 degrees.
Equally suitable for Table or Panel Mounting.
Ten tappings on Primary, arranged for easy soldering
to 10 -Point Switch connections (Cat. No. W 46%.
Formers specially impregnated with high Insulating
composition.
Connections between Reed terminals and rotor specially
designed to ensure perfect contact under all conditions.
Should be standardised alike by Manufacturers and
Home Constructors.

Ashley Wireless Telephone Co. Ltd.
89, Renshaw Street LIVERPOOL

W509

W 427

W3G3

W401 W301'
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Contents.
Interesting details of B.B.C. personnel.
Notes on the eight B.B.C. Stations.
Continental Broadcasting-what to

listen for.
How to look after your Set.-By Percy

W. Harris.
Buying a Broadcast Receiver.-By

G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.
The Wireless Musical Cinema-a peep

into the Future.-By R. W. Hallows,
M.A.

In and out of the Studio.-By John
Henry.

The Children's Corner.-By Uncle
Caractacus.

The Importance of the Musical Pro-
gramme.-By Dan Godfrey, Jun.,
A.R.A.M.

The Work of an Announcer.-By Rex
Palmer.

How it is Done.-By P. P. Eckersley,
Chief Engineer to B.B.C.

A Visit to 2L0.-By E. Alexander.
What has been done-a review of the

first year's Broadcast -By A. R.
Burrows.

The Future of Wireless. - By John
Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.

The British Broadcasting Co., Ltd.,
and its aims and objects.-By
J. C. W. Reich.

How to listen to and appreciate
Musical Broadcast.-By Douglas
Hopkins, A.R.C.O.

1/6

"Broadcast
Listeners"
Year Book

1924

From all Book-
sellers, or z/8
post free direct.

Get a copy of this
new Book and have
a peep behind the
scenes

THIS new Book is entirely different from
any Radio Year Book or Annuals that
have ever been produced. It is, as its

title denotes, devoted exclusively to Broad-
casting. As you will see by this list of con-
tents, it brings the B.B.C. right into your
home, and introduces you to many of those
who are responsible for the pleasure you get
from Broadcasting.

We feel confident that it is one of the most
interesting and entertaining Books that have
ever been published-and, a ready sale is

assured. To make sure of a copy, an order
should be given to your newsagent at once as
the supply is limited.

Radio Press, Limited,
Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2
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presents two new
attractions in Sets
The persistent demand of the public for complete
receivers of well-known reputation at prices suitable to
all pockets has induced Radio Instruments Limited to
produce these additions to their well-known range.

THE LYRIANETTE.
A single cabinet containing a com-
plete receiving station that will
reproduce perfectly the Broadcasting
Concerts on its standard Loud Speaker
the moment the aerial and earth
wires are connected and the instru-
ment switched on. It is built of parts
with a world-wide reputation that
have proved their value and are
always recommended.

THE R.I. CRYSTAL RECEIVER.
This set is the acme of perfection and embodies
the same design and workmanship of the
famous R.I. No. 1 crystal receiver, it is fitted
in a well -made cabinet, and the crystal adjust-
ment is the now famous micrometer screw,
giving absolute stability.

This instrument will bring the
pleasures of broadcasting within the
reach of all. This set is as perfectly
built as the finest R.I. instrument-
and yet, it is the only 1st class set
that because of its large production
is sold at a moderate figure.

The
Lyrianette

2 Valve for
Broadcasting

only.

Price
19

Guineas
Complete,
B.B.C. Tax.

15..
Made also in

3 Valve.

2
Guineas
(including

box).
Brown, Sterling

or any other
standard

phones,

25/ -

Write for our 50 page catalogue W.W. free on request.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD.,
Managing Director : J. JOSEPH, M.I.E.E.
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W. A. APPLETON, M.B.E., M.I.R.E. late Admiralty Technical Research Officer.

Works, Offices and Showrooms

12, HYDE STREET, NEW OXFORD STREET, W.C.1.
Telephone: Regent 6214-6215-6216. Telegrams: " Instradio, London."
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